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Reminiscence 

A black and yellow bumblebee 

Hovered by a lavender veronica blossom 

Returning to consciousness a vague residual 

Implanted by a hundred dreamy repetitions 

In other Junes and Mother's flower garden 

And I wa'i again left to ponder 

The curious paths of memory. 
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BEGINNINGS 

Foreword 

From earliest date to latest, the stories, verses, songs, and historical infonnation 
in this book span 192 years, 1822-2014. But they are concentrated between the lalit 
quarter of the nineteenth century and the first two thirds of the twentieth century. 
This is roughly the period when the people, from whom I acquired the most 
information and inspiration, lived their lives and generated their individual and 
collective memories. Included are the 20 years or so during which I most actively 
gathered infonnation directly from the people of Sangamon Township -- 1950-1960 
(now adding 1961-2015). 

All that falls outside this period are mere fragments -- extensions of the facts, 
myths, and "maybes" extractable from the generations immediately prior to my own -
- the story-tellers, and the verse-and-song-writers, who have fascinated me with their 
accounts of events and scenes from "yesteryear." I dedicate this book to all those 
accessible prior generations, and to the readers who find themselves enriched by the 
precious fragments extracted from the memories of those who have preceded us all. 
The single 1822 item is the oldest of all references to the Sangamon area that I have 
encountered. I am content to leave the next chapters in the lives of Sangamon folks 
to subsequent generations. 

Although my stories are mostly from the Township of Sangamon, in Piatt 
County, Illinois, they do not fairly represent either all parts of Sangamon Township 
or all of its activities and aspects. I have spent the early years of my life primarily in 
the north-central and north-eastern portions of Sangamon Township, and even more 
specifically in the general area around Centerville (also ca11ed Lickskillet), and to the 
east of it. This is where the small samples comprising the people that I knew best 
have lived their lives, and where the terrain and the settlements, and the woods along 
the Sangamon River, became so familiar as to linger always in my mind. 

Acknowledgments 

It is impossible and impractical for me to remember and list here all the people, 
particularly those from Sangamon Township, who have helped me with the efforts 
and details of this book. I can only list those I recall, but I remind the reader that I 
am obviously indebted to every person whose name appears in the book; I also hope 
that every one of those names will be indexed by page. Here is the imperfect and 
incomplete combined list of those I consult, and who are discussed in the book, and 
all that I can recall of the others who have yet to help me: 

Ida Belle (Winters) Alexander (later, Brady), Dale and Elizabeth (Heath), Ne11 
(Alexander) Beadles, Lyle and Darlene Alexander, Bill and Janet (Elam) Alexander, 
Thelma Alexander and John Hayden, Leslie and Waneta Alexander, Ruth Alexander 
(McCall), Nonna Sievers, David Crawford (and his spouse Jody), Philip Singer, 
Noble Porter Heath II, Martha Ann (Heath), Stanley Rhoades, John and Callie 
(Artman) Valentine, Stanley and Twilia (Valentine) Mackey, Helen Harper (Lilly), 
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Jenny (Valentine) Perry, Bud Wilson and Mary Jane (Wienke), Mella Seymour 
(Camp: Clouser -- stepfather), Dill Seymour, Judy Seymour, Robert and Agnes Jane 
(Seymour) Wright, Nina Harper (Evans -- step-parent), Emerson and Bernice Evans, 
Paul Branch, Dean Riley, Scobie Phillips, Walter White, Erma (Prahl) Koehn, Harold 
and Bowie Hannah, Marion Dyson, Betty and Mary (Perry); and so many others that 
I cannot always identify them. 

Thanks to Susan Stewart, Bill E. Frye, and Others 

I am pleased that I was able to accept the distinguished poet, Susan Stewart, for 
permission to use part of her poem, "A Boy's Voice". Susan published her first poem 
in Poetry Magazine, May 2007, and captured the sense of my appreciated story, 
Stealing Watermelons. She is a Chancellor of the Academy of American Poets and a 
former MacArthur Fellow. Her recent book, Columbarium, won the National Book 
Critics Award for 2003. I would not have been surprised if, say, an earthy older male 
poet, such as Carl Sandburg or Robert Penn Warren, had come up with an 
appropriate poem, but it's faintly startling when a serious lady does it so handily 
about boys! Surely it was not chauvinistic that I had considered only that such a 
thoughtful lady should have done it! 

Professor Bill E. Frye, Developmental Biologist, former Dean, Vice President, 
Provost at the University of Michigan, and later Chancellor at Emory University, and 
including thanks to Billy Frye for permission to quote from his account of fox 
hunting with his father in the southern Appalachian Mountains. 

Lynn Trojan Lesko, her husband, Michael Lesko, and their son, Steve and daughter 
Ciara Lesko; Megan Kanta Young and her husband, Jason Young, have also been my 
most important assistants and helpers with nearly all of my varying working jobs. 

Both of those women and men have helped, including stopping usual work so as to 
assist me with this and other efforts to help improve and create several books, 
including Darwinism and Human Affairs, The Biology of Moral Systems, Stealing 
Watermelons: Tales from Sangamon Township; White Man's Fire: Tales of Two 
Cricket Hunters in Australia, 1968-1969 (with Daniel Otte); Notes on the Faculty; 
Stories of Dale and Elizabeth Alexander: Pop's Story: A Midwestern Farm Boy's 
Memories of Times with His Father; Mom's Story: And The Life of Katherine 
Elizabeth Heath Alexander Stutzenstein: and several other recent books. 
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A Positive Concatenation 

"A series of links united; a successive series or order of things or events 
regarded as causally or dependently related . .. " 

Webster's 1977, Unabridged New Universal Dictionary, p. 375. 

Several unusual things have happened in our world coincidentally: (1) Lorrie 
Keames's grandparents were married on November 26, 1902, in Chicago, Illinois; 
(2) Richard Alexander's father was born 150 miles away, on the same day in 
Sangamon Township, Piatt County, Illinois; (3) Lorrie's grandparents received, again 
on the same (later) date, a wedding gift of a stylish oak rocking chair; (4) in 1953, the 
same wonderful rocking chair was gifted to Lorrie and Richard in 1953 by Lorrie's 
grandparents -- a photograph of it can be viewed on p. 113 in The Mockingbird's 
River Song, Reference 11; (5) three barns and two other buildings are being used; 
and on 60 acres of Michigan farm land, from 1974 to 2015, 40 acres have been 
purchased by Lorrie and Richard, and 20 acres rented. The big barn and the house 
were built in 1902; (6) more than 40 years later, in 2015. To now, Lorrie and Richard 
are still operating the same fa1m, with the same buildings, acreage, fences, crops, 
forest, and distinctive horses and cattle. The same message was written on the 
concrete extension of the big barn's foundation, and our gentle neighbor lady, Mrs. 
Esther Bihlmeyer who presented to us the long-term descriptions and timings of the 
buildings she was identifying, while we were restoring the barns and dilapidated 
fences of our wonderful old farm. 
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Comte y of Piatt County Journal Republican 
Publi hed Wedne day, Feb 25, 2004 

t, I •• ' 

(Ph.oto provided) 

This photograph was taken in Centerville at the Old _Post Office about 1903 by Edwin White Sr. 
The names that were attached to the picture are from left, Madge Perry, Mayme Gimbel, Mrs. 
Bates, Mrs. Reid, Mrs. Beoder, Tot and Emma, Mrs. Cline, Alma, Shirley, J.M. White. George 
and Ben White. This picture was donated to the Piatt County Historical Society by Ralph 
Manuel. 
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BOYS, NOW AND THEN 

A boy 
with all the hours in the world, and long days I never knew, 
a boy come whistling, whispering, sorely, scraped, and true. 

Appreciated, with permission, from A Boy's Voice, 
by Susan Stewart, Poetry Magazine, May 2007 

Boys may have had more fun 70 or 80 years ago, approximately between 1930 
and 1940. At least that was true when I was growing up, along the Sangamon River 
in Piatt County, Illinois. There weren't nearly as many people around then, and not 
as many "No Trespassing" signs. There were more wood lots and forests, and 
remote brushy pastures and fields, where boys could explore without getting into 
much trouble. People knew each other better, partly because families tended not to 
live too close together, and farm families tended to share work. People didn't have 
televisions and computers and other devices to keep them inside and doing things all 
the time by themselves, and families didn't move around as much. The same people 
tended to live and work on the same farm or in the same neighborhood for their 
whole lives, and stay with the same spouse. When kids grew up they tended to live 
near their parents and other kin as they married and started families of their own. 

All of these things enabled kids to know their neighbors better than is often the 
case nowadays. When everyone knows everyone, people tend to be friends, even if 
they have disagreements now and then. Kids may have had fewer friends, but they 
knew them very well, and they were likely to be really good friends. Fewer nasty 
things are done among friends and neighbors who know each other well, and 
everyone tends to have more fun. Some things that today are done out of nastiness or 
spite, or some other doubtful motive, were often done back then as humorous tricks 
on friends or neighbors. Afterward, stories about what happened might be told all 
around the neighborhood, and everyone would laugh and have a good time thinking 
about how the trick created a funny situation when it fooled the victim. 

Boys had more fun in those early days because there wasn't as much technology, 
because people didn't have as much money, and because there weren't as many 
things to buy. By today's standards, people were poor. Most families didn't have 
indoor toilets, faucets with running water, electric lights, or automatic furnaces 
running on oil or gas; and, again, nobody had fancy cars, televisions, computers, cell 
phones, iPods, and on and on ... sometimes they didn't even have radios. They 
didn't have malls to visit. Mostly they didn't have access to movies. It wasn't easy 
for farm kids, in particular, to find suitable places to play games like tennis and 
basketball, or enough people to play games like baseball or soccer. Many kids grew 
up without ever seeing the inside of a gymnasium. They hardly ever had chances to 
play in a nice clean swimming pool. So they didn't have to spend a lot of time being 
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hauled everywhere by their mothers or fathers to this kind of practice or that kind of 
practice, or supervised swimming, or something else with a lot of adults around 
trying to keep them busy and happy, and making sure they were always competitive 
in just the ways the parents wanted them to be. Kids played team games like baseball 
all by themselves, with their own rules. There wouldn't be any parents interfering, 
no coaches, no umpires or judges, no special rules except the ones the kids made up 
and accepted for themselves. They might play a version of rounders or work-up in 
baseball, or maybe a game they had figured out all by themselves, such as field 
hockey using sticks cut in the woods and a battered tin can to knock around in a 
·pasture; or maybe a game everyone knew, such as Hand-Me-Over (also called Handy 
-Over, Andy-Over, and Anthony-Over), Red Rover, or Last Runner. 

My friends and I made darts from corncobs and nails, sticking chicken feathers 
in the back ends of the corncobs to make them fly right. We made slingshots from 
forked sticks that we carried in our hip pockets when we weren't actually using them. 
We speared wild apples on long limber sticks and hurled them so far and high that 
they buzzed as they sailed completely out of sight. We saved up rotten chicken eggs 
and had rotten egg wars, after which we would run down and wash off in the 
Sangamon River, which was not only muddy but liberally infused with the amber 
liquid that unknown numbers of cows released while standing in its middle, upstream 
from us. We made bows and arrows and pretended we were Indians, and we jousted 
like the knights of old by racing at each other bareback on our ponies, using five- or 
six-foot mullein stalks for weapons. We went out in the plowed fields, and along 
creeks and rivers and washed-out hillsides, looking for Indian arrowheads, 
spearheads, flint knives and chisels, stone axes, mortars and pestles, and other 
ancient artifacts. And we found a good many of them. 

Boys of that time were also lucky because their fathers typically didn't work at 
some far-off place where the boys couldn't go, and which kept the fathers away all 
day. Farm boys got to work with their fathers, sometimes all day long, perhaps 
hoeing weeds out of the com rows, or maybe sawing up logs for firewood in some 
distant wood lot. Sometimes a boy, such as I, even got to drive his own team of 
horses right beside his father as he disked or harrowed the crop ground with four 
horses, getting ready to plant. Or maybe later they would cultivate the com together. 
Many a boy from that time can remember how his father filled his head with good 
stories and important knowledge all day long while they worked together. There was 
no special thing called "quality time" because it was all quality time. Somehow, 
parents seemed to know better in those days when and how to interact with their kids, 
and when to leave them alone to generate their own independence and responsibility. 

The game that I started earlier, which I have called "Last Runner," required two 
safe bases, such a1, two fences, or a schoolhouse wall and a fence. The game starts 
with one person who is "It." This person stays in the space between the two bases 
and is ready to tag any player who tries to run between the bases. Every person 
tagged ha1, to join and help "It." Whenever all of the players happen to be standing 
on safe bases, the "It" - any of the "Its" -- can tag anyone and require that tagged 



person to join them. The last person to remain uncaught is regarded as the winner. 
In the 1930's, the game was called Black Man. I originally thought the name of the 
game referred to the winning individual, who was the Jast one caught. When I 
eventually realized that other players didn't interpret it the way I did, I suggested that 
the name of this worthy and enjoyable game be changed to "Last Runner" -- or 
maybe just, "The Winner." 

With respect to parents and children interacting, a good illustration of what I am 
talking about is the pocket knife. Years ago, every boy carried one in the pocket of 
his overalls, just as his father did. We carried them everywhere, including to school. 
A boy's pocket knife would be used innumerable times every day, to do things like 
whittling sticks, peeling and coring apples and other fruit and vegetables, drilling 
holes in leather straps or wood, cutting ropes or strings, repairing toys, removing 
thorns or splinters, cleaning fingernails, and dressing up those mullein stalk lances. 

In earlier days boys settled their most persisting and galling disagreements more 
often by wrestling or fist fighting than by any other way. Despite today's attitudes 
about such things, fist fights didn't work too badly. They were usually brief, and I 
never heard of any boy actually getting hurt in a fist fight, beyond a black eye or a 
cut lip, and maybe some wounded pride. Just about every boy who ever had a fist 
fight was carrying a pocket knife at the time. It would never have crossed the mind 
of any "ordinary" boy to pull out a pocket knife during a fight, and if any boy did 
that, every boy in the area would have been all over him. Indeed, a boy would be 
ostracized for even placing his hand in his knife pocket during a confrontation. I 
know nothing could have been further from my mind than using a knife in a fight, 
and I never knew any boy for whom that didn't seem to be true. I am pretty sure my 
parents never had to say a word about it. Our fathers set examples for us, in this as 
well as in virtually every other aspect of our behavior, and, of course, so did our 
mothers, even though most of them didn't carry pocket knives. But there was 
something extremely important in the positive and thoughtful ways that boys of that 
time generated and adjusted their own rules, reflected in issues of this sort. 

Some people who were kids long ago will remember having to make most of 
their own toys. Their parents couldn't afford to buy them a lot of presents, even at 
Christmas time. Sometimes gifts were entirely home-made, or old things fixed up. 
My brother, Noel, and I made our own toy farm tractors, even before we had tractors 
on our farm. We would cut a block of wood to resemble the body of a tractor, then 
add wheels, belt pulley, steering wheel, seat, accelerator, clutch and brake pedals, 
gear shift, muffler, air vent, and radiator cap. We scoured our father's cluttered work 
shop for little pieces of junk that looked just like the different parts we would need. 
We would get really excited when we found something that could become a part we 
hadn't even thought about putting on the tractor. We flattened tin cans and cut and 
bent them to make implements like mowers and plows. Some of them actually 
worked, digging into the ground, or moving their different parts together the way the 
real implement did. We used nails and heavy stiff wires for axles, and washers 
sometimes for miniature farm disks; and we made trucks and wooden wagons from 
little cheese boxes. We made special hitches so we could pull all of the implements 
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we made behind our toy tractor . We used tho e little machine to farm the field 
that we could ee among the root of a huge, friendly, silver maple tree in the front 
yard. That wonderful tree is till in the same place, tiJl growing, more than O year 
later; but the hou e ha been eliminated, and replaced by one more di tant. and no 
one eem to be cultivating or planting the little fann among it root any more. 

We made our play wagon into fake trucks and car by fa tening an upright tin 
can on the back axle and filling it full of water. We would punch a hole in the 
bottom of the can with a nail, o the water would drip lowly out. The well was our 
"filling tation' ( or "ga " tation), and if we didn't make it to the talion when the 

can became empty, it wa part of the game that we had to walk and carry water to 
refill the can before continuing. We "drove" the wagons by crouching on them with 
one hin flat along the ide of the bottom of the wagon, the top of that foot al o 
re ting on the bed of the wagon. The other foot and leg would be troking the ground 
and driving the wagon along, while the driver steered with the tongue of the wagon 
tilted backward and held with one hand. The other hand held on to the edge of the 
wagon, out in front of the driver, and tabilized the whole operation. 

We raced our old fenderle . bicycle down. teep hill in the cow pa tures. and 
even made jumps on the cow paths, ometimes literally de troying the bicycle when 
we went era hing over them. Generally peaking, we did uch thing without hurting 
our elves, although I remember ripping the in ide of my upper arm 1ight down pa t 
the fat layer by riding a young bull that insi ted on running along ide a barbed wire 
fence. I also plit the ball of the upper bone on my left arm (the humeru ) by getting 
myself bucked off a teer against a wooden gate. Another time I climbed a hagbark 
hickory tree wearing horts. I slid down, ripping the fie h of my crotum o everely 
as nearly to release the preciou te tide in ide. Becau ewe went barefoot all 
summer we were also continually stepping on sharp rocks and ru ty old nail ticking 
out of discarded boards, and those things made us limp in revealingly different way 
that everyone thought wa funny. But we managed, even if we had to take a good 
many t1ips to the doctor, either to be sewn up or to get another lockjaw hot. Our 
mother's first aid kit consisted mainly of a large bottle of a powerfu11y trong tincture 
of iodine. 

In tho e days, long ago, most people lived in the country, and mo t boy were 
farm boys. A farm boy might get up in the morning and walk out of the hou e, 
barefoot, and wearing nothing but bib overalls - maybe with only one uspender 
fa<;tened. He might get on his pony and disappear into the woods for the entire day. 
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Or perhaps he'd cut a sassafras stick, call his dog, and trudge off, following the creek 
down to where it emptied into the river, and looking for unusual stones, baby 
raccoons or foxes, or nests of crows and owls, until time for the evening chores. A 
boy might swim his pony around the farmers strange little fences that jutted out into 
the river to keep the cattle and horses in, and, by doing that, travel miles up or down 
the river. He might go over to a friend's house and the two of them on their ponies 
might ride out to some secluded spot, to sit on the highest hill overlooking a cut in 
the country road and dash down on each car that passed, yelling like banshees as they 
chased the car up the road. Then we'd ride to the top of the hill again and sit and 
giggle until the next unsuspecting driver came along. Sometimes, Bud Wilson and I 
imagined humorously that we were real outlaws, like the original Jesse James gang. 

In the woods that were more abundant in those days, and less disturbed, we 
found many wild things to examine and marvel about. Some of those wonderful 
animals and plants don't live there any more. A good example is a certain shiny 
black sturdy beetle that we called the Betsy beetle. This big beautiful beetle lived in 
colonies inside dead logs and fed on the wood. Those beetles always looked as 
though they had been carefully cleaned and polished, and they moved slowly, so they 
were very handy as playthings, and they seemed to us to be downright friendly. We 
would carry some of the beetles back to our house and keep them in boxes or tin cans 
so that we could take them out and enjoy them whenever we wanted. They only 
needed partly rotted pieces of wood as food. Those beetles squeaked when we 
handled them, which helped give them a personality and made them seem all the 
more friendly. Their soft white larvae squeaked too, and we figured the adults were 
somehow talking to their beetle children, and vice versa. We learned that we could 
pry apart the tongue and groove fastener that held together the strong leathery black 
forewings of the beetle. Then we could also see the beautiful, folded, yellowish, 
translucent under-wings that we figured the beetle used for flying, under some 
circumstances that we never understood or observed. When we unfolded these flying 
wings, and stretched them out, we made another incredible discovery. The whole 
upper surface of the beetle's body was as clear as ce1lophane, so that we could watch 
to our heart's content how all the organs inside the beetle pulsed and moved and kept 
the beetle alive and well. When we finished looking at a beetle that way we would 
tum it loose and then watch it slowly and carefully refold its underwings, snap its 
shiny black tongue-and-groove forewings together, and walk off as if nothing had 
happened. 

There were times in the lives of the boys in my neighborhood when we almost 
always had something like a Betsy beetle in the pocket of our overal1s, sometimes 
inside a penny matchbox. Betsy beetles have a little horn up front that is bent 
forward and just right for fastening a thread to it. We made tiny wagons from penny 
matchboxes, with little wooden wheels, and we fashioned harnesses from thread with 
which we could hitch one or two Betsy beetles to one another, and to the wagon, and 
watch the beetles pull the wagons around. I discovered that Betsy beetles were 
wonderful playthings to have along with us in church whenever the preacher's 
sermon became too boring. I remember flirting repeatedly with the idea of letting a 
Betsy beetle crawl up the back of the dress of the girl in front of me. I started to do it 
once, but luckily I plucked the beetle off the dress before it reached the girl's bare 
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neck. It's my guess that there are not too many boys around today who have the 
pleasure of going out into the woods and finding such an awesome and unusual little 
pet as a Betsy beetle. 

We did all kinds of things like these, and more. We had raucous, enthusiastic, 
satisfying good times, and for the most part did not suffer too much in the process. 
Sometimes our parents wouldn't even ask where we had been all day. So long as we 
took care of our work and got home in time to tend the livestock, we were expected 
to be independent and make our own fun, and we did that continually. Maybe the 
necessities of life in those days also made us just a little more creative than our 
counterparts of today's technological world, in which a very great deal is handed, 
already finished, to the willing child, or presented as an event to be watched on film 
rather than experienced directly. Maybe we learn to live our lives a little more 
vicariously nowadays than in those early, less affluent, less crowded days when 
things were somehow simpler and more real. You don't get good and grimy dirty 
sitting all day watching cartoons or playing a video game. You don't get pleasantly 
dog-tired in the same satisfying way. And you don't have quite the same kinds of 
memories to help guide your life. 

In the thirties, farm kids sometimes took their summer baths in some place like 
off a flat rock in a hidden area down along the creek in one of their pastures. For 
baths in the extreme cold of winters, their mothers would have to heat the water on a 
stove fueled with wood or coal and pour it into a big washtub placed in the middle of 
the kitchen. That's because there wasn't any bathroom or bathtub, no hot water 
ready and waiting to come out of a faucet, and the kitchen was the only room in the 
house with a linoleum floor. A kid might have to use the same water his brothers and 
sisters used to bathe in the washtub, just because it was too much trouble to heat 
water separately for every kid. And it wasn't as easy to take a bath every single day, 
so that didn't usually happen - sometimes not by a long shot -- in either winter or 
summer. One kid, Johnny Sprinkle, was informed one time by the Centerville school 
teacher that he had an unpleasant smell about himself. She a~ked if he had bathed 
recently. Johnny shook his head and and then explained to her, with a straight face, 
that kids in the Centerville school don't bathe until spring. 

Because there was no electricity when we kids were young, and therefore no 
indoor toilet, everyone had to use a toilet out in the yard, called an outhouse. The 
outhouse was usually located well away from the house, in a far corner of the yard. It 
didn't always smell good because it was just a little house placed on top of a deep pit 
that was always gradually filling up with you-know-what. The seats were wooden 
benches with holes just the right size to sit on and do your business. In the summer 
this wasn't so bad. Any boy or girl of the right age can remember that the outhouse 
was often a comfortable, peaceful place to sit and think, and perhaps quietly leaf 
through the Sears and Roebuck catalogue. There might be a slightly (or greatly) 
offensive odor. But the flies would be buzzing lazily around, a bird might be singing 
just outside, and, in the summer, mother's lilac bushes or her irises or roses or pink 
locust trees would be beautiful and sweet-smelling in the sunshine all around the 
outhouse. 

The winter was something else. It always seemed that someone would forget to 
close the outhouse door just before a big snow. A boy or girl who felt the Call of 
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Nature late at night might have the unhappy experience of staring out the door, 
seeing the snow b]owing across the yard, and that outhouse door wide open with a 
big drift forming inside the outhouse. Not a pleasant sight. Who wants to get dressed 
and wade out through deep snow in a miserably frigid gale, brush off the seats, and 
then sit on a wooden hole so co]d that, when you fina1ly were ready to leave, you had 
to be carefu] getting up so you didn't leave a ring of frozen skin behind! Boys 
sometimes got ideas about using their bedroom windows to relieve themselves, but 
that didn't always work out the way they thought, especia1ly when they forgot that 
the screen was still up in the window. In my book about my father, tit]ed Pop's Story, 
there is a tale about such an event, involving a persisting two-story yeliow icic1e. 

Good examples of when and how neighbors and friends played tricks on one 
another can be told about Halloween. In the days when everyone had an outhouse, it 
was a favorite trick of some local boys to turn over the toilets of everyone in the 
neighborhood - or at least of some especially chosen peop]e in the neighborhood. 
Some boys might just rush up and shove the toilet over, sometimes smashing it 
badly. That was regarded as a nasty and un-neighborly kind of trick. More often, 
boys would sneak up in the darkness and carefully lay a neighbor's toi]et down on its 
back so that it wasn't damaged. The neighbor could come out the next day and either 
lift it back up by himself - if he was really strong - or get his whole family to help. 
The joke was that some or all of the neighbors might see the toilet ludicrously lying 
on its back before it was straightened up again. Another joke was that the first 
person to see the outhouse lying on its back was 1ikely to be someone who had an 
urgent need to use it right then and there, and could hardly imagine the effort of 
straightening it up again before actually using it. 

One boy that I knew ran up behind the toilet of the grocer in the village of 
Seymour, aiming to shove it over from the rear. But he discovered too late that the 
grocer had deliberately wiggled the toilet forward off the big hole under it. That boy 
ran right into the hole and sank to his armpits. He managed to extricate himself, but 
the story wa<; that his mother buried his c1othes rather than trying to clean them. This 
incident was regarded as a hugely successful joke by the grocer, and a similarly 
successful joke on that particular boy. I remember this story partly because my best 
childhood friend, Bud Wilson, and I saved that same boy's life when he was 
drowning in the Sangamon River one hot summer afternoon. We were all down there 
to play in the river, and that boy foolishly leaped off the long and limber diving board 
we boys had made by binding together with burlap two rough-sawed white oak 
planks from Edwin Mackey's saw mill. We had placed the board between two huge 
limbs of a convenient sycamore tree, just above the deepest part of the river, and the 
river had washed out much deeper because of the way the horizontal tree had affected 
the current there. The boy's mother, who was briefly sitting on a blanket with Bud 
Wilson's mother, a good ways from the river bank, suddenly realized that her son 
was in that deep hole in the river, going under repeatedly. She started screaming. 
Bud and I, lying in the shade under a big tree a long way from the river bank, leaped 
up, ran to the river, dived in, swam over and grabbed the boy, and held him up 
between us as we carried him safely to shallow water. The boy's mother thanked us 
profusely, and we were proud, for a little while. But we didn't think of ourselves as 
heroes for doing what someone else might have done if we hadn't been able to 
manage it. 
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Here is a story about Halloween that will explain further what I mean about 
jokes among neighbors in those good old days. Bud Wilson and I made a practice of 
toppling some of the outhouses around our neighborhood. One summer we noticed 
that a neighbor named Stanley Mackey had bolted his toi1et to a concrete foundation 
so it couldn't be turned over. We had a solution for that, and we regarded those bolts 
as a trick he was trying to play on us. He expected that we wouldn't know about the 
bolts, and when we arrived on Ha11oween night we simply wouldn't be able to tum 
the outhouse over. But it didn't work that way. We came armed with an adjustable 
wrench, and we carefully took the nuts off Stanley's bolts, and laid the outhouse 
gently down on its back. Then we just as carefully screwed the nuts back on the 
bolts so Stanley wouldn't have to find new ones to put the outhouse back as it had 
been. Finally, we trudged a quarter of a mile up to the house of his brother-in-law, 
Bill Valentine, hoping to lay his outhouse down carefully before we went home to 
bed. But the Valentine's had their dog barking too loudly and continuously. 

The next morning I awoke to my father's loud angry voice calling up the stairs. 
He was yelling, "All right! Get out there and put that wagon back together!" I was 
shocked and puzzled, and I cried out, "What wagon? What are you talking about?!" 
My father answered, "You know good and well what I'm talking about! Now get out 
there and go to work!" 

I leaped out of bed and put on my clothes as fast as I could. Then I ran out to the 
barn and looked down in the field to see what my father was so upset about. Right 
away I knew that something was terribly wrong. My father had purchased a brand 
new wooden bed wagon to pull behind his new com picker and take in the ears of 
com as the picker tossed them into the spout that extended out behind it. But this 
wagon was not sitting grandly upright and complete, down there alongside the ditch 
that ran through the cornfield, the way it had been when we went to bed. Oh, no! It 
had somehow been taken completely apart, even to the very smallest pieces! And the 
pieces were scattered the entire length of the ditch, almost from one end of the field 
to the other. In vain I tried to explain to my father that Bud and I had not done this. 
We had no idea, I cried, who had carried out such a vile and miserable trick! My 
father was unrelenting. He stared at me with steely eyes and repeated himself, "Get 
right out there and put that wagon together as fast as you can! I am going to need it 
this afternoon to pick com!" 

Well, I sure enough ran out to that field and went to work. As I worked, I 
wondered who in the world could have done this awful thing that was being blamed 
on Bud and me. At some point I happened to glance up the hill toward Bill 
Valentine's house. There, to my a'itonishment, I saw two grinning farmers, Bi11 
Valentine and Stanley Mackey, staring down at me. And I knew, then, exactly who 
had done it. They had gotten back at Bud and me - or at least at me - by taking my 
father's wagon apart. By that time I realized that Stanley and Bill had carefully laid 
all the wagon parts in a kind of long row down alongside the ditch so that we 
wouldn't have too much trouble finding them. But we still had to carry some of 
those pieces of wagon a long way. I thought it would take me all morning, even, 
later, with my father's and Bud's help, to get that wagon back together. The funniest 
thing, and part of what I am trying to ten you about how most people behaved in 
those unusual days, is that Stanley and Bi1l actual1y came down, amazingly, and 
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helped us too, grinning and laughing the whole time until even I was chuckling in 
appreciation at what a marvelous trick they had pulled on Bud and me. 

Several years ago, Stanley Mackey, then in his eighties or nineties, read this 
particular story about the behavior of boys. Later, his wife, Twilia, told me, 
laughing, that Stanley shook his head and said he could scarcely believe that he and 
Bill would what they did, just to tum the tables on Bud and me. 

Another thing boys used to do in those wonderful times was to snitch 
watermelons from the fields of their neighbors. We had one neighbor, an elderly 
man named Jim Mounce, whose watermelon patch we never went near. There was 
more than one reason we didn't molest his melons. One was that Jim Mounce 
always gave my sister, Nell, and me a melon during melon season, whenever we 
happened to stop by their house. Once we broke the melon Jim gave us because it 
was too large for us to carry. We were right out in front of his house, and we 
accidentally dropped it and saw it smash into several pieces right there in the middle 
of the road. Jim saw it too, and he was there immediately, with another, smaller 
melon for us to take. It's hard to imagine playing a trick on a man who is that nice to 
you. Maybe that's part of why he was so nice, but we didn't think about that. 

We knew something else about Jim Mounce. He was fairly stem about having 
his melons snitched. It seems he had a brother-in-law who once bragged that he 
could steal a melon from Jim's field any time he wanted, without getting caught. Jim 
replied that his brother-in-law shouldn't try it, because if he did he would surely end 
up with buckshot in his rear end. The brother-in-law didn't take that threat seriously 
enough. Apparently just to prove his point, he sneaked into Jim's field one night, 
picked a melon, and· headed for the fence. As I heard the story, just as he was bent 
over, crawling through the fence, Jim shot him right where he said he would. Jim 
may have had his shotgun shell loaded with birdshot or salt so that it wouldn't hurt 
the brother-in-law too much. I'm not sure. But you can see that a story like that 
would discourage anyone from stealing Jim Mounce's melons. 

But we also had other reasons. Jim kept bees and gave my family honey. He 
raised turnips and encouraged us to come over into his orchard on bright cold winter 
days and dig down in the half-cellar of mounded earth there and pull out those cold 
turnips and peel them with our pocket knives and munch on them happily. I used to 
think that nothing could possibly be more delicious than an ice-cold, fresh, white, 
peeled turnip, cut into bite sizes with a clean sharp pocketknife. Jim also had 
raspberry and blackberry bushes, and in the summer time he allowed us to pick 
berries and sometimes gave us little wooden boxes heaped full with raspberries or 
blackberries to take home with us. He had dug a big walk-in hole back into the slope 
on his farm, down near the river. He lined its inside with sawdust for insulation. In 
the winter he would cut or break big chunks of ice from the river and haul them up to 
a dugout hole with a team of horses pulling a big sled. Jim could almost fill the hole 
with the chunks of ice. He put into the hole everything he wanted to keep from 
spoiling - fruit, vegetables, and meat - and he kept the front of the hole closed in the 
spring and summer. There was ice melting very slowly in that hole across almost the 
entire summer. Lacking electric refrigerators and freezers and such things, Jim had 
simply created his own design. 

Jim Mounce also had a big corrugated iron shed, not far from the road near his 
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house, where he butchered hogs and cattle for the neighbors so they would have meat 
ready to eat all winter. The kids attending the White School from the north end of 
the district had to walk along the road only a few yards from Jim's butcher shop. We 
soon discovered that Jim didn't mind if we stopped in, on our way home from school 
on cold winter afternoons, to watch him work while we stood by his big hot fir~ and 

warmed up. I think he probably got quite lonely in there, working all day by himself, 
and as a result he welcomed our visits. He had a kind of makeshift metal shelf over 
the fire in the butcher shop, which he used as a grill. He kept some bread on a 
wooden shelf above the grill, and whenever we arrived he'd have some kind of ?1eat, 
usually liver, but sometimes maybe even steak or pork chops, cooking on the gnll. 
He would also keep chunks of fat there, to make fried cracklings that we could 
munch. We would make sandwiches for ourselves with the bread and the meat, and 
stand there chewing away, and watching while Jim killed and skinned a cow or a 
hog, dug the bowels out of it and dragged them away in a big slop-filled tub, and 
sometimes cut the animal up into appropriate pieces for use by the family that had 
brought it in. Eventually, some families became able to rent freezer lockers in 
Monticello, a town about 12 miles away, where they could store the meat. 
Sometimes they hung meat outside, in an unheated shed, and it would keep for a 
while because of the cold winter. Some folks also had smokehouses where they 
could cure some of the meat to keep it from spoiling, and sometimes they would just 
put a lot of salt all over the meat, to draw the moisture out of any bacteria that 
happened to fall on it. 

We kids thought Jim Mounce was a wonderful and complicated neighbor, and 
we never, ever pulled a trick on him. One time, though, I did participate in an 
incident of watermelon-stealing. It was the time in late summer when the little town 
of White Heath scheduled its Homecoming Day. On this particular Homecoming 
Day, after milking and doing our other barn chores, my family had gone down to 
White Heath to enjoy the Homecoming. The men were mostly playing horseshoes or 
standing around talking, some of them lounging around in Clint Vinson's pool hall 
and ice cream parlor. The women and kids may have been watching silent movies on 
a makeshift screen that was actually a bed sheet, hung up on a flat rack wagon pulled 
sideways across the front of the vacant lot next to Ross Mitchell's General Store. 
They mostly took the seats out of their cars and sat on them, or on a blanket on the 
ground, because most of them had no handy lawn chairs or folding chairs to use. In 
some White Heath get-togethers, there was sometimes dancing, at least in the 
Community Hall, to music of the neighborhood band, with Stanley Mackey on the 
fiddle and guitar, Ray Hunter on the guitar, George Menacher on the banjo, and 
Treva White on the piano. 

But some rather errant boys, in this particular case including Bud Wilson and 
me, stood off by ourselves in the darkness and plotted a watermelon-stealing 
escapade. A few hundred yards south of all the festivities lived a man named Bruce 
Davis who had a big watermelon patch out behind his barn. Some of the White 
Heath boys had already taken some of his melons, but this fact either was not known 
to those of us from farther out in the country, or else we didn't understand the 
possible meaning of it. So to~n boys and country boys together all agr~ed to sneak 
down past Mr. Davis's house m the darkness and then work our way qmetly across 
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his patch toward the tracks of the electric Interurban, where we expected to stop and 
break the melons against the rails and eat them. We agreed to be absolutely quiet 
about it, because we knew that Mr. Davis had a big "police dog" -- a Gennan 
Shepherd -- and we didn't want any such monster on our trail. 

We made it past the house and into the patch. It was very dark, and not much 
could be seen. All anyone could hear a~ we slipped along among the melon vines 
was the swish of leaves against our ankles and the occasional thump-thump of a 
boy's finger against a melon, testing whether or not it was ripe. One by one the boys 
found ripe melons and quietly and gently removed them from their vines. Pretty 
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soon every boy was carefully lugging a big oblong or round melon as they all tippy
toed nervously across the field toward the interurban tracks. Then, without warning, 
that big police dog started barking, suddenly, and surprisingly loudly, on our side of 
the barn. All of the boys instantly began to run, knowing that Mr. Davis had been 
alerted, and scared to death of that menacing dog. I was running ahead of a White 
Heath boy who happened to be one of the fastest runners on the high school track 
team. Suddenly there was an enormous "BALLLLOOOOM!" and I heard shot 
scattering in the vines near me. But nothing hit me. Nevertheless, after almost 
dropping my melon in a spasm of pure fear, I put on a burst of speed, running 
absolutely as fast as I possibly could. My legs seemed to be almost leaving my body 
behind. However, the fellow behind me went by in the dark as if I wasn't even 
movmg. I kept running at full speed behind him until another fellow in front of me 
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slammed straight into a barbed wire that Mr. Davis or someone else had at some time 
strung alongside his field near the railroad tracks. The wire must have been old aad 

rustY because it broke and the fellow who hit it kept right on runni~g. As a ~esu~t 1 

~as saved from being scratched by running right over the fallen wire. I don t thmk 
either of those fellows ever knew that they had incidentally protected me from both 
directions. 

Far on down the railroad tracks we finally broke our melons and breathlessly 
devoured them, diving our faces right into the soft cool fruit, and pausing now and 
th~n to ?reathe, and also to laugh hysterically. One boy, though, wasn't laughing. 
His _behind was full of some kind of painful buckshot. He was hurting, and he went 
straight home when the rest of us cleaned ourselves up, and in great innocence 
returned to the Homecoming celebration. 

The next day in Miss Hightower' s algebra class at the Monticello High School, 
one boy came in late because, as I heard it, he had been at the doctor's office having 
his behind made somewhat lighter and free of lead. When he sat down he perched in 
a gingerly way on the very edge of his seat. Eventually Miss Hightower, who was 
rightly suspicious of any unusual action in this particular algebra class, marched over 
in front of this fellow and stared at him a while. Finally she suggested that he sit 
back on his chair in a normal manner. The student looked a little worried, but he 
didn't move. All the White Heath boys began to grin and snicker. Miss Hightower 
looked at the hapless fellow again, in some puzzlement, and said, "Why are you 
sitting like that, anyway?" The other boys began to giggle out loud, and one of them 
finally said, "Because his butt has been filled with birdshot!" The student looked 
decidedly unhappy, and Miss Hightower decided to leave him alone. 

I don't really know what Bruce Davis thought about that trick of ours, stealing 
watermelons from his patch. I'm pretty sure he didn't think much of it. After all, he 
did get out his shotgun. and he did use it. He may not have had regular buckshot in 
his shotgun, and he didn't call the police. I'm pretty sure he wasn't out to kill us. 
Nor did any one of us go to jail or have to pay a fine. No one even called the police 
on Mr. Davis for shooting at boys with a shotgun, just for stealing a few melons. 
Nobody regarded us as hardened criminals. All or most of those things might happen 
today. We also didn't "waste" melons by just kicking them all into pieces the way 
someone did in my brother's melon patch more than a decade later. We always 
figured that whoever did that didn't know how to tell a ripe melon from a green one. 
So he kicked all the melons to pieces, just trying to find a ripe one. He didn't seem 
to know that there weren't any ripe melons, and as a result he ruined the entire field. 
The boys in my day were different. We would all have known if it was too early for 
melons to be ripe in a patch. And anyone who happened to steal an unripe melon 
would not even think of going back to get a riper melon because he would be too 
embarrassed by having been wrong the first time. The only really wasteful thing any 
of us did was to eat mainly just the seedless heart of the melon, leaving the rest lying 
on the Interurban track. Most melons were too big for each boy to eat his own melon 
entirely. That whole thing ended with_ the boys who mistakenly picked ~nripe 
melons that were being reduced to eatmg the seedy part of someone else s melon. 

It was stea1ing, sure enough, and it was wrong, wrong, wrong. But it was a little 
different from most stealing nowadays because it was also a boyish prank within a 
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n ighborho d and in fact it wa rather re trained, and not done out of maliciou ne 
r to make money, or anything of that ort. After all, we were ju ta few boy , and 

we didn't take very many melon . 
I e pect that practically everyone in the communily eventually heard about thi 

particular e capade. And I feel ure that mo t people aw a funny ide to it, even if 
they absolutely did not approve of what we did that evening. 

WATERMELON 
XlinlU~.iX.«Rt~:rn:, 25¢ 

RHODE 

204 W. MA~ STREET 
DANVILLE, ILLINOIS 
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More about Farm Kids 

Nearly every farm kid, boys and girls alike, in all those days belonged to a 4-H 
club. But parents and leaders didn't always spend a lot of time helping the kids out 
with their projects the way they often do today. We were expected to do virtually 
everything by ourselves, sorting, driving, and arranging the cows; gentling the calves, 
teaching each of them to accept the halter and to lead them and stand straight. We 
brushed and curried and babied them, trimming the hair on their tails and around the 
horns of the calves and their necks and heads, and sometimes leading them from one 
farm to another so we could work together and put on "practice" judging contests. 
We learned how to splice ropes so we could attach metal snaps and make our own 
lead ropes. We also made our own rope halters, beginning with binder twine and a 
clever, two-part, rope-making device that allowed us to create ropes of different 
thicknesses and lengths. 

Eventually we babied the young horses almost the same as we did it for the 
calves. We pretty much organized and conducted our evening town meetings. In the 
springtime it was also traditional for the boys to go out and dig up sassafras roots and 
clean and boil them to make hot sassafras tea as a special treat at the 4-H club 
meetings. 

All of us were happy about our neighbors where we almost continually trained 
and worked pleasantly with our horses. First, there were examples from local 
neighbors, whose families joined frequently to work at other folks' barns and 
pastures. Another story is about Doc Bumstead, a hero to my family when my mother 
gave birth to our brothers and our sister. Doc Bumstead, who didn't write Mom a 
letter; it was addressed to her ali a brief smiling story from Doc about the arrival of 
what he ca1led a humorous "Dumb Dora." As "Lord Mayor of Monticello," Doc 
Bumstead was declaring a holiday in Monticello because he was so pleased that 
Elizabeth Alexander had given birth to just one baby. He was explaining that, Mom 
had previously birthed twins. But, unfortunately, the young twins did not survive. 

The third story here was about the many horses that whole families gentled, 
taught, saddled and bridled, rode, and worked on theirs and our farms, especially 
when we still depended on horses, and for a long while lacking a tractor to serve us. I 
never considered the horses as anything except the fun of those pleasantly working 
horses. 

It seems to me, sometimes, that in those good, old, long ago days, boys and girls 
both have had many kinds of fun that are not likely to be enjoyed in today's busier, 
more crowded, more hurried, more urban, more technological, more rigidly 
organized and scheduled, less forgiving, and for these reasons, maybe in some ways 
a less real world! 
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Another Boy's Voice 

Sometimes it captures a fragment of sound, 
stopping, staring here and there, soft doubts 
between whatever can be certain, or maybe not. 
And the stronger voices, reflecting surprisingly 
between the griefs and the hidden wonders, even 
smallest of wonders, as if all roots can be hidden. 
And we can find selfs building their own selves, 
as if all the wild things could be coming to crash 
through the suburban thickets, arriving at once, 
helplessly, there in the over-loaded back yards. 
Asking, answering the routes, the murmurings, 
timed so slightly, all may possibly be postponed. 
But boys' voices will still gather their music, 
the fragile mixtures of cricket calls and katydids, 
surprising, across days and nights of loudnesses 
of the cicadas, in early evenings, and silences of 
pine-cones, radiances among all the finely colored 
pebbles, trinkets muffling deeply in lofty driftings, 
and boys, inside the fuzzy hours of all thoughts, 
all the times I have striven somehow to know, 
but surely can never know, and then, just when 
the busiest boys come here, again, come here, 
guessing, come here, seeking, thinking, again, 
again and again, and wondering. 
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THE WHITE HEATH COMMUNITY HALL 

Fiddles, Guitars, Banjos, Hannonicas, Songs, and a Piano 

Stanley Mackey helped me out with the names of the people playing at the dance 
in White Heath. When I was out stealing watermelons, I couldn't have known who 
was making the music in the White Heath Community Hall. After Stan read my 
story he said that because he was up there in the Community Hal1 playing the fiddle 
and guitar he had never heard about the Great Watermelon Snitch. 

It seems to me, sometimes, that in those good, old, long ago days, boys and girls 
both have had many kinds of fun that are not likely to be enjoyed in today's busier, 
more crowded, more hurried, more urban, more technological, more rigidly 
organized and scheduled, less forgiving, and, for these reasons, maybe in some ways 
a less real world! 

In 2006, at the sixtieth anniversary of my class's graduation from the Monticello 
Community High School, fellow cla~smate Dean Riley verified to me that one boy, 
Jack Wood, indeed did have his gluteus maximus penetrated by Bruce Davis's 
buckshot on that night. He knew that he and some other boys had dug the gun pellets 
out of Jack's behind in the agricultural building -- farm kids in the Monticello High 
School agriculture classroom - using, I suppose, their ever-present pocket knives. 
Prior to that I had no memory of Jack being in on the particular escapade I describe 
here. But I have located a vague engram in my brain indicating that it was Dean 
Riley who blurted out to Miss Hightower, following the adventure, that someone's 
posterior was full of bird shot, a memory I had not previously entertained because for 
a long time I hadn't known how Dean Riley, a Monticello boy who so far as I know 
never stole watermelons in White Heath, and could only hear about the event. 
Jack Wood may have been the only actual recipient of the buckshot, or perhaps there 
was another individual who got his buckshot removed by a physician. In any case, 
Jack, earlier, also had another, different kind of relationship with a gluteus maximus 
in that algebra class. He had built for himself a crossbow so tiny that he could tuck it 
inside his shirt pocket. As arrows he used shortened wooden sticks the size of 
matchsticks, with the sharp end of a pin somehow protruding from one end. One 
day, in algebra class, sitting behind him, I suddenly saw him fire one of those 
miniature arrows with great accuracy at Miss Hightower' s behind, while she was 
bent over helping a student. But, even though she quickly reached to rub the spot, 
the arrow immediately fell to the floor, and she apparently never knew what struck 
her. 

I feel sure that if Dean Riley did know about the watennelon heist, as well as the 
lead pellets in Jack's behind, he would have almost certainly been the one to spill the 
beans in class. I also have a strong suspicion that Miss Hightower' s departure from 
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the Monticello High School, at the end of her first year there, just might have been 
hastened by the shenanigans of the local students in that first cJass, including Jack 
Wood, who later became a capable builder of much larger and perhaps more broadly 
praiseworthy structures, such as houses. 

I have to tell one more serious story about this instance of watermelon stealing, 
and the story is definitely on me. When I originally sat down and wrote this story, 
some years ago, the fellow who ran behind me and passed me, saving me from both 
shotgun pellets and a miserable rusty barbed wire, was initially given as Scobie 
Philips, a friend who has spent his life in the village of White Heath. A while back I 
sent the manuscript of this book to my Aunt Martha Ann Heath Stanley Rhoades and 
asked her to look over various parts of the manuscript for errors. I told her -
correctly, I think- that she is the very best critic I know. After all, she was the 
valedictorian of my high school class, and she is also a genealogy expert. Just about 
everyone in Piatt County has known that she has a great deal of knowledge about the 
history and current goings-on in the county, and she also knows how to put things 
together accurately. She realized that Scobie couldn't have been the fellow in Miss 
Hightower' s algebra class, who sat forward on his chair with buckshot in his rump, 
because Scobie was a year behind me in school, and, fortunately, Miss Hightower 
stopped teaching at Monticello, the year after I took her class. Martha Ann also went 
to the trouble of asking Scobie directly, and Scobie said he had no memory of any 
escapade such as I had described, and I confirmed that by phoning Scobie, and later I 
went to talk with him at his home. But Scobie did actually tel1 me that one time, long 
ago, he had gotten into a similar incident over in the little town of Seymour! 

I don't think I ever knew personally who was the very obvious "shadowy fellow" 
who actually passed me without comment during a run for the Interurban track. But, 
in my potentially fictional version, the speech, I wanted (instead) to say who it was, 
and so I was delighted to imagine that Scobie could easily cause the most exciting 
presentation in the high school. Whoever that fellow was, I regarded myself as 
appearing as innocent all the way, and so here I apologize to that unusual fellow 
whose name was Scobie, and I also thank my Aunt Martha Ann, who realized that 
Scobie was not the true visitor. 

Having learned that Martha Ann and Scobie were right, and that I was wrong in 
naming Scobie as the fellow who got the buckshot in his posterior caused me to 
recognize the importance of Dean Riley remembering taking buckshot out of Jack 
Wood's behind in the agriculture classroom. I spent a couple of weeks pondering 
that whole situation, over and over. One day the surprising explanation came to me 
suddenly - and as clear as a beIJ. In 1949, as a junior at Illinois State Normal 
College (now called the II1inois State University), in a speech class I was required -
along with a fellow student -- to prepare and deliver before the class a 15-minute 
talk. I don't know if all of the described Illinois State talks were supposed to be 
humorous, but I was determined that mine would be, because I thought it would be 
the easiest way to get a good response from my audience. I had chosen the White 
Heath watermelon snitch as the subject. While initially working up the talk, I wanted 
a good-sounding name from White Heath. I wanted such a name for the fellow who 
saved me from the buckshot and barbed wire. And I had always admired Scobie's 
unusual nickname - a definite and outstanding name from the town of White Heath. 
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So I had decided that Scobie's name would be the very best one I could imagine to 
stir up my fellow students and keep them in a good mood during my brief (and 
fraudulent) talk. To me it seemed a better name than any others I would ever be able 
to think up. Of course, I imagined that one part of Scobie's talk of the Illinois State 
University became fiction instead of fact, even if I did use (or mis-use!) the name of 
a real person. But, of course, in my college speech class, I didn't care about the 
particular levels of accuracy. None of those Illinois State students would ever know 
me, or even Scobie Philips. So I spent a lot of time rehearsing the talk, over and 
over, out loud, listening to myself talking, and cementing it into my memory, as I 
always did later in my life when preparing lectures for my classes. I mostly rehearsed 
my talk as I walked across the campus, then on across the railroad track, and finaliy 
down toward the house where my buddy, Carl Campbell, and I were living. 

Now that I had gone back over the story many times, I became strangely more 
certain that this was exactly how Scobie erroneously became the hero (or the anti
hero!) of the story. I don't think I ever imagined that there might be another 
shadowy fellow who actually passed me during our run for the Interurban track. But, 
after my talk at Normal, I wanted to say who had ended up with shotgun pellets in his 
rear end, and I was delighted! I spent a great deal of time, rehearsing my talk, over 
and over, out loud, pondering to myself how I would do it, and cementing it into my 
memory, as I always did later in my life when I was preparing lectures for my 
classes, or trying to remember events accurately. The more I have now gone back 
over the story, the more certain I have become that this was exactly how Scobie 
erroneously became the "hero" of my story. And there I was, somehow, thinking it 
must actually have been Scobie! He was indeed a fast runner, and that made it easier 
for me to name him as the unknown figure in the darkness that sped by me, "after all, 
being shot!" and, in my mind, saving me from both the buckshot and the rusty barbed 
wire. But, of course, Scobie was absolutely innocent! As soon as I realized that, I 
apologized to him on the telephone, and then I went directly to his house and 
presented a better apology to him. It was the last conversation we completed. 
Incidentally, I thought it was wonderful -- and a good joke on me -- that, even though 
everyone called him, "Scobie," he told me his parents had named him "Clyde!" 

I usually don't make mistakes like this, perhaps because I tend to think I am 
fairly good at memorizing and remembering, but nevertheless not at all good at 
fiction. On several occasions - three in my book about my college class, Club 48 -- I 
have been able to prove that an account by me, from long ago, was correct while 
others were insisting that the events involved couldn't have happened. One almost 
incredible example involved a 1947 post-season basketball chalienge that the 
Blackbum College Varsity unexpectedly issued to my intramural team. They made 
the challenge because some of the Blackbum students had begun to suggest that the 
intramural teams were better than the varsity. The result was two highly competitive 
games, both of them attended by virtually the entire school and its faculty. The 
Blackbumite watchers literally filled the gymnasium, including lining up all around 
the gymnasium. But fifty-four years after those games, one person after another 
denied to me that the games had ever happened! I could find no mention of the 
games in the old school newspaper, the Blackbumian. A former varsity player and 
the Blackburn sports writer of that time, both of whom I sought out, one directly and 
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one by phone, independently assured me that they had no memory of any such event! 
It seems that the former varsity player was not at Blackburn during that first year, 
when the intramural-varsity competition took place. The sports writer, however, said 
to me on the phone, "Dick, I guess I did write about sports for the Blackbumian, but I 
have no memory of it now, and I have no memory of those two games." I am pretty 
sure he was telling me, straight out, either that his memory was not what it once had 
been, or that he also was not at the college when the year the challenge between the 
varsity and the intramural team took place. But that sports writer had done his best to 
solve the problem, and I respected him for it. After all, the oddity about the difficulty 
in discovering whether the Blackburn College varsity team and the several basketball 
games not only agreed to invite a team of younger, less well taught players, but came 
very close to a defeat of the varsity team. 

Despite all these confusing complications, the basketball games did happen, and 
they happened as I said they did. The first person to acknowledge that was a fonner 
varsity basketball player and the subsequent Dean of the Blackbum College who one 
day suddenly exclaimed to me, "You guys darned near beat us!" That welcome 
statement, from Charlie Gordon, who was not merely the College Dean, but as well 
the man I have judged as closest to being a star point guard on the varsity team in 
those early days. Charlie had broken the ice, and he gave me the confidence that I 
regarded as certain. Later, others began to remember. I was greatly relieved because 
I had almost decided I was hallucinating! 

I am glad Martha Ann and Scobie were able to straighten me out again, on who 
was not at all involved in the great watermelon snitch. My memory is that, 
eventually, not only did two boys fly past me in Bruce Davis's melon patch, but both 
of them also got some buckshot in their posteriors. Nevertheless, I am still a little 
bothered because I didn't remember Jack Wood sitting in the position in the 
classroom where I remembered the fellow with the buckshot was sitting. I think this 
partly because I witnessed Jack shoot, Miss Hightower our teacher, in the rump with 
that miniature crossbow as she bent over to help a student. As a result, my memory 
was that Jack was sitting about two chairs to the east from the student she was 
helping. 

I can't be sure that Miss Hightower was in that instance actually bending over a 
second White Heathen who had also gotten a load of buckshot from the watermelon 
escapade; it somehow seemed that a second individual went to a physician to have 
some of the buckshot removed. I am fairly sure that one student sat forward on his 
seat. But I still haven't been able to convince myself that the forward-sitting fellow 
was Jack Wood! Because Jack, unfortunately, is gone now, I probably can never 
complete the picture. Perhaps the world will keep on turning, even if part of the 
story of the great White Heath Watermelon Snitch will probably remain unresolved 
for all the rest of time. 

There is still another problem, however, this one with my memory. When I 
initially tried to think of the name of the proprietor of the watermelon patch, I 
somehow began to use the name, "Mr. Williams." At my request, Martha Ann 
Rhoades used her wonderful memory, traveling around White Heath and looking for 
the possibility of a "Mr. Williams." She could find no evidence that a man named 
Williams had lived where the watermelons had been growing. She asked Scobie 
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Philips if he knew of a Mr. Williams in White Heath, and he said no. I had decided I 
might use Mr. Williams for the name anyway, and just make it clear that I was not at 
all sure about the name. It happens that Mrs. Edna Williams had been my first and 
most wonderful teacher at the White School north of White Heath, and I suspected 
that coincidence startled me just a little; maybe, I thought, I became confused with 
someone else and mistakenly used the name Williams for that person. But I knew 
my teacher did not live in White Heath. 

The most remarkable happening was that, as I perused these stories and 
continued to puzzle over the name of the watermelon grower, I accidentally came 
across a different name, written by me -- just once! -- right in the middle of the story 
about boys stealing watermelons! This "new" name that I obviously had used, more 
or less without thinking, was a "Mr. Summers." It seemed to ring a bell for me. But 
I went to see Scobie, and he was certain that he didn't know any Mr. Summers in 
White Heath either, and he could not recall who Jived across the railroad tracks 
where the watermelon patch was located. In one more effort to solve this problem I 
asked my brother, Noel, five years younger than I, if he had any knowledge about the 
owner of that melon patch. He didn't, but he suggested that I check with a White 
Heath couple who, for a good long time (in fact, 68 years!) had lived diagonally 
across the street from the melon patch and its house and barn. That couple was 
Marion Dyson and his wife, Betty. I knew Mrs. Dyson as Betty Perry before she was 
married. Betty and Marion alisured me on the telephone that the owners of the 
watermelon patch were not WiUiams or Summers, but, in fact, Bruce and Hattie 
Davis! 

One thing is certain: the boys in that melon patch got two enormously rude 
shocks, one when that German Shepherd suddenly started his monster roaring, and 
another when three young students sent Bruce Davis's pellets from his shotgun 
exploded out into the melon patch, and into the rear ends of one or two would-be 
watermelon thieves! 
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More about White Heath Melons 

Sangamon Township has been noted for its watermelons and muskmelons 
(cantaloupes) almost from its beginning, and, across a century or so. White Heath 
and members of the Vinson family probably caused more local watermelon fame 
than anyone else. When I was a boy in Sangamon Township the words "Vinson" and 
"melon" went together, and "White Heath Melons" sold faster than any others. 

Here is an early note from the Piatt Independent of 13 September 1871: "We are 
glad to see that we have so many friends during the watermelon season. We have 
just put away one of the finest we ever ate, a present from Mr. M. Vinson of 
Sangamon Township. The kind is a rare melon in this country and known as the 'Ice 
Cream' melon. Mr. Vinson has a facility for growing large melons, having taken one 
to Champaign last week which weighed 55 pounds, and which he sold for a dollar 
note. He has many more of the same kind and we pronounce them the best variety 
known." 

Melons were better in the old days, and that's a matter of plain fact. Modem 
housewives seem to think a soft, ripe, juicy melon is rotten because some housewives 
have only seen the kind that have been bred to be firm and are picked hard and green 
and nearly juiceless so they can be shipped without damage. The old-time melons -
such as the Milwaukee Market muskmelon - were thin-skinned and so full of juice 
that it would run right down your chin and inside your shirt. The old-time melons 
were good just picked up warm in the sun, and eaten straight out of the patch. 

A melon grower in those days would plow and cultivate his patch with walking 
implements, typically with a single horse that knew the commands "Gee!" and 
"Haw!" When the vines started covering the ground he would have no choice but to 
take care of the weeds with a hoe. He might practically live in his patch after 
planting the melon seeds, dusting the "hills" with lime to keep away the cucumber 
beetles and other insects that ate the leaves and carried the blight, and chopping away 
incessantly at every sprouting weed that threatened to draw away the moisture from 
the precious spreading melon plants. 

A melon patch in those days was a quiet, pleasant place to tend and enjoy. There 
would be no noisy motors running, no fuss and hurry, just the gentle songs and 
movements of birds, lots of good fresh air and sunshine, and time and opportunity to 
think good thoughts, and to pause quietly to lean on the hoe and savor the 
atmosphere. 

As soon as the patch was well underway and promising, the enterprising owner 
would likely begin building his "shack," next to the road. A melon shack served two 
purposes. When the melons were ripe and susceptible to the piliages of 
neighborhood youngsters and the occasional downright thief, the grower might just 
play safe and live there, guarding the patch all night long. In the daytime the shack 
served as a cool shade and a place from which to make sales to passers-by. It was 
hard work, but satisfying old-fashioned fun to grow and enjoy a patch of melons. I 
know because I did it for several years. 

The importance of melons in Sangamon Township was discussed by Harold 
Hannah (Reference 16), and it is also emphasized by a story I have told elsewhere. 
One Sunday I had stepped outside the Centerville Church after Sunday School, and 
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my father walked out behind me, stopping near the big double doors. Erm (Emerson) 
Evans came out about then, and began to tell my father how well his melons were 
doing. He said he expected to have the first ripe melons at an unusually early date. 
To my astonishment my father said to Erm, "I'll bet you a quarter my boy has ripe 
melons before you do!" Erm looked as shocked as I was. I had no idea my father 
had paid that much attention to my melons. I can't remember if Erm took the bet or 
not, but at the time it seemed to me almost bla'iphemous to be makfog bets right 
outside the doors of the church on a Sunday morning. 

The last year I raised melons I was courting Lorraine Kearnes, a Hinsdale, 
Illinois, girl who attended Blackburn College one year behind me and who has now 
been my best friend for more than 65 years, and my spouse since August 19th, 1950. 
Lorrie's family had a cottage on the Kankakee River, and that last year I filled almost 
the entire back seat of my parent's 1946 Ford with muskmelons and watermelons, 
close up to the windows, and I drove that load to Lorrie's folks' cottage near 
Momence. Across that weekend, the Chicago area friends of the Kearnes family, 
whose cottages were clumped together along the Kankakee River, enjoyed all the 
melons they could eat. 

Introducing Hank and Bowie Hannnah 

There is much more to these stories of parallel lives, which speak broadly to the 
similarity in how all boys growing up in Sangamon Township - and probably most 
farm boys growing up in the Midwest -- did things in the early twentieth century. 
During the time that Lorrie and I have known Hank Hannah and his wife Bowie 
personally, which began after I had read his book and a subsequent letter, we had 
added many new similarities between his life as a child, and mine. As an unusual 
example, the stories in his book and this one show that each of us was fascinated by 
beetles that live in logs in the woods, though it was two different kinds of beetles for 
the two of us, both Ii ving inside dead logs! Hank told me about his beetle after I had 
mentioned the Betsy beetle I had found in an area called the Parker Forty, north of 
Hank's farm and west of mine. He told me that he almost became an entomologist (as 
I actually did), rather than a lawyer. All the time that we were visiting together at his 
home at White Oaks, near Texico, Illinois, talking on the phone, and corresponding, 
we kept discovering new parallels in our lives. 

While Lorrie and I were driving to our first visit with Hank and Bowie at their 
southern Illinois home, we found ourselves alongside a Jong passenger train. Lorrie 
remarked to my mother, Elizabeth, riding with us, that some of the people where she 
worked in Ann Arbor were so unfamiliar with trains that they didn't even know what 
a caboose is. The discussion that followed prompted me to sing a few verses of The 
Little Red Caboose behind the Train, an old song from the WLS song book that I 
hadn't sung for years. A while after we arrived at the Hannah's, we were all talking 
in the kitchen, and I asked Hank if he had ever ]earned the name of the particular 
song that he said his father used to sing. In his book he had given some of the words 
to the song, but said he had never known the name of the book. I knew, from the 
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line he gave, that thi particular ong wa Danville Girl. He responded to me that he 
had some 6me earlier discovered the song' name, but then, without a pause, he 
looked straight at me and aid, "How do you like this one?" And he startled me, 
in tead, by singing a ver e of The Little Red Caboose behind the Train! When he 
topped singing and ended the ver e, I continued by inging the re t of all the ver es 

and the chorus of this old ong. Hank's wife, Bowie, stared back and forth between 
us in amazement and declared that he wa labeling us, a , "The Gold Dust Twins!" 
We had been comparing note for an hour or so, and the number of parallels between 
our lives had just kept on accumulating. 

Hank de cribed in his book about finding hidden in the haymow a wooden play 
wagon that their parents had bought to give him as a Christma present. When Lorrie 
and I got back to our home in Michigan, Hank' de cription of the wagon caused me 
to send to him, when Lorrie and I got back to our home in Michigan, a photograph of 
a large wooden child's wagon I bad assembled by purchasing the running gear at a 
farm sale in Michigan and, unbelievably, completely matching the rest of the wagon. 
It had begun, seeming to be a jumbled pile of boards. Oddly, it was at another farm 
sale several miles away a year or two later. Hank wrote back that the wagon, which 
was made about 1920, and sold by Sears and Roebuck, looked extremely familiar. 

Hank was an enthusiastic wood worker, and so am I, though I do more carving 
and canes, and fewer and much simpler pieces of furniture, than he did. I have had 
walnut, cherry, hickory, white and black oak, ash trees, and many other trees from 
our farm sawed up by a farmer neighbor with an old-fashioned sawmill; but I never 
had my own sawmill, as did Hank. As he related in his book. he was also an 
enthusiastic horseman, as I too have been, virtually all of my life. 

There are close relationships between Harold (Hank) Hannah's in our interest of 
how beetles and horses become especially interesting to us, and a variety of other 
curiosities between the two of us -- for example, Hank and I each filled an enormous 
bucket of beITies for our mothers to prepare them, and I produced a sirnilar reward, 
each from a considerable distance. And then there has been woodworking in diverse 
fashions, and performances with pianos, violins, guitars, mandolins, harmonicas, a 
realization of local songs, and many other connections. Later in this book we can see 
how many of these things - and some others -- have taken place between the 
happenings in parts of our attention and curiosity, and how they are being continued. 

Hank and Bowie Hannah 
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COUNTRY SCHOOLS AND COUNTRY ADVENTURES 

The White School 

On the hill stood the White School House, 
surrounded by the yellow wild parsnips, 
District No. 15, its windows stating north 
toward the cool woods along the Sangamon. 

On a hot August afternoon the parsnips were mowed. 
The chattering sickle bar followed the team 
till every stalk lay dying in the sun. 
Later the brown, yelling children scattered the withered stalks, 
hurt their bare feet on the stubs, 
tramped out paths for Fox and Goose in the snow. 

Rusty apples were sought with glee in one comer of this yard, 
tart, red plums in another. 
Hickory nuts were cracked on the sidewalks. 
Thirsty faces were held close to cupped hands at the pump. 
Games of Last Runner, Red Rover, Shinny, Cross Tag, Pile Sacks, 
and Leapfrog were played on this grass. 

Balls rolled down the roof to the call of "Hand-Me-Over!" 
Shins were cracked, knees were bruised, eyes were blacked in this yard. 
Files of reckless farm boys careened madly around the swaying 
board fence, turning reluctantly when the brass bell clanged. 

Inside were the rows of desks and the blackboards, 
big desks and little desks, filled with eight grades 
of eager farm youngsters, confident, frightened, 
apprehensive farm youngsters. 

Paper pinwheels whirred in the hot air ducts, 
And sweet potatoes baked black on the ledge inside the furnace 
till their insides were soft and yellow and sweet 
like the bumblebee honey taken from nests in the yard 
in tiny pots and squeezed out on waiting tongues. 

Here the roar of an airplane made the sly boy hurry 
to the pencil sharpener by the window, 
and the chuffing of Edwin Mackey's steam engine 
brought the whole school to the door to watch him pass, 
wheezing and jerking at a snail's pace. 
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Wayward feet scuffed their way home along the dusty roads, 
muddy roads, drifted roads, cold, frozen, windy roads, 
across corn fields, bean fields, and cow pastures. 

A boy might find anything on the road, broken bo1ts from a corn plow, 
tracks in the oil made by some unknown creature, 
baby turtles, some crossing, some smashed, 
strange-looking beetles, crippled butterflies, garter snakes. 
One day Roy Hannah brought a dead Golden Eagle to school, 
and stretched its brown feathers full length in the grass. 

The young, black-haired farmer with long sideburns drove his 
green Oakland toward the school house on the hi1l, 
led his son and daughter inside to meet the new teacher. 
The boy paused to stare curiously at a youngster his own age, 
standing shyly beneath the honey locust tree in the school yard, 
and staring back. 

The Centerville School Reunions and Letters to Mrs. Orville Frye, 
Ida Belle and Mella Seymour (and pp. 148-151) 

Your welcome card was received with regard 
To the school reunion at Centerville, 
And I can tell you this, we'll be sorry to miss 
The fun you'll all have on that friendly old hill. 

It's been a long time since the brass beII' s chime 
Signaled us in from schoolyards near there, 
But teaching zoology in this big university 
Is more akin than you'd guess to things I've done there. 

We may be far from where you all are, 
And seeming on separate ways, 
But let's see if you, as weII as we can do, 
And remember those old grade school days. 
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Do you remember when the teacher had to get to school in the morning in time 
to fire the furnace, and stay long enough in the evening to sweep the floor, wash the 
blackboards, and bank the fire for the night? 

Do you remember when Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia was the only 
"outside" reading material at the White School? And when hot lunches consisted of 
a pint jar of cocoa warmed on the register, or a sweet or Irish potato baked on the 
ledge inside the furnace? 

Do you remember the first day of school when you had to leave the room and 
didn't know how to ask until one of the big boys he]d up one finger and went out 
when the teacher nodded? 

Remember when you first ]earned how to make paper airplanes and shoot 
spitballs with a rubber band? And you thought that putting thumbtacks on the seat of 
the girl next to you was the funniest trick in the wor1d? 

Remember how you used to be scared to death of that big bully until he got 
sweet on your sister? 

Remember how everyone went barefoot after the first of May, and hated like the 
very devil to put on those old, hot, burning shoes the next September? And 
remember how for seven grades you were bullied and tormented and kept in a 
continual state of apprehension by the bigger boys, but you endured it, hoping that in 
the final year you might become one of the biggest boys in the school? 

Remember those games of Rounders we played during the lunch hour, and the 
story about the boy at the Prairie Dell School who slid into home plate with a hip 
pocket ful] of kitchen matches and raced to hold his posterior under the pump to cool 
it off? 

Remember when Dale Alexander was teaching at the Centerville School, while 
his new bride, Elizabeth Heath Alexander, was teaching at the Prairie Dell School? 

Remember when Elizabeth Heath Alexander, teaching at her first job, and very 
young, spanked a boy at the Prairie Dell School for misbehavior, and his father came 
to the school the next day in a wagon, with a team of horses, and scared her to death 
when he walked sternly up to the door, took off his hat, and asked gruffly, "Did you 
spank my boy?" And she said in a trembling but resolute voice, "Yes, I did!" After a 
moment of thought that gentleman told her that if it ever happened again she should 
let him know, and he would give that boy another spanking when he got home, and 
that one could be a considerably worse one. It turned out that Elizabeth was not only 
relieved, but grateful, partly because, without being asked, two of the biggest boys in 
the school had come and stood behind her defensively. Les Branch was the instigator 
of that bit of heroism. 
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Remember the year that Tom Groomes was the oldest "student" at the 
Centerville School reunion? 

Remember when Josephine Norfleet won the county speed contest in arithmetic, 
and the Frye kids from the Centerville School, who lived just down the road from 
Josephine and her family, and they razzed Richard Dale Alexander unmercifully 
when he came in third!? And do any of you remember when Superintendent 
MacIntosh fooled nearly everyone on the county finals for seventh and eighth graders 
with a clever question about a half per cent? 

Throughout this next book, bracketed items have been added to the memories of 
the original documents: 

Remember when we used to play shinny with hickory clubs and an old tin can in 
the pasture next to the schoolyard at the White School? And when the neighborhood 
boys fooling around one Sunday afternoon tried to herd a skunk under the school 
porch, but ended up running it under the Manuel Family's front porch, just down the 
road, and then we peppered it with pebbles until it stunk up the whole place? 

Remember when Bud Wilson used to ride that old foundered black pony to the 
White School carrying a lunch box full of mustard sandwiches he had made himself? 
And Johnny Sprinkle told the Centerville School teacher that nobody around 
Centerville takes a bath until spring comes? 

Remember when Jenny Valentine used to teach the younger kids how to spell as 
they walked along the mile home from the White School? 

Remember when Lynn Mitchell's gang from the White School went up to the 
Sunny Mound School and whitewashed Dwight Wilkie's boys at softball? Yes, that 
was the Big Ten's intelligent, well known, good-natured football referee, the late 
Dwight Wilkie, later honored by the Dwight Wilkie Athletic Complex at the 
Monticello High School! Incidentally, he was an extraordinary person in several 
ways: for example, he took it upon himself to take a car load of students to Illinois 
State Normal and explained to the Dean the benefits of those students. 

Remember the owl that used to appear at the White School and make our chilly 
winter visits there even more unpleasant (because he always missed the hole in the 
perch of the toilet seat!). 

Remember how we used to pick apples from the tree in the comer of the White 
School yard and tell that old saw about what is worse than finding a worm in an 
apple - finding a half-worm, of course! 

Remember those warm spring mornings when Charlie Wright cleaned out his 
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barn and spread the manure all across his fields, and the fragrant aroma from his 
pasture in front of the school porch filled the White School and made us all galip and 
choke and giggle? And the lady teacher who tried to quiet us by saying, "It smells 
like animals, doesn't it!" And that one first grader named Noel Alexander, who 
sniffed jauntily, tipped his head happily both ways, and finally said, "It smells like 
benurey to me!" 

Remember how the White School boys all laughed at that lady school teacher 
from the city when she stuck her foot through an empty barbed wire spool along a 
fence row and started screaming that she wali caught in a bear trap? And then there 
was that other city school marm who got sore fingers from picking those pretty 
purple flowers that turned out to be bull thistles! 

Now let's tum to some jokes from more elderly folks 
Who were blessed with the tale-telling knack, 
And I'll bet my shoe that none of you 
Can remember this far back! 

Remember when the kids in the Centerville School had a little ditty they sang to 
the tune of the Irish Washerwoman to tease the kids in the Groomes family? 

Remember when Doug Richbark gave Ellie Alexander, Bill Alexander's little 
sister, her first and only "school licking" at the Centerville School? 

Remember Billy Leasure, that hard-drinking, verse-writing school master at the 
old Hazel Dell School near Tippett Hill north of White Heath? And then there was 
the song he wrote in 1880 about the fight Jackie Morris and Bill Greeno had on 
Graham's Hill near the Ingram Cemetery? And then there was John Luscaleet 
starting a fight with Frank Hickman for singing it because Bill Greeno was his 
stepfather!? 

How many of you remember back when a favorite song of school kids in 
Centerville was, "The strawberries bloom in the morning, Mill May"? 

With memories the likes of these 
It must be very clear, 
Why folks too far, as many are, 
Rejoice each time to hear 
That on the hill in Centerville 
Old friends meet again this year. 
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White Heathens 1946 Class of Monticello Community High School 

I wrote the following "essay" to read at my high school class's 40th year reunion 
because, for reasons I knew nothing about, I had been invited to make some remarks. 
I never got up the nerve to read the essay in the 1946 Class of the Monticello 
Community High School. But at the fortieth, fiftieth, and sixtieth reunions I did end 
up learning some of my "decent" stories from it. Because some of the more 
prominent events recounted were instigated and carried out by the so-called "White 
Heathens" from Sangamon Township, it seemed appropriate to include an essay like 
this one here. The initial comments were supposed to apply to the fortieth 
anniversary of our graduation - and here they go: 

Well, here we are, forty years later. It's kind of hard to believe it's been forty 
years, isn't it. Especially when you appreciate Mary Huffman's attractiveness! 

And I don't know how many of you remember the first day of school 44 years 
ago. I remember it very well. There we were, 72 clean-cut, good-looking, pleasant, 
and early, some pimply-faced kids -- 71 respectable students and one 12-year-old 
snot-nosed brat. 

Of course, on the first day, only two people knew who the snot-nosed brat was: 
my sister (and me!) I wasn't about to tell anybody. But she told me. And it 
definite! y got around. 

I did have at least one friend -- a staunch and true-blue friend that I knew would 
stick with me through thick and thin. That was Bill Thornton. Bill had attended the 
Camp Creek Elementary School, along with Martha Ann and Porter Heath, and Ed 
Denison. I knew Bill before we went to high school, and I figured he was definitely 
my true blue friend. 

I recall one afternoon, some time after it had begun to get around who the snot
nosed brat was. I came out of the east end of the school building, headed for the 
parking lot where my mother would eventually join up with her two children for the 
ride home in our 1936 Ford. A remarkably large mob of boys were standing over by 
the bicycle racks, right where I had to walk to get to the parking lot. There were 
guys there I'd never seen before. Right in the middle of the pack was Ed Denison, in 
a white tee shirt, flexing his pectorals and looking even tougher than he usually did. 
He was obviously the center of attention, and he seemed to be trying to locate 
something. For a while I couldn't tell what it was. Then I realized it could see me! 
He was looking for me. Indeed, he was staring right at me. I could scarcely believe 
it. I looked all around behind me, but there was no one else there. I knew he had 
found out. Somebody told him who the 12-year old snot-nosed brat was. I was so 
scared I thought my pimples were going to leak. 

But then I looked around, and here came my buddy -- my good friend, Bill 
Thornton. Bill was sort of a big guy, at least a good deal bigger (and older) than I 
was, and also kind of awkward and reassuring. And he could see I needed support. 
So he just walked over and put his arm across my shoulder, and we walked along, 
facing Ed Denison and all those other guys together. I somehow think Billy knew 
this confrontation wali going to take place. I still haven't figured that out. But, 
anyway, I thought, "Boy! You guys didn't know I have a friend!" Suddenly I was 
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feeling proud, and almost confident. And Billy just squeezed my shoulder a little, 
leaned down, and said softly, "I'll hold your jacket." I honestly do not remember 
anything that happened after that incredible, unbelievable Jet-down. 

The other thing I remember about those early days of high school was that, 
somehow, I got the first crush of my life! I expect that the only ones who did not get 
the first crushes of their lives about then were those who had already had some kind 
of a crush. But I hadn't ever had a crush, except that when I was just past six, I had a 
teeny bit of a crush on my cousin, Thelma Alexander. At twelve, I didn't think I was 
old enough to have a real crush, because Thelma was much older than I was. And of 
course I had to spend a lot of time wiping my runny nose. But I sure did get a crush 
that first week of school. The reason was, I saw the absolutely prettiest girl in the 
world. Yes! It's true! And no exceptions! Yvonne Wooley! Yvonne! I had never 
heard that wonderful name before. Black hair, brown eyes, and, oh, my gosh! I had 
been trying to keep that secret to myself. Then someone had just happened to tell me 
she was the Principal's daughter! 

But that wasn't the worst part. The worst part was when I began to fear that she 
might be blind! I didn't realize this until I had walked back and forth in the hallway 
of the school several different times in front of her. But I was fairly sure that she 
never saw me at all. So I was starting to fear that, indeed, she actually might be 
blind! I wanted to be very careful to keep that secret to myself. 

I didn't realize this possibility until I had walked back and forth in the hallway of 
the school in front of her those several different times. It was fairly obvious that she 
didn't see me at all. So I figured -- at least for a while -- that she might actually have 
to be stone blind. At first I was very careful to reflect on that ridiculous information. 

But, eventually, we all wound up in those classes, didn't we: Agriculture with 
Joe Smith, Physical Education with Buck Schroth, Chemistry with Mr. Lukens, 
Algebra with Miss Virginia Hightower, Geometry with Mildred Fleming, History 
with J. K. Felts, Latin with Helen Burgoyne, Art with Miss Lacey, Music with Mr. 
Norman, and English with Miss Katharine Turner. My sister, Nell Alexander (later, 
Beadles), told me that I also needed Economics, Sociology, and Political Science. 
But I had no memory of knowing about any such esoteric courses, and I absolutely 
did not think about taking any of those particular courses! 

We boys often pondered another problem, and that is how in the world Miss 
Turner could have the best legs in the whole school, given that she was somewhere in 
her sixties then, and about to retire. I remember one time in her class we argued over 
Robert Frost's poem, Mending a Wall. Miss Turner started out by suggesting that the 
moral of the poem was that farmers are too stubborn to change their ways and stop 
repairing their stone walls, even after they had gotten rid of all their livestock and 
didn't need walls or fences any more. Somehow, as a farm kid, I didn't think that 
interpretation could be right. So I suggested that getting together every year to repair 
a wall caused our two neighbors to have conversations with one another and they 
kept them rebuilding their friendship repeatedly. I thought that might have been the 
reason Robert Frost's neighbor kept insisting, without explanation, that good fences 
make good neighbors. I talked this over with my father one night in the cow barn, 
and I think he liked my suggestion, even though he clearly didn't want to set me 
against the teacher. But I liked Miss Turner, and eventually I realized that I had no 
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way of actually knowing what Robert Frost's poem meant. A half century later I 
read that someone had once asked Frost to exp]ain the meaning of one of his poems, 
and he thought about it a while, and then he finally said, "What do you want me to 
do? Say it in a worser way?!" 

And then there was J. K. Felts's history class, and the time in early spring when 
we were arguing over who was the first to start throwing watermelon seeds during 
the cJass. I may have been the only person who knew who it was, because one of the 
students was throwing them at the back of my head. It was Loren Rogers, of course; 
that's exactly who it was. I didn't care how much he denied it, he was guilty! And he 
was the one -- the true one -- who started the whole thing. He flipped those first 
watermelon seeds, and I figured he shouldn't have done that because he took those 
seeds right out of the package of garden seeds he had gotten in the agriculture class. 
Everybody knew he was supposed to sell those seeds to help the Future Farmers of 
America, and also to get his points toward an FFA Letter! It wasn't right for him to 
take those seeds out of the package! Somebody was going to get cheated! The snot
nosed kid knew that. When Mr. Felts suddenly jumped out of his chair with a harried 
look and asked Speed Rogers if he was throwing watermelon seeds, Rogers said he 
was just throwing back the seeds that I had flipped backward toward him. I guess he 
was indeed doing exactly that, but I wouldn't have had any seeds to flip back toward 
at him if he hadn't flipped them at me first! I knew that! Mr. Felts was really 
agitated about the flying watermelon seeds, but I think he suddenly became aware 
that he would never be able to attribute the blame accurately. I didn't give him any 
help. I think I said nothing at all. So Mr. Felts simply went back to his desk, and 
right then the whole thing died down rather quickly. 

Some of the guys in our classes were forever getting the rest of us in trouble. A 
good example wall Paul Stiverson. He tended to go around with a mouthful of 
chewing gum, and he was always putting it where it shouldn't be. One day he 
happened to be stuffing some of it in the keyhole of the door to J. K. Felts's 
classroom when J. K. walked up and caught him in the act. Paul was crouched down 
there, just wadding a mouthful of that chewing gum into the keyhole. I don't think 
anyone ever saw a funnier look on anybody's face than the one on his face when, 
from right behind him, J. K. Felts told him in a loud voice to just stay right there, in 
that same position, and pick every bit of the chewing gum out of that keyhole! 

Paul Stiverson also got in trouble over chewing gum in Miss Hightower's algebra 
class. If I recall correctly, he slipped a wad into the pencil sharpener. Later, Dean 
Riley went up to sharpen his pencil, and ended up taking the cover off the pencil 
sharpener and starting slowly and carefully to clean off the blades with his pocket 
knife. Miss Hightower wa'i having her usual trying time with the White Heathens in 
that busy class, and she was about at her wit's end when she realized Dean had been 
up there fiddling around the pencil sharpener for a long time. She suddenly let out a 
yell, "What are you doing, Dean Riley?! And Dean said calmly and innocently, "I'm 
just cleaning out the chewing gum that Paul Stiverson put in the pencil sharpener." 
And, of course, Paul started yelling that he didn't put it in there, and Dean yelled back 
that he did too, and in a minute they were up there preparing to have a mock fight in 
the front of the room. Everybody was laughing or yelling, except Miss Hightower. 
She finally hurried out of the room and headed one more time for the principal's 
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office. Paul and Dean immediately stopped fighting, and started laughing, and some 
of the cJass began to do what we always did when Miss Hightower was not there. 
We rolled some marbles under the door into the Latin classroom. As usual, the Latin 
teacher, Helen Burgoyne, soon came whipping in the door with a black look on her 
face, and of course we got really quiet and pretended to be just working away. After 
staring at us for a few minutes, Miss Burgoyne also headed for Johnson's office. 

Poor Miss Hightower. She quit teaching after that first year -- or at least she left 
Monticello. And it wasn't any wonder. Don Keith (affectionately known as Donker) 
is another one who helped her along. He had a big cutout cardboard doll dressed in a 
bikini that he kept in his notebook. That doll was so large that when the notebook 
was closed the doll stuck out from both the top and the bottom. The bra of the bikini 
on the doll could be shifted up and down from both the top and the bottom when 
Donker moved some little handles on the back. He would hold the doll up from back 
in his comer of the room and raise and lower the levers that flipped the bra up and 
down, and Miss Hightower would head for the principal's office again. It may be that 
this had something to do with Keith climbing out the window in his comer of the 
room, while Miss Hightower seemed to be headed for a heart attack. At first I 
thought he would never came back, and I wondered if he had joined the Navy. And 
I'm pretty sure he did that. But some time later he came back to Monticello. 

Then there was Jack Wood's trick with the miniature crossbow, which I 
described earlier. Sandy Vinson and I also probably helped Miss Hightower make 
her retirement decision. Sandy, a "White Heathen," sat in one comer of the back of 
the room and rolled marbles down the blackboard tray when Miss Hightower wasn't 
looking. Sometimes I rolled them back from near the other end. But I had an 
advantage over Sandy because the blackboard tray sloped his way. All I had to do 
was just place a marble very carefully and quietly in the tray. Then I could 
immediately go back to my studying while the marble started off slowly and quietly, 
gradually building up speed until it was roaring down the tray. Just about the time 
Miss Hightower figured out where the noise was coming from, it would slam hard 
into the wall right behind Sandy's seat and bounce around noisily for a moment. 
Sandy had to give it a good noisy start to get it going uphill toward me, so he 
frequently got in trouble. I never did. 

Well, I did get in trouble, but somehow not with the teachers. Maybe they just 
felt kindly toward snot-nosed kids. 

During our senior year, when school buses were first used, I rode a bus with the 
White Heathens. But I didn't do most of the nastier things they did. For example, 
one day they carried a bunch of shoe boxes into the schoolhouse and released about 
fifty sparrows they had caught in somebody's barn. Mr. Johnson was new as 
principal then, and he made the mistake of announcing that he was going to get the 
guys who did that. He acquired the nickname of "Cob" about that time, and 
everybody seemed to think that that the idea of him being a tough and clever 
detective, and catching anybody, was pretty funny. The White Heath boys, in 
particular, seemed to take his confidence as a direct challenge to them. 

One winter morning I innocently got on the bus at White Heath, where those of 
us from the far north reaches of Sangamon Township had to change buses, and one 
of those White Heath boys -- I didn't have to that think it was Jack Wood -- he 
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shoved a pigeon at me! A pigeon! I had one of those short fingertip length coats we 
used to wear then, and Jack sort of tucked the pigeon quickly under that coat. He did 
that with a crowd of White Heathens shielding the exchange so the school bus driver 
wouldn't see. I didn't have much choice, so I just hung on to that pigeon. It had a 
string tied to its tail, with a little white rubber thing tied to the end of the string. I 
didn't know what the little white rubber thing was, but I figured it was some kind of 
empty balloon, and something like the tail on a kite. I didn't know what to do with it, 
so I just held the pigeon up high on my chest so the little white rubber thing wouldn't 
swing out from under my fingertip coat. And I tried to look innocent. I figured that 
if I was ever going to stop being regarded as the snot-nosed kid, this might be a real 
opportunity. At last - maybe -- I was going to be one of the guys. 

When we got to school, somehow those White Heathens shoved me out in front 
as we left the bus. They told me nobody would ever suspect me of doing anything 
illegal or immoral or wrong or anything of the sort. That's what they told me. 

Sure enough, when the White Heath bus stopped by the school door, there were 
the teachers out in the doorways of their offices, under Cob Johnson's orders, staring 
eagle-eyed at all those White Heath boys as they came in through the doors. 

I held that pigeon just as high as I could, up underneath my fingertip coat when I 
walked past Miss Burgoyne's suspicious stare. She was standing right there in her 
door with her arms folded. When she cocked her eye on me for a moment, I held my 
breath and thought, "Please don't let that little white rubber thing dangle into view 
below my fingertip coat!" 

And it didn't. I walked along the lockers until I was even with Miss Burgoyne's 
door, and then I knew I was in real trouble. I was in trouble because my locker was 
right there -- right in front of Miss Burgoyne's door. I realized I could not put that 
pigeon in my own locker! I didn't even know how I could get the pigeon out from 
under my coat without being seen. Something flipped inside me and caused me to 
think I had become a smarter law-breaker. I walked right on by my own locker, with 
my coat, pigeon, white balloon and all, took hold of somebody else's locker handle a 
ways past Miss Burgoyne, held my breath, and pulled. It worked, and I carefully 
opened the strange locker. While Miss Burgoyne was watching the rest of the White 
Heathens coming in, I slipped pigeon, coat, little white rubber thing on a string, and 
all right into that strange locker and took my books, and walked happily and 
innocently on down toward the library. 

I knew I had to come back fairly soon and move my coat, because someone was 
coming back there soon. So I just hung around the corner of the hallway and 
dawdled until Miss Burgoyne went back into her office, and then I slipped down 
there and carefully removed my coat from the locker where I had put it. I left the 
pigeon and the string and the little white rubber thing in that strange locker. I didn't 
want to have anything more to do with the bird or that little white rubber thing. 

I found out whose locker it was. We all did. It was the locker of John 
Porterfield. John went down there a little later, and opened his locker, and a pigeon 
flew out with that funny little white rubber thing tied to its tail. And that pigeon 
sailed down the hallway, past Miss Burgoyne's classroom door, all the way to the 
transom of the outside door. Like the sparrows of the day before, it tried to land, and 
when it couldn't, it just turned around and came back. And Miss Burgoyne sailed out 
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into the hallway, with some kind of horror in her eyes, stared at this flying thing 
flopping up against the transom, and she took off for Cob Johnson's office. 

I think all of us White Heathens were entirely pleased that the locker should 
have been that of a town boy like John Porterfield -- you know, the bank president's 
son who had never done anything wrong, and all that kind of thing. Miss Burgoyne 
believed that Johnny couldn't have done it. He was close to being a model student 
and everyone knew that. I heard her tell Mr. Cob Johnson that she was sure he didn't 
do it. I'll bet she thought the snot-nosed brat couldn't have done it either. 

Well, once they had witnessed the entire scene several times, the White 
Heathens retired as a group to Joe Smith's agriculture class, as they always did in the 
mornings, to listen to Joe's sometimes off-color jokes. And his tall tales about when 
he was in the Marines, and when he was a bum, which we jokingly agreed he still 
was; and how tough he was, and everything -- but not as much about agriculture as 
you might have expected. That didn't matter, because we were mostly farmers 
anyway, and, as with teenagers in general, we figured we already knew just about 
everything that could ever come up in class. 

Sure enough, about a half hour into the class, Mr. Johnson's secretary arrived 
with a list of the names of boys who should report to the principal's office 
immediately. We all sat with bated breath, and that good lady read off the names of 
(only!) two characters from White Heath who had actually spent the night in 
Monticel1o and missed out on the fun -- and Lynn Meece! Lynn Meece! Lynn 
Meece, who was from Monticello, had to be entirely innocent, just as the other two 
boys were. I figured Lynn wouldn't think of carrying a pigeon anywhere, especially 
not with one of those little white rubber things fastened on to its tail. The White 
Heathens grinned across at each other all that morning, and laughed really hard at 
Joe's jokes. Joe never understood that our student jokes were funnier than at any 
other time. 

Well, whatever happened, we all graduated, didn't we? At least 46 of us did. 
Unfortunately, we lost one poor lone girl - Martha Mcfeeters -- in that first autumn, 
when a truck full of students picking up scrap iron for the war effort turned over. 
And, of course, some others who started with us didn't graduate with us. But 46 
seemed to make it, in 1946. And it was all together a remarkably good four-year 
experience. Every teacher in the school had important things to offer us, and on at 
least some occasions every one of them did it beautifully. During the years after we 
graduated, of course, there were many sad happenings, but mostly our classmates 
have seemed to get along in life quite well. 

I think I was still a snot-nosed brat when I graduated from high school, but, as I 
have discussed in my book, Club 48, some of my friends in college during the next 
two years may have helped me partway out of that sorry state. I don't expect I'll ever 
escape all the way. But, anyway, we had a good time in high school, and in the 
continuing class reunions as well. I'm wondering who (and when!) will be at the 
65th reunion. 
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White Heath Schoo] House Elementary grades 1-8 stayed open unti] the 1940' 
High chool age student then attended Monticello High School. 

Monticello High School CJa 1946, 25th Reunion 
Photo taken 1971 
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Only the Trees 

Long years after, the old country school had died. 
Its desks and blackboards and the brass bell 
and Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia 
and the teacher's special things, 
had all been auctioned off. 

The honey locust, the shagbark hickory, 
and that summer apple tree remained. 
But the windows were boarded up 
and sheep grazed the yard. 

The wooden fence that kept in the ponies of the boys 
who raced each other along the top board fell apart, 
and the pump and furnace rusted into nothingness. 

Someone finally made it a house, with garage and driveway, 
during years when yellow school buses sped past, 
their windows full of the new children 
staring toward the old school, 
still seeing nothing. 

Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia rested a while 
on a farmer's shelf, 
its colored pictures still explaining 
how to keep turtles in a terrarium. 

The spout from the outdoor hand pump held a row of books 
on a shelf constructed by hands joined to a 
memory of being cupped beneath the spout, 
catching the bright cold water. 

Another old student caressed the brass bell, 
clanging it softly 
now and then. 

For a while these few witnessed, 
then only the trees. 
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The First School in Sangamon Township 

"The first school in Sangamon Township was taught by George A. Patterson in a 
log schoolhouse which stood south of where the White schoolhouse now 
stands." (Reference 25, p. 166). This school building is depicted on the map of 
Sangamon Township in Reference 13. The road that crossed where the Sangamon 
River bridge east of Centerville later ran straight east to the comer where the Ralph 
Manuel family lived, and then northeast to where the White School was later 
situated, on the next tum in the road. The older school was on the south side of the 
road at the corner of the Manuels' gate. 

According to S. P. Richbark, the first school in Centerville was a frame building 
which stood just east of the present school house. The first teacher there was 
Benjamin Walker who taught for two or three years, and was succeeded by W. B. 
Bunyard, who taught the Centerville school from 1858 until the close of the Civil 
War. (Reference 1) 

Mr. Young was probably the first postmaster of Centerville. Mr. Brundel was the 
first regular circuit minister, and Jane Maffett taught the first school. That school 
may not have been in Centerville, or else either Emma Piatt (Reference 25), or the 
author of the article in Ida Belle Brady's scrapbook from an unknown newspaper, 
may have been wrong (Reference 1) 

"White Heath's schoolhouse was built in 1893, but additions have been made to 
the original building. Among those who have been associated with the educational 
work in this school are: Alfred Ewington, Clark Blacker, J. T. Gale, C. M. Morris, 
Adam Volcker, Geo. Larrick, Lewis Boyer, and W. H. Skinner." (Reference 25) 

---::> ·~ 
~~ . ; ~ - - -

What Springfield's first school house might have looked like, from The Sangamon 
Country by Helen Van Cleave Blankmeyer (1935, reprinted 1965) 
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The Old House and Skating on Caldwell's Pond: 1937 

One of the buildings on the Hammersmith Farm where I grew up was called the 
"Old House." To me it was from top to bottom the most mysterious of all places to 
explore. In the rubble beneath its sagging and broken floor joists, my dog Tippie 
delivered her first litter, and I learned about claustrophobia as Tippie and I became 
temporarily stuck while competing for the space between two of those broken and 
dropped joists. Tippie had become excited because I was crawling in that long, 
narrow, and cramped space toward her new babies, and she was trying to come from 
behind me and trying to squirm past me. Neither she nor I could move between the 
crowded supports, and she refused to try backing out. I had never been more 
panicked, and I believed I could never escape freely. But, i_nch-by-inch, Tippie finally 
struggled and squeezed past me. A little later, after Tippie had gotten to where her 
puppies were piled together, I managed to pull out a single puppy. That dog came out 
too, tending the second puppy. And then I could extract the three remaining puppies, 
dragging them one at a time as fast as I could, on the separate and frightening trips 
between those split and sunken floor joists. 

Part of the Old House had its floor ripped out and replaced with concrete. This 
became the garage where the family car was kept, eventually with most of its hulk 
extending into a dirt floor lean-to added for that purpose: The lean-to, freed-up space 
on the concrete floor for a step-start Maytag wai;her, a workbench, and complex 
heaps and accumulations of unfinished farm business. 

The other half of the Old House, above Tippie's den, retained its partly sunken 
floor, and for the most part had been converted into two bins, one for coal and the 
other for corncobs. During this period the house we lived in was heated by coal 
stoves, and a coal cooking stove was used in the kitchen. The corncobs were used to 
start the fire. I was generally responsible for transporting cobs and coal from the Old 
House to the house we lived in. 

The walls and ceiling of the Old House had once been plaster over lath, and the 
remnants of these materials still clung to the wall studs in sufficient mass to conceal 
treasures like antique high-buttoned ladies' shoes, old clothes, rusty wrenches, and 
other fragmentary remains from its past life. 

The attic of the Old House, above Tippie's den, retained its partly sunken plank 
floor and had for the most part been converted into two bins, one for coal and the 
other for corncobs. 

Here I found more unexplainable and valued items than anywhere else on the 
farm. The ceiling that made up all of the floor there was in the attic was weak and 
unreliable, consisting of lath and plaster fragments. So I had to creep carefully about 
on the rafters, squatting to peer into the semidarkness to locate the old magazines and 
toys that the ceiling still held where it had not collapsed. 

On a winter day, when I was eight or nine years old, I noticed a rusty old clamp 
skate that had dropped down inside the top of the wall. For a while I didn't 
understand what it might be. When I finally realized its purpose I returned to the attic 
and searched for a long time for its mate. Failing, I took the lone skate to my parents 
and renewed an old plea to be allowed to go to the Big Pond, a mile down the road 
where the older children of the neighborhood gathered on winter days. My parents 
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scoffed and shook their heads. They pointed out that I didn't know how to skate, and 
anyway no one could skate on a single skate. They apparently thought these were 
adequate rea'ions for denial, and would continue to be sufficient. But I took my 
single skate to a little temporary pond in the East Pasture, clamped it to my overshoe, 
and spent the afternoon limping, sliding, and gliding about on the tiny patch of ice. 
Some time that afternoon my father made an unusual trip out into that pasture, 
evidently curious (or worried) about where I had gone, and what I was doing. I 
enthusiastically explained to him that I had now learned how to skate, and I tried to 
prove it on that single skate. After watching my efforts for a while he smiled a little, 
nodded, rolled his eyes a bit, and left. I was unable to persuade my parents later that 
what I had learned was sufficient for me to take my one skate and visit the Big Pond, 
in the middle of Caldwell's woods. 

In the days that followed I continued doggedly poking around in the garage and 
the rest of the Old House. Just when I was ready to give up, I very surprisingly 
located the other skate. It had fallen down along the wall from the attic and was 
lying against the foundation a few feet from the Maytag washer. I stared a long time 
at that second skate, unable to believe my good luck. Now I had every qualification, I 
believed, for permission to go to the Big Pond. I had two skates, and somehow I 
believed I knew how to skate. My arguments must have been compelling, or else my 
parents were at a loss, for they yielded. It was on a Saturday, and, despite their 
obvious misgivings, they agreed I could go after I had finished the noon meal. 

I ate swiftly and started out with the skates across my shoulder. At first I 
trudged at a reasonable pace, occasionally stopping to crush the ice over a dry stretch 
of ditch along the road, slide on my overshoes along a frozen puddle, or poke at an 
ice-covered weed. But after I had climbed through the la<it fence, into Caldwell land, 
I began to worry that something might be happening at the pond that I was missing. 
So I ran for the last few hundred yards, faster and faster, arriving at the pond all out 
of breath, but enormously excited at the sight of the little crowd I was about to join. 
Decades later I would tell my graduate students that this was the way I always 
finished my scientific papers, by hurrying faster and faster the nearer I got to 
completion and publication - the nearer I got to the Big Pond, where everything was 
happening. 

The skates fit reasonably well on my overshoes, and I had indeed learned how to 
push off by turning the skates sideways and leaning them slightly. Using skates on 
both feet seemed even easier than on one foot alone. I was not graceful, like the 
other boys, nearly all of whom were older than I, but I joined their games without 
qualms and competed with great intensity. Eventually the game became one 
continuous bout of cross tag, involving nearly everyone. I was "it" most of the time. 
It was hard for me to catch anyone else. I fell down a good deal, and the larger boys 
always laughed. Sometimes it seemed as if I were the only one playing the game, 
and the rest were playing other games, or just skating easily about, avoiding me. 
Most of them could skate so much fa<iter than I, that virtually anyone could cross 
between me and anyone I was chasing, requiring me to chase the new taunter. But I 
usually laughed when this happened, because in some important way it didn't matter. 
For I was indeed skating on the Big Pond and with the Big Kids! Whether they 
teased me or not, I was glad to be part of the game. I chased them all the more 
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n rgeti aJly, and eventually I would accidentally catch omeone. 
Th afternoon was warming, and the ice melted on top. A I continued to falJ, I 

became thoroughly oaked from tumbling and liding in the icy water. The other 
boy laughed even more at me, and ometime they tood together, joking about my 
appearance and baking their head at my per i tence. I till didn't mind. I truggled 
after them all, until someone skated too clo e, or ran into omeone e] e right in front 
of me. Sooner or later I alway caught omeone. 

By ix in the evening it wa nearly dark. and only a few kater were left at the 
pond. When they taited home I wa till reluctant to go, but I finally left too. I had 
to walk alone because no one el e lived in my direction. I hung my. kate over my 
shoulder and trudged off. The temperature was falling rapidly now, and long before I 
reach d our hou e, all of my clothe had frozen tiff. I entered the hou e looking like 
an enormou icicle, clacking and creaking loudly and tiffly like a knight in armor. 
Crying out in alarm my mother quickly stripped me to the kin behind the warm 
pace-heating to e in what was called the dining room, and rubbed me down with a 

rough warm towel. I was miling in ide. My kin wa hot and pink, and my body 
wa weary and content. I had done it, that was all. I had gone to the Big Pond alone 
and kated with the big boys on my very own ice skates that I had found entirely by 
my elf. And I had come home, alone and una i ted, after dark when the kating was 
fini hed. 

My parents marveled afterward that I never had even a niffie a a re ult of the 
adventure. But I had known a11 along it would be just fine. I somehow knew that 
everything had gone exactly a it was suppo ed to go. And I al o knew that nothing 
would ever be preci ely the same again. 

Vintage strap on ice 
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A Boy, a Dog, and the Heart of a Rabbit 

There was a winter afternoon when the sky hung over the whole farm like a 
leaden curtain. At five the boy went as usual for the milk cows, making long scuffs 
with the fat toes of his overshoes in the wetness of a light fall of new snow that lay 
unmarred across the barn lot. When he unlatched the wooden gate beside the cow 
barn, the dog Tippie da~hed through the narrow opening, her coat bright and dry 
from hours spent curled in a nest somewhere under the Old House. A moment later 
she caught scent of a young rabbit perched immobile in the snow, and in a flash the 
two were caught up in a furious zig-zagging chase before the boy's appreciative gaze. 
Frantically the rabbit doubled and redoubled upon short twisting dashes whfle the 
dog ploughed the wet snow in a frenzied effort to keep the advantage surprise had 
given it. Part of a yip escaped the dog's teeth now and then as it seemed to hurl its 
body sideways to change direction in the new snow. The boy smiled faintly at the 
excitement and waited. The rabbit would escape, he knew. They always did, and the 
futile efforts of the dog were the source of an amused tolerance on his part. 

In a flash of snow and scuffle the dog suddenly overtook and seized the rabbit, 
and, more startled even than the boy, flung it quickly from one violent shake that left 
gray fur wafting in the winter air and clinging to the dog's teeth. There was redness 
in the new snow, and the rabbit had become, in one instant, an inert lump of gray. 
The boy walked close to stare a moment, incredulous at the glazing open eyes, and 
the dog crept forward too, uncertain now, to give a tentative sniff. She withdrew 
when the boy turned away, bending her eyes up as if to catch his mood. 
As the boy left there was in his path, suddenly, a tiny red object that moved, and he 
knelt, puzzled. After a moment he knew it was the rabbit's heart, flung clear, and 
now lying alone, beating steadily against the coldness of the snow. While he 
watched, the heart faltered and stopped. 

Afterward he followed the rabbit's tracks backward, down the Long Lot until 
they disappeared through the fence and over the slope into tufts of heavy dry grass 
that poked above the snow beneath the oak trees behind the Corn Crib. As they 
moved silently out into the stubble field toward the distant, watching cattle, the dog 
stopped once and stared backward up their tracks for a moment, the dog with its nose 
high and horizontal; eventually it turned and trotted, continuing in the surprised 
silence of the boy's thoughts. 
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A Recapitulation 

When humans first 
were human, in some way 

it must have been the same 
as times when I awoke 
a rural child, and lay 

in body, mind, and spirit nude 
devoid of inhibitions, cares 
or knowledge of finiteness 
and looked upon the day. 
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And the Dreamingest of Times 

and in the dreamingest of time something 
of no importance had wakened him 

he slipped from beneath the covers 
guiding nine-year old limbs into 

blue denim overalis crouched 
loyally all night beside the bed 

drawing a suspender across one shoulder 
covering enough of naked body 

barefooting softly past the attic door 
down the narrow painted stairway 

out on to the planks of the back porch 
smooth-worn and cool against the 

toughness of his toes he 
paused and as the dog rose 

stretched and turned to follow 
he looked toward the woods 

left the sleeping house behind 
stepped off the porch into 
forever. 
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TORIES AND SO G OF IDA BELLE BRADY A D MELLA EYMO R 

ote: Much of the following e, ay wa written more than 50 year ago, from my 
talk with Ida Belle and Mella eymour, Reference 5-8. 

My father' mother, Ida Belle 
Winters Alexander Brady, wa 56 year 
old when 1 wa born. By the ti me I 
belatedly began to comprehend her 
remarkable qualitie he wa almo t 80. 
I remember her as a peppery, bu y, 
rotund, outspoken little woman with a 
cuckoo clock in her cozy living room and 
a hea1ty chuck.le that came quickly and 
easily. When the situation wa 
appropriate she was almo t a prone to 
tears, and she virtually taught me the 
meaning of the word "lament." I will 
never forget how she raised the hair o□ 
the back of my neck at the funeral of her 
econd hu band, Pop Brady, by 

interrupting the preacher's eulogy a he 
abruptly called out in an increa ingly 
loud and heart-rending final appeal, "Oh, 
Pop, Pop, Pop!" For a bewildering 

~~'DI moment I was frozen certain he had 
suddenly noticed that poor old Pop Brady 
was alive after all, and that momentarily 

he would ri e traight up out of the casket and answer her! 
Ida Belle loved to gossip, had an almost unening memory for the picy and 

intriguing aspects of social life, enjoyed telling ribald stories to the Baptist preacher 
next door, and was adept at shooting the sparrow out of her favorite cheITy tree with 
a BB gun. She left her fir t husband, my grandfather, when, a she told me, in a rage 
he threatened to kill her and the last of their nine children, Ruth. She never 
volunteered the background for that episode, but she did tell me once, bitterly, that I 
had cou in all over Piatt County that I didn't know about. At William Leroy (Bill) 
Alexander's sale after hi death, a neighbor lady obbed that a certain bedroom 
dresser was rightly her because before his death Bill had given it to her. My intrepid 
grandmother replied tartly that, a he had heard it, the dresser wa not all Bill had 
given to her. 

Ida Belle was born on January 29, 1873, in Decatur County, Indiana. Her 
parents, John and Irena Winters, moved to Jasper County, Il1inois, when he was two 
year old. In 1878 they moved to Champaign County, not far from the Piatt County 
line, to live in a little hou e that I knew as the Fred Rex hou e, east and outh of Curt 
Seymour' hou e, and not far north of Route 10. Before Ida Belle tarted to chool 
her family moved we t, ju t aero s the Piatt County line, to the house known a the 
"Old Fort' near the Boyer Cemetery just outh of the Hammer mith farm where I 
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~ew up. The "Old Fort," otherwise referred to (probably erroneously) as the "Three 
Sisters Tavern," and maybe the "Nine Gal Tavern," as well, was in the middle of the 
field on the northwest corner of the intersection where a marker was erected in 1924 
on the Piatt-Champaign County Line, indicating that "Abraham Lincoln traveled this 
way when he rode the Circuit of the old Eighth Judicial District 1847-1859." 

By the time Ida Belle was 12, her family had moved to a house just south of 
where the Dean McCartney family lived, northeast of the Ingram Cemetery. When 
she was between 15 and 18 years of age, her family lived in the big yellow house on 
the hill in Centerville, known as "Pat McLaughlin's new house." From all these 
different houses, she managed to attend the White School at least some of the time 
between the ages of 7 and 18 -- the same school district where Nell, Noel, and I 
attended, beginning 53 years after she started school. During her time the school in 
that district was a log cabin located a quarter of a mile south of the place where we 
attended it, on the south side of the road, just past the corner at the entrance to the 
farm later operated by the Manuel family. 

Ida Belle married William Leroy Alexander on March 10, 1891, shortly after her 
18th birthday. The oldest of her 15 grandsons, Leslie told me that he once asked her 
how she and Bill met, and she said, "We all used to walk from Centerville up to the 
Argo settlement to church. I was in the choir. He saw me walking there and asked 
someone who that dark-haired little girl was." 

Bob Wright, who lived near the center of Section 36, one section south of the 
northeast corner section (25) of Sangamon Township, told me that he thought the 
term, "Argo Settlement," probably referred to a cluster of houses just north and east 
of the junction of the roads currently designated, 1400E and 2500N, in Section 25. 
This location would have extended north and eastward across the road east from the 
Argo School House. The 1875 Atlas (Reference 13) shows "G. Argo's Est." (80 
acres) in the middle of Section 35, connecting its southeast corner with G. Argo (20). 
"S. Argo" had 40 acres on the west side of G. Argo's 20 acres. The property of "J. 
Argo" (188 acres), to the east, extended across the upper part of Section 36. There are 
six small plots (5 acres each), and one plot of 10 acres, just across the road from 
"School No. 1." During my grade school time this school was called the Argo 
School. The seven small plots are possibly derived from the property of J. Argo, just 
to their south. None of them, however, shows a house, suggesting that instead the 
plots might have been woodlots, maintained by farmers and others to supply fence 
posts or lumber for buildings. 

According to my talks with Ida Belle Brady, when she and Bill Alexander were 
married, they rented "Suz McCoy's farm in the Argo Settlement" in northeast 
Sangamon Township. I cannot locate any 1875 property in the area that Ida Belle 
and Bill rented listing as: "Suz McCoy's farm in the Argo Settlement" in northeast 
Sangamon Township. I cannot locate any property in that area attributed to Suz 
McCoy. I had indicated in Reference 5 (p. 101) that the Argo Settlement was what 
would, during the 20th century, be "west of Wayne Wright's farm," which (also in the 
20th century) was located southwest of Chet's farm (Charles Wright's farm in 1875) 
on the angling road leading to Centerville. There are nine houses in about one and a 
half miles along the road to Centerville, including all three of the houses belonging to 
the Argos listed above. I have not located anyone old enough to identify with 
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certainty which of these two places might have been termed "The Argo Settlement" 
in the nineteenth century. They are actually close enough together that both may 
eventually have been part of it, perhaps with the Argo School (School No. I on the 
map, Reference 13) as the "central" location. 

Ida Belle and Bill's first child, Arlie (Leslie's father), was born at the McCoy 
farm. After two years they moved to the house in Centerville named "The 
Parsonage," just west and a little closer to the road than the house where Ida Belle 
had lived as a child with her family. Still later they moved to another house about 
100 yards southeast, where the McDade family lived when I was a child. Their next 
three children -- Mary, Charlie, and Fred -- were born in this last house. Then they 
moved to the farm just south of Route IO and northeast of White Heath that later 
became known as the Alexander "Home Place." Here were born Dale (my father), as 
well as Ethel, Harry, Louise, Ruth, and Charlie. Some time after Arlie returned from 
World War I, Bill turned the home farm place over to him and his wife, Nellie. Ida 
Belle, Bill, Louise, and Ruth moved to a small white house north of Route 4 7, about 
a quarter of a mile east of the house on the big curve west of White Heath where Fred 
and Ethel Alexander lived, and later Chet Haines and his wife (I was told that Bill 
also owned that farm). After Ida Belle left him, Bill remained on the little farm north 
off Route 47 until his death. 

When Ida Belle and Bill were married, Bill was working on the section gang of 
the railroad. Later he became a farm hand. Still later he began to buy and sell cattle, 
and from this enterprise he apparently secured the income that enabled him to begin 
the process of buying land. Eventually he owned as many as six different farms, and 
was one of the founders, and president, of the White Heath bank: 

"William Alexander, a farmer and stock buyer, was elected president of the 
White Heath State Bank when it wac; organized in 1921. It was located in a modem 
bank building that Silas Sievers influenced the bank to erect in 1913. 

"The State Bank of White Heath was in business until 1927 when it was sold to 
the Moore State Bank in Monticello." (Reference 32). 

There is more about William (Bill) Alexander in Mom's Story, pp. 97-102, and 
Pop's Story, pp. 107-109 (References 5, 8). 

I think I was born just about the time that Ida Belle left Bill. I faintly remember 
being with my folks - especially my mother -- visiting her and Ruth in a little white 
house on the southeast side of Monticello. I remember Ruth hardly at all from those 
early days. I think she went off to school one day when my mother and I were 
visiting their home, but I have no memory of actually seeing her as she did. It 
seemed to me that she went through the living room like a swift will-of-the-wisp and 
out the door with a swish. Later, perhaps when I was in high school, I saw her once 
on the opposite side of the courthouse square in Monticello, walking with her 
husband, Bill McCall. I don't know how I recognized either of them, but I remember 
stopping for a moment to watch them walking south along the west side of the town 
square. When I told Aunt Ruth this, in 2007 (the next time I saw her!), she said it 
was probably when they were visiting from Virginia. She said she and Bill had taken 
Ida Belle back with them to Virginia, and one of the places they took her to visit was 
the White House in Washington, D.C. Ida Belle later rode back to Illinois on the 
train. 
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Ruth started to high school the year Ida Belle moved to Monticello, and I have 
wondered about the possibility that her desire to attend high school played a role in 
her mother's determination to separate from Bill Alexander. Not long ago Ruth said 
to me that she believes this may have been one of the reasons. 

Aside from my father (and mother), I think that Ruth was the only offspring of 
Bill and Ida Belle to finish high school. As I recall, my father used to say that Arlie, 
the oldest boy, claimed to have gone "through" high school. He supposedly said, "I 
went through high school -- through the front door and out the back." My father said 
that, after one day of high school, Arlie figured he had had enough. So Arlie never 
went back. Of Ida Belle's and Bill's nine living children, I think that only Dale 
attended college, and he did that only for one or two summers at what was then 
called the Illinois State Normal College (now Illinois State University). Aside from 
my father (and mother), I think that only Ruth also finished high school. 

When Lorrie and I visited Aunt Ruth in 2007, she told me that my father used to 
help her with her schoolwork. Once he was explaining a mathematics problem to 
her, and when he had finished he asked her if she understood. When she said yes, he 
crumpled up the paper on which he had been writing the explanation and tossed it in 
the stove. I can say with a smile that this story is entirely consistent with what I 
remember about my father. He expected you to make a "full" effort to learn and to 
be totally honest about how well you understood. In my opinion, both he and my 
mother were master teachers, and they taught their children almost continually. 

Aunt Ruth said that when she finished high school and had difficulty finding a 
job, my father, who was working then for the Agricultural Administration in 
Monticello, while continuing to farm, told her to go to the Rural Rehabilitation 
Office in Champaign and try a certain person. She did this, and was hired as a 
secretary. But she said that, unfortunately, the man for whom she was to work 
planned for her to sit on his lap while she took dictation. She told that to my father, 
and he immediately steered her to a different office at the same company. She was 
hired in a typing pool, and remained there until the company moved to Kentucky. 
This story surprised me because it never occurred to me that my father had any such 
connections. But I had forgotten about his work with the Agricultural 
Administration. 

I asked Aunt Ruth if she could remember any of the songs that her mother used 
to sing. She replied at first that she could not recall hearing her mother sing. I was 
astonished at this, because Grandma sang one or another song for me almost every 
time I visited her, and she seemed to relish doing so. I sang snatches from several of 
her songs (see below) when I was at Aunt Ruth's house, but Aunt Ruth soberly shook 
her head and said she had never heard any of those songs. Then she said, sadly, "In 
those days my mother had little reason to sing." Later, however, she told me she 
remembered that when her mother drove her to Champaign for lessons in oil 
painting, they used to sing and laugh together in the car. She said two of their 
favorite songs were You are My Sunshine and The Church in the Wildwood. The 
automobiles were Ford Model Ts and As, and Grandma had to crank them by hand to 
start them. I don't know if she made the trips to Champaign before or after she and 
William Leroy Alexander parted company. When I spent time with Ida Belle she 
sang many different songs, from The Fight on Graham's Hill, to Little Birdie in the 
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Tree, and The Strawberries Bloom in the Morning, Mill May. 
Aunt Ruth said she also took piano lessons twice a week in White Heath. She 

said the piano lessons resulted in her playing the piano all her life, but she never did 
much from her three times a week lessons in oil painting. 

Aunt Ruth told of a whipping she received as a small girl because she and Louise 
had accepted the invitation of a boy, their cousin, to drive around the courthouse 
square on a Saturday night. She said the boy had stopped his car near them as they 
were walking on the square and invited them to ride with him. When they returned, 
Bill and Ida Belle were in the car, waiting for the girls to go home. When they got 
home, Aunt Ruth said that Bill got a razor strap and began to whip Ruth with it. 
Ruth said he caused many black and blue spots on her body and some serious bruises 
to her ribs. She described the scene as a kind of pandemonium, with her screaming, 
her father strapping her, and her mother continually trying to place her body between 
them so that the razor strap would not hit Ruth. Aunt Ruth said that, among other 
things, she was mystified about why her father strapped her so severely because, so 
far as she knew, she did nothing at all to Louise, her older sister. 

Aunt Ruth was 15 years older than I am, and she married Bill McCall when she 
was 21. She and her new husband moved first to Flint, Michigan, then to Virginia, 
and finally to Lima, Ohio, where they remained. Bill was a bricklayer, and his son 
assured me that he was the very best. The son said his father was so conscientious 
that if the slightest asymmetry generated in something he was doing he would take it 
apart entirely and do it over again. When the Baptist Church decided to build a new 
church building, Bill volunteered to do all the brickwork. He wanted it to be done 
right, and he told the church people repeatedly that he would do it for no pay. But 
Aunt Ruth said they insisted on paying him two dollars an hour. Aunt Ruth played 
the piano for that church for 45 years. When she retired, the church gave her the 
piano she had played for so long. She told Lorrie and me that she liked playing it in 
her apartment because there she didn't have to worry about making mistakes. 

All the rest of Ida Belle's children, with the exception of Louise, remained in 
Piatt County, Illinois. Louise married John Clow, and they lived on a farm near 
Weldon in Dewitt County, Illinois. 

After Bill's death and Ruth's marriage, Ida Belle married Pop Brady, a narrow
shouldered, pipe-smoking old widower who ran a little greenhouse in the east central 
part of Monticello. Pop was a good-humored fellow, and he and Ida Belle seemed to 
get along wonderfully. The way I remember it, when the Mclnnesses built a huge 
greenhouse just east of Pop's, along the same little back alley, Pop defended his 
business by putting up a modest sign at his driveway, in sight of the big new 
greenhouse and on the same side of the street, that said simply, "Entrance." It must 
have been effective because -- again, as I recall it -- the law huffed and puffed, and 
eventually asked him to remove the sign. 

I do not remember that Pop Brady minded, and I assume this was because he had 
done it for the amusement of himself and his friends, and by the time the minions of 
justice descended upon him he had gotten more fun out of it than he had counted on. 

Actually, I realize that I cannot verify this story exactly as I have just told it, and 
I honestly don't know if I am simply remembering laughing very hard with Pop 
Brady on his front porch about what might have happened "if." The entrance sign 
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~as indeed there, but I no longer have any way of checking, and it is possible that the 
sign was there before the Mclnnesses built their greenhouse. Maybe Pop only 
cl~aned up the sign and trimmed the brush away from it. Should my facts be wrong, I 
will seek solace in Doris Lessing's revelation in African Laughter, which I have 
praised elsewhere, that myth does not mean something untrue, but a concentration of 
truths. 

My academic background might cause me to interpret Doris Lessing's words a 
little differently: that the successful myth subordinates immediate factual details to 
the richness of broad social meaning; that the reason all the arts have flourished is 
that they serve as surrogate scenario-building that nourishes the usefulness of the 
human imagination; that to their audiences they are condensed theater, which we 
audiences seek out because theater has the power to tell us so much so quickly, about 
aspects of social life that we often gain from comprehending and anticipating 
(Reference 4 ). And, as I have argued elsewhere, humor, of the sort Pop Brady and I 
enjoyed on his porch, mocks the social realities we would like to change, or would 
like to see changed, and often has the desired effect - as well as some others. 

After Pop Brady died, Ida Belle lived out her last years in his house. It was 
during this period, before and after I served in the Army during the Korean War, that 
I began to talk extensively with her, and to learn and tape record the stories and songs 
that she held inside her brain from her long tenure in the Township of Sangamon. 

In order to explain the friendship that generated between my grandmother and 
me, I have to become even more autobiographical, and describe how my interest in 
stories and songs developed. I am sure such an interest existed when I was quite 
small, for I remember telling stories in early grade school and having the teacher say 
wryly that I seemed to have a story for every happening. My father was an inveterate 
storyteller, and for this and other reasons he was a principal influence on me. I also 
remember my mother singing old songs in the kitchen, such as Raggle Taggle Gypsy, 
and that my father's favorite song, often sung in the cow barn, was The Spanish 
Cavalier. I recall him saying that the song he most liked hearing his mother sing was 
Darling Nellie Gray. My Uncle Harry once told me that he especially liked hearing 
his mother's version of a song called Mania's Black Baby Boy. She sang that song 
for me, along with several others, including Mill May, which she said she sang as a 
child. Part of Mill May goes like this: 

Mill May 

The strawberries bloom in the morning, Mill May 
The bobolink sings in the tree 
On the hill the red clover is growing, Mill May 
Then come to the meadow with me. 
Then come, the ripe clover among the thick grass, 
We'll pick in the morning, Mill May, Mill May, 
And the long afternoon together we' 11 pass 
Where the cJover is growing, Mill May. 
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Grandma Brady's Mystery House 

Although, as a child, I didn't know it, the former "Old Fort" my Grandma lived 
in during her early childhood years stood only a half mile south of the house in which 
I lived during the same period in my life. It was apparently a somewhat eerie place 
that served well Grandma's tendency to be a little mystical. This house was 
mysterious to me long before I discovered it was also mysterious to my Grandma. 

Grandma said there were widely accepted rumors that the Old Fort was haunted, 
and this was a possibility that kept her a little awed and frightened while she lived 
there. She said she used to sit on a stool when she was about nine years old, and she 
would stare into the fire in the fireplace and imagine that all sorts of things were 
happening around her. There was a rocking chair in the house that she claimed they 
could sometimes hear at night, after they had gone to bed, rocking all by itself. She 
also told a story about a strange boy being repeatedly seen on a stool in the house at 
night, and of blood appearing on the floor as if by magic, and later being gone just as 
mysteriously. She said that at night when they were in bed they could often hear a 
stool being dragged across the floor although no one was ever there. There was 
another well-known story about a traveler and a horse and buggy, and someone being 
killed, which I cannot reconstruct. 

But the real clincher, Grandma said, was the day that a neighbor named George 
Boyer came to their house (which was near the Boyer Cemetery), and in somewhat 
injured tones, asked her father, Jim Winters, who was a fiddler, why Jim hadn't 
invited him to the party. Jim was puzzled and asked "What party?" Mr. Boyer 
named the night he had meant, and John said that they had all been gone that night -
that they couldn't have had a party because there was no one at home. Mr. Boyer got 
a little huffy at that and said he knew better. He said their lamps had all been lit, and 
he could hear the music and the dancing (these stories were first related in Reference 
5, pp. 97-98). 

In 2004, I used the name, Nine Gal Tavern, in a children's book poem 
(Reference 7), believing it was one of the names of the Old Fort, which I also 
referred to as Grandma's Mystery House. I have no memory of how I came to know 
of the name, Nine Gal Tavern, or to suppose that the Old Fort was the same as the 
Nine Gal Tavern. The evident error in my usage came to my attention later when I 
first encountered Nina Harper's 1955 essay in Reference 17. She said this: "A Post 
Office was located here [Centerville] in 1850, the mail being carried on horseback 
and cart from Mahomet and Decatur. The Stage Route crossed the river here, going 
east to the 'Old Fort' where travelers lodged on their way to Urbana; from there it 
wound north easterly and crossed the river again near the Bethel Cemetery and on to 
the 'Nine-Gal Tavern' south and east of Mahomet, another stop on the route." 
Nina's account seemed entirely reasonable to me, and, as I have also learned, is 
consistent with parallel information from other sources. 

I have since learned from Geraldine Hickle, a former schoolteacher from 
Mahomet, Illinois, that the Nine Gal Tavern was designated as such around 1850, 
and that it was indeed southeast of Mahomet - about a mile east and a little south 
(see also, Reference 15): !he name ~eferr~d to_ a house calle_d "Abbott H~use," a 
farmhouse in which a mmister and his family lived. Accordmg to Mrs. Hickle, the 
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family included nine red-headed daughters, which gave the tavern its name. Mrs. 
Hickle assured me that the tavern was the kind where people "stayed overnight" 
rather than the "other kind." She added, however, that there was evidently a good 
deal of merriment there in the old days, including fiddle music and dancing. When 
Mrs. Hickle told her about the Old Fort, and noted that my great grandfather who 
lived there was a fiddler, she said immediately, with no prompting from me, that he 
probably also played at the Nine Gal Tavern because it was only a few miles from 
the Old Fort. She also told me that about 50 years ago the United Methodist Church 
of Mahomet instituted a continuing annual November celebration, in the form of a 
historical dinner theater, honoring this old-time inn. 

Geraldine Hickle, who was then at least 90 years young, and lived in Mahomet 
for most of her life, tells me that the Nine Gal Tavern was located about a mile along 
Route 150 eastward from Mahomet. The Oak Creek Subdivision is there now, but not 
a trace of Nine Gal Tavern. Geraldine told me that the family ran the tavern from 
their house. She lived at 101 East Union Street, Box 358, in what she calls the "old 
part" of Mahomet. Her phone number, reachable under the name of her deceased 
husband, is (or wali) Harold Hickle, and her phone number is 217-762-7305. 

The Old Fort was not far from the Boyer cemetery, in the middle of a Caldwell
owned field bordering the south end of the Hammersmith Farm. Long before I knew 
my Grandma had ever lived there, I used to walk around in that field and try to 
imagine what it had been like when there was an inn with stagecoaches stopping at it. 
Sometimes I would find little pieces of dishes or crockery, or rusty bits of harness. 
Eventually I made up a verse about how I had felt when I visited that place, and how 
I felt later when I heard the stories Grandma told me about it. I cannot say whether or 
not my Grandma ever used the name, Nine Gal Tavern, to refer to the Old Fort where 
she lived before its demolition in 1895. 

Despite my apparent error in assigning the name to Nine Gal Tavern, I think my 
poem (see Reference 7), which I am repeating here, can stand without change. As 
Geraldine Hickle has suggested, no one can be confident that Jim Winters never 
fiddled at the Nine Gal Tavern, only a few miles from the Old Fort. Nor can anyone 
be sure that some boy - or even many boys -- did not explore the site of the actual 
Nine-Gal Tavern, with thoughts similar to mine, as I searched successfully for 
artifacts and fantasies around the Old Fort in Sangamon Township. 
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ine Gal Tavern 

I pa s along the darkened road, and tark be ide me there 
The gho t of Nine Gal Tavern cast a black, foreboding tare. 

One night, all still and empty, her windows dark and bare 
Another night, an ee1ie light, and voice fill the air. 

Outside the hound dogs baying through the fading summer's heat 
Inside, the dancer swaying to the music's muffled beat 

There' the smell of home-made liquor and the stomp of gladdened feet 
And old Jim Winters crouching with his fiddle singing weet. 

I see and hear such things by night, but then go back by day 
And disappoint me, proving, that they've long since passed away. 

For, on the knoll before me. no ghostly tavern looms 
But a tiny graveyard nestles where a field of clover blooms. 

And that speckled bit of azure, jutting through the sunburnt clay 
Is just a piece of weathered china from a gone-forever day. 
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Scotch-lri hand Penn ylvania Dutch 

A Family' Death 

She died la t week- my Grandma Brady; 
Our town lo ta lovely, lively lady 
Some murky poi on wept aero her brain, 
And brought and took away the earing pajn. 

From her brood of nine that final eve 
All but three returned to grieve, 
And tood with heavy heart beside 
The bed when Grandma Brady died. 

Three had uffered long before 
The poi on's sting, death's cruel door, 
And tho e who tayed to share her sun 
Wept now as six and not as one, 

While fifty grands and great-grands 
Stayed with clenching hand , 
Stayed their clouded hearts, 
And, staying silent, stood apart. 
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PIA IT COUNTY AND SANGAMON TOWNSHIP LONG AGO 

Alan Lomax, Other Musicians, and My Surprising Desire to Produce and Arrange 
Songs and Stories 

Not until I was a senior in college ( 1949-50) did I think about putting stories and 
songs down on paper, or recording anyone else's singing or story telling. At Normal 
(at that time called the Illinois State Normal University) I took a required course in 
American History, taught by a history professor, perhaps in his late thirties, who was 
nursing a newly acquired interest in American folklore. One day he told the class 
that a folklorist named Alan Lomax was going to perform before the local musical 
society, and my roommate Carl Campbell and I decided to go. We had never been to 
a performance sponsored by this group, but we had the impression that it was mostly 
a formal kind of thing, featuring string quartets and a good deal of classical music. 
Carl and I then had no idea who Alan Lomax was. 

On this particular occasion we found seats in the front row of the balcony where 
we could see as well as hear everything, and look down over the crowd. Most of the 
attendees were fairly well dressed, and a few were even wearing tuxedos and 
formals. We were greatly impressed by this, although I must admit that we saw a 
little humor in it as well. This feeling was considerably increased when the curtain 
opened and there was nothing but what looked like a single - and somewhat shabby -
- kitchen chair set right in the middle of the stage. An old, battered guitar lay beside 
it, and we decided it must belong to the guest of honor. This entire sight started a 
little buzz in the audience, and Carl and I began to look forward to things in a way 
we hadn't before. We were leaning forward on the edge of the balcony when Alan 
Lomax walked in and sat down in the chair, and another fellow, dressed formally, 
came forward to introduce him. I don't remember the introduction, perhaps because 
I was staring so hard at Lomax. Alan was a very ordinary-looking fellow, with very 
ordinary clothes on, and he had a large red nose that, even for someone as naive as I, 
made me wonder about the kinds of liquids he preferred to imbibe. 

I must have been extremely impressed by Lomax's appearance at that program, 
because approximately 28 years later, when I was attending and participating in the 
annual meeting of the American Anthropological Association in Washington, D. C., I 
looked aside from the conversation I was engaged in, with Professors Napoleon 
Chagnon and Bill Irons from the Pennsylvania State University, and I saw a huge 
man walking on to the stage a long distance away to receive an award from the 
AAAssociation. In spite of the distance, and the addition of probably more than I 00 
pounds added to his frame, I somehow recognized the fellow, all the way from 1949, 
and exclaimed, "That's Alan Lomax!" It was indeed Alan Lomax, as Chagnon and 
Irons confirmed, and he was receiving a prize for his collections and interpretations 
of folk songs. By this time he was also curator of folk music at the Library of 
Congress and I knew very well who he was. This was because I had all his books in 
my librar~, and his father's as w~ll, and I had rea~ Alan l:°max's p~per~ in journals 

l 'k s ience although I didn't thmk of them as bemg particularly sc1ent1fic. 
1 e c ' fi . h d Lo . k d h' . When the introduction at Normal was mis e , max pie e up 1s gmtar, 
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moved to the front of the stage, and told a story. He said he had just come from 
Georgia, where he had attended the wedding of a friend of his, a fellow named Jake. 
He had been surprised at how young the bride wa1,, and he commented to Jake, 
asking him if the girl wasn't a bit young to be getting married. According to him, 
Jake replied, "Well, Mr. Lomax, down here we think of girls as like new potatoes: 
when they're big enough, they're old enough!" 

Somebody near the front row tittered ever so briefly, but otherwise there was 
complete silence in the auditorium following this bawdy punch line. Not only that, 
but nearly all faces appeared to be expressionless. Carl and I rolled our eyes at each 
other and tried to keep from laughing. Lomax had breached the decorum of this 
particular group, and most of them were telling him so, in no uncertain terms. But he 
seemed to pay absolutely no attention to their hostility. He just hauled his old guitar 
up on his chest and began to sing. As soon as he did that, Carl and I knew we were 
going to like his performance. Lomax won the rest of the audience over quick]y, in 
part by singing older and better songs with names the same as those the audience had 
given him as requests, wonderful songs that we suspected no one in the audience had 
ever heard. They brought him back for so many ovations that he finally said he had 
missed his plane, so he might as well keep right on singing. 

I went back to my room resolved to write my term paper for that history class on 
American folk songs. I did that, and I still have the paper, with the professor's 
comment, "Excellent!" written across the top. That term paper originally was close 
to 300 pages long, and it included nearly 200 songs, with a fairly substantial narrative 
sprinkled among them; now, more recently, it has perhaps 500 songs. In 1949 I 
couldn't type (until I was in the anny!), but my girlfriend in Hinsdale, Illinois, 
Lorraine Keames, cheerfully typed the entire term paper for me -- even though I have 
known her now for 64 years. She is now my 84-year old wife and the same as her 
husband. I can scarcely comprehend her devotion, and my good luck, beginning at 
the early stages in our lives. A few years ago I made copies of the expanded version 
of that folk song term paper for my two daughters, both musical women. 

That history essay changed my life. I sought out John and Alan Lomax's books 
in the library and read them over and over, and I also began to search the general 
literature of folk music and folk tales. I was especially drawn to a small book by 
John Lomax calJed Adventures of a Ballad Hunter, which recounted his early 
experiences col1ecting songs with his son, Alan Lomax, after his wife, Alan's 
mother, had died. John Lomax received an early Rockefeller Foundation grant for 
this work, and when, in 1956, I received a postdoctoral Rockefeller Foundation grant 
as my first "pay" for studying the biology of the singing insects, once again I felt a 
tiny bit of kinship with the Lomaxes. I remember being impressed that father and 
son toured together, co11ecting songs, and my thinking about what an influence John 
must have had on his son. Again, I felt a kinship because I had been able to associate 
with the singing of my farmer-father in a similar fashion. I also appreciated John 
Lomax's description of his effort, as a co11ege freshman, to present a collection of 
cowboy and western songs to his English professor. That professor, who taught a 
class in Shakespeare in which John Lomax was a student, looked at the songs for a 
while and then threw the sheaf of papers back across the professor's desk, rejecting 
them something like scorn. Lomax must have been terribly embarrassed, because he 
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went out behind his dormitory that night and burned the lot. Only later did he decide 
to ignore that professor and start over again, collecting songs like Home on the Range 
and many others that we all now regard as part of American heritage. John and Alan 
Lomax were, of course, responsible for bringing Huddy Ledbetter (Leadbelly) to 
national prominence and thus giving us songs like Irene, Good Night, that we might 
otherwise never have known about. John Lomax was curator of American folk music 
at the Library of Congress before his son, Alan, now also deceased, filled that 
position. 

After hearing Alan Lomax and writing that term paper, I bought a Harmony 
gourd mandolin from my great Uncle Joe Ambrose, who lived in White Heath, and a 
violin was carried to me from my Sangamon Township neighbor, Treva White. 
Eventually, and to my later sorrow, I traded my mandolin for a cheap but well-cared
for guitar that my roommate, Carl Campbell, took with him when we moved to 
different schools, and owned until Carl's death. I learned to play all of these 
instruments left-handed even though each was strung right-handed. I think I paid 
$20 for each of them, money that I had earned working either on John Valentine's 
hay baler or on a rock crusher at Walter Troike's gravel pit near Mahomet. I also 
learned to play the harmonica, including making the (to me) incredible discovery -
with the help of a small book by a Louisiana harmonica player, Tony (Son) Glover -
a pleasant instrument that even a simple harmonica can be played in several different 
keys. In my first year of graduate school I bought an old Vega tenor banjo with a 
built-in resonator from a fellow graduate student, who dragged it out of his attic after 
hearing of my desire to own a banjo. A few months later, in the Army at Fort Knox, 
I went to the woodworking shop in the evenings and made a left-handed five-string 
neck for the banjo because one simply cannot play a five-string banjo left-handed if it 
was made to be right-handed: the drone key, partway down the neck, prevents the 
right hand from moving up and down the neck. That more than 100-year old banjo is 
still intact, its simple cherry neck as straight and true as when I completed and 
polished its cherry neck it in 1952. Using it for accompaniment, I recorded an old 
song written in 1901 by Nina Harper of Centerville, for the 125th year anniversary of 
the Centerville United Methodist Church. 

In Kentucky, in the Army (1951-53), I made trips to the repair shops of music 
stores and watched experts at work repairing stringed instruments. I began to buy old 
instruments at auctions, took them apart, and tried to understand them. During this 
time, my father-in-law, Charlie Keames, gave me an ancient Acme guitar out of his 
attic, badly in need of repair. In my incredibly miserable ignorance I thought this 
fine instrument was beyond repair, and I took it apart to see how a guitar .is put 
together. I had never dreamed of its value - ?r that it_ could be restored -- u~til ~ 
Louisville Kentuckian who was an expert gmtar repairman told me one day m his 
shop that there was one kind of guitar I should treasure if ever I was able to own one. 
He looked at me soberly and said the word, "Acme!" My heart sank. I have never 
recovered from that grievous mistake. 

While Lorrie and I lived in Vine Grove, Kentucky, I made friends with a close 
neighbor, a quiet compete~t b~ck\~oods1?~ who lived just across our r~ad, where he 

ade and repaired mandolms m his famtly s one-room apartment, bendmg the wood 
;y wrapping it in wet towels, and holding it against the metal pipe extending above 
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the heating stove in the middle of the room. 
After we moved to Michigan in 1957, I went to performances of folk musicians, 

including those of Carl Sandburg and Doc Watson. My daughters and I played, 
learned, and eventually became able to sing hundreds of good old songs together. 
Their male friends had worked and learned about such music by being inspired to 
take up significant instruments a'i guitar, mandolin, harmonica, violin, banjo, and 
piano, thereby learning how to play along with all of us. At least two of our joined 
and/or accomplished musicians, including one a school teacher living near Mount 
Airy, North Carolina (David Crawford), and the other a microbiologist and 
environmental attorney living in Seattle (Phil Singer). Both men learned their music 
largely from the efforts of our daughters, Susan and Nancy Alexander, and both of 
them worked hard to learn music. Our children and their friends made our family 
work hard (and happy!) to make and learn several instruments and to generate superb 
music, including many songs. Finally, three of our superb local musicians began to 
return repeatedly to enjoy and perform beautifully at our house. They are Glen 
Morris and Jon Waage, guitars, and Jim Lloyd, piano and banjo. Finally, I became 
connected with my best friend, Carl Campbell, an outstanding singer, and an 
excellent guitarist. We sang together in church and in duets and quartets in classes 
that needed explanatory songs in many different situations that enabled us to 
appreciate our singing of students, replying to Carl's and our singing, and using our 
guitars, a banjo, and some other items to produce other significant music. 

At least three other influences were extremely important to my interest in folk 
music and its relatives, though for a long time I was oblivious to their significance. 
First was the Chicago radio station WLS, and the Saturday night WLS Barn Dance. 
My parents listened faithfully to the WLS Barn Dance, and so did I. The "cowboys" 
who sang on it often were my heroes, though today I can recall the names of only a 
few of them, such as Bob Atcher, billed as The Singing Cowboy, and the superb 
comic musicians, Homer and Jethro. More than 60 years later I bought a CD of 
Jethro's last recording, Bye Bye Blues. To me, Kenneth "Jethro" Bums seemed one 
of the great jazz mandolinists of all time. His playing had the seemingly gentle, lazy 
quality, combined with impeccable rhythm, that sends me into a rapture. I play his 
CD when I wish to relax and regenerate the feeling that the world is a wonderful 
place. 

I remember many songs from WLS, which I often sang over and over in the 
cowbarn while milking. I cried over songs like Old Shep, Save My Mother's Picture 
from the Sale, and Letter Edged in Black; and so did my children when I sang those 
songs to them 30 or 40 years later. Somehow my family acquired a copy of The WLS 
Songbook, published in 1935 by the M. M. Cole Company in Chicago, Illinois, and I 
still have the tattered fragments of it. When I first looked back through this book, as 
an adult, I remembered hearing many of the songs I knew when I was small. 

The second major musical influence on me as a child was church music. I sang 
lustily at the Centerville Methodist Church, and regarded the singing of hymns as the 
most stirring part of the service. Occasionally I sang a solo before the congregation 
(but much more often for the benefit of the milk cows in our barn!). Mostly I sang 
ordinary church songs such as Are Ye Able or The Old Rugged Cross. I liked 
Bringing in the Sheaves, What a Friend We Have in Jesus, and many, many others of 
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the wonderful old rousing hymns. Some of these songs brought tears to my eyes 
when I sang them in the cow barn. An occasional one, such as In the Garden, I 
regarded as puzzling, or even a bit weird. 

I found it surprising how good some hymns sound when picked with three 
fingers on the five-string banjo. In church, whatever I sang was accompanied by 
Erma Koehn, well known because she played the piano in many places, and whom I 
regarded as surely one of the more remarkable musicians in - yes, in the world. 
Unfortunately, following a serious fall, she had not moved significantly during her 
recent prevention of musical capabilities. Before that, she would ask me what key I 
would like for singing a particular song, and sometimes I chuckled and gave her just 
a single opening note for the identified song. She would smile then, and say 
something like "All right!" and instantly transpose the song to whatever individual 
key my tone indicated for the identified song. I have regarded her as a stunning 
musician and lady. 

One time I was asked to sing for a church Christmas program. I chose O Holy 
Night. My mother took me to Erma's house to practice the song (I wasn't old enough 
to drive the car). When I started to sing, Erma suddenly paused after nine words and 
said to the ninth one emphatically, "That's wrong!" As usual I had learned whatever 
I knew about the song only from hearing it a few times, and then singing it over and 
over in the cow barn. In the process, however, I realized I had butchered the timing 
of the second and third lines; I didn't hold the first syllable of the word "shining" 
long enough. But at that moment I didn't grasp what was wrong, and for some 
unknown reason I imagined that whatever it was must be so profoundly important 
that I would never understand well enough to get it right! So, in some kind of dire 
fear of inevitable incompetence, I said, "I'm leaving! I'm not going to sing at this 
Christma~ program!" I went out to the car and waited for my mother, who eventually 
drove me home, as I recall it, without any stiff comments by her. I think I was 
entirely cowed by Erma's uncanny abilities with music, although I never, ever felt 
that any part of it was her fault. To this day I am scared stiff to play in front of 
almost anyone except my close friends and my own grandchildren. I really find it 
difficult to play and sing in front of people I know to be much better musicians than 
myself. 

I think my intrigue at Erma Koehn's special skills at playing the piano "by ear" 
were responsible for a curious thing that happened to me about 30 years ago. I was 
considering the relationships of chords to one another in all the different keys, and 
how to use them. Eventually I constructed and placed in one of my notebooks 
something I decided to call "The Circle of Chords," which seemed to me a great 
clarification. Imagine my surprise when I learned that all of that had been discovered 
long, long ago, and my circle of chords is ~ctual!y known as "The ~ircle of Fi_fths." 
Until then despite more than 50 years of biological work on acoustical behavior, 
following 'its many incredible sounds, I had scarcely an inkling of what might be 
meant by "musical theory." My circle of chords showed me how Erma Koehn went 
from one key to another so easily. Several years ago she told me t~at she has no 
conscious knowledge of any of this, but has always transposed to different _keys 

·th t being aware of exactly how she could tell because she knew to do it. Only a 
;~ :onths before Erma died, she told me she still played the piano for her friends, 
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m t recently in the Berwa h Apaitment where he lived in Savoy, Illinoi , and a 
well on Sundays at church. Subsequently, Erma remained joyou. ly proud to be o 
capable to play the piano for other., and so humble that she in i. ted that many of her 
piano student quickly pa ed her up in playing ability. Perhap thi indicate mainly 
what a great teacher he ha alway been. EventualJy, he had to change to a home 
close to her son's home, in Normal, Il1inois (See also: Blackburn College, lub 48, 
and The Barbershop Quartet," pp. 46-48). 

Erma Koehn (right) 
and daughter (left) 

While I wa sti11 trying to play the piano, I made the odd deci ion to choo e one 
ong I liked and learned to play it well. I chose a popular song called The Gypsy. 

Someone in our family had purchased the sheet music, and I sat down and practiced 
the ong until I could play it smoothly and well without the music. Whenever I was 
in a private show-off mood, I would sit down al1 alone and play the piece 
flamboyantly, sometimes singing the words as I did. Once when I wa doing this, a 
neighbor girl, Jane Seymour, happened to come in through the front gate of our 
hou e and up to the virtually unused front porch where I was playing directly inside 
the creen door. I was facing away from her, but I think I eventually became aware 
of her presence. I don't remember what we rnight have aid to each other if 
anything. But a while later she· convinced some church people that I wa an 
accomplished piano player and singer, and that I should be asked to perform in 
church! I anxiously told them I am not at all a good player. My protests were 
ignored, over and over, until it became extremely embarra sing. In the end I had to 
explain that I knew only that one song that way, and I had to come up with a lame 
excuse for why I had worked so hard to learn ju t that one song. I think I stopped 
playing The Gypsy - and the piano -- for a good while. 

In 1969, when my family and I returned from a 15-month sabbatical leave in 
Au tralia and Europe, I became frustrated at all the different way guitar were being 
played by the urge of "folk inger ." One of my doctoral students, Jon Waage (who 
became a Dean at Brown University), stunned me with his three-finger-picking, 
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mething I could not ma ter playing left-handed, with the neck of the guitar up ide
down and backward. So I went to an old friend, Herb David, who a .. ured me that he 

ould adju ta guitar_ o he could reverse the strings and help me to acquire a rever ed 
pattern of guitar ound . Herb wa on hi way to a degree in p ychology, and he had 
been a tudent in my large introductory biology cour e. He had become an 
in tmment maker, the principal repairer of fine musical in. truments in Ann Arbor, 
and owner and proprietor of the best folk music store I have ever visited. From him I 
purcha ed a Martin acou tic guitar, had him re tring it, left-handed, and abandoned 
all my other in trument for 2-3 year while I learned to play the guitar in a "truly" 
left-handed way. Following tablature for right-handed player. was sti11 extremely 
difficult for me. My mi 'hapen fing r. now have seriously reduced my playing. 

In 2004, I wa preparing my elf for an invitation to read from my fir t children' 
book, a Sangamon tory, largely true, titled The Red Fox and Johnny Valentine's 
Blue-Speckled Hound at the Ann Arbor Street Fair. I had ju. t written a little 12-verse 
song about the tory in the book, which I called The Blue-Speckled Hound. I wanted 
desperately to play and sing thi ong at the reading. But I couldn't find the courage. 
Then a yow1g woman who worked with me training hor e , who had been taking 
guitar lessons for only a few month , told me that she had just taken her guitar to the 
Ark, the premier folk and related music petformance theater in Ann Arbor, and there 
she sang several songs. I wa stunned and chagrined to realize how silly I had been 
all my life. So I telephoned John Megahan, the artist who made the painting for two 
of my books, The Red Fox and Johnny Valentine's Blue-Speckled Hound, and asked 
if he would accept me playing my banjo along with his fiddle at the reading the next 
day. He was enthusia tic, o on the morning of the reading he came over and we 
quickly made up a pleasant way of playing together as I sang the song. And we did 
it. Among the small group of John and me in our playing and singing, it went quite 
well. And, at a late age, I decided he had conquered a tiny bit of my phobia again t 
letting people hear my imperfect music, but really that was only a tiny, tiny bit of it. 
When John and I completed our music, and its song about fox hunting, a lady came 
to us with a flood of tears in her eyes and told us that her father had done exactly the 
same kind of fox hunting that my fiiends did. 
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Richard Alexander on Banjo and John Megahan on Fiddle 
Performing My Blue Speckled Hound at 

University of Michigan Natural llistory Museum, Ann Arbor Michigan. 

There was more evidence of a musical interest in my early life. A noted in 
Pop's Story, at my eighth grade graduation from the White School in May of 1942, I 
sang a high tenor (or soprano!) solo of Irving Berlin's new song, God Bless America 
(there were only two graduates that year from our little one-room country school, my 
sister and I). Later, in high school and college, I nearly always sang in glee club and 
choruses, and for two years in a wonderful barbershop quartet. Mo t often we ang 
old songs, especially in that barbershop quartet (See Club 48 for some detail ). 
Nevertheless, as a college senior, I scarcely connected my newly acquired 
"academic" interest in folk songs with the various kinds of music I had experienced 
almost continually as a youngster. Although I wa sure I would hate the piano 
lessons my mother was pressing on them, and on my sister, Nell. I wa uneasy, partly 
because my mother required me to travel to the piano player, go to the teacher, and 
put on shoes and . ocks for every single lesson! I knew I had learned a great deal from 
them (See the relevant chapter in my children's book, Thumping on Trees, and 
Reference 28 for a story about going barefoot). That learning involved piano lesson , 
later augmented by four years of playing saxophone in high school; a a re ult our 
three axopbonists had all received top-level awards for our saxophone work. But all 
of that time I really wanted to play the violin, and I had no inkling of how attracted I 
would later be to the stringed instruments of Appalachia. When fina11y I became 
aware of my Grandma's knowledge and proficiency in singing the old ongs, 
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however, I felt as though I had discovered something entirely new within my family. 
When I repeatedly asked my Mother if I could take violin lessons instead of 

piano lessons, she finally said sternly that there were no violins anywhere near us, no 
violin players, and no violin teachers, so I would have to learn music on the piano. 
In 2004, in communication with Twilia and Stanley Mackey, friends and neighbors 
of my family almost before I was born, I learned that Stanley Mackey had for a long 
time played the fiddle and guitar in a musical group that included George Menacher 
on the banjo, Treva White on the piano, and Ray Hunter on the guitar. They played 
at such events as the dance at the White Heath Homecoming. In other words, all 
through my childhood, while I was yearning to learn the fiddle, a good friend who 
was also a fiddler lived, unknown, a half mile from my house, and just across the 
graveled road from a corner of our farm! In addition, Stanley Mackey was my first 
employer off the farm. I began at age 14 or 15 to work on the hay baler with him and 
his brother-in-law, Dean (Bill) Valentine! I cannot help but wonder if my Mother 
knew all along about Stan's fiddle playing! After all, his wife, Twilia, and his 
mother-in-law, Callie Valentine, were two of her three best and nearest friends - the 
third being Mella Seymour. Moreover, Harold Hannah, who grew up about three 
quarters of a mile from our house, learned to play the fiddle, and told in his book, 
Com from the Sangamon Bottoms, about the local people who had helped him learn. 
The farms of all these people were connected to our farm, only yards away, and, 
further, three of the four houses were within a half mile of ours. I cannot believe that 
my mother did not know that several people played the violin in our community. I 
wondered how she felt after hearing of my interest in the violin and the banjo and the 
harmonica, and two or three other instruments. Our neighbor, Treva White, came 
walking to our house one day, carrying a violin she had taken from her attic, and she 
presented it to me! Perhaps my mother believed that because she had talked my 
father into buying an expensive piano, by arguing that all of us children would learn 
our music from it, it would somehow be a betrayal of her promise to Pop if I took up 
the fiddle instead. 

Grandma Alexander had an uncanny ability to understand and respond to my 
new interest in folk music. She told me her father, John Winters, was a fiddler, my 
great uncle Louis (Lute) a mandolin player and singer, and my great-uncle Wesley a 
fiddler who played left-handed like me. Once, when all of this interest was just 
generating, and I was 17, I had begun trying to play some tunes on a harmonica I had 
idly taken from my pocket. I was in Grandma's house, and she snatched it from my 
hands, saying happily, "Where did you get this mouth harp?!" To my astonishment 
she immediately put it to her mouth and proceeded to play one after another of the 
fiddle tunes that I had so far known only from the books I had found in the library. 
Without realizing it, she was cementing a family connection for me to a kind of 
music that I had discovered in a crazy, formal, academic way. It was music that in 
my ignorance I had not guess~d actually r~ through my entire family, Scotch-Irish 
and Pennsylvania Dutch hybnds on both ~•des. . . 

After a while I realized that, both durmg and between my subsequent v1s1ts to 
h house Grandma was wracking her brain to remember things relevant to my 

er 1 dis~overed interest. I came to be amazed and intrigued by her effort, and 
new y ly grateful for it She would ask me if I knew this song, or that one, and she 
extreme · 
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told me st01ies about things that had happened when she was a small girl that I knew 
immediately could be made into verses and songs. Here is a simple little song she 
sang for me: 

Little Birdie in the Tree 

Little birdie in the tree, in the tree, in the tree 
Little birdie in the tree, sing a song for me. 

Sing about the mountains, sing about the sea 
Sing about the bluebirds, is there one for me? 

Sing about the roses on the garden wall 
Sing about the birdies in the treetop tall. 

Little birdie in the tree, in the tree, in the tree 
Little birdie in the tree, sing a song for me. 
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The Groomes Family Song 

In June, 1957, two year before her death, Grandma uddenly began to tell me about 
an old Sangamon Township ong. I had ju ta ked her to ing on tape a little ditty to 
the tune of The lri. h Washerwoman that she said the Centerville kid used to sing 
about the Groome family in Centervme. According to Ida Belle, it was a ]j ting of 
the name of 13 of the 14 kid in the family, a follow : 

Oh, there' Mary and anny and Tommy and Min; 
And Johnny and Hunter and Lygie and Wynn; 
Miner and Leela, Teenie and Lu, 
And up Pearl too! 

After rendering this last rhyme and song for me, Grandma Alexander said 'Poor 
little old Bessie, she's left out! She hadn't come along yet. When they made up that 
ong, you know, she wasn't there yet." The 1880 cen us of Sangamon Town hip 

listed eight of the 14 children of Miner and Sarah Groome as follows: Sarah, Mary, 
ancy, Lewis, Minnie, John, Isaac, and Elija. I only knew Thomas Groome , who 

was often my father' hired man, who helped me frequently -- and at fir t I found it 
difficult to match all those nicknames to Grandma's songs. 

Isaac Groomes, incidentally, enlisted in the Civil War, June 24, l 861, and was killed 
at Stone River, December 30, 1862 (Reference 25 p. 184). Bessie Groomes married 
John Mackey. Their children were Stanley, Olan (Hap), and Twilia. 

Twilia Mackey 
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Grandma Brady, Mella Seymour, and the Fight on Graham's Hill 

When Grandma Brady finished the Groomes family song, she Jooked thoughtful 
for a moment, then exclaimed, "Hey! Did I ever tell you about the fight on Graham's 
Hill?" And she set about trying to remember a song that someone had written about 
a fight that had taken place in the nineteenth century in Sangamon Township, just 
south of the Ingram Cemetery. The participants, she said, were Jackie Morris of 
LickskiUet (Centerville) and Bill Greeno, who lived just north of the Ingram 
Cemetery. The alleged object of both their affections, and cause of the altercation, 
was one Saphrone Crook, who resided in a house on Graham's Hil1. Grandma Brady 
said she wa~ a widow and Jater married Bill Greeno, but when I mentioned this Jater 
to Mella Seymour, she scoffed and exclaimed, "Saphrone was no widow! She had a 
man at the time, Jess Crook! They lived in a house right there on Graham's Hill!" 
Grandma said that she had indeed heard that Saphrone was in the house. Her special 
(and maybe appropriate) version of the action was that she was "a-hollerin' and a
bellerin' around while they was a-fightin!" It seems quite likely to me that the lady 
wa~ actually trying to reduce nasty possibilities! 

Grandma sang on tape for me the first two verses of the song about the fight, and 
said this was all she could remember. The song was a wonderful one, and I began to 
wrack my brain for a way of finding out the rest of the verses. I first went to my 
Grandpa Noble Heath, and he told me he had heard of the song, but knew none of the 
words or anything else about it. Next I went to Erm (Emerson) Evans in Centerville, 
and he gave a similar response. I was stymied for a while, and then I began 
systematicaUy trying to think who might be the oldest individual who had lived his or 
her entire lifetime in Sangamon Township. Very quickly I came to the name of 
Melia Seymour, a lady I figured was at least Grandma's age, who had lived on the 
farm neighboring ours when I was a child. I knew she had been a staunch friend of 
my mother, who shared her love of wild flowers. The two of those women tramped 
the woods along the Sangamon looking for new and interesting varieties, and Mella 
had obtained flower seeds for my mother from her relatives in Iowa. I also 
remembered an affectionate story my father told about Mella going barefoot in the 
snow in winter, one time terminating a long mid-winter conversation with him by 
saying her shoes were leaky and she would have to return to the house. Until then he 
had not noticed her bare feet (See Mom's Story, Pop's Story, and Thumping on Trees: 
References 5, 8, 10). 

After some checking around, I learned that Mrs. Seymour, whom I think was 
then in her nineties, was living in the town of Seymour. I drove to Seymour, found 
her house, and got her to Jet me come in and ta]k by identifying myself as Dale and 
Elizabeth Alexander's boy. When I asked her about the song she looked out the 
window and a sparkle came into her eye. She rocked in her chair and smiled a little 
mysteriously, but said nothing. I offered to play the tape of my grandmother singing 
the first two verses of the song and she leaned forward with interest. When I had 
played the tape she gave her head a little twist of appreciation and said definitely, 
"That's Ida Belle, all right!" Then she added, "Do I know the song? Do I know it! I 
knew the song the moment it was finished!" And she smiled at me triumphantly. I 
asked, finalJy, if she had written it. She said no, but she was 14 years old then, 
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working as a "bound girl" in the home of Frank White near Tippett Hill (which 
means the song was probably written in 1880). The White fami]y boarded an 
alcoholic schoolteacher named Billy Leasure, who wrote the song. She said Billy 
was a bachelor, "forty or forty-five years old," who taught at the Hazel Dell School, 
located northeast of Tippett Hill between White Heath and Centerville, one-fourth of 
a mi]e east of the "Mag Smith" place on the road leading straight north from the west 
end of White Heath. She said Billy was "half-lit" when he wrote the song, and she 
was washing dishes in the kitchen and listening while he sat at the dining room table, 
composing a verse, continually asking Mollie, Frank's wife, how it sounded, then 
revising it. 

Mrs. Seymour said that Billy Leasure drank a great deal, and that, "on that 
account," he eventually left the school and the county. "Every time he got lit," she 
said, "He would write a song or a poem about something that happened around here." 
She said there was also a song about Bill Elsea's wife, but she cou]dn't (or wou]dn't) 
remember it for me. I couldn't get Mrs. Seymour to sing the additional verses of The 
Fight on Graham's Hill, but she eventually told them to me, after I had played 
Grandma Brady singing the first two verses on my tape. 

Near the end of our conversation, I said in desperation, "But won't you tell me 
the words to the song about Bill Elsea's wife?" She responded simply and firmly, 
"No." She said, however, that both songs were published in the old daily Bulletin 
which later became the Piatt County Republican. She told me that Billy Leasure had 
a leather pouch filled with songs he had written about people and events around 
Lickskillet. She also said that Billy Leasure was in Sangamon Township only three 
years, and she thought he had gone to Iowa from there. No one else I asked seemed 
to know much about this intriguing fellow. I have often thought what a wonderful 
treasure went off to Iowa in the saddlebags of Billy Leasure, evidently lost forever to 
the people who would care the most, the residents of Sangamon Township. I 
searched as many issues of old newspapers as I could find in the Allerton Library in 
Monticello, Illinois, but failed to find any of Billy Leasure's verses. 

Grandpa Noble told me that the Hazel Dell School was discontinued in 1889 or 
1890 (actually 1893: Reference 26), after operating simultaneously with the White 
Heath School for some time -- two schools in the same system. He seemed to marvel 
at this fact. He also said he knew the exact location of the schoolhouse, and he 
remembered that it had as many as 50 pupils at one time (actually, ali many as 60: 
Reference 26), owing to the congestion of population up and down the Sangamon 
River in the early days. The school was a quarter of a mile from the farm his father 
first owned when he came to Piatt County from Ross County, Ohio, and only a little 
farther from the Clouser farm. Mrs. Seymour attended the Hazel Dell Schoo], and 
lived just south of what eventually came to be called the Alexander home place, 
though long before it acquired that label. 

I carried the new verses to The Fight on Graham's Hill straight back to 
Grandma's house in Monticello and recited them for her. She recalled them almost 
immediately, and happily, but then looked a little uncertain and remained quiet. 
Finally she said, "There's another verse, but I can't think of it." 

Nearly a year later, not Jong before her death, I visited her in Ann Arbor once 
more. She met me at the door, opening it, instantly looking up at me, and 
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claiming, "I remembered the la t verse of the ong!" I never had the chance to 
have her sing that la t ver e on tape, although I had taped her singing all of the 
other.. 

The tune to The Fight on Grahani's Hill wa new to me, and I tried in vain to 
figure out the chord to accompany it. In 1994, a fanner- choolteacher friend, David 
Crawford, one of tho e kids who had started in music on the mandolin at our house 
near Ann Arbor almo t 25 years before, and who has for a long time played regularly 
in a little Appalachian band. He had worked them out for me when Lorrie and I took 
a break on a biological field trip and vi ited him and hi family on their farm in a 
"holler" near Mow1t Airy orth Carolina. Mt. Airy i the town where Andy Griffith 
grew up, and which he made famou. by patterning his televi ion program after it. 
Some time earlier I had heard a Civil War ong, on the radio or on a record, with a 
imilar tune. Da id' wife, Jody, ugge ted that it wa originally a Scotti h tune. It 

seemed curious to me to reflect that, centurie ago, my Alexander ancestors in 
Scotland, and later participant in the Civil War, might have sung different ets of 
word to the tune of the one old ong I could legitimately ay I may have been saved 
from oblivion. 

I had often thought I would like to ask Doc Watson, the legendary blind 
Appalachian folk mu ician, about the tune to The Fight on Graham's Hill. I had 
come to regard him a not only a genius but a wonderful source of hi tory regarding 
the kind of mu ic I liked most. But of course I never thought I would have the 
opportunity. 

Mel1a Seymour 
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A Brief Discussion with Doc Watson 

In 1980 I was in Boulder, Colorado, to deliver the evening dinner lecture at the 
International Union for the Study of Social Insects. I had been invited to tell those 
entomologists about a strange little African mammal called the naked mole rat, which 
we had learned possessed a queen-worker kind of sociality like that of ants, wasps, 
bees, and termites, the insect groups that made up virtually the entire topic of study 
for their international society. 

One day, as I walked out of that Colorado motel, still steeped in the esoteric 
topic of naked mole rat eusociality, I was suddenly astonished to see the blind 
Appalachian folk musician, Doc Watson, only a few yards away, coming up the same 
stairs I was going down. Abruptly and self-consciously, as he passed me, I spoke, 
saying, "Hi, Doc!" He answered me with a hearty "Hi!" I didn't expect to see him 
again. But at the airport I watched as the same band member deposited him on a 
long empty bench and left him alone. Cautiously I approached him, introduced 
myself, and asked if I could talk with him a while. He said that depended on what I 
wanted to talk about. I said it didn't matter, that I simply was an admirer of his 
music, from Ann Arbor, Michigan, and that I went to his concerts whenever they 
were in my vicinity. At that he shook my hand, told me to sit down, and asked what 
I did for a living. I said I was a biology professor, and he said, "You're something 
else too." I was surprised and asked what he meant. He suggested that I was also a 
farmer, from the information he had gotten while shaking my hand. I acknowledged 
that I also operated a small farm, and we talked for about 45 minutes. Despite my 
long-term desire to ask Doc Watson if he knew the origin of the tune to The Fight on 
Graham's Hill, in that entire 45 minutes, I never mustered the courage to ask him, 
partly because I was afraid I wouldn't be able to sing the song for him in a decent 
way, given my nervousness. At one point Doc said that if he had had a few more 
really good teachers in the blind school where he went he might have ended up like 
me rather than as he did, and I immediately had the obvious thought -- but for some 
embarrassing reason never managed to say it -- that professors are a dime a dozen, 
but not long afterword there had been only one Doc Watson! 

years later, after Lorrie and I had left David Crawford's home near Mt. Airy, we 
traveled on down the Appalachian Mountains and passed through Deep Gap, where 
Doc Watson had Ii ved. It is sad that I could not bring myself to operate in time to 
look him up and ask him about Billy Leasure's tune. For a while I had thought, 
perhaps I will find a way to do it yet. I wish I could _t~ll him mo~e of wha~ I thought 
when he said what he did about professors and musicians. Lorne and I did stop at a 
little store not far from Doc Watson's house and buy copies of all the not-so-well
known tape recordings of his that were for sale there. 
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Billy Leasure and Mella Seymour 

Although I had no way of knowing how unbelievab]y fine my luck was to be, in 
the search for Billy Leasure's song, there was good reason for me to choose Mena 
Seymour to try and find out the parts Ida Bene did not remember. Mel1a was born 
eight years before Ida Belle, in 1866, and she had lived in or near Sangamon 
Township all of her Jife (until 1962) except for 1875 to 1879, when her family had 
moved briefly to Indiana. A little mystery arose when I asked her maiden name, for 
she replied, "Camp -- Clouser! Clouser! Clouser!" Only later did my Grandpa 
Noble tell me, without prompting, that she was a stepdaughter of the C]ousers. I later 
learned from her gravestone that her middle initial was X . She lived Feb. 11, 1866 -
Jan. 16, 1962), and her husband's name was Absalom J. He lived Jan. 20, 1856 -
Feb. 21, 1933. 

When I asked Grandma Brady about the name "Camp," she said that the only 
person with that name she had known around Centerville was a blind woman who 
lived alone west of the parsonage. She said this woman was the mother of Dick 
Smith's mother. The thing she remembered most about the woman was that she was 
the cleanest person she ever knew, and that she had a white pine table that she 
scoured perfectly clean with white sand. Grandma said, "And it was white!" 

In 1995, Dill Seymour told me by phone that his mother's mother was Lydia 
Camp Clouser. He said Mella was born out of wedlock before her mother was 
married. MeJla' s mother married David Clouser. Dill said that Mella had an 
illegitimate child by David Clouser, her stepfather, when she was 21 years of age. 
He said Mella told him that Mella's family, the Clousers, moved to Crawfordsville, 
Indiana, from 1876-77 (but Mella told me 1875-79). Mella told him that, when they 
returned, she walked the entire distance driving the cattle. He also said that she told 
him David Clouser was mean to her and that she hated him. Dill said that her 
illegitimate son, J ak:e, was shot to death in Gilbert, Iowa, some time before 1907 
when Dill was born. 

Grandpa Noble also told me that Mella's stepfather did not like John Fisher, who 
lived either on the Hammersmith farm or northeast of it, where Dick and Treva 
White lived when I was a child. He said that John Fisher courted "Mell," and this 
was the reason David Clouser didn't like him. According to Grandpa Noble, David 
Clouser was supposedly nearly blind and claimed he couldn't tell a woman from a 
cow, even dose up! But, Noble said, Clouser seemed always to recognize John 
Fisher at a distance when he was coming to court Mell! . 

MeJla told me that the "fake doctor Harwood" gave her husband, Absalom 
(nicknamed "Ab"), the "Gold Seal" cure for alcoho1ism. She said it consisted of 
some sort of injection, and it cured him, but almost killed him as well. She said that 
once, while returning from having a treatment in White Heath, he passed out and fell 
off the buggy just below Graham's HilJ (where the Ingram Cemetery is located). 
There was a watermelon patch there, and some of the men tending it came and helped 
her to get him to the shade, where they cooled him off by squeezing a watermelon to 
spiJI juice on his forehead. 

MeJla told me some curious things about the Mallory Cemetery, on the Leslie 
Hammersmith farm where I grew up, saying that some Bennetts and others were 
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removed from it to the Monticello Cemetery when she was a little girl. She 
somehow managed to save some of the screws that had held together the casket of a 
friend of hers, Lizzie Bennett, until her father found she had them. She indicated that 
he was appalled, and she said he took them away from her and buried them in the 
ground. 

Mella also related to me how she kept her grandson, Bob Evans (Jean's son), 
until he was eleven. She said he was always running away, and when he did they 
couldn't find him. One night he was gone and it began pouring rain. She said he 
was about nine, and they called everywhere and couldn't locate him. Eventually, she 
said, "Well, if he perishes tonight, I have done everything I could, and it is out of my 
hands." The boy came home later, and she grabbed him by the ear and asked where 
he had been. He said, "How does it concern you?" She said something else to him, 
and he replied, "Who beside yourself cares?" She said she then spanked him with a 
butter paddle. A week later he asked her if she had ever been knocked senseless. 
She said she had not, and he said that he was, and that was on the day she beat him 
with the butter paddle. She also said that one day she told him to take water to the 
ducks, and he said, "Darn the ducks! All I do is carry water to the ducks!" And she 
said, "Where would you be if I didn't take care of you? You'd starve to death!" She 
told him that some day he might ardently wish for just one of the ducks' feathers to 
rest his head on. In later years, after he became a solid citizen, he seemed to have 
attributed everything good in his life to his grandmother, and when he had just 
married and wa~ quite poor he once had to wrap a coat around his boots for a pillow. 
She later sent him a box full of blankets. In the bottom of the box were two pillows 
filled with duck down. She said he told her he cried freely on the pillows when they 
arrived, and again that night when he used them. Several years later, Mella said, 
when Bob Evans and his wife moved away - to Iowa, I believe -- they accidentally 
left the pillows and he drove more than 300 miles back to get them. 

Mella Seymour told me that in the early days everyone sang the song about the 
fight on Graham's Hill. Once, she said, John Luscaleet had started a fight with Frank 
Hickman for singing it because Bill Greeno was John's stepfather. She also 
suggested that lots more people wrote "verse" in those days. Perhaps this was partly 
because there was no radio or TV, and partly because at first there were no libel laws, 
surely making it easier to get stories published, and safer to accept the fame that went 
with attribution. 
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"Jubili tic and Pugili tic" from Billy Lea ure? 

John Luscaleet wa Bill Greeno' stepson, and Jim Graham wa a young boy, on of 
the Grahams who lived on the hill, and from which it got it name. Jim Graham 
witnessed the fight and wa extremely frightened by it. Harv Hickman, of course, 
was justice of the peace. 

Surely the word "jubili tic" in the first ver e i a corruption of "pugili tic." But who 
know if Billy Lea ure wrote it that way or if omeone el e along the line made the 
change? In any ca e the word "jubilis6c" (which may derive from ')ubilee" or 
')ubilant ') is not an unknown word in folk songs, especially those from the South, 
and it come off we.I] here. 

Many years after obtaining the words and tune and history of thi ong, I vi ited the 
cemetery at King ton, Ohio (Green Township, Ros County), seeking traces of my 
Heath ance tor . I found no Heaths, but I wa surprised to find several headstones 
with the name, Leasure. I have seen the name, Billy Lea ure, in connection with 
Iowa City, because Mella Seymour claimed that Billy Leasure was headed on hi 
hor e toward Iowa with his saddlebags bulging with stories and song . 

The Fight on Graham's Hill, created by Billy Leasure, and retained in the memories 
of Mella Seymour and Ida Belle Alexander Brady, as well repre ent my best effort at 
actually "collecting" a folk song in the true spirit of the hunter of uch gems. ow, 
when I read of folklore-hunting feats, accompli hed in commonplace fa hion not too 
long before my time by such as John Lomax and Carl Sandburg, I can imagine a little 
twinge of pride and fellowship. For I have done it too, and -- even if in the mall est 
possible way -- ucce sfully against the odds! 
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Song from the Fight on Graham's Hill 

I'll sing you of a battle 
That was fought on Graham's Hill 
Betwixt heroic Jackie 
And jubilistic Bill. 

Lidee-i-lay, lidee-i-lay 
Lidee-i-fol-de-rol-de-day. 

Bill Greeno had steel knuckles 
While Jackie had a stone 
And with those deadly weapons 
They fought for dear Saphrone. 

John Luscaleet, like a brave boy 
Those heroes he did part 
For fear if they should murder 
T' would break Saphrone' s heart. 
(And how Jim Graham and the blood did run!) 

Next week court was in session 
And Harv Hickman just for fun 
Indicted hero Jackie 
And let Bill Greeno run. 

While Jackie was in jail 
Bill Greeno' s head was sore 
And to protect the wounds 
Old Saphrone's nightcap wore. 

When Jackie served his sentence 
They let him out of jail 
They were fighting over another man's wife 
And that's the end of my tale. 

I have used the melody for this song, also used by Billy Leasure, and transmitted to 
Mella Seymour and Ida Belle Winters for The Fight on Graham's Hill. 
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Effects of a Bit of Heritage 

When I discovered that Grandma Brady could play the harmonica, and was familiar 
with tunes I had seen only in the "folk song" books, it happened exactly like this: 

The young fellow sighed, drew a cheap harmonica from his pocket, 
and played haltingly, "The Hawaiian War Chant." 
His grandmother turned in a twinkling 
and snatched it from his startled hands. 
"Let me see!" She cried, "Where did you get this mouth harp?" 
Quickly she fitted it against her lips, 
and a lively chorus of "Old Dan Tucker" filled the room. 

Amazed, the boy crouched in front, at first speechless with delight, 
then, "You can play it!" He cried at the blue eyes sparkling 
over cupped hands, wrinkled and roughened 
from the toil of rearing five boisterous boys 
and four strangely sober girls. 

She laughed and drew it away, 
"My Daddy was a fiddler. 
When he got excited playing 
he'd drop down on one knee 
and fiddle like you never heard before! 

"Your great-uncle Wesley played the fiddle too, 
left-handed like you, and Lute 
played the mandolin and sang --
Oh, Lordy, how he sang!" 
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JIM MOUNCE 

An Old Friend With a Surprising History 

One of the stories Grandma told me involved a former neighbor of mine that I 
have already mentioned. His name was Jim Mounce. He was a little older than my 
grandmother, and he was our across-the-pasture neighbor during all of my childhood. 
I regarded him as a marvelous, interesting, and slightly mysterious old friend. He 
made hickory axe handles with a saw, a pocket knife, and a wood rasp, and he 
scraped them into their final shapes with pieces of broken glass. He also grew 
watermelons, raspberries, blackberries, and turnips, and he kept bees for honey. He 
and his (second) wife, Emma, used to come to our house for oyster suppers, at which 
we would have oyster soup with oyster crackers, and fried oysters by the plateful. 
Everyone would sit out on the porch steps and listen to the night sounds. As I have 
already noted, in mid-winter we kids would stop at Jim's corrugated iron 
slaughterhouse and eat fried cracklings and fresh liver sandwiches while we watched 
him brain cattle and hogs, slit their throats, hang them up by their hind legs, slice 
them open, then remove their entrails and push away the overloaded receptacle. 

There was also a side to Jim Mounce that we kids didn't really know about until 
after he was dead. One summer day my father and I emerged from the house after the 
noon meal to see that Jim's barn was on fire. My father vaulted our west pasture 
fence and ran all the way across the pasture, vaulted Jim's fence, and began to drag 
out Jim's new work harness that was hanging just inside the barn door. Then my 
father heard a throat being cleared, and my father looked up to see Jim sitting on the 
fence nearby. They stared at each other for a moment, and then Jim said, "Throw 'er 
back in, Dale, she's all insured." Pop looked at the new harness for a moment, in 
confusion, then tossed it back into the barn and climbed up on the fence beside Jim to 
watch it all bum up. Later I had followed my father across the pasture quickly and 
witnessed the entire event. But I clearly did not fully understand it, and I have no 
memory of an explanation being given. It seems to me a measure of Pop's affection 
for Jim Mounce that he did the extremely unusual thing (for him) of accepting Jim's 
invitation to sit on the fence and watch the barn bum. 

Much later I learned there was an unsubstantiated rumor that old Jim was the 
local torch, and a more specific rumor that he had burned down the old barn that sat 
alone a good distance west of the other buildings on the farm where Artmans, Bells, 
and Valentines had lived in succession. Most people in the neighborhood scoffed at 
this rumor and maintained that the barn had been struck by lightning, as was 
officially reported. When I checked further into all of this by asking an o]d friend, 
Dill Seymour, he chuckled, and then told me that from his own knowledge four barns 
had burned on the Mounce place while Jim lived there. Dill said that the particular 
barn my father saw burning had burned twice. Another barn less than a mile away, 
belonging to John Fisher, also had burned, and Dill said that, when that happened, 
John Fisher strapped on a 38 and vowed to use it if he met Jim Mounce. According 
to Dill, upon hearing of this, Jim Mounce also strapped on a 38, and it was mere luck 
(perhaps) that the two never met while so armed. John Fisher may have lived where 
Dick and Treva White lived, and may once have lived where my family later lived, 
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east just across the pasture from Jim Mounce's place. Jim Castor supposedly built 
the east one-story part of that house and John Fisher the two-story part (see drawing, 
p. 20, Reference 8) 

My grandmother, Ida Belle, told me that Jim was responsible for the wheeze in 
the voice of Dick Smith, an inhabitant of Centerville. According to her, Jim and 
Dick had been squirrel-hunting, and Jim had missed one or more shots that Dick 
thought were easy. Dick had badgered Jim about his misses, eventually saying that 
Jim couldn't hit him if he stood right where he was. Again, according to Grandma, 
Jim proved him wrong by shooting at him in such a way that at lea'it some buckshot 
struck Jim in the Adam's apple. I asked Dill Seymour about this, but he said he had 
never heard that story. But Grandma Brady was born in 1873, Dill not until 34 years 
later. Dill told me, however, that he had gone hunting with Jim Mounce, and that Jim 
carried a double-barrelled, double-hammer shotgun and kept both barrels cocked all 
the time. 

Except for the one burning of Jim's barn, I heard these and other stories only 
after Jim had died. Likewise, with the story about Jim possibly shooting his brother
in-law in the posterior. But the following event occurred while he was alive, and left 
a huge imprint on my brain. 

Because of his business making axe handles, Jim eventually came to covet a 
rather large and straight hickory tree that stood in a separate comer, clearly in our 
west pasture, and definitely a few feet beyond Jim's fence comer. My father refused 
to let him cut it, giving as his reason that it was the only shade tree in that part of the 
pasture. Jim was visibly miffed. 

On a certain Sunday, as my family returned in late afternoon from a picnic 
somewhere, my father suddenly braked his 1936 Ford to a stop near that hickory tree 
and backed up. While we were gone that day, Jim had stretched his fence to the tree, 
wrapping several heavy wires tightly around it and driving a huge 20-inch homemade 
spike nail all the way through it. Pop looked for a while at the tree and its new 
encumbrances, and finally said out loud, "Well, Jim, you may get it, but it'll have to 
die and fall over into your field first." The tree eventually died, and parts of it did 
indeed fall over into Jim's field. But Jim had already died himself, a few months 
before. 

Despite these and other incidents (see Pop's Story, currently pp. 109-112), the 
relationship of old Jim and his family with my own family remained close. His son, 
Cecil ("Heke"), helped out my mother when my father went to the Mayo Clinic to be 
examined for his health problems. Harold Hannah spoke of Heke as one of his 
special friends. Jim and Emma spent many hours at our house, either sitting on the 
south porch talking or sharing a meal. In mid-winter, sometimes, Pop and I would 
stroll over to Jim's orchard where, each fall, Jim would bury a wagonload of turnips 
in a pit for preservation. With Jim we would each pull out one of those huge icy 
turnips, peel off the tough, leathery skin with our pocket knives, and pare off chunks 
of the cold delicious white inside part while we chatted. I remember such incidents 
with a considerable warmth. 

Dill Seymour said, without prompting from me, that he had always liked Jim 
Mounce and regarded him as a good neighbor. He said you could not leave Jim's 
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hou e without being full of watermelon, and related that he and hi three brother 
u ed to go over and eat all the apples they wanted from Jim' orchard and Jim never 
once aid anything about it. I think my whole family liked Jim Mounce in ju t that 
ameway. 

All of my tories about Jim Mounce o far are about old Jim Mounce. My 
grandmother knew young Jim Mounce. She told me about a lcilling in Centerville, in 
1888, for which young Jim Mounce erved time in the penitentiary. It happened 
when she was fifteen years old, and it wa an intriguing tory that illustrate her 
ability to recall detail , and to make an incident of long ago seem my teriou and 
romantic. Thi particular tory had special significance for me because of my 
family's close a sociation and f1iendship with Jim Mounce much later in hi life. 

The way Grandma told me the story there wa never any doubt that it had to 
become aver e. I wrote down what he told me, and I made it into a rhyme almo t 
immediately. To how the clo e relationship between her word and the ver e, I 
quote here my written account of the "interview" with her, which took place on June 
27, 1957. I wrote the notes a soon as I left Grandma' hou e. 

"Grandma ays that Jim Mounce shot Adam Spear for Deacon Caldwell 
'because of politic , ' although the connection wa never proved. Jim hid in the fence 
comer just we t of the outh end of Centerville and shot Ad Spear a he came to get 
his mail in October 1888, then ran and hid in an old shack near the river. He was in 
jail until February when court convened, and he was convicted and erved several 
years in the penitentiary. Grandma says he was a 'real pretty man' during the trial -
his skin all bleached out and white from the tay in jail, and with black hair and eye . 
She said omeone came and woke her father and asked what did he mean, leeping 
all day, when his neighbors were being shot and killed. She aid that her father cried 
when he heard it, because he thought so much of Ad Spear. She said Ad u ed to take 
food up to the Mounce family, and no one could figure out how Jim Mounce could 
be talked into it." 

Jim Mounce (seated in the center) and Family. 
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Grandma Brady's View of the Shooting of Adam Spear 

When Grandma Brady told about 
The morning Adam Spear was shot 
Her eyes grew dreamy, far away 
Remembering that long-past day. 

She frowned at me and shook her head 
"Adam was a kindly man," she said 
"And Jimmy Mounce a quiet lad 
Who gave no sign of bein' bad." 

"My family lived in Centerville 
The yellow house up on the hill 
T' was autumn there in eighty-eight 
I recollect we'd all slept late. 

"Someone called and rapped our door 
My father's footsteps struck the floor 
And he stood in the doorway there and cried 
When they told him Adam Spear had died. 

"It happened outside Centerville 
Just west of Pat McLaughlin's hill 
When Adam came to get his mail 
Young Jim was crouching by the trail. 

"He shot poor Ad to death then ran 
And hid in a shack by the Sangamon 
They found him there and took him in." 
And Grandma shook her head again. 

"They say Jim was hired by Deacon Caldwell 
And I've heard the Deacon paid him well." 
"But Grandma, did anyone ever prove it?" 
"No," she said, "But I believed it." 

But then she frowned and raised her hand, 
"There's one thing I don't understand, 
For Ad, you see, was just so good, 
Giving always gifts and food 

"To Jimmy's pretty wife and three, 
Annabell, Reason, and little Janie. 
So how could Jim be coaxed around 
So easily to be shooting down 
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"A man who'd helped bis family o? 
That's the thing that I don't know." 
(But ju t then I thought I could find 
A way to comprehend Jim' mind!). 

"Jim' guilt was never once in doubt 
I remember the trial when they led him out 
To me, a girl of fifteen then 
He seemed a real pretty man. 

"Four month in the County Jail 
Had bleached hi skin and made it pale 
His hair and eyes were black as jet 
A ight not easy to forget." 

I wondered, as she paused then, si]ent 
And dabbed at misty eyes a moment 
What sudden, secret memory 
Had stirred her into reverie? 

"Grandma, bow could the Deacon do that? 
How could he talk young Jim into that?" 
But Grandma rocked and shook her head 
And "Politics!" was all she said. 

Adams Spear's home in 1888. 
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The Shooting of Adam Spear 

Emma Piatt (Reference 25) said the following about Adam Spear (p.590): 

"Five years before he was murdered." 

"MR. ADAM SPEAR, fanner, Centervil1e, is a native of Pennsylvania. He 
moved to Indiana for a time, and thence in 1863 or 1864 to Piatt County. He was 
married in 1866, to Mary Dehart, and has lived on his present home-place ever since. 
He has had seven children, six of whom are living: Hannah Francis, Eva Gertrude, 
Jno. Alexander, Sarah Alberta, Wm. Curtiss and Rosetta." 

A long time after Grandma Brady told me the story about Jim Mounce and 
Adam Spear, Uncle Harry related to me that Grandma had once told him that Adam 
Spear and the Deacon Caldwell branded their cattle and pastured them together in the 
big woods west of the Sangamon River. One day, said Uncle Harry, Adam counted 
his cattle and found forty missing. Immediately he contacted the Chicago Stockyards 
and told them to watch for his brand. The cattle came in, and Adam was going to 
prosecute the Deacon for cattle rustling. The Deacon knew it. Harold Hannah heard 
this story too, as related in his Corn from the Sangamon Bottoms (Reference 16). 

But the way he heard it the livestock in question might have been hogs, and if so 
the Deacon had let them into his own pasture through a hole he made in the fence. 
Hannah only identified the murderer as the father of one of his best friends, but 
apparently he was talking about one of my friends, and my neighbor, Cecil Mounce's 
father, old Jim. 

Dill Seymour gave me a new slant on this story when he said in a phone 
conversation in 1994 that there actually were several theories about why Jim Mounce 
shot Ad Spear. He said one of them had to do with the fact that Jim Mounce had a 
pretty wife, and Adam Spear was showing her some special attention. I don't know 
if he got that story from Jim Mounce or not, but it makes some sense, given 
Grandma's remark about Adam Spear being so kind as to carry food up to the 
Mounce family repeatedly. It surprised me because I somehow had the idea from 
Grandma's version of the story that Jim Mounce was little more than a boy when all 
of this happened. But Dill said he was born in 1853 and died in 1939, which would 
have made him 35 years old when Ad Spear was shot. The 1880 census of 
Sangamon Township confirms this, listing James Mounce as 27 years old. His wife 
was listed as 28, and their three children were Annabell, Reason, and Jane. Adam 
Spear was 30 in 1870, so would have been 48 when he was shot. His wife Mary was 
29 in 1870, and at that time they had only the two girls, Francis, three years old, and 
Eva, one. Dill's comments caused me to add two verses to the poem I had written 
about Grandma Brady's story, and to include in one a parenthetical statement, which 
the reader can see is the only part of the poem that does not come from Grandma 
Brady's story, quoted from my journal just before the poem. 

Perhaps Grandma and her family liked Adam Spear too much to perpetuate the 
story in a way that would reflect on him. Perhaps they were simply wrong. It seems 
that we are unlikely ever to know the. true details behind the story of Adam Spear's 
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murd r. ~ n the ten i e new account are multiply contradictory. 
n I talked to kn w what happened to Jim Mounce's first family following 

hL n i tion. Dill eyrnour. aid that Cecil, Jim' only child by hi . econd wife, 
mma. told Dill that he never knew anything about hi half- ibling . It eem to me 

that thi fa t lend a little upport to Dill' ugge tion about why Jim Mounce might 
ha hot Adam Spear. I think I read or heard that Jim's • on by his first wife was 
hot to death in Iowa. But 1 am uneasy about this becau. e of a similar. tory about 

the illegitimate on of M lla eymour. 
Like Dill Seymour and my par nt , I didn't know young Jim Mounce, but my 

whole family certainly liked old Jim Mounce. H wa a surprising person, with more 
dimen ion than I couJd have known during the years he wa a friend. Harold 
Hannah, though not identifying Jim Mounce b name, independently aid imilar 
po iti e thing about him (Reference 16). evertheles , perhap because of hi 
hi tory, I ventually learned that not everyone in our neighborhood allowed their 
children to i it hi farm, a my parent did. 

·----------■ .... ·---------· r~-~-~----.,. 

·----------· Mary Dehart Spear 1888 Adam Spear 1888 

Mounce 

James Mounce 
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MARY ELIZABETH JONES 

A Lasting Social Mystery 

Ida Belle and Mella were apparently both wrong on another matter, involving a 
social question that ha~ remained a topic of lively conversation and speculation for a 
little over a century. 

In 1911, on Monday, January 16- or maybe on Sunday, January 15 -- a young 
woman rode into Monticello on the electric train referred to then as the Interurban. It 
seems that no one in Monticello knew this young woman - and evidently the reverse 
was also true. She was pregnant, and she gave her name as Mary Elizabeth Jones. 
She probably had little or no money with her because she was taken directly to the 
County Home, called the Poorhouse. Shortly after she arrived, she made a surprising 
request. She asked that someone communicate her presence to the Caldwells, the 
wealthiest family in Sangamon Township, with thousands of acres of farm and 
pasture land and a large number of cattle. The Caldwell homestead was 
approximately 12 miles north of Monticello, just southwest of Centerville. Mary 
Jones made it clear that she expected - or perhaps she was quite confident - that the 
Caldwells would come to Monticello and take her home with them. 

Mary Jones apparently had her baby either the night she arrived or the next day. 
Almost immediately following the birth of her son, Grace and Laura, two childless 
sisters, and the only remaining members of Alvin and Mary Madden Caldwell's 
family, came to Monticello and did indeed transport Mary Jones and her baby boy 
back with them to their Sangamon Township home. The boy was named Harold 
Winford Hannah; whether or not he was ever assigned or called by the surname 
Jones is apparently moot. 

Approximately 40 years later, Ida Belle Brady and Mella Seymour each told me, 
independently, that they firmly believed that Mary Jones's son, Harold, was Alvin 
Senior (Deacon) Caldwell's illegitimate son. Each insisted that he was the spitting 
image of the Deacon and implied - correctly, as it turned out -- that this relationship 
was widely accepted in the township. Yet records indicate that the senior Alvin 
Caldwell was born in 1830 and died on December 18, 1903, eight years before Mary 
Jones came to Monticello pregnant with her son Harold and asked that the Caldwells 
be notified of her arrival. Alvin Junior, the only male in the family surviving to 
adulthood, was born in 1868 and died in a mental institution in 1907, four years 
before Harold Hannah was born. From these dates, it appears that neither male from 
the Caldwell family could possibly have fathered Mary Jones's baby. 

The Deacon originally came from Pennsylvania via Ohio, leaving room for 
speculation that he might have had reason to return to Ohio at the right time to sire 
Mary Jones's mother. That Alvin Junior traveled in California, and was also rumored 
to have sired a baby in Piatt County, seems to justify speculation that his travels 
could have included a liaison with Mary Jones's mother. Mary Jones's Hannah died 
in 1972 at the age of 83, meaning that she was born in 1889, and was 22 years old 
when her son Harold was born. When Mary Jones was born, Alvin Senior would 
have been 59 years old, and Alvin Junior would have been 21. 

Harold Hannah, fully aware of the continuing widespread interest on this topic, 
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wrote about it at length in his 1994 book, Corn from the Sangamon Bottoms, as his 
"Cloudy Origin." I discussed the topic in my letter to Harold Hannah, and a~ well 
with him and his wife Bowie later on the telephone and by mail. 

Surely this story has continued to be fascinating to the folks in Sangamon 
Township because (1) the social events involved were so unusual and provocative, 
(2) the Caldwells were such a prominent and influential family in Sangamon 
Township, and (3) the baby Harold grew up to be such a remarkable person. 

As already noted, Mella said that she and Callie Valentine and Opal Seymour 
(Mella's daughter-in-law, Dill's wife) tried to get Mary Hannah to talk about her past 
while helping Mary paper the walls of her house. But, according to Mella, Mary 
would say nothing. According to Hank (personal communication), his mother never 
told him anything about her past or who his father was. Harold Hannah has told the 
story of his mother's storage trunk, and how he once found inside it a picture of a 
woman who apparently was a trapeze performer for a circus. He thought his mother 
might have been a member of a circus family; but he said she would never tell him 
anything about her background. 

Ida Belle wa~ 38 years old, living at the Alexander home place, when Harold's 
mother, Mary, came to Monticello and then to Sangamon Township. Ida Belle's 
sister-in-law was married to Sam Hannah, the brother of Mary's husband and 
Harold's stepfather, Roy Hannah. Ida Belle told me that the Hannahs talked to her 
about this situation. Mella Seymour was 47 when Mary Jones came to Monticello, 
and lived scarcely a mile north of a farm the Deacon owned along the county line 
road. She said that the Deacon often rode in a buggy and used to visit the Seymour 
family when changes in the county line road, which crossed some of his property, 
were being considered. I find it mystifying that both of these intelligent women, with 
such detailed memories otherwise, might have independently made this curious 
mistake. Most likely, we will never be able to explain it. I said in my letter to 
Harold Hannah that in my opinion photographs show he does indeed closely 
resemble Deacon Caldwell. I asked what he thought of the hypothesis that his mother 
was an illegitimate daughter of the Deacon. He seemed surprised at this suggestion 
and claimed he had never thought of it. His wife, Bowie, wrote me later that the idea 
had impressed him and caused him to re-think some of the events of his childhood. 
She said he seemed gleeful over the possibility that he might be a Caldwell, and 
therefore of British origin. Some form of relatedness accords with the Caldwell 
sisters paying Harold so much attention, and with the fact that, as Ida Belle related to 
me, the Caldwells came so quickly to the County Farm to pick up Harold's mother 
and him, perhaps the day after his birth there. Is it possible that the Caldwell sisters 
had somehow advertised for a cook or house maid, and this is why Mary Jones came 
to Monticello and asked for word to be sent to them to come and get her in 
Monticello? Is it possible that because they were both childless they simply became 
extremely close to the bright little boy who lived a while in their house. 

According to Harold Hannah, his mother was quite jealous of Grace and Laura's 
attention to him, even though she seems not to have interfered. She did seem, 
however, to refuse to tell Harold anything about his or her origins or the identity of 
his father, and some folks in Sangamon Township have suggested that might have 
been part of an agreement with the Caldwells. The Caldwell sisters not only 
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provided a farm for Harold's family after his mother married Roy Hannah, but as 
well the income from another for Harold Hannah during his college years (the farm 
where the George Menacher family lived). According to Harold, the Caldwell sisters 
treated him with considerable affection when he was a young boy, taking him on 
long trips across the country in their Cadillac, driven by the chauffeur Nick Tatman, 
and also having him visit their house for days. When he wa<, in college they provided 
him with charge accounts in the stores of Champaign-Urbana, later assisted him in 
projects such as home-buying, and eventually Laura, the lone remaining heir, willed 
virtually their entire estate to him, saying that he was like a son to them. But Hank 
rejected the will, except, he told me, on his lawyer's advice he kept the farm where 
the Menacher's had lived, south of the Big Pond on the "Pond Fann." According to 
Hank (personal communication), the Menacher Farm was his source of income while 
he was in college. 

Five things suggest that Harold Hannah was related to the Caldwell's: (1) his 
physical resemblance to Alvin Hannah Senior, (2) Mary Jones's request when she 
arrived in Monticello that the Caldwell's be notified, (3) Harold Hannah's physical 
resemblance to Alvin Caldwell, (4) and the unusual attention and financial support 
given to Harold Hannah by the Caldwell sisters. 

Some of the above information is in Harold Hannah's book (Reference 16). A 
good deal of it was known generally among the residents of Sangamon Township. 
Still other parts were related directly to me by Harold Hannah. 

Approximately 40 years later, Ida Belle Brady and Mella Seymour each told me, 
independently, that they firmly believed that Mary Jones's son, Harold, was Alvin 
(Deacon) Caldwell's illegitimate son. Each insisted that he was the spitting image of 
the Deacon and implied -- correctly, as it turned out -- that this relationship was 
widely accepted in the township. Yet records indicate that the senior Alvin Caldwell 
was born in 1830 and died on December 18, 1903, eight years before Mary Jones 
came to Monticello pregnant with her son Harold and asked that the Caldwell's be 
notified of her arrival. Alvin Junior, the only male in the family surviving to 
adulthood, was born in 1868 and died in a mental institution in 1907, four years 
before Harold Hannah was born. From these dates, it appears that neither male from 
the Caldwell family could have fathered Mary Jones's baby. 

It is worthwhile to quote a brief passage in Harold Hannah's book (Reference 16, 
p. 5). He noted that to secure a commission as a lieutenant when he entered the army 
" ... among the papers that the army required was a birth certificate." Roy and Mary 
Hannah took the initiative, and Dr. Charles M. Bumstead and Irvin Hickman together 
created one, 30 years after Harold Hannah's birth. On it Mary Elizabeth Jones said 
that she was from Blanchester, Ohio, and that her father's name was Henry Jones. 
About the birth certificate, Harold Hannah said the following: 

I had a feeling that my Dad (his step-father, Roy Hannah) and mother would be 
embarrassed if I asked about my birth certificate, but I saw no alternative. When I 
told them there was a need for such, they looked at each other, and finally Dad said, 
"We'll get one." They did, and it is in my records. It was filled out by C. M. 
Bumstead, father of my friend and classmate in Monticello School, Heath Bumstead, 
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and signed by Irvin Hickman, Registrar, a friend of the family. It was dated October 
10, 1941, stated that my birth date was January 16, 1911, and that my mother and 
father were 21 years of age at the time of my birth. Actually they were 22, having 
both been born in 1889. My father's address was listed as Piatt County -- my 
mother's as Sangamon Township. Sangamon Township is in Piatt County, but why 
this difference in response to the residence question, I do not know. Also, my mother 
listed her occupation as housework, not housewife. 

Anyway, the birth certificate served its purpose. I doubt if the Army was 
interested in anything except the date of my birth and my citizenship. I feel a warm 
glow when I think of what Dr. Bumstead was willing to do -- 30 years after I was 
born -- when for all I know, he may not have presided at my birth. 

Mary Elizabeth Jones Hannah died in 1972 at the age of 83, meaning that she 
was born in 1889, and was 22 years old when her son Harold was born. When Mary 
Elizabeth Jones was born, Alvin Senior would have been 59 years old, and Alvin 
Junior, who died at 39, would have been 21, incidentally the same age as Mary Jones 
and Roy Hannah when Harold wa~ conceived ( of course, Mary and Roy were not 
married then, and surely did not know each other). If Mary Jones's mother did indeed 
travel with a circus - - as per Harold Hannah's interpretation of the photograph he 
saw briefly in his own mother's trunk, she could have performed somewhere in or 
near Piatt County. It seems at least possible that she had a liaison with one of the two 
Caldwell males. 

Two suggestive brief repetitive summaries of relevant facts and questions 
regarding Mary Jones and Roy Hannah: 

1. Alvin Caldwell was born in 1830 and died in 1903. He could not have sired 
Harold Hannah, who wa~ conceived seven years too late. 
2. Alvin CaldwelI Junior was born in 1868 and died in 1907. He could not have 
sired Harold Hannah, who was conceived three years too late. 
3. Alvin Senior was 28 years old when he produced Alvin Junior. 
4. Alvin Senior could feasibly have sired children between, say, 1845 and 1903, 
more likely between 1848-1850 and 1880, these dates suggesting that Mary Elizabeth 
Jones's mother could have been born in time to be his daughter, who, if born in 1858, 
would have been 31 when Mary Elizabeth Jones was born in 1889. 
5. Alvin Junior could feasibly have sired children beginning about 1880 when he was 
12 or so, but his child could have been no more than nine years old when Mary 
Elizabeth Jones was born. 

1. How old was Mary Elizabeth Jones's mother when Mary Elizabeth Jones was 
born? 
2. Did Mary Elizabeth Jones's mother move to (settle in) Blanchester, Ohio? If so, 
from where? 
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3. Did Mary Elizabeth Jones become pregnant in Blanchester, Ohio, Piatt County, or 
elsewhere? 
4. Who wa~ Harold Hannah's father? There seems to be no clue at all, which may be 
the reason Harold Hannah never did pursue the question or (apparently) show any 
interest in visiting Blanchester, Ohio. He may or may not have believed that his 
mother was related to the Caldwell's. Apparently he has never admitted it to anyone -
- at least not to his wife or to me, even though we discussed the question of his 
paternity, and Bowie and Harold together wrote a small (unpublished) pamphlet, 
titled Spurious Child about the question of his origin and genealogy. 
5. ls it the most likely scenario that Alvin Caldwell Senior sired Mary Elizabeth 
Jones, or a son, still anonymous, thus accounting for either. 
6. Harold Hannah's mother, Elizabeth Jones, was born of his origin and genealogy? 
7. Is it possible that Harold Hannah's mother, Mary Elizabeth Jones, was born to a 
girl or woman who worked in the Caldwell household? 
8. How old were Grace and Laura when Mary Elizabeth Jones was born. 
Even though Harold Hannah indicates that [either Laura or Grace Caldwell -- Harold] 
sought to discover Mary Elizabeth Jones's background, it seems at least possible that 
one or both of the Caldwell girls knew considerably more than they evidently 
revealed about this mystery. 

Harold Hannah, fully aware that many others -- as well as he -- remained interested 
in this topic, wrote about it at some length in his 1994 book Corn from the Sangamon 
Bottoms in his first chapter, titled, "Cloudy Origin." I discussed that topic in my 
letter to Harold Hannah and as well with him and his wife Bowie later, in direct 
conversation, on the telephone and by mail (see Appendix). One curious aspect of the 
story, which did not become clear to me until I read Harold Hannah's book, is that, 
despite the obvious interest that he himself had to have in the story, his information 
about the whole question came from an entirely different set of sources than the 
information (and rumors) passed about among the people of Sangamon Township. In 
his book, a~ well as to his wife, Bowie, and to me personally, Harold Hannah said 
that his mother would never tell him anything about her background. Harold claimed 
that the trunk containing her personal belongings was so off-limits that he got no 
information from it while she was alive, except for a glimpse of a woman performing 
on a trapeze that he thought might have been his mother. He also said that he could 
make nothing of them. He notes that after his mother's death he visited several times 
and talked at some length with his stepfather Roy's sister, Aunt Myrtle, wife of 
Grover Benson, and he related what she had to say about it all. But he also claimed 
to me personally that he had never thought of the possibility that Mary Jones could 
have been the daughter of Alvin Senior. 

Surely this story has continued to be so fascinating to the folks in Sangamon 
Township because (1) the social events involved were so unusual, fascinating, and 
provocative, (2) the Caldwells were such a prominent and influential family in 
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Sangamon Township, and (3) the baby Harold grew up and became such a 
remarkable person. 

As already noted, Mella Seymour said that she and Callie Valentine and Opal 
Seymour (Mella's daughter-in-law), Dill's wife) tried to get Mary Hannah to talk 
about her past, at least one time, while helping Mary paper the walls of the house she 
and Roy Hannah were occupying in the woods southeast of the White School. But, 
according to Mella, Mary would say nothing. 

Mella Seymour was 47 when Mary Jones came to Monticello,and lived scarcely 
a mile north of a farm the Deacon owned along the county line road. She said that 
the Deacon often rode in a buggy and used to visit the Seymour family when changes 
in the county line road, which crossed some of his property, were being considered. 

Ida Belle was 38 years old, living at the Alexander home place, when Harold's 
mother, Mary, came to Monticello and then to Sangamon Township. Ida Belle's 
sister-in-law was married to Sam Hannah, the brother of Mary's husband and 
Harold's stepfather, Roy Hannah. She told me that Sam Hannah talked to her about 
this situation. 

I find it mystifying that both of these intelligent women, Ida Belle and Mella, 
with such detailed memories otherwise, could have independently made the curious 
mistake of believing that Harold Hannah was the out-of-wedlock son of Alvin 
Caldwell Senior. Most likely, we will never be able to explain it. 

Despite the apparent impossibility of Harold Hannah being the son of either of 
the Alvin Caldwell's, at least four things suggest that Harold Hannah was somehow 
related to the Caldwell family: (1) his physical resemblance to Alvin Caldwell Senior 
(2) Mary Jones's apparently confident request when she arrived at Monticello that the 
Caldwell's, if notified, would come and get her and the baby, (3) the Caldwell sisters' 
apparent willingness, and definite readiness, to go to Monticello and bring Mary 
Jones and her new son to the Caldwell residence and (4) the unusual attention and 
financial support given to Harold Hannah by the Caldwell sisters (see Reference 16). 

In my letter to Harold Hannah, I said that in my opinion photographs show he 
does indeed resemble Deacon Caldwell. I asked what he thought of the hypothesis 
that his mother was an illegitimate daughter of the Deacon. Consistent with my 
suggestion that his information regarding his ancestry was rather different from the 
"of other residents of Sangamon Township," he seemed surprised at this suggestion, 
and, as I have already indicated, claimed he had never thought of it. His wife, 
Bowie, wrote me later that the idea had impressed him and caused him to re-think 
some of the events of his childhood. She said he actually seemed gleeful over the 
possibility that he might be a Caldwell and therefore of British origin. As noted, 
some form of relatedness accords with the Caldwell sisters paying Harold so much 
attention, and with the fact that, as Ida Belle related to me, the Caldwell's came so 
quickly to the County Farm to pick up Harold's mother and him, perhaps the day 
after his both being there. But there are other possibilities. For example, is it possible 
that the Caldwell sisters had somehow advertised for a cook or house maid, and that 
this is why Mary Jones came to Monticello and asked for a cook or house maid, and 
that this is why Mary Jones came to Monticello and asked for word to be sent to them 
to come and get her in Monticello? Is it possible that, partly because Grace and Laura 
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were both childles , they simply fell in love with the blight little boy who lived a 
while in their house? According to Harold Hannah they treated him with 
considerable affection when he was a young boy, taking him on long trip aero s the 
country in their Cadillac, driven by the chauffeur, Nick Tatman, and al o having him 
vi it their house for days at a time. 

Also, according to Harold Hannah, his mother was quite jealous of Grace and 
Laura's attention to him, even though she seems not to have interfered. Some folks in 
Sangamon Township have suggested that thi and her refusal to tell anything about 
hi or her origins or the identity of his father, might had been part of an agreement, or 
contract, with the Caldwells. Harold Hannah told me that the Caldwell . i ter not 
only provided a farm for his family after his mother married Roy Hannah, but the 
income from another farm for Harold during his college years (the farm where the 
George Menacher family lived). While he was in college, he aid, they also provided 
him with charge accounts in the stores of Champaign-Urbana, assisted him in 
projects such as home-buying, and eventually Laura, the lone remaining heir, willed 
virtually the entire Caldwell estate to him, saying that he was like a son to the 
Caldwell . But Harold rejected the will, except that, as he related in his book, and 
also hi telling me, on his lawyer's advice he retained the farm where the Menachers 
had lived, "south of the Big Pond and the Pond Farm." 

Some of the above information is in Harold Hannah's book (Reference 16), and 
is known to his wife, Bowie. A good deal of it was known generally among the 
re ideots of Sangamon Township. A indicated, till other parts were related directly 
to me by Harold Hannah. 

Grover Benson and My1tle Hannah Benson, as well as Sam Hannah and his wife 
were related by marriage to the Alexander family. The Bensons participated 
regularly in the annual Alexander reunion at the Forest. 

Harold Hannah 
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A Comment on Amity and Enmity 

There is speculation in what I have suggested above, and some might say, "It 
happened so long ago! Who cares?" Well, everyone fascinated with history is likely 
to care, especially those who believe that, in one form or another, history contributes 
to human self-understanding. Included are even the most interesting local kinds of 
"gossipy" items, for they tend to involve unusual circumstances -- the "natural 
experiments" that may incidentally reveal special details of human nature. All of us 
spectators, and social tales, are interested in stories and books of fiction, soap operas, 
"real" operas - and maybe all forms of art - are condensed theater, the details of 
which enrich our imaginations and can inform us more rapidly and effectively than 
anything else about aspects of social life important for us to understand. We can 
construct hypotheses about the past, and seek the details to test them, as surely as we 
can about the future (Reference 4, pp. 131-132). 

All of this is not trivial, for nothing known to us in the universe can be so 
complex and difficult to understand thoroughly - or as important to us -- as our own 
social behavior. It is not irrelevant that there are an estimated 30 billion neurons in 
the cortex of the human brain, of 200 different kinds, with perhaps a million billion 
connections among them, a great many of which can be completed in split seconds. 
Perhaps the only challenge that can explain the evolution of this almost grotesquely 
extreme and specialized brain, said to use nearly a third of our calories, is that we, 
alone among all species, have evolved to organize and shape our social groups 
primarily in response to perpetual competitors and adversaries made up of other 
groups within our own species. When main adversaries are groups derived from the 
same interbreeding populations, which except for intermarrying live in separate 
groups, no group can competitively change in a "run-away" fashion from all of the 
other groups: regardless of the speed or amount of genetic change, each adversarial 
group can potentially remain another step behind the others near it. But this kind of 
rapid change within species can result in a species becoming extremely different 
from related species, as has happened with humans, compared to nonhuman 
primates. Such within-species, inter-group competition can lead to unending races in 
the features most involved in the competition, resulting in the kind of dramatic 
extremeness represented by the human brain 

Perhaps the most formidable question humans have generated derives from the 
combined effects of environmental pollution, resource depletion, and overpopulation. 
The looming problem is how or whether the world of humanity - organized in 
adversarial groups -- will ever be able to cooperate globally, meaning without any 
adversary with which to compete except ourselves - except our own prior and 
continuing foibles from over-population and over-consumption. The necessary 
project presents varyingly uncertain levels of at least temporary expense to every 
participant, seeding among us perpetual competitors the question: How can our 
group, nation, or religion manage to lose the least? No strategy exists to suggest that 
we will be able to resolve in a timely way this unprecedented dilemma. If one is 
generated soon enough, it is likely to be generated via profound understanding of the 
everyday details of our social lives at every level, from local communities to 
international alliances. 
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Except for the continuing slaughter resulting from inter-group, within-species 
conflicts, the most formidable question humans have generated derives from the 
combined effects of environmental pollution, resource depletion, overpopulation, and 
all of the rest of our abilities to handle the many additional difficulties of lives. The 
looming problem is how or whether the world of humanity -- perhaps always 
organized in adversarial groups -- wilJ ever be able to cooperate globally, meaning 
without any adversary with which to complete except ourselves, except our own prior 
and continuing foibles from over-population, over-consumption, and the many other 
failures that will remain. The necessary project presents varyingly uncertain levels of 
at least temporary expense to every participant seeding among us perpetual 
competitors to the question: How can our groups, nations, or religions manage to lose 
the least, or at least do no worse than the others -- despite the evident urgency of 
environmental pollution, resource depletion, overpopulation, and dilemmas deriving 
from our history of inter-group competitiveness. If one is generated soon enough, it 
is likely to be derived from a profound understanding of the everyday details of our 
social lives at every level, from local communities to international alliances. 

A hydrogen bomb is an example of niankind's enormous capacity for friendly 
cooperation. Its construction requires an intricate network of human teams, all 
working with single-minded devotion toward a common good. Let us pause and 
savor the glow of self-congratulation we deserve for belonging to such an intelligent 
and sociable species. 

Robert S. Bigelow, 1969. The Dawn Warriors 

Kindness and generosity arise spontaneously when the otherness of others goes 
away. 

Barry McKay, carpenter from Ann Arbor, Michigan, 
in a letter to the editor of the Ann Arbor News 
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MATERIALS FROM AN OLD ILLINOIS ATLAS 

Early Settlers and Their Experiences 

"MONTICELLO, the county seat, lies near the center of the county, at the 
junction of the C. & P, and D. & C. R. R., and on the left bank of the Sangamon 
River. It was platted by James A. Piatt, recorded July 1, 1837, and named by Judge 
Emerson, after the home of President Jefferson. It has a population of 1500." 

Populations of other towns and villages in Piatt County were then [1875] as 
follows: 

Cerro Gordo, 900; Mansfield, 300; Centerville, 150; Mackville, 150; White Heath, 
100; Farnsworth (or Milmine), 100; Atwood, 100; Cisco, 50; Deland, 50; Hammond, 
50. Population statistics furnished by Wm. Piatt, Esq. 

The following are excerpts taken from the 1875 Atlas of Illinois, History of Piatt 
County, p. 6 (Reference 13): 

"Piatt County was formed out of Macon and De Witt Counties by an act of 
legislature, in force Jan. 271

\ 1841. (See 'Laws of Illinois for 1841,' page 71) The 
towns of Blue Ridge, Goose Creek, and Sangamon were taken from Dewitt and the 
rest from Goose Creek .... 

"A committee consisting of E. Marquiss, Sr., A. Marquiss, J. Mallory, Sr., W. 
and H. Barnes, Isaac Demorest and James McReynolds, took part in locating the 
county, and named it after some of their most prominent early settlers,. the Piatt 
family. Situated a little east of the center of Illinois, it is bounded N. by Dewitt and 
McLean, E. by Champaign and Douglas, S. by Moultrie, and W. by Macon and 
DeWitt. It comprises an area of four hundred and forty square miles, of which 
considerably more than one-third is improved land. Its population, twenty-five years 
ago only sixteen hundred, has increased from six thousand in 1860, to about eleven 
thousand at the last census .... 

"RAILROADS AND RNERS 

"Piatt County is traversed centrally, north and south, by the Chicago and 
Paducah R. R. East and west it is crossed, at the north end of the county, by the 
Indianapolis, Bloomington, and Western R.R.; next, south by the Havana Div. I., B. 
and W.R. R.; then by the Decatur, Monticello, and Champaign line; still further 
south by the Toledo, Wabash, and Western, and in the extreme south part, by the 
Indiana and Illinois Central R. R. 

"The Sangamon River flows from northeast to southwest through the centre of 
the county. It receives from the north Madden Creek, Camp Creek from the east, and 
Goose Creek from the northwestern portion of the county. In the western part, Wolf 
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Run and Wild-cat Creek are streamlets from the north side, and Willow Branch flows 
in from the south. The southeast part is drained by Lake Fork, a branch of W. Okaw 
Creek, in Moultrie. 

"RESOURCES 

"Manufactures are limited. The resources of the county are mainly agricultural, 
and in this direction it excels. It is said by good judges that the finest farming land in 
Illinois is found along this Sangamon River. Timber lines the streams, but the 
general surface is mostly rich and fertile prairie. Small grains, such as oats, and 
wheat both spring and winter, are successfu11y raised and in considerable quantities; 
but the principal crop is com, which finds in this region its natural home. The dairy 
and stock raising are also prominent interests, and on many fine farms hold the chief 
place. 

"The average of temperature for the whole year is fifty-two degrees, Fahrenheit. 
The census of 1870 makes the average value of al1 its improved land about $37.40 
per acre, with an average annual production of $11.53 per acre, reports no county 
debts, and a total valuation of ten millions three hundred and sixty-four thousand 
dollars, nearly .... " 

"TOWNS AND VILLAGES 

"MONTICELLO, the county seat, lies near the center of the county, at the 
junction of the C. & P, and D. & C. R. R., and on the left bank of the Sangamon 
River. It was platted by James A. Piatt, recorded July 1, 1837, and named by Judge 
Emerson, after the home of President Jefferson. It has a population of 1500." 

"MANSFIELD, in the extreme north of the county, laid out by Gen. John L. 
Mansfield, dates from April 25, 1870, and numbers 300 .... " 

"WHITE HEATH, population 100, is five miles northeast of Monticello, and, by 
Jas. De Land, was platted and recorded October 9, 1872 .... " 

"DE LAND, a growing young village of 50 inhabitants, lies in the northwest · 
region of the county. It was platted by Thomas E. Bondurant, and recorded June 16, 
1873 .... " 

"CENTREVILLE, in the northeast, and MACKVILLE in the southeast, are 
pleasant villages of 150 inhabitants each. (For statements of population, as above 
given, we are indebted to Wm. Piatt, Esq.)" 

"Populations of other towns and vi1lages in Piatt County were then as follows: 
Cerro Gordo, 900; Mackville, 150; Farnsworth (or Milmine), 100; Atwood, 100; 
Cisco, 50; Hammond, 50. Population statistics furnished by Wm. Piatt, Esq." 

'"OLD SETTLERS AND THEIR EXPERIENCES 
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"The first settler within the limit of this county was a Quaker, from Tennessee, 
George Hayworth, who in the year 1823, located a piece of land now adjoining 
Monticello, and built the first cabin (This historic structure is yet standing in M., and 
is used as a stable). He was joined during the same year by a Mr. Daggett, who 
erected his cabin on a spot just north of Monticello where Rhoades' barn now stands. 
In March, 1824, Abraham Haneline of Green County, Ohio, with bis sons, including 
Nathan, located in the timber on the Sangamon River, near Coon's Spring. About the 
same time James and John Martin, from Virginia, built on Furnace Run, a mile 
above. The next year brought another settler, named York, who stopped near the 
mouth of Goose Creek. During the year 1828, Mr. James A. Piatt Sr,, formerly of 
Ohio, but later from Indianapolis, Indiana, purchased the claim of Hayworth, and 
April 7, 1829, removed on to the land with his family. In autumn of the same year, 
Jeremiah Terry settled on what is now the Piatt County Fairgrounds, and, in 1830 and 
'33, D. Corbell and John Stout made their home at Madden's Run. In 1831, also, 
Peter Souders with his family moved from Lee County, Virginia, and settled in the 
northern part of this county. Besides these three early comers, with Lyman 
Lawrence, Sylvanus and Owen Oney (or Oneys) and Widow Farness other old 
settlers were Abraham and Ezra Marquiss, of Ohio, George Widick, a Mr. Dillon, 
James Chambers of Kentucky, John Madden, John Argo, William Wright, Peter 
Kroninger, Isaac V. Williams, Joseph Mallory, George Boyer, Samuel and Jacob 
Cline, Thomas Welch, John Bailey, George Evans, A Rizeor, Samuel Souver of 
Ohio, John Hughes, Luther and Joseph Moore ("Buckskin Joe"), William Monroe, 
Simeon Shonkwiler and Daniel Stickel, who opened the first store at Monticello, in 
1841." 

"MARKET, MILLS, AND MAIL 

"During the first few years there was no market near, and indeed the settlers had 
nothing to sell. Soon, with increasing products, they found a market, one hundred 
and sixty miles away, on the shore of Lake Michigan, at a little village, which is now 
the city of Chicago, and the journey took sixteen days. An ox team trip to 
Springfield and back occupied three weeks. As to roads, three yoke of oxen made 
the usual team for travel, and the teamsters thought themselves all right so long as 
the horns of their cattle stuck up out of the mud. 

"During the deep snow of 1830-31, which remained all winter, they had to 
pound corn in mortars or grind it in a hand-mill. The nearest mills with water power 
were sixty-five miles away; horsepower mills, twenty-five miles off; they often had 
to wait twenty-four hours for their turn, and the usual toll for grinding was from one
fourth to one-half. Of regular mails there were none, and young women sometimes 
rode forty-five miles to get a letter. 
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"BOOTS AND SHOES 

"Early settlers had to tan their own leather in troughs with bark ground in 
mortars, so that boots and shoes were not plenty. Girls usually had but one pair of 
shoes a year, and during Summer when going to meeting, were wont to carry them in 
their hands until just before entering church. After service they would take them off 
again and go home barefoot. The boys had even tougher tanning. Says an old 
resident, 'I remember of going barefoot often in the snow, and when one of my feet 
would get cold, of standing on the other and holding up the first until it got warm.' 

"HOSPITALITY. EARLY CHARACTER 

"The day after father Piatt arrived, Father Haneline and Nathan paid him a visit 
of welcome and found his children sick. On their account Mr. P. wished very much 
to get a cow, whereupon father Haneline sent him the only one he had, remarking: 
'Those sick children need her more than I do.' 

"At another time Father Piatt called at Haneline's to borrow some meal and Mr. 
H gave him all he had. Mr. Piatt refused it at first, saying, 'How can you do without 
meal?' 'Oh, take it along,' was the reply, 'Nathan and I can live very well on milk 
and blackberries.' 

"Those first settlers were a truly religious people and sincere in their beliefs. 
When a person was sick it was known for twenty miles around and kind visitors were 
never wanting. Their doors rarely had bolts; the latch-key always hung out, and many 
a weary traveler found free rest and refreshment within. If a stranger came along and 
asked lodging, the ready reply was, 'Yes, get down and come in.' On asking for his 
bill in the morning he was invariably met with the answer, 'Nothing to pay.' 

"WILD ANIMALS, BUFFALO, AND ELK 

"First comers to this region found the horns of buffalo and elk in large numbers, 
while their bleached skeletons fairly whitened the prairies. The Indians have a 
tradition that these animals were once very plenty here until, one winter, there came 
ten feet of snow, which staid on so late that they all died of starvation." 

"DEER, WILD ANIMALS, AND WOLVES 

"At that early day deer abounded in the woods along the Sangamon, and wolves 
roamed the prairie. In the timber wild hogs also were found. They were supposed to 
have strayed either from early Army posts or from the still earlier French settlements, 
once scattered throughout the state. They were large and ferocious, would kill a stout 
dog with one stroke of their tushes, and have even attacked hunters on horseback. 
Isaac V. Williams mentions an encounter with one of them. He was out hunting on 
the Sangamon with dog and gun when all at once a large wild boar sprang up out of 
the grass and charged on him. The bristling back, wild eyes, and savage mouth left 
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no doubt of the animal's intentions. Mr. W. hastily jumped back behind a log and 
barely had time to fire at gun's length. The hog, receiving the whole charge in the 
head, was yet only stunned, but the hunter leaped upon him, and with a sma11 pocket
knife cut his throat." 

All of the above is from Reference 13 (1875) 

Population [of Piatt County]: 1860: 6, 124; 1865, 8,138; 1869, 10,953; 1876, 
taking same rate of increase: 16,000 ... almost entirely American-born citizens ... 
small sprinkling of Irish in the vicinity of Ivesdale ... also a fair sprinkling of 
Germans in the county ... 4/5 agricultural ... 89 schoolhouses ... two barbershops 
in Monticello, Walter Williams and David Smith .. S. B Webster, postmaster since 
1864; W. C. Webster in the harness business since 1857; Mulford and Lewis, 
blacksmith, carriage, and wagon-makers since 1866; George Hitchens, blacksmithing 
since 1875, July; also L. Danenhower and Dean and Jones; C. C. Cheney only 
dentist .... 8,428 people in the county under 21; 5,641 between 6 and 21; 6 between 
12 and 21 cannot read and write; 2 towns with licensed saloons (Reference 20: 1903). 

Sangamon Township has a population between fifteen hundred and two 
thousand. Its land is valued at $432,172; town lots at $9,443; personal property at 
$93,465; a total of $535,080. In it is the junction of the I. B. and W. railway and the 
Havana extension at White Heath; also, a crossing at Lodge. It has 26,577 acres of 
improved land and 2,962 acres unimproved. (Reference 20 (1903) 

The total valuation of Piatt County farm lands for 1915 is $45,000,000 .... 
During 1915 Piatt County raised 1,559 horses, valued at $273,000; 3,841 cattle, 
valued at $250,000; 26,302 hogs, valued at $500,000; 630 sheep, valued at $5,000, 
and poultry to the amount of $55,669. (Reference 25: 1883, p. 680) 

An article in the Piatt County Journal-Republican of Feb. 25, 2004, states that 
"Early settlers bought the land for $1.25 to $2.00 an acre." (Reference 21: 2004) 

"The first settler within the limit of this county was a Quaker, from Tennessee, 
George Hayworth, who in the year 1823, located a piece of land now adjoining 
Monticello, and built the first cabin (This historic structure is yet standing in M., and 
is used as a stable). He was joined during the same year by a Mr. Daggett, who 
erected his cabin on a spot just north ofMontice11o where Rhoades' barn now stands. 
In March, 1824, Abraham Haneline of Green County, Ohio, with his sons, including 
Nathan, located in the timber on the Sangamon River, near Coon's Spring. About the 
same time James and John Martin, from Virginia, built on Furnace Run, a mile 
above. The next year brought another settler, named York, who stopped near the 
mouth of Goose Creek. During the year 1828, Mr. James A. Piatt Sr, formerly of 
Ohio, but later from Indianapolis, Indiana, purchased the claim of Hayworth, and 
April 7, 1829, removed on to the land with his family. In autumn of the same year, 
Jeremiah Terry settled on what is now the Piatt County Fairgrounds, and, in 1830 and 
'33, D. Corbell and John Stout made their home at Madden's Run. In 1831, also, 
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Peter Souders with his family moved from Lee County, Virginia, and settled in the 
northern part of this county. Besides these three early comers, with Lyman 
Lawrence, Sylvanus and Owen Oney (or Oneys) and Widow Farness other old 
settlers were Abraham and Ezra Marquiss, of Ohio, George Widick, a Mr. Dillon, 
James Chambers of Kentucky, John Madden, John Argo, William Wright, Peter 
Kroninger, Isaac V. Williams, Joseph Mallory, George Boyer, Samuel and Jacob 
Cline, Thomas Welch, John Bailey, George Evans, A Rizeor, Samuel Souver of 
Ohio, John Hughes, Luther and Joseph Moore ("Buckskin Joe"), William Monroe, 
Simeon Shonkwiler and Daniel Stickel, who opened the first store at Monticello, in 
1841." 

Reference 20 ( 1903) 

"Population [of Piatt County]: 1860: 6, 124; 1865, 8,138; 1869, 10,953; 1876, taking 
same rate of increase: 16,000 ... almost entirely American-born citizens ... small 
sprinkling of Irish in the vicinity of Ivesdale ... also a fair sprinkling of Germans in 
the county ... 4/5 agricultural ... 89 schoolhouses ... two barbershops in 
Monticello, Walter Williams and David Smith; S. B Webster, postmaster since 1864; 
C. Webster in the harness business since 1857; Mulfurd and Lewis, blacksmith, 
carriage, and wagon-makers since 1866; George Hitchens, blacksmithing since 1875, 
July; also L. Danenhower and Dean and Jones; C. C. Cheney only dentist .... 8,428 
people in the county under 21; 5,641 between 6 and 21; 6 between 12 and 21 cannot 
read and write; 2 towns with licensed saloons (Reference 20). 

"Sangamon Township has a population between fifteen hundred and two thousand. 
Its land is valued at $432,172; town lots at $9,443; personal property at $93,465; a 
total of $535,080. In it is the junction of the I. B. and W. railway and the Havana 
extension at White Heath; also, a crossing at Lodge. It has 26,577 acres of improved 
land and 2,962 acres unimproved. 

Reference 25: 1883, p. 680 

"The total valuation of Piatt County farm lands for 1915 is $45,000,000 .... During 
1915 Piatt County raised 1,559 horses, valued at $273,000; 3,841 cattle, valued at 
$250,000; 26,302 hogs, valued at $500,000; 630 sheep, valued at $5,000, and poultry 
to the amount of $55,669. 

Reference 21: 2004 

An article in the Piatt County Journal-Republican of Feb. 25, 2004, states that "Early 
settlers bought the land for $1.25 to $2.00 an acre." 
Reference 13( 1875) 

"MONTICELLO, the county seat, lies near the center of the county, at the 
junction of the C. & P, and D. & C. R. R., and on the left bank of the Sangamon 
River. It was platted by James A. Piatt, recorded July l, 1837, and named by Judge 
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Emerson, after the home of President Jefferson. It has a population of 1500." 

Populations of other towns and villages in Piatt County were then [ 1875] as 
follows: Cerro Gordo, 900; Mansfield, 300; Centerville, 150; Mackville, 150; White 
Heath, 100; Farnsworth (or Milmine), 100; Atwood, 100; Cisco, 50; Deland, 50; 
Hammond, 50. Population statistics furnished by Wm. Piatt, Esq. 

"The first settler within the limit of this county was a Quaker, from Tennessee, 
George Hayworth, who in the year 1823, located a piece of land now adjoining 
Monticello, and built the first cabin (This historic structure is yet standing in M., and 
is used as a stable). He was joined during the same year by a Mr. Daggett, who 
erected his cabin on a spot just north of Monticello where Rhoades' barn now stands. 
In March, 1824, Abraham Haneline of Green County, Ohio, with his sons, including 
Nathan, located in the timber on the Sangamon River, near Coon's Spring. About the 
same time James and John Martin, from Virginia, built on Furnace Run, a mile 
above. The next year brought another settler, named York, who stopped near the 
mouth of Goose Creek. During the year 1828, Mr. James A. Piatt Sr,, formerly of 
Ohio, but later from Indianapolis, Indiana, purchased the claim of Hayworth, and 
April 7, 1829, removed on to the land with his family. In autumn of the same year, 
Jeremiah Terry settled on what is now the Piatt County Fairgrounds, and, in 1830 and 
'33, D. Corbell and John Stout made their home at Madden's Run. In 1831, also, 
Peter Souders with his family moved from Lee County, Virginia, and settled in the 
northern part of this county. Besides these three early comers, with Lyman 
Lawrence, Sylvanus and Owen Oney (or Oneys) and Widow Farness other old 
settlers were Abraham and Ezra Marquiss, of Ohio, George Widick, a Mr. Dillon, 
James Chambers of Kentucky, John Madden, John Argo, William Wright, Peter 
Kroninger, Isaac V. Williams, Joseph Mallory, George Boyer, Samuel and Jacob 
Cline, Thomas Welch, John Bailey, George Evans, A Rizeor, Samuel Souver of 
Ohio, John Hughes, Luther and Joseph Moore ("Buckskin Joe"), William Monroe, 
Simeon Shonkwiler and Daniel Stickel, who opened the first store at Monticello, in 
1841." 

Reference 20 ( 1903) 

"Population [of Piatt County]: 1860: 6,124; 1865, 8,138; 1869, 10,953; 1876, taking 
same rate of increase: 16,000 ... almost entirely American-born citizens ... small 
sprinkling of Irish in the vicinity of Ivesdale ... also a fair sprinkling of Germans in 
the county ... 4/5 agricultural ... 89 schoolhouses ... two barbershops in 
Monticello, Walter Williams and David Smith .. S. B Webster, postmaster since 1864; 
C. Webster in the harness business since 1857; Mulford and Lewis, blacksmith, 
carriage, and wagon-makers since 1866; George Hitchens, blacksmithing since 1875, 
July; also L. Danenhower and Dean and Jones; C. C. Cheney only dentist .... 8,428 
people in the county under 21; 5,641 between 6 and 21; 6 between 12 and 21 cannot 
read and write; 2 towns with 1icensed saloons (Reference 20). 

"Sangamon Township has a population between fifteen hundred and two thousand. 
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Its land is valued at $432,172; town lots at $9,443; personal property at $93,465; a 
total of $535,080. In it is the junction of the I. B. and W. railway and the Havana 
extension at White Heath; also, a crossing at Lodge. It has 26,577 acres of improved 
land and 2,962 acres unimproved. 

Reference 25: 1883, p. 680 

"The total valuation of Piatt County farm lands for 1915 is $45,000,000 .... During 
1915 Piatt County raised 1,559 horses, valued at $273,000; 3,841 cattle, valued at 
$250,000; 26,302 hogs, valued at $500,000; 630 sheep, valued at $5,000, and poultry 
to the amount of $55,669. 

Reference 21: 2004 

An article in the Piatt County Journal-Republican of Feb. 25, 2004, states that "Early 
settlers bought the land for $1.25 to $2.00 an acre." 

In 1883, Emma Piatt (Reference 25, p. 564) said in her history of Piatt County, 
concerning Sangamon Township: "Early Settlement. - Some of the first settlements 
in the county were made in this township. Mrs. Nancy Ingram still lives in the 
township, and Mr. and Mrs. Henline used to live here. The Wrights were early 
settlers, as were Mr. Souders, the Oulerys, Maddens, Mackeys, Coons, Argos and 
others. It was reported to us that a child of Mr. Andy Winters was the first birth in 
the township, and that Mrs. Sarah Wright, who was buried at the Cline and Ingram 
Cemetery, was the first one who died in the township." 

Mrs. Piatt finished with this statement: "For some reason it was exceedingly 
difficult to collect general items relating to this township, so we have to content 
ourselves with the amount given." But, like the other historians of her day and later 
in Piatt County - and perhaps most historians of all time -- Mrs. Piatt tended to 
emphasize the grandiose, the dignified - to use their own words, the "worthy and 
important" and the "prominent and influential." Sangamon may never have had its 
share of these, though it may have been unduly influenced by the few it did have. I 
feel sure that many Sangamonites have grinned at Mrs. Piatt' s note that she was 
"glad to see" that such a "homely nickname" as Lickskillet was "going out of use." 
A century and a quarter later that still has not happened. 
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CENTERVILLE AND SANGAMON STORIES AND SONGS 

They stopped at the Devil's Elbow, 
By the big horseshoe bend in the Sangamon; 
They built their village and watched it grow, 
And early travelers named it in fun 
When they stopped at the inn and saw them set 
The skillets down for the hounds to lick. 

A different sort of chronicle may be needed to understand Centerville and the 
history of Sangamon Township - a ledger for the gutty and down-to-earth spice and 
commonness of life. A different kind of information source may be required than 
Mrs. Piatt and others sought and found - kinds such as Mella Seymour, Nina Harper, 
and my grandmother, Ida Belle Winters Alexander Brady, all of whom remembered 
details no one else thought to save; or Dr. Charles M. Bumstead, who dug up and 
related things about the people of Piatt County that no one else seemed to regard as 
worthy, or dared to put in print. Perhaps the "real" story of Sangamon calls for a bit 
of the mild disdain that folks who settled and lived their lives "up the river" have 
never easily lost for those who have thrived in the more populous parts of the county. 

Included below are, I think, all of the accounts of Centerville that I have seen, 
either excerpted or in their entirety. Sometimes they are repetitive, or too clearly 
derived from one another, and sometimes they disagree in either minor or major 
ways. The reader can probably make some assumptions about accuracy and 
completeness, based on the dates of the different accounts and the identities of the 
authors. For my purposes Centerville is the most important settlement in Sangamon 
Township, and it seems appropriate that I include every account available, so that 
interested readers can review as much as possible of what has been said about this 
storied little antique ghost town. 

Centerville's Ancient and Historical Beginnings 

"On the detour of Route 39, just after leaving Route 10 near White Heath, is 
found a small inland town, known as Centerville, or Lickskillet. This little town has 
quite a history, it being one of the oldest towns in Illinois. Following is related a 
brief history of the community as recalled by S. P. Richbark, a resident of that place. 

''That village was laid out by Samuel Moffitt, a pioneer from Pennsylvania, in 
1854. He also built the first house and grist mill in the town. Th.is grist mill was one 
of the most popular mills of this section of the state, people coming distances of 25 to 
40 miles with their grain. A dam was built across the Sangamon, a short distance up 
the river, and a small lake covering four or five acres of land and about 20 feet deep 
was formed. A small mill was constructed which furnished the power for the grist 
mill. 

"The first store was established by William Smith in 1855. He hauled his stock 
by wagon transportation from Urbana, Clinton, and Bement. Mr. Smith continued the 
business until 1871 and was succeeded by his son, Charles Smith, who conducted it 
for three years and then moved the store to White Heath. In 1865, W. B. Bailey of 
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Champaign, organized a store and put it in charge of John Baddely, who operated it 
for two years and then it was taken over by Mr. Bailey's sons, Julius and Charles 
Bailey. They continued in business until 1872, when it was moved to Mansfield, 
making the first store in the town of Mansfield. 

"John Mounts [Mounce?] and John Mead built a sawmill on the west bank of the 
Sangamon just north of the present bridge. A great amount of the finest kind of 
white oak lumber was sawed at this mill. The entire west bank of the river was lined 
with great white oak trees which furnished much of the lumber used in constructing 
the town of Mansfield." (Reference 21) 

"[Centerville] ... is the oldest town of the township, and settlement was started 
by Mr. Archibald Maffett, who built the first house. About 1842 or 1843 Samuel 
Maffitt and Thomas Newell put up a saw mill, and not long after a grist mill was 
added. Samuel French, about this time, started the first blacksmith shop of the 
vicinity. About 1850, town lots were laid off, the town was named Centerville, and a 
post-office was established. An old man living near the town, for some reason, gave 
it the homely nickname of Lickskillet, and we are glad to say that such name is going 
out of use. Mr. Young was probably the first postmaster, Mr. Brundel the first 
regular circuit minister, and Jane Maffett taught the first school. This was at one 
time quite a flourishing little village, but since the beginning of other towns near, it 
has been gradually declining. At present, however, there are two churches, 
Methodist Episcopal and United Brethren, a schoolhouse and three or four 
businesses. Mr. Edward Bates has a store-building in the town." (1883: Reference 
25,p.565) 

"Centerville was the next town built after Monticello and was first plotted in 
1855 but in 1838 a stage route known as the Indian Trail, connecting Decatur and 
Urbana, ran through Monticello to the Slabtown road across the Furnish place 
diagonally to the river south of Caldwells, on northeast to the old tavern where the 
Lincoln Marker now stands, then north into Mahomet and back east to Urbana. A 
thickly settled territory about one mile east of the present town furnished the first 
population for the town, mostly Wrights, Smiths, and their descendants." [The "old 
tavern" (Old Fort) was located northwest of the Lincoln Marker, on a slight rise near 
the Boyer Cemetery, where Ida Belle Brady lived as a child after the building had 
ceased to be a tavern. About¾ mile almost directly north there was once a house, as 
evidenced by old bits of early design china and harness parts, about 300 yards west 
southwest from the cemetery on the hill. There are also traces of the Indian Trail 
mentioned above, running northeast, west of the mentioned house, and between the 
Hammersmith Farm house and Jim Mounce's house (RDA, see also 1875 map in 
Reference 5, 13). 

"The first store was moved from this settlement to Centerville by Wm. Smith in 
1855 and at the time of the Civil War or until 1870 the town grew and flourished 
until at that time there were four general stores, two cabinet maker shops, two 
blacksmiths, two wagon makers, the only grist and saw mill within 50 miles, two 
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churches, a post office and two saloons, not leaving out, of course, the famous race 
track across the river where the sporting fans gathered on Saturday for racing and 
baseball and spent the Sabbath at church and visiting." (Reference 17) 

Charles M. Bumstead's account of Sangamon Township (Reference 14) begins 
as follows: "North and east of Monticello, about fifteen miles, the Sangamon River 
makes quite a bend, and in the early days a settlement existed there known as Great 
Bend, Horseshoe Bend and Devil's Elbow. This, of course, was in Sangamon 
Township, but our records fail to show that any doctor blazed the trail in that 
particular settlement. However, south of this point, a real, live, hustling village 
appeared and was known as Centerville, or "Lickskillet" for a sobriquet, and the year 
of its birth was about 1841 or 42. At one time in its history it had a flour mill, saw 
mill, several general stores, a drug store, a couple of saloons, a race track and 
churches. Squire Bunyan dispensed just.ice and Col. Isaac Rich bark was the lawyer." 

The dates of certain events attributed (in 2004) to the early account by S. P. 
Richbark (above) do not seem to jibe with Dr. Bumstead's account and the one that 
has been repeated recently, which is as follows (Reference 19): 

"The town of Centerville is located in the center of Sangamon Township, Piatt 
County, State of Illinois, on the bend of the Sangamon River, about 3 miles northeast 
of White Heath, and seven miles south of Mansfield. 

"This community was first organized and laid out as a town in 1842 and was 
always called Centerville. The town was commonly called Lickskillet, this name 
arising from a story told by two young men travelers, who stayed over night with a 
family there. They stated that after a meal was cooked, the skillets were placed on 
the floor and two hounds licked them clean and shiny. 

"A house was built on the site prior to 1840. The first house built in Centerville 
was in 1842. The town was platted in 1842 and a post office was established about 
1850. The original town comprised nine city blocks and eight streets. South, Main, 
Mill and North Streets running east and west; Morgan, High, Water and Sangamon 
Streets running north and south." 

"Centerville was at its best about the time of the dosing of the Civil War, and at 
that time was being seriously considered to be made Capitol of the State ('Attorney 
Charles of Mansfield reportedly said, 'Why not put it [the capital] in Centerville, a 
busy bustling town?' [Reference 21] In 1866 it had a population of 200 and there 
were 30 houses. The businesses represented included two blacksmith shops, 3 
general stores, 3 doctors, 2 churches, a school, farm implement store, drug store, 
saloon, grist mill, saw mill, flour mill, sorghum mill, a wagon maker, harness shop, 
justice of the peace, lawyer, furniture store and a cabinet maker who was also a 
preacher and a doctor, and it is said that when one of his patients died, he made their 
casket and then preached their funeral. There was also a one-half mile race track 
where regular circuit races, sports and amusements were held on Saturdays. The 
people were fearless, diligent, and liberty-loving folks, the type that makes America 
what it is today." (References 19, 23) 
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Nina Harper, who was born in 1885, has written a history of Centerville that 
includes details found in no other account I have seen. It was published June 5, 
1955, on pp. 5-6 of an unidentified publication, under the heading "Home Bureau 
(Reference 17). I have paraphrased her account here, as follows: 

The Wrights came in 1822 to the region where Centervi1le was established, the 
Ingrams in 1824. They settled near the present Ingram cemetery, given to the 
settlement by William Wright, who was buried there in 1846. 

The stage coach trail from Decatur to Urbana came through the region and 
crossed the river by a covered bridge located east of Centerville. The bridge was tom 
down in 187 4. 

Several settlements sprang up in the vicinity, but because of the nearby river the 
town of Centerville was plotted in its present location in 1850, after a number of 
businesses had already flourished for 8 or 10 years. The town included 9 city blocks 
with 8 streets. Two churches were built in the 1860's. Previously, services were held 
in log schoolhouses around the territory by traveling preachers. Among these was the 
famed Peter Cartwright. 

At this time the town included 2 blacksmith shops, 3 general stores, saw mill, 
grist mill, flour mill, sorghum mill, farm implement store, drug store, saloon, wagon 
maker, harness shop, cabinet maker, and furniture store. A dam had been built across 
the river, forming a Jake covering 4 or 5 acres, and 20 feet deep, to furnish power for 
the mills. On the east side of the river the Knotts had built a half mile race track 
where races and other sports were indulged on Saturday afternoons. 

A post office was located in Centerville in 1850, the mail being carried by 
horseback and cart from Mahomet and Decatur. The stage route crossed the river at 
Centerville, going east to the Old Fort, about two miles, where travelers lodged on 
their way to Urbana. From there the route wound northeasterly and crossed the river 
again near the Bethel cemetery, then on to the Nine-Gal Tavern south and east of 
Mahomet, another stop on the route. Abraham Lincoln was a frequent lodger at the 
Old Fort, which was tom down around 1895. 

One of the first companies of the Ci vii War was composed of 211 men, and 
formed at the Centerville Post Office in 1861. The town was a thriving village until 
the railroad from Urbana to Bloomington and Decatur passed it by in 1871. After 
this happened, store keepers and other businesses moved to Mansfield and White 
Heath. With the advent of R.F.D. mail service, the Centerville post office was closed, 
the mail being postmarked and distributed from Mansfield and White Heath. 

The Methodist church was built in 1868 and rebuilt in 1911. Nina Harper noted 
that: "It still serves the community well. A commodious community building was 
erected in 1940 near the church, which has an average attendance of around 60." 
Centerville was one of the first communities organizing for the Home Bureau. The 
Piatt-Douglas unit was organized by Mrs. Payne Heath of White Heath in 1930. At 
the time of Nina's writing, three of the charter members were still active in Home 
Bureau and community work. 

Francis Shonkwiler' s 1917 account of CenterviIIe differs somewhat from 
those given above, and also accounts for certain things, such as the apparent 
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discrepancy between the 1840 and 1850 dates: 
'The oldest community in the township was Centerville, which was founded by 

Archibald Maffett, who erected its first house, and resided in it, prior to 1840. About 
1842, Samuel Maffett [or Moffitt?] and Thomas Newell, yielding to a demand for 
such a mill, built a sawmill, and soon thereafter added a gristmill, and people came to 
them from a wide territory, for in those days there were few mills, and all of the 
products used on the table or for building purposes were home produced. Samuel 
French saw an opportunity to start a blacksmith shop about this time and carried on a 
profitable business for a number of years. It is a noticeable fact that in the records of 
any of these pioneer settlements, the blacksmith is one of the first business men to 
open a shop, appearing oftentimes before the merchant, for the settlers could raise 
their food, and get along for a time without new clothing, but they had to have their 
horses shod, and repairs done to their wagons and few implements. It was not, 
however, until 1850 that the town was laid off and the name of Centerville given to 
it, at which time a post office was established, and called by that same name, and a 
Mr. Young appears to have been the first postmaster. Old residents of Centerville 
remember the time when Centerville was called Lickskiliet, that name having been 
given the settlement by a disgruntled old man who lived outside of it. At the present 
time Centerville is practically abandoned as a village, although C. H. Mackey 
conducts a general store at this point." (Reference 29) 

As stated correctly in the Piatt County Journal-Republican of February 25, 
2004, "The original town [ of Centerville] had nine city blocks and eight streets. 
However, there is no sign of these streets today except for an asphalt road and the 
Centerville Church." 

'The village of White Heath was platted in 1872 at the planned junction of the 
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western Railroad and a line extending to Monticello 
and eventually to Decatur. At the time the railroad was planned to continue west to 
Keokuk, Iowa, and on to San Francisco. The latter never took place 
however." (Reference 26) 

The demise of Centerville as a budding town seems always to have been 
ascribed to the shifting of the proposed railroad right-of-way, which runs west 
through White Heath rather than Centerville. If the railroad had been routed through 
or near Centerville it would have run straight through the properties of all three of the 
largest land owners in Sangamon Township: Caldwells, Maddens, and Calefs (see 
1875 maps in References 5, 13). Perhaps these influential land owners were partly 
responsible for Centerville ultimately shrinking into the ghost town that it is today. 

The White Heath Centennial volume (Reference 32) includes a lengthy and 
detailed account of the history of railroads affecting Sangamon Township, titled "The 
Railroad Story." Here is an excerpt: "The I B and W planned to go straight west 
from Champaign and the Monticello line was to angle slightly south to Monticello. 
The compromise route was about halfway between the route surveyed in 1867 and 
the I B and W Route. This would make the I B and W line join with the Monticello 
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line near the curve at present junction of present state route 10 and 47 proceed 
northwest to Centerviile and then in a westerly direction to Havana. At this projected · 
junction near Route 47 and 10 is where the White Heath story begins .... The 
Caldwells; the Maddens; Keameys and Calefs owned large farms and were feeders of 
large numbers of cattle and hogs. They opposed the idea of the junction at the 
planned spot. ... On Jan. 12 1872 a contract was let to Col. Thomas Snell and James 
Deland of Ohio by the H Mc Land E to build a railroad from a junction on the 
Monticello line to Havana This Junction point was where White Heath stands 
today." 

Centerville and Piatt Co. 111. July 1 1th
, 1859 (Reference 24) 

"Mr. Editor: Having heard that quite a patriotic spirit was manifested in our 
neighboring towns on the fourth inst., I propose to give your numerous readers a 
brief sketch of the doings in Centerville. Having beard that the good people of 
Monticello and vicinity intended celebrating our National Birthday, and many of our 
neighbors being desirous to participate in the exercises with you, they concluded to 
celebrate on Saturday the 2d. About 8 o'clock A. M. the people commenced to pour 
into our little town, and continued to come until it was literally crowded to 
overflowing. According to previous arrangements, the crowd gathered at the 
Schoolhouse, and there formed in procession, with Chaplain and Speakers in front, 
next came thirteen old men, bearing the flag of our country in their center; the 
Sabbath School of our town and surrounding country was marshaled in the 
procession, with their different banners, flags, and streamers, all combined to 
augment the scene. The procession, after marching around town, was conducted to 
the grove, there to be entertained until dinner was ready. - Reading the Scriptures 
and prayer by Rev. J. Cox, Chaplain of the day; DecJaration of Independence read by 
Dr. Gulic of Centerville, then Dr. Crane of Middletown, delivered an able and 
dignified address on the former condition of our county as compared with the 
present; Dr. Brown of Middletown, then came forward and spoke on the institution of 
the Sabbath, and the rise, progress and condition of the Sabbath School. Dinner 
being ready, the procession was fonned as before, and marched to the table; blessing 
being asked, all were invited to help themselves of the eatables. I can only say that 
the table was loaded until it groaned beneath its load; an observer could not think 
money scarce in this vicinity, if cakes and pies are cash articles. The multitude 
having all eaten until satisfied, there were more than twelve basketfuls left. Dinner 
being over, and the old folks having talked of the health of the county, and the 
prospect of the crops, &c., the young people of course had to chat a little on the 
prospect of future life, the procession formed and marched back to the stand for 
speaking. Mr. John Cox spoke to the Sabbath Schools, and then made a short speech 
on the general interest of the country. Dr. A. B. Knott was next called for, and 
delivered a very sublime eulogy on Washington, the Father of our Country. Mr. E. 
G. Vincent was then called to the stand; he responded to the call in his usual 
eccentric and forcible style; his remarks were mainly directed to the present and 
future prospects of our country. Quite a number of toasts were read and responded to 
by the deafening cheers throughout - all was social and joyous. If the curious and 
enquiring ask if any good thing can come out of Nazareth, tell such to come and see." 
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Sangamon Township and Centerville's Beginnings 

The reader will notice slight variations in the above accounts of Sangamon 
Township and Centerville. These variations do not detract from the general 
agreement of the different accounts, all of which seem to derive from people who 
have actually lived in the northern parts of Sangamon Township, and have also used 
as their sources the writings or testimonies of other folks, whether parents, 
grandparents, and great-grandparents, or older neighbors who lived in and around 
Centerville. 

What should we do when we encounter a strikingly different set of accounts 
concerning these same places and times? How does it affect us if such a series of 
accounts has been compiled recently, by a professional writer from outside the area, 
for a commercial venture described as non-profit? What should we think about the 
fact that some of the most detailed, unusual, and sometimes unexpected accounts are 
not backed up by specific references or sources? I think we must omit everything 
about such accounts from efforts to generate accurate histories, at least until someone 
finds and specifies suitable ways to verify them, a requirement for which the author 
of the publication ha~ to be responsible. I will give a few examples that in my 
opinion are unverified, and therefore fall into the category I have been describing. 

The road on which the [Ingram] cemetery was thought to be located along the 
route that Abraham Lincoln traveled during work as a circuit lawyer. It was also 
believed that he stopped at houses along the way and visited with children. They 
have claimed enthusiasm about stories and yams related to them, perhaps learned 
from Lincolns law books. Children have been suggested along their way, and they 
could have been heard when they have been at that location. 

"The fort was an inn for travelers, called the 'Three Sisters' because three 
maidens operated it, cooking and serving food. It was located on one of the highest 
points in the county near a large buffalo wallow. It was an advantageous spot for 
defense against Indian attacks and for obtaining buffalo meat." (p. 14) Concerning 
the same location, this account appears on p. 33: "Just north of the [Lincoln] marker, 
still on the circuit route, is another large buffalo wallow. Time, the draining of the 
area, and agriculture have altered its appearance somewhat, but it is still quite 
obvious where the great herds lay and wallowed in the mire. The Fort of the Three 
Sisters was situated on a small rise not far from this wallow. Back in the woods near 
the wallow were several large ant hills. There are still some hills in the area and 
several along the Sangamon bottoms. Many of them are as much as seven feet in 
diameter and have millions of large red ants as tenants. It was on these very ant hills 
that many men were put to the stake to be eaten alive by the ants. The Indians had 
their own ways of rendering justice." (Reference 31, p. 33) 

I grew up on the farm just across the fence north from the Old Fort, which may 
be the only name used for the inn or tavern being discussed in this passage. As a 
child I walked all over the area and picked up relicts from the spot where the Old 
Fort stood. My grandmother lived in the Old Fort after it was no longer a tavern, and, 
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as discussed earlier, she told me many stories about living there. At no time did she 
refer to 'Three Sisters" operating it or give it such a name. It is true that the Old Fort 
wa~ on a "slight rise" not far from a small marshy area. But I have never heard 
anyone refer to this small marsh as a buffalo wallow, nor do I know of any (other) 
evidence that it ever was one. In no way can it be construed that the "slight rise" 
where the Old Fort was situated was "one of the highest points in the county." 
Indeed, the large field of our farm, just across the fence from the Old Fort, we called 
the "shell ground" because it is so low that prior to installation of drain tiles it was 
under water sufficiently long each season that aquatic mollusks obviously lived in it 
in abundance. Looking southwest, west, or northeast anyone can see that the ground 
is higher than at the Old Fort. I have never encountered large ant hills in this area. 
There is no "woods" near by the Old Fort site today. Indeed, except for the slightly 
higher area where the Old Fort was actually located, and approximately one-fourth 
mile westward, this general area consists of black prairie soil, of the sort formed by 
the massive roots of the Andropogon grasses that included Big Bluestem (also called 
Elephant Grass). West and north, on the higher ground, are the lighter colored, 
shallow soils that indicate prior woodlands rather than low, wet prairie grasslands. It 
seems probable that the big pond designated by the above writer as a former buffalo 
wallow is the so-called "Big Pond" or "Caldwell's Pond," about a half mile west and 
slightly south of the Boyer Cemetery and the Old Fort. 

"Lick Skillet, now called Centerville, was named by the U.S. Post Office 
Department in 1958. The town received its name from the village innkeeper who 
allowed dogs and cats of the community to lick the dishes and pots at the inn. This 
was the object of great amusement to Abraham Lincoln who was a frequent visitor to 
the pioneer community. It was also the object of great discourse among the 
townspeople. Lick Skillet was a very fine industrial area of the day .... It was this 
community that Abraham Lincoln first approached as the possible state capitol of 
Illinois. Lincoln wanted the community as a capital because it was a fine progressive 
area and was about to receive one of the first railroad lines in the area. The 
townspeople met and voted on the proposition of the railroad coming to town and 
unfortunately rejected it. In less than a year the town lost the railroad because one of 
the pioneer settlers refused to sell right-of-way property across his land claim to the 
railroad." (p. 34) 

As already noted in this volume, the large landowners in Sangamon Township 
apparently objected to the railroad crossing their land~, But I have found no 
description of a formal meeting and vote by the "townspeople," or any evidence that 
anything other than objections by individual large landowners, as opposed to a 
formal vote at a town meeting, caused the location of the railroad to be changed. 
Nowhere else have I been able to find evidence of Lincoln playing a role in whether 
or not Centerville became the state capital, or verifying that he "wanted" anything at 
all in this direction -- or evidence that he was a "frequent visitor" to Centerville. In 
this publication is the first time I have seen that cats were included among the hounds 
that were said to have been allowed to lick the skillets at the inn, or that "dishes and 
pots" were put outside where the "dogs and cats of the community" could lick them. 
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Two other Sangamon accounts that need verifying are on pp. 11-12. One is a 
very detailed description of a "rate ceiling from the 'Three Sisters' fort, one of the 
first in Illinois, dated 1829 ... " The other is a claim that not far from the "Three 
Sisters Fort" was a U.S. Army waystation near where $286,000 in gold is supposed 
to be buried. It is then said not to have turned up in circulation, and there are no 
reports of discovery of any gold. 

Such reports are probably enticing to those tourists who at one time paid to be 
guided through the area. Perhaps some have been constructed to create "legends" to 
be used in some supposedly practical way. But to be accepted as history- or 
"heritage" -- by readers of this or any other publication, they need to be either 
identified as purposely fanciful, or else verified in some fashion. Because I cannot 
solve these problems, I have accepted no information from Reference 31 for use in 
this book. 

Lickskillet: Straight Ahead! 

I can't help btJt wonder if Mr. "Observer" has given us the whole story. I would 
like to have heard a little more about Mr. Vincent's speech, not to mention the 
accompanying events. I am guessing there is a little wishful thinking in that account, 
and I suppose nothing describes Lickskillet quite so thoroughly as the earnest efforts 
of her preachers through the decades to reform her. Perhaps - just perhaps -- it is not 
all bad that they have never succeeded completely. 

I say "her preachers" because it seems to me there is just a bit too much in the 
"Observer's" account concerning the Sabbath, the Sabbath School, the "Chaplain of 
the Day," Nazareth, the blessing, and other things biblical - including, perhaps, the 
liber~lly painted aura of unending "good humor," "social and joyous," to ring 
entirely true in Lickskillet. 
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MEETINGS OF PIA TT COUNTY PHYSICIANS 

AND CITIZENS OF SANGAMON TOWNSHIP 

A First Meeting of Piatt County Physicians 

The first meeting of the Piatt County physicians, that can be found, occurred 
October 24th, 1863, in Monticello. At this meeting it was decided to "raise prices," 
which caused quite a stir, and in the Piatt County Conservative of December 1863, a 
month after the new fee bill was established, we find that Sangamon Township arose 
en masse to protest. Read it and weep: 

Second Meeting of the Citizens of Sangamon Township 

According to a previous notice, the citizens of Sangamon Township met at the 
school house, in Centerville, on Saturday, November 14, 1863. John Barnes was 
called to the chair, and W. B. Bunyard was appointed secretary. 

The interests, necessities, and peculiar situation of the farmers was discussed, 
and a committee of three was appointed to draft resolutions expressive of the 
sentiments of the meeting in regard to a meeting of the physicians of Piatt County, 
held in Monticello, October 24, 1863, and after mature deliberation the following 
resolutions were presented by the committee for adoption: 

Whereas, although we respect physicians as a useful and beneficial class of 
citizens, and are willing that they should have a "fare" and decent compensation for 
their services as physicians. 

Resolved, That, from and after this date we pledge our sacred honor as 
gentlemen and citizens of Sangamon Township, to not submit to that extraordinary 
and abominable bill of prices, adopted by the physicians of Piatt County, at their 
meeting held in Monticello, October 24th

, 1863. · 
Resolved, That we, as citizens, will employ, support, and sustain a regular 

physician at reasonable prices. 

A.G. Buchanan, George Wenner, W. B. Bunyard: Committee. 

Said Resolutions were unanimously adopted and signed. 

John Bames, Chairman 
W. B. Bunyard, Secretary 
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Joseph Cherry David Hannah Willis Duckett 
Wm. Shepherd Samuel Bowdre James N. Miller 
James Newell A. Caldwell John R. Anderson 
Lewis High A. W. Moore Wm. Campbell 
Cyrus Mackey Robert McFinley Frank Hughes 
George Areheait Richard Abbott A. Vanderburg 
G. W. Eubanks John Close A. P. Argo 
John Morrison Franklin Harvilee John Mounce 
H. V. Hannah Wm. Hunter Frederick Miller 
John Kerr S. A. Evans A. Shaw 
W. Wenner George Reading W. H. Smith 
Michael Bachard R. Bowman Samuel Ramsey 
Henry Sidel Clark Gray John Dehart 
Cluistian Mackey John Elsea George Fisher 
John M. Ross Jacob Murphy Joseph J. Mackey 
Phillip Carver John McCamey J. H. Hickman 
David Bowdre J. Baltzell Solomon Argo 
H. Wolf William Graham M. Cloud 
James Buckman J.C. Heath Wm. Hubart 
Israel Brand John Cline W. D. Burns 
Samuel Oulery J.C. Mackey 
Truman Wright Wm. Kennedy 
G. W. Evans Harrison Ingram 
Levi Stewart A. B. Marquis 
Silvester Sprague Wm. Coon 
Ezra Fosnaugh Jacob A. Ross 
J. H. Johnson H. M. Phillips 
William Dixon Michael Coon 
William Karney Wm. Fitzwater 
Samuel Burch Frederick Wright 
Amos Corkel F. W.McRean 

Reference 1 

The rest of the county could take it lying down, but not Sangamon. From 
recent 21st century passages in the Piatt County Journal-Republican, we might 
assume that some parts of Sangamon Township still retain the inclination and 
determination to let the rest of the county know of their views. 

Nineteenth Century Newspapers 

In the nineteenth century there apparently were no newspapers in Sangamon 
Township, and as Mrs. Piatt implied, the Monticello papers carried little regarding 
doings in the "back" parts of the county. What they did carry was often neither the 
s01t of thing Mrs. Piatt and her successors would have copied, nor the sort that would 
have caused an issue to be saved. 
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For some unknown reason, no paper prior to 1900 seems to have carried a 
regular column of local notes from Centerville. But White Heath, Lodge, and 
Mansfield, just across the Blue Ridge Township line, show up with a pertinent item 
now and then. Thus, in the Piatt County Herald for January 10, 1877, whose motto 
was "Home first, the world afterward," we find this note from Lodge, "Our colored 
barber, Joe Cheek, is full of fun and wit. He amuses the boys singing songs." And 
from White Heath: N. P Heath is storing up a large quantity of ice in his ice house." 
And: "There is a new teacher at Hazel Dell in place of W. Robinson, resigned." Later 
we find a more complete explanation of this item, but still no mention of the identity 
of the new teacher: "In the Hazel Dell district the teacher, Mr. Robinson, had some 
difficulty with the directors in reference to the holidays, and refused to teach after he 
holiday week. Another gentleman has been employed." We may never know just 
who that "other" gentleman really was, but he may have been Billy Leasure, who 
already has a place in earlier stories because of his propensity for recording the local 
news in ·rhyme, and according to Mella Seymour his fondness for alcohol: 1877-1880 
is at least close to the period when Billy Leasure taught his reported three years at the 
Hazel Dell School (seep. 49). 

Frank Wrench, in his history of the old school north of White Heath used the 
spelling, Hazel Del, rather than Hazel Dell. Martha Ann Stanley (reference 26), who 
later wrote about the same school, told me that she simply followed Frank Wrench's 
spelling. My Webster's Unabridged Dictionary gives "dell" as derived from Middle 
English and meaning, "a small narrow valley or ravine, usually a wooded one." 
Under the origin of the word "dell," the variant "del," is given as derived from Dutch 
for the meaning, "dale, valley." The word "del" is not listed elsewhere (i.e., 
independently) in the dictionary. Because "del" appears to be an unusual and rare 
usage (which I have not encountered previously), and because I have found no 
particular reason for using it, I have used the more familiar spelling of "dell" in this 
book. 

MEETING OF PIATT COUNTY PHYSICIANS 
AND CITIZENS OF SANGAMON TOWNSHIP 

Additional Notes from Nineteenth Century Newspapers 

Piatt Independent 8(46): Oct 1875 

Notes from Reference 5 ( 1875 ): 

"First comers to this region found the horns of buffalo and elk in large numbers, 
while their bleached skeletons fairly whitened the prairies. The Indians have a 
tradition that these animals were once very plenty here until, one winter, there came 
ten feet of snow, which staid on so late that they a1l died of starvation." 

"At that early day deer abounded in the woods along the Sangamon, and wolves 
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roamed the prairie. In the timber wild hogs also were found. They are supposed to 
have strayed either from early army posts, or from the still earlier French settlements, 
once scattered throughout the state. They were large and ferocious, would kill a stout 
dog with one stroke of their tushes, and have even attacked hunters on horseback. 
Isaac V. Williams mentions an encounter with one of them. He was out hunting on 
the Sangamon when all at once a large wild boar sprang up out of the grass and 
charged on him. The bristling back, wild eyes, and savage mouth left no doubt of the 
animal's intentions. Mr. W. hastily jumped back behind a log and barely had time to 
fire at gun's length. The hog, receiving the whole charge in the head, was yet only 
stunned, but the hunter leaped upon him and with a small pocket knife cut his throat." 

Piatt Independent, June 26, 1867: 

There's a firm in Elgin, Illinois, known as 'Gray and Lunt.' Half the letters 
come to them addressed to 'Lay and Grunt.' 

Piatt Independent 5(7), June 5, 1870: 

Josh Tatman requests us to say to the person who left his smoke pipe at his 
(Tatman's) woodpile, a few nights since, that the pipe has been recognized, and that 
if the owner will come in day-time, he can have his pipe and all the wood he can 
carry. 

"Silence in the courtroom, there!" thundered a police magistrate the other 
morning: "The court has already committed four prisoners without being able to hear 
a word of the testimony!" 

Piatt Independent, June 5, 1870: 

In an immensely Democratic county of California, a number of teachers were 
being examined before the County Board for the certificate. The questions were 
printed and the answers in writing. One of the questions in history required the 
teacher to give a brief description of Sherman's march through Georgia. A 
Republican teacher wrote in answer: "Like a dose of salts." 

Piatt Independent, January 15, 1873: 

A calaboosed drunken man in Peoria, the other day, revenged himself by 
choking to death a pet cat belonging to the Policeman. 

Piatt Independent 8(46): October 1, 1873: 

A Clay County, Kentucky, auctioneer pulled out a revolver and announced, "If 
any man goes to frolicking around while this sale is going on I shall interrupt him in 
his career. Put them shotguns over by the fence an' leave 'em thar!" 
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Piatt Independent, February 6, 1867. "Devoted to the interests of Piatt County" 

James Class 

Mr. Editor: I discovered an article in your last paper in which the writer says, 
"Jim Class can catch more rabbits than any other dog in town." There is a great 
difference in dogs. Some are good and some are no account. It is a common saying 
that a good dog is a valuable article but a mean dog is no account. I consider it quite 
a compliment to be called "a dog" if I belong to the first class, for he is a faithful and 
courageous animal. 

The day I was hunting the said rabbits, if my memory is correct, the writer of the 
said article was with me, until some older men came along, and he followed them off 
(a habit that "puppies" are very much addicted to). He came back after a long and 
hungry journey, with two poor rabbits which he either caught or "hooked" from some 
poorboy. 

Now which class of "dogs" does the writer belong to? 

Yours truly, 
James Class 

James Class was born in New Jersey in 1822. He was married in 1850 to 
Phoebe Hennion, of Morris County, New Jersey, and in 1855 moved to Piatt County, 
Illinois. Two of their children were born in New Jersey. Asa married Miss Ella 
Tinsman; they have two children. Clara and Ella are unmarried and at home. 
Amanda married Mr. Cline in 1881. She and her sister Ella are both graduates of the 
Montice11o High School. William, the youngest(?) of the family, is still at home. 
Mr. James Class has followed blacksmithing ever since coming to Monticello. He 
has held the offices of school director, school trustee and town marshal. He was a 
member of the Masonic lodge (Reference 13) 

By 1870 there were 310 newspapers in Illinois (but none in Sangamon Township!). 
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If ha e ut f M ntic llo 

11 nt day for th cha. e, ncle Billy Piatt, ncl ate 
Han Jin , J e am r J. . William together with eight r ten other , called 
tog th r a' ry' of eight n hound , and et out upon th prairie for a wolf cha e. 

oming to a good rang , ome f ur mil , from town, the dogs were harked out, and 
in a few mi nut . their mu. i t Id that the game wa. up and a-going. The run, 
h w r, a but a hort on , a n of the hor emen ran ov r the wolf and o broke 
it d n that th hound oon t k him in. But their p rt wa not thu o oon to be 
ended, f r, returning t the tarting point, two more wer s n put up, and the dogs 
took the tail of a ma ter dog olf which they dro e in hot pur uit on a thirty or forty 
mile run in fi e hour . t th end of which, the cha e wa gi en up, and the hound 
withdrawn within a hundred yard of where they ta1ted in the morning. The ground 
being oft, the ride wa heavy on the hor e , . e eral of them losing their hoe , 
falling. and in one in tance, Leon Taylor wa thrown a complete omer ault over hi 
hor e' head, but fortunately wa not hmt. 
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Fox Hunting in Sangamon Township and Elsewhere 

Professor Billy E. Frye was for many years my colleague in the Biology 
Department at the University of Michigan. Subsequently he became Dean of the 
College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, eventua11y moving up to Vice President 
for Academic Affairs. Still later he returned to his a]ma mater, Emory University in 
Atlanta, Georgia, retiring there as Chancellor. Billy grew up in the southern 
Appalachian Mountains and returned there to live in retirement in the home of his 
youth. His grandfather had Jong ago built and operated a mill near Billy's home, and 
only a little ways from where the movie Deliverance was filmed. I have inc1uded 
here Billy's description of how foxes were hunted in northern Georgia when he was a 
child. He sent me this account after reading my book about fox-hunting in the north 
end of Sangamon Township around the turn of the 20th century (Reference 7). I was 
impressed at the similarity of the hunting of his folks and those of Sangamon 
Township, such as John Valentine, who became the hero - as a boy- in my book, 
The Red Fox and Johnny Valentine's Blue-Speckled Hound. Here is Billy E. Frye's 
account: 

By Professor Billy E. Frye 

"Hunting" has consisted of taking the dogs out to a strategic place on the 
mountains where the sounds of the hunt could be heard for miles in all directions. 
There, after dusk, the men would release the dogs, and talk idly, usually about fox 
hunting, while they waited for one of the hounds to raise a fox. Then they were "off' 
on the chase without moving an inch, as they listened to the baying of the hounds, 
from which they could identify what ridge or holler they were in, where the fox was 
leading the dogs, which dog was in front and how c1ose he was upon the fox, what 
the fox's behavior was, in terms of the kind of movement and tricks he was playing 
on the dogs, and finally when the dogs ran the fox to ground. Rarely, if ever, was 
actually catching the fox the objective. The purpose was to compete -- who had the 
"best dog," meaning, the one best able to anticipate the actions of the fox and to stay 
out in front of the rest of the pack. And, equally, the purpose was to listen to the 
"music" of the hounds, as my Dad called it. This inc1uded the music of the night, the 
crackling of the inevitable fire, and the murmuring of the men as they simultaneously 
talked and listened for the hounds. When things got exciting, they would stand and 
walk around, cupping a hand behind one ear, until they got the best possible 
acoustics. Anyone who broke the si]ence then was apt to come in for a sharp 
"Listen!" or "Be quiet, I can't hear the dogs!" 

Despite the almost universal poverty, the great lust of the fox hunters was to own 
a July or Walker hound from a pure bred line, but I suspect there were very few 
pedigreed dogs among these hunting "packs." I cannot recall what a Walker looks 
like. I am pretty sure the July is colored something like a beagle, white, with brown 
and black markings. I believe my Dad had mainly Julys or hybrids. Some of the 
hounds were variously colored, such as white with sort of muddy "b]ue" or brown 
fine spotting grading into the solid color. Of course I don't know whether every 
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hound lying around the mountain homesteads was a fox hunter. (Twilia Valentine 
Mackey told me that her father's hounds were of various sizes, shapes, and colors. 
She indicated that their only required attribute was to follow the scent of a fox). 

"Hunting was almost always a Friday or Saturday night activity, because Dad 
often had to board away from home during the week to follow his job building roads 
(he ran the steam shovel and the bulldozer); or if he was working near home, he had 
to arise very early in order to feed and milk the cows before dawn before leaving for 
the job. 

"As a kid of 8-12 or so, I used to beg incessantly to be permitted to go on these 
hunts, and was often pern1itted, although Dad was reluctant because often they would 
be out until 1 or 2 o'clock at night. I would be engaged for a couple of hours, then 
go off to sleep, either curled up by the fire with my head on a rock or log, or in the 
seat of the car. I recall a few particularly interesting episodes. On one occasion 
while asleep with my head on an old dead log, I was bitten on my cheek by 
something, presumably either a spider or a centipede. It made a pretty bad sore, and 
itched like the very devil. Dad finally had to take me to a doctor with it, who had no 
idea what had bitten me. But after I told the doctor how fiercely it itched, he 
solemnly pronounced that I had been bitten by an "itch bug"! 

"Another occasion fell just short of tragedy. It was a very cold winter or early 
spring night. I went to sleep in the car, and Dad put a kerosene lantern in the 
floorboard to provide a little warmth. For some reason they thought to check on me 
just in the nick of time. I was already nearly unconscious from the fumes. 
"And then I remember the summer night when the falling stars were too numerous 
for me to keep count. Since then I realized it was probably during the August 
Perseid. 

"I have neglected to mention my Dad's fox horn. This was just an ordinary cow 
horn about a foot long, or a bit more. The narrow end had been carved to form a 
mouthpiece. The man who gave it to my Dad, Uncle Berman Shirley, had carved a 
fox hunting scene on the horn, with the hunter, several dogs, and out in front the fox. 
A leather thong was tied around the narrow end, in a groove carved for that purpose, 
and a hole punched in the large end where the other end of the thong was tied. The 
horn wa5 thus hung around Dad's shoulder, slightly behind him, and whenever he 
wanted to call his dogs he would give two or three long blasts on that horn. It 
seemed to me that the sound carried for about 100 miles! The horn had no artificial 
note. Rather, Dad shaped the sound by the way he put his lips over the mouthpiece 
and blew in at an angle. We boys were always trying to master the art of blowing 
that horn; but Dad was the champion and never seemed to hit a false note. Often, 
after a Friday or Saturday night hunt, Dad would have to go out and gather up his 
hounds the next day. He used this horn to "call" the dogs if necessary. But as I 
recollect they often came back to the place where they were released for the hunt and 
waited until one of the men came back for them. 

"There was some coon hunting in this area, but since Dad did not coon hunt I 
knew very little about it (I am saying "Dad", but of course we never called him that. 
It was "Daddy" right up until his dying day). I had the sense that it had been serious 
hunting and the coons were eaten -- probably a hangover from the post-Civil war 
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days when food was scarce and people made out the best they could. Possum 
hunting was more common in this area, I think, than coon hunting, and those awful 
possums were also eaten. Such a foul, greasy animal! Dad professed to love 
possum, but mother would have died before she would have had one of those critters 
in her kitchen! Dad possum-hunted as a boy, but never after he was married that I 
know of. 

"While I am on the subject of foul food, I should mention that one of Dad's 
favorite social events was the annual chitlin feast that one of the men gave and 
invited all of the men to. Chitlins are, of course, deep-fried muscularis of the small 
intestine. They were always very carefully and cJeanly prepared. But the favorite 
joke, which never grew old, was to slip a grain of corn into your serving, implying 
that your host was guilty of carelessness when he stripped the lining out of the gut, 
leaving only the muscular wall which was cut into small pieces and fried by the 
women. The odor of the cooking chitlins was rather foul, so ladies and gentlemen 
who aspired to any social status had nothing to do with chitlins. I think the men 
enjoyed the social event and jokes, and just the occasion to revert to the old 
Appalachian type, much more than the meat itself. 

"Some day I'll tell you about another old hat, perhaps not unlike the one that 
floated down the river when Tennessee tried to jump across it!" 

--- Billy E. Frye 

After writing the fox book I made up a song about fox-hunting that I sang with 
my banjo at a book reading during Book Day on the University of Michigan campus, 
accompanied by John Megahan on the fiddle. The last three verses were influenced 
by Billy Frye's account of Appalachian fox-hunting. At Ann Arbor's Book Day, an 
older lady came up to say with a tear in her eye that she had bought a copy of my 
book because it told about fox hunting just the way her father and grandfather did it 
in southeastern Pennsylvania. It would seem that fox-hunting took approximately 
similar forms all over eastern United States. 

My Blue-Speckled Hound 

My blue-speckled hound'll chase the foxes all around, 
Chase a fox the night along and keep on singin' me his song. 

I could hear Speck a-bellerin' in the bottom cornfield 
He was follerin' that fox across the bottom cornfield 

The fox he was a-streakin' just as fast as he could fly; 
Old Speck was right behind him, you could hear his cry. 
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The fox crossed the river on a sycamore log, 
And crossin' right behind him wali my blue speckled dog .. 

That fox he's a sneaky chicken thief, all right, 
He sneaks around my chicken house every night. 

He'd better be careful where he chooses to roam, 
Or my blue-speckled hound will be a-chasin' him home. 

I could hear the hounds a-closin' on the fox's tail, 
Then he climbed 01' Sutter's cliff and tricked 'em off his trail. 

Well, the fox has beat the hounds again and taken to his den, 
So gather up your hounds, we'll catch him out some time again. 

That old fox he's so clever that I love him like a friend, 
When the moon is comin' full he'll give the hounds a run again. 

Take me out one more time when the nights are clear 
To the mountains where the sounds'll carry far and near, 

Where the crackles of the fire and the murmurs of the men 
And the music of the hounds can lift my soul up once again: 

Yes, the crackles of the fire and the murmurs of the men, 
And the music of the hounds on the fox's trail again. 

My Blue Speckled Hound 
C G7 
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My blue speckled hound'll chase the foxes all around Chase a fox the night along and keep 
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on sing-in me his song. 
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Dr. Charles Elmer Branch and a Branch Family Story 

In the year 2002, Dr. Charles Elmer Branch, then 94 years of age and a long
time physician in Piper City, Illinois, was inducted into the Hall of Fame of the 
Monticello Community High School in Piatt County, Illinois. Dr. Branch was born 
and reared in Sangamon Township, attending the Prairie Dell School, followed there 
by his brothers, Leslie and Paul, who were taught by my mother, Elizabeth Heath 
Alexander. Across a good part of Dr. Branch's career, Kitty (Marilyn) Lyons Delap, 
a fellow student of mine and Lorrie's at Blackburn College in Carlinville, Illinois, 
served as his receptionist, secretary, and general assistant. A few years ago Kitty 
drove Dr. Branch to Sangamon Township so that, among other things, he could 
locate the site of the old Prairie Dell School and happily relate some stories from its 
past. 

Emma Piatt included in the biographical sketches of her 1883 volume about Piatt 
County the following account of the early Branch family in Sangamon Township: 

"Mr. Thomas A. Branch, for a number of years a resident of Piatt County, was 
born in Buckingham county, Virginia, in 1808. Mrs. Branch, nee Elizabeth 
Robinson, was born in Smith County, Tennessee, in 1811. In 1828 Mr. Branch left 
Virginia and traveled on foot five hundred miles to Monroe County, Kentucky, 
where he met his future wife. They tell the following stories of themselves. Before 
leaving Virginia Mr. Branch had his fortune told, and he was informed that he would 
'travel a long distance on foot, cross water, and finally meet a young lady who was to 
be his future life companion.' True enough he did travel a long distance and finally 
reached Mr. Robinson's, where he asked for work. In the meantime a certain 
Elizabeth Robinson had had her fortune told, and she was informed that when she 
first saw her future husband he would be a 'well-built, powerfully good-looking 
young man in store clothes.' One day, while about her household duties, she 
happened to glance out the window and spy the young man who had just asked for 
work of her father, sitting on the fence. She gave this young man in 'store clothes' 
an earnest, searching look, and then with deep conviction said, 'That's him.' We will 
not attempt to say how it happened, whether it was the inevitable result of the fortune 
telling or whether it was simply that two congenial hearts attracted each other; but 
anyway, a marriage occurred May 27, 1830, and two lives were united for life. 
Elizabeth's marriage portion was a pony and a cow. In September, 1831, the couple 
left Kentucky for Springfield, Illinois, which place they reached the next month. On 
arriving at Springfield they had just $7.25. Mr. Branch traded his blind mare and cart 
for two cows, a flax wheel and a saddle, while she bought a hog and some meat with 
her money. They then began living in a small cabin, through the cracks of which 'a 
dog could almost be thrown.' They moved from Sangamon County to Piatt County, 
February 20, 1846. They reached here in a big snow-storm, and had to scoop the 
snow out of the house on Stringtown lane before moving into it. They moved from 
this place of George Patterson's to the Cline place, then to the ridge, and from there 
to the farm upon which is a grove which was then ca11ed Sheehan' s Grove. When 
they settled at this place there were no houses between them and Urbana. Mr. and 
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r . Branch ha e had twelve children nine of whom were born before they owned 
an land. Mr. Branch remarked, a we interviewed him, that when he paid for hi 
fire t forty acre of ]and he felt richer than he ha ever felt. ince. Only five of their 
children are living. Of the e, ngelina i the wife of M. L. 0 borne, a carpenter of 

ymour; he ha had five children; Matilda the wife of William Trotter, ha five 
children; Sarah i the wife f manuel Rh ades f Monticello [said to be the elde t 
. on of Daniel Rhoade. ]; Lizzie married W. T. Miller, and has two children." 

For many year Mr. Branch ha b en one of tbe ucce ful farmer of Piatt 
County. He till own. 460 acre of land in the h me place. Hi place, when he 
bought it of Mr. Hubbart, wa paitially impro d, but Mr. Branch has planted out a 
good many tree and ha done other thing toward putting it into a better condition. 
Mr. Branch, a not only a farmer but he ha done a great deal of good work a a 
minister in the icinity of hi. home and county. 

In 1880 Mr. ai1d Mr . Branch celebrated their golden wedding. ome eighty 
gue ts were pre ent, and it was averred that all had a truly happy time. Since writing 
the above we have been grieved to hear of the death of Mr. Branch. William L. 
Branch wa married in 1861, to Jane Webb, who died. He married Mrs. Harri , nee 
Emma Yeager, in 1873, and they have four children, Jame ., Lizzie A., Thomas A. 
and Charle A. Mr . Harris had one on, William H." 

Dr. Charles Elmer Branch 
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Dr. W. B. Unangst 

It is difficult to combine the variety of stories about Dr. Unangst into a coherent 
and consistent whole. Some of them have been told more than once, and with slight 
differences in the details. I have included here all of the accounts that I have been 
able to find. 

Dr. Unangst arrived in Centerville in 1866, and Charles M. Bumstead (Reference 
14) referred to him as "a good physician and a real character among the old settlers. 
He was very fastidious about his appearance, always wore tailor-made clothes and 
was considered a stylish dresser and would take a bath and change clothes, even if a 
patient was needing him badly." 

Nina Harper wrote as follows about Dr. Unangst: "This is a little story we 
thought was fairly interesting about one of the doctors: 'Doc' Unangst, and Mattie 
Bevens. She was a school teacher and he courted her for 14 years before he decided 
to marry her. He hired a rig and took her to Urbana for the ceremony. He over
celebrated, got his team and came home. 'Where's Mattie?' someone asked and he 
said, 'Well, I forgot her!'" (Reference 24) 

Charles M. Bumstead's more detailed account of this same event is as follows: 
"He courted his wife twenty years before they married, and when they did decide to 
marry, he had a man drive them to Champaign, where they put up their team and 
hired the finest 'rig' they could get to take them to Urbana to get the license. After 
the ceremony he and the driver, who was still living in White Heath, left the bride at 
the hotel, while they went to get refreshments, and in their celebration forgot all 
about the bride and drove back to White Heath without her. She arrived by train the 
next day and they 'lived happily ever afterward."' (Reference 1) 

Noble Heath's (my Grandpa's) verbal account to me indicated that the Doc 
eventually "married a woman who had refused him several times." Noble said she 
explained (humorously?) that the reason she finally married the Doc was that she 
realized it was the only way she would ever get back the money he had borrowed 
from her across the years. 

"A most common expression of the doctor was, 'Yes, yes.' A neighbor inquired 
after a sick friend, whom she thought seriously ill. The doctor replied, 'Yes, yes, 
she's just comfortably sick.' It was necessary that the doctor do something other 
than practicing medicine to make a living, so he raised cattle, at one time having 
thirty head in the river bottom. Many stories are told about him, one was when on a 
spree he locked himself in his office, and thinking he heard prowlers around, he shot 
the door full of holes." (Reference 1) 

Noble Porter Heath told me another story about Dr. Unangst. He said the Doc 
always used to wash, shave, bathe, and put on dean clothes before going on a call. It 
happened that a child was accidentally scalded, causing the hired man, Joe Paris, to 
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ride his horse into White Heath "full blast," apparently from what was later the Red 
Sievers place southeast of town, to get the Doc (Red Sievers was the husband of his 
wife, who in turn was a daughter of William and Ida Belle Alexander). Joe Paris told 
the Doc he would saddle the Doc's horse while he got dressed. But when Joe 
brought the horse to the house he found the Doc getting into the bathtub. Joe said, 
"You ain't takin' no bath now!" Doc said, "Yes, yes, yes, going to take a bath, yes, 
yes!" Joe was said to have jerked him out, half-dressed, carried out his bag, loaded 
him on his horse, and whipped the horse all the way to the farm where the boy had 
been scalded. Noble said the Doc was furious. I did not hear anything about the fate 
of the scalded boy. 

Also according to Noble Heath, both Dr. A. B. Knott and Dr. Unangst were 
uneasy about cemeteries. Noble laughed and said that Dr. Knott might have been 
scared of cemeteries "because he put half of those people in there!" He also claimed 
that Dr. Unangst always drove his horses at a gallop when passing a cemetery at 
night. 

Dr. Bumstead also had this to say: "Dr. W. B. Unangst was a native of 
Pennsylvania, and was born in 1842, hence was only fifty-two when he died in 1894. 
He possessed a fear of being buried alive, and one time expressed himself on the 
subject as follows: 'When I die I want to be kept a week, yes, yes, yes.' With the 
weather warm in May his wish was partially granted for he was buried five days after 
death, without embalming. It is strange that a doctor seeing so much of death should 
have such fear." (Reference 14) 

I once asked Mella Seymour if she knew Dr. Unangst. She exclaimed, "Oh, 
land, yes, I knew Dr. Unangst! My folks thought sure I was going to marry him! 
That's why they wouldn't leave me at home! He was considerably older than me!" 

The White Heath Centennial (Reference 19) had this to say about Dr. Unangst: 
"Dr. W. B. Unangst was located in Centerville when the October 1872 sale was held. 
But he soon after located in White Heath. He was a handsome, well groomed 
gentleman. He owned a farm north of White Heath and some of the people liked to 
call him The Farmer Doctor. In [September] 1888 the Doctor and Miss Mattie 
Bevens were married." (The "October 1872 sale" was apparently the auction oflots 
in White Heath, said elsewhere in the same publication to have taken place in 
October 1873, following a survey completed in September 1872. The auction may 
have been less successful than expected because a drenching rain fell during the day). 

In the White Heath Centennial volume, there is this brief 1875 note: "Dr. 
Unangst built a shoe shop." (Reference 19) 

"Dr. Unangst died May 3, 1894, leaving his wife and adopted son. He was 
buried by the Masonic fraternity in the Monticello Cemetery." (Reference 14) 
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Sangamon Songs 

I wrote this verse about 50 years ago. It is a collection of stanzas about different 
events that took place in the 19th and early 20th centuries around Centerville (also 
known as Lickskillet, Skillet Lick, Skillet Hill, or just The Skillet) in Sangamon 
Township. I think the inspiration for this verse may have been my father tel1ing me 
about Dempsey Cline's famous saying from long ago, "Sangamon against the 
World!" I wrote the song in such a way that it can easily be sung to the tune of 
Stephen Foster's Brudder Gum. It's best with a banjo. 

That Old Sangamon 

Good folks, l'11 sing to you 
I've nothing else to do 
Spend.my time just pickin' this banjo 
All around Sangamon! ! 

Chorus: 

That Old Sangamon! 
Sangamon against the world! 
Ever since eighteen hundred and forty 
Sangamon against the world! 

That's where my songs begin 
Of love and hate and sin 
Coon hounds and watermelons 
Hey! That's Sangamon! 

That Old Sangamon! 
Sangamon against the world! 
First man to say it was Dempsey Cline 
He said, "Sangamon against the world!" 

Sam Jones got drunk Monday night 
In Rhoades and Thorpe's saloon 
Got himself cut on the head with a corn knife 
Hey! That's Sangamon! 

Remember old Clyde Evans? 
Tobaccy-chawin' Clyde? 
Ever'body called him old hunderd and eleven 
Three streams down his chin. 
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That day Ad Spear got killed 
On top of Skillet Hill 
Ever'body blamed old Deacon Caldwell 
Hey! That's Sangamon! 

Doc Bumstead gave a speech 
On top of Skillet Hill 
Seven came to listen and seven voted Democrat 
Sangamon against the world! 
( Doc said proudly, "That's the power of oratory!") 

Give me a Saturday night 
With old Jim Winters there 
Down on one knee a-bowin' on a fiddle 
Hey! That's Sangamon! 

Sunday school on Sunday too 
There's nothin' else to do 
Lovin' in the summer time 
Turnips in the winter time 
Hey! That's Sangamon! 

That old Sangamon! 
Sangamon against the world! 
Wouldn't you like to hear old Dempsey Cline yellin' 
Sangamon against the world!" 

Disturbance in Rhoades' and Thorpes' Saloon. 

Doc Bumstead told the story about his speech in his informative and sometimes 
funny little book, The Medical Profession in Piatt County, 1822-1930 (Reference 
14). The murder of Adam Spear is described in another story and verse in this 
volume. Clyde Evans, though of the previous generation, was a contemporary of 
mine. The item from Sam Jones came from my reading of the Piatt County Pilot of 
November 3, 1897, as follows: "Sam Jones was drunk Monday night and made a 
disturbance in Rhoades and Thorpe's saloon. Geo. Rhoades warned him to be quiet 
and upon his refusal struck him on the head with a com knife, cutting a deep gash 
which required several stitches to close." 
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Dr. Ananias Brawner Knott and the California Mare 

The Doc and the Roan, published in my book, Playin' Cowboy (Reference 9), is 
a horse-racing verse generated from a story in Charles M. Bumstead's book 
(Reference 14). Dr. Bumstead was a long-time medical practitioner in the town of 
Monticello, Illinois. He was also our family physician when I was born, and all the 
time I wa~ growing up in Sangamon Township. He was one of my special heroes, 
partly because across the years he repaired many parts of my body, damaged from 
such things as being bucked off steers; riding a bull far too close to a barbed wire 
fence; falling from the top of a barn mow fu)l of hay and denting my shin bone on a 
sharp-edged hay feeding hole; nearly severing my big toe while barefoot, chopping 
weeds from the com rows with a hoe; cutting my forefinger to the bone while 
whittling toward myself with a new pocket knife; sliding down a slope of ear com 
piled across wooden corncrib brace boards with multiple nails protruding, thereby 
creating some pennanent scars on my rear end; and climbing a shagbark hickory tree 
while wearing shorts and sliding down, to the near disaster described earlier (p. 8). 

Doc Bumstead was also a true story-teller, with a quick and resolute sense of 
humor. The events related in the verse below are consistent with the story of Dr. 
Knott and the California Mare as Doc Bumstead told it. I took the liberty of 
assuming that the saloon involved might have been the Rhoades (and Thorpe)
Saloon, which was active in Monticello around that general time. It was also 
convenient for me to treat the California Mare as a blue roan, though I have found no 
indication of her actual color. I used "Saint Louie" as the place from which A. B. 
Knott obtained the California Mare, and in Reference 14, Dr. Bumstead states that 
"California Mare was bought in St. Louis in the early seventies." I don't know that 
the race actually took place in or near the month of June, as is indicated in the verse. 
The substitute horse (ringer) for the test race was indeed borrowed from Rufus Calef, 
who at that time had the largest acreage, and probably the most cattle and horses, of 
anyone in the township (seep. 104 and 1875 Sangamon Township map in Reference 
5 or 8). 

Dr. Knott, who spoke at Centerville's 1859 Independence Day Celebration, was 
the first physician in Centerville, or Lickskillet, the Sangamon Township ghost town 
in which today the nearest to a "public" institution is the United Methodist Church 
and its associated community building. Dr. Knott arrived in Centerville in 1855 after 
studying medicine under Dr. Jeptha Davis of Greenfield, Ohio, and then spending six 
months at the Eclectic Medical Institute in Cincinnati. He came to Centerville in 
1855. He was also the first supervisor of Sangamon Township, but, according to a 
newspaper of that time, he was " ... counted out, first for being absent from regular 
meetings, second for using unbecoming language." (Reference 14). Some may think 
he sounds like a true horseman. 

The following three quotes are also from Reference 14, which include additional 
details about Dr. Knott. 
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"Dr. Knott was classified as quaint, eccentric, could use strong language 
freely and was full of superstitious fear. There is no doubt that he wielded an 
influence medically in his day that would be a study for a psychologist. No Piatt 
County doctor ever has more stories and anecdotes told of him, so he must have had 
that undefinable term, personality. The following stories have been told by old 
settlers: A man stopped the doctor and enquired after a sick friend. The doctor's 
answer was, 'Sicker'n hell, he's going to die.' The man said, 'Oh, surely not.' The 
doctor replied, 'Bet you ten dollars he does.' Another asked what was the matter 
with Bill Jones. The doctor answered, 'Sick as hell, has lung fever and threatened 
with pneumonia.' 

"The power of suggestion, which the doctor probably did not know he was 
using, is very well illustrated in this next story. The 'Deacon' was cured by this 
method, and afterward told, with considerable glee, of his escape from the surgeon's 
knife. The patient was evidently suffering from a bowel obstruction, and as days 
passed with no relief from the eclectic potions of Dr. Knott, it was finally decided to 
send for Dr. Hall of Cincinnati, and 'they would cut him open and see what the hell 
was the matter with him.' When Dr. Hall arrived the patient was sitting on the edge 
of the bed, and reported he was no better. An operation was deemed necessary, so 
Dr. Hall got out a long knife and began whetting it on the palm of his hand. This was 
more than the patient could stand, so he begged for one more trial, and then and there 
nature won, and the 'Deacon' had one hundred and seventy-five dollars worth of 
results, for that was the charge made by Dr. Hall for whetting the knife and scaring 
him." 

"Dr. Knott related this story to Col. Richbark: In making a call one dark night, 
he claimed he could see ahead of him a wagon of the Conestoga type, the kind used 
at that time for hauling freight overland, when it suddenly vanished. When he got 
home a white-haired, white-whiskered man appeared at his bedroom window, and 
Dr. Knott shot at him, but he vanished, as did the wagon. This gives an idea of the 
fear, which grew stranger as he grew older, refusing to make a call at night without a 
driver. He had a fear of graveyards, and had made the statement that he would not go 
past one alone at night for five hundred dollars." 

Francis Shonkwiler (Reference 29, p. 764) was generally more reserved and 
complimentary than other Piatt County authors in his biographical accounts. 
Concerning Dr. Ananias Brawner Knott he had this to say: 

"Dr. Knott is one of the best physicians of the county. He graduated in the 
Eclectic Medical College in Cincinnati in 1855, and is also a graduate of the 
Homeopathic College in St. Louis, besides have attended lectures at Philadelphia and 
Chicago. Dr. Knott was married in 1850, to Mary Law, and has had five children: 
Dr. F. H Knott, now in Ohio; Josephine, the wife of J. H. Cline; Mary A., the wife of 
Ezra Cline; Sarah; and Jeptha, a student of the Hahnemann Medical College, 
Chicago. In 1868 Dr. Knott was married (second) to Mary B. Williams." 
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Shonkwiler makes things a bit confusing in his immediately following entry 
under Dr. Jeptha Knott, his son, by including there the following: 

"The father was also a physician and moved to Fayette County, Ohio, and in 
1854 came to Piatt County, settling in Sangamon Township, of which he became the 
first supervisor. After practicing there for many years, in October 1873, he moved to 
Monticello, where he continued in practice until his death. The mother died June 21, 
1908. Their children were as follows: Dr. F. H., who died in 1886; Josephine, who is 
the widow of Jacob H. Cline, of Urbana, Ill.; M.A., who is Mrs. J.M. Bender, of 
Monticello; Sarah J., who is Mrs. J. W. Elsea, of Mattoon, Illinois, and Dr. J. D., who 
is the youngest." It is not clear whether "Bill Elsea' s wife," identified earlier in this 
book (p. 62) is Sarah J., the daughter of A. B. Knott, and whether J. W. Elsea of 
Mattoon, Illinois, is indeed the "Bill Elsea" of Sangamon Township. 

Sometimes I turn this verse about Dr. Knott and the California Mare, published 
originally in Reference 9, into a song and sing it to a modified version of The Ballad 
of Jed Clampett. 

Notes about Horse-Racing (from Reference 21) 

The weekends [around Centerville] were filled with activity with the two one-mile 
tracks located near Centerville where circuit races were held. 

People from all over Central Illinois would come for the races and to see 
"California Mare" the world's fastest racehorse in the quarter mile. 

The racetracks and stud farms were a big attraction for this town [Centerville] 
along with selling, buying, showing of breeds, pacers, trotters, quarter horses and 
ponies. Doc Knott, a resident of Centerville, was a doctor to humans and horses and 
also owned "California Mare" which held the world record. 
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The Doc and the Roan 

Come, all you fellers now, and listen good, 
'Cause this old story-teller's in a. story-tellin' mood; 
And bein' that I've got a little time I can spare, 
I'm goin' to tell you all a story 'bout the California Mare. 

The California Mare would make a racin' man smile, 
She held the world's record for the quarter mile; 
She'd steal down the track 1ike a thief in the night, 
And when she crossed the finish line she might be clean out of sight. 

The story that I'm tellin' you took place in Illinois, 
And that is good growin' country for a growin' country boy; 
But if you fellers think you know the horse-racin' ways, 
Well, you should-a been around there in the good old days. 

That's when every man's horses were his joy and his pride, 
Not to stand 'em in the stables but to drive 'em and ride; 
And the proudest old horseman in the entire lot, 
Was a doctor named Ananias Brawner Knott. 

The Doctor started out with a partner named Watson, 
But Watson he was drowned on a Sunday afternoon; 
Washin' horses in the river down below Skillet Lick, 
He stepped into a deep hole and went down like a brick. 

One of Doc's horses was old Comet Jack, 
Fastest Jittle gelding on the local track; 
He won a thousand dollars in stakes for the Doc, 
When he beat the pride of Leroy, old Hangin' Rock. 

But the California Mare was driving racin' men wild, 
She held the world record for the quarter mile; 
Doctor Knott, he up and bought her in seventy-three, 
And brought her up to Piatt County from Saint Louie. 

Some Monticello boys had a horse that was fair; 
They thought he might even beat the California Mare; 
But they reckoned they weren't ready just to match 'em up yet, 
Until they figured out a way that they could soften the bet. 

Old Jack Riley was Doc's hostler that June, 
One night the boys approached him in the Rhoades Saloon; 
They bought him a drink and said, "Jack, old son, 
Why don't you bring the mare at midnight for a little test run?" 
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Well, Jack and the Doc they made a plan of their own, 
They went to Rufus Calef for another blue roan; 
They switched 'em in the darkness and they beat those boys tame, 
Out of five hundred dollars at their own slick game. 

The California Mare would make a racin' man smile, 
She held the world's record for the quarter mile; 
She'd storm down the track kickin' mighty high and wide, 
Throw some dust in their eyes, and then she'd run away and hide. 

Now you've heard the story of the Doc and the Roan, 
Maybe you'd like to tell a little tale of your own, 
About Stewball or Tenbrooks, or the Tennessee Stud; 
I'd like to tell you more of this'n, and I would if I could. 
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Jake the Joker 

ThL litt]e ver. e i about a fel1ow named Jake Cline - we]], two fellow named 
Jake line - who lived in angamon Town hip long before my time. My grandfa
ther, ble Porter Heath, toJd me ome torie about them. According to him, the 
dummy-lowering prank in the folJowing ver. e took place near the Ingram Cemetery 
on Graham's Hill. Th Cherry family lived several mile. north of there, ju t outh of 
the fir t bend of the road outh of the current building on the Hammer mith Farm. 
When I wa growing up on th Hammer rnith farm the halJow water well wa till in 
the outh pasture. I used to Jie down and. hield my eye o I could see to the water 
be]ow and identify alamanders, frogs, and dead animals that had fa11en in. When the 
hou e wa till in the outhem locati n the farm wa known a the Al Lord place. 
There wa a vineyard, and people came from con iderable di tances to get grape and 
wine. When a new hou e wa built in the later location, the farm wa at fir t ca11ed 
the Jim Ca tor place. Ca tor built the ea t pa1t of the hou e and John Fi her built the 
re t. Still later it wa called the Hammer mith Farm. A grand on of George Men
acher i living there now, with his family, in a new house, approximately where the 
old corncrib toad. 

When the Chen-y family lived on the Hammersmith Farm, one of the boy , John, 
pa sed a little too regularly by the Ingram Cemetery with his hor e and buggy, late at 
night, on the way to and from taking his girl friend out in a buggy (perhap he lived 
in White Heath?). Thi regularity gave a man called Black Jake Cline the 
opportunity to give the young Cherry boy an unexpected thrill. 
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The Old Sangamon Jokes 

There are few who recall the old Sangamon joke 
Like the night Jake Cline climbed a big white oak 
He was lowering a dummy by the cemetery 
And calling in a sepulchral voice, "John Cherryl" 

They stopped at the Devil's Elbow, 
By the big horseshoe bend in the Sangamon; 
They built their village and watched it grow, 
And the early travelers named it in fun 

When they stopped at the inn and saw them set 
The skillets down for the hounds to lick. 
And so badly frightened that poor young man 
That he never passed by there at night again. 

Jake could play practical jokes by the dozens 
He once took the tools of his quarrying cousins 
When the boys were lunching one summer day 
He tossed them in bushes some distance away. 

Later when Jake happened to come on the scene 
While the mystified cousins were searching in vain. 
For a price he offered to witch with a twig 
And, sure enough, he recovered the rig! 

But Jake's crazy pranks were not always wise 
Like the time that Bil1 Greeno's wife had sore eyes 
And Black Jake was convinced they would "clear up straight" 
If they'd been packed in corrosive sublimate! 
(The wife apparently tried that, and came perilously close to being blinded!) 

There was Black Jake and White Jake too, you know 
It happened there were two Jake Clines, and so 
Since one had dark hair and the other one light 
They were always distinguished as Black and White. 

A rare occasion it must have been 
In those days of individual men 
To confuse a pair that walked just the same 
Or had the same face or had the same name. 
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Tales and Events from the Lives of Families 

Ezra Cline" ... was born in Ohio in an early day, and came to Piatt County in 
1839. In 1854 he was married to Mrs. Eliza (Williams) Ater, and they had five 
children to attain to maturity, namely: John T., Jacob C., Sarepta C., Joseph D., and 
Mary M. Mr. Cline died in 1877." (Reference 31). 

Was Jacob C. the original Black Jake Cline? Or perhaps White Jake? Or 
neither? The sister named right after him had a wonderful old-time name, so 
dramatically different from that of her sister! She also had a namesake in Sarepta 
Ward, daughter of Dr. Christopher Ward (Reference 25, p. 329), whose father was 
one of the earliest physicians in Piatt County. The nature of Dr. Ward's life's work is 
dramatically pictured in this partial account from Shonkwiler's biography: 

"He arrived in Monticello with his young family in the year 1845, and before he 
had had time to unload his few household goods he was called upon to visit 
professionally one of the citizens who was dangerously ill, and from that time until 
he was finally compelled, in 1870, to relinquish his practice, by the premonitions of 
heart disease, he never knew what it was to rest from his labors. Through sunshine 
and storm, daylight and dark, summer and winter, he was always ready to go in 
answer to the cry of distress. At the time of his location in Monticello the county and 
town was but sparsely inhabited, and he was the only practicing physician in the 
county. His practice for years afterward extended from Sadorus Grove on the east to 
Friends Creek on the west, from Mackville in the south to Mahomet in the north; or, 
in other words, about fifteen miles in all directions from Monticello. Such was the 
urgency and frequency of his calls, that repeatedly he was compelled to get what 
little slumber he could while riding horseback over the then trackless prairies from 
one lone cabin to another .... " 

Emma Piatt (Reference 25: p. 5762-573) and Francis Shonkwiler (Reference 29: 
p. 764) had biographical notes (p. 572-573) about some of the Clines, from which I 
have exceipted the following: 

John Cline moved to Sangamon Township in 1838 from Pickaway County, 
Ohio, where he had married Letitia Curry. His father, Jacob Cline, and several 
brothers and sisters, came out the spring of the same year. John first settled about one 
mile from White Heath; at the time of his death in 1860 he owned 700 acres. John 
and Letitia had five children: Dr. F. H., Josephine, Mary A., Sarah, and Dr. Jeptha. 
His son, John Cline, married Matilda Knott and had six children. Another son, J. H. 
Cline, married Josephine Knott (daughter of A. B. Knott) and had four children. 
Ezra Cline married Mell Knott (p.572, Reference 11) and lived a mile northeast of 
White Heath. They had two children, Cora Alma and Ola Annis. Ezra owned sixty 
acres of land and was described as the last of the family to have an interest in the 
Cline farm. Multiple families of both Clines and Knotts moved into Sangamon 
Township, and obviously the two sets of fami1ies became intertwined by multiple 
marriages. 
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"Mrs. Cline [evidently the widow of Ezra's father, John Cline, deceased in 1860] 
was married to Wm. Curl in 1869. His first wife died, leaving five children .... In 
speaking of her early life in the county, [this Mrs. CJine] remarked that the log cabin 
into which they moved had a stick chimney, so old and worn out that the dogs could 
crawl in at either side, and that the doors of the house were made of clapboards. 
They made molasses from watermelons and beets, and made muskmelon butter. She 
remembers that the deer, and especially the timber-wolves, were quite plenty when 
she first came to the county. One of Mr. Wm. Wright's children was lost, and they 
supposed it was eaten by the timber-wolves. The child followed a pet deer off. 
Some bones were afterward found which were supposed to be those of the child." 

In the Vernacular of a Traveling Man 

Once, long ago, I imagined I met a traveling man who said he'd like to live out 
in the country if there just weren't so many backward people already living there. In 
my fantasy he sat up there on his horse, the same as in the actual Arkansas Traveler, 
called me "Friend," and asked me a whole lot of questions. I was neither playing nor 
singing the tune to The Arkansas Traveler, as they used to do a long time ago when 
The Arkansas Traveler was given as a performance (more modem folks may 
remember it as the tune used for years to advertise the soft drink called Grapette!). 
But in my musing I tried to answer the stranger's questions in the way the fiddling 
Arkansas farmer answered the traveler that came to his cabin; and in the way, 
perhaps, that just about any canny Lick Skillet boy might have responded to a 
stranger, considered, rightly or wrongly, to be a bit pompous and presumptuous. 

Hi, there, Friend! What's your name? 

Puddin' Tame! Ask me again and I'll tell you the same!" 

Come on, Friend! All I wanted to know is what people call you. 

John Brown! Ask me again, and I'll knock you down!" 

All right, then. Where do you hail from? 

Halfway between Greasy Point and Pepper Hill 
I pick up mail at White Heath and go to church at Centerville. 

How far are those first two places from here? 

About three freckles past a hair. 

How long does it take you to get from one to the other? 

Just three shakes of a dead lamb's tail. 
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How do you do your traveling around here? 

Shank's Mare. 

Have you lived here all your life? 

Not yet. 

Well, Friend, what do you think the people of this region regard as their main 
purpose in life? 

Sangamon against the world! 

Well -- I give up! Let's try something different. Do you think it's going to rain? 

It'll be a long dry spell if it don't! 

Do you think the rain'll hurt the rhubarb? 

You mean, as the feller says, a goose-drownder? 

Well ... 

A well' s a hole in the ground! 
Too deep.for a shallow mind! 

Hey! That wasn't very polite! 

Hay is for horses. Straw is cheaper; and grass is free! 

Where were you born and raised, friend - in a shack somewhere, I suppose, with the 
door hanging open? 

No, sir, I was born on a hill where the door swung shut. 

Do you have lots of relatives living around here? 

All of 'em, I reckon. 

And how many is that? 

How many pancakes does it take to shingle a doghouse? 

You are a difficult fel1ow. What, pray tel1, is that thing you're carrying? 
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Som.ethin' I picked up at the White Heath General Store 

Well, what did you buy it for? 

Fifty cents. 

I mean, what did you want it for? 

Cat for, to make kitten britches. 

Are you aware that it is very difficult to converse with you? 

Well, Stranger, maybe that's because your back wheels are turnin 'forward. 

Perhaps we can change the subject. What do you think that is, coming up the road? 

I don't know, but I hope somebody steps on it before it multiplies. 

Well, maybe we can get it to join in our conversation. 

It might be better jes' to faller it down the road and see what it eats. 

There seems to be something wrong with it. What do you think? 

In the vernacular of the common man, I'd say it's beenfollerin' hardtails too long. 
But I reckon it appears to be properly cornfed. 

I think I've had just about enough of your strange sayings. 

Yeah! Enough to frost the you-know-whats off a brass monkey! 

But, listen, Stranger, did you ever hear the story about Doc Wilson's dog chasin' that 
three-legged cat down there by the river bottom behind John Valentine's place? Stan 
Mackey told me one time he was ridin' a horse down to the river there to see if he 
could spot an old fox that kept co min' up around the house loo kin' for food. He said 
that all of a sudden Doc Wilson's dog come a-flyin' out-a the woods chasin' that ole 
three-legged cat, and that cat was a-go in' so fast it slammed under the fence and 
then just coasted all the way to the top of a great big old white oak tree. And John 
Valentine was down there the whole time, a-settin' on a wood pile halfway up the 
lane, waitin' to get that fox. And the fox went right around past where he was a
settin' and John didn't even get a shot at him. Now whaddya think of that? 

Friend, I don't think anything at all of that. I just give up. Goodbye. 

Sangamon against the world! 
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Skillet Hill and Greasy Point 

For those who don't speak the language of Skillet Hill, Shank's Mare means 
"traveling on foot." On that account Orville Frye, one of the longest-legged 
individuals in Sangamon Township, was nicknamed Shank (or Shanks). 

Greasy Point has been identified in Emma Piatt's account of Mr. Wilson F. Cox 
(Reference 25, p. 267) as being four miles southwest of Mahomet. Where Pepper Hill 
may be is another question, but in the right circumstances my father used to give the 
above answer that includes both localities. And, as I learned belatedly, it just so 
happens that our farm was about halfway between Ski1let Hill and Greasy Point! 

Six White Heath Stories 

A little ways east of White Heath there lived a farmer named James Reid. Mr. 
Reid was sufficiently proper in his ways that he was often referred to as Gentleman 
Jim Reid. He sometimes hired "migrant" Kentuckians to help him out around his 
farm. Once he told this story on himself. A certain young Kentuckian working for 
him one day hitched the tugs (traces) on the horses to the doubletree- thus tightly to 
the wagon -- before he fastened the neck yoke to the hames on the horses' collars and 
placed the tongue of the wagon into the center ring on the neck yoke. This meant the 
wagon tongue was lying on the ground between the horses, free to whip back and 
forth and strike the horses' legs should they become alarmed and suddenly lunge 
forward. If the tip of the wagon tongue got caught in the dirt, the wagon could even 
be tipped over. Moreover, with the wagon tongue not attached to the neck yoke the 
wagon would be free to roll forward against the horses. In the days when every 
vehicle was pulled by horses, everyone knew you always hitch up the neck yoke 
before fastening the tugs to the doubletree. 

Mr. Reid saw what was happening and, alarmed, he ran to rig the neck yoke, 
while he was scolding the Kentuckian rather severely, "Cory, you can't hitch up the 
tugs before you hitch up the neck yoke! You'll have that team running off and 
crippling themselves! You Kentuckians seem to do everything backward! How can 
you grow up without learning how to do things right?! What in the world do you do 
while you're down there?! How do you spend your time?!" 

The Kentuckian kept on quietly putting things together. Finally he said, "Aww, 
Mr. Reid," and he shifted his tobacco cud and spit off into the distance, "We don't do 
much o' nuthin', 'cept hunt n' court." 

Mr. Reid stared at the Kentuckian for a few seconds, and then he said, "What do 
you hunt?" 

Cory shifted his cud again, grinned a little, and said, "Somethin' to court." 

Not all Kentuckians are the same. I don't suppose that all of them have a sense 
of humor as clever as that of Jim Reid's hired man. One Kentuckian who became a 
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hero to virtually everyone in Sangamon Township was Ecus Vaughn, who lived in 
White Heath but worked for his half-brother on a farm near Monticello. When I was 
ten years old, I remember clearly how important the Illinois State Com Husking 
Contest was to my whole family. Every fall we would cluster around the radio, 
listening carefully to the ears of com shucked by the different competitors as they hit 
the tall backboards or bangboards on the side of the shucking wagons away from the 
fellow shucking the corn, somewhere in the state of Illinois, wherever the 
competitions happened to be going on. We always hoped the locals in the contests 
would be hitting the backboards faster than anyone else. According to the 
Bloomington Pantagraph, in the fall of 1939 there were 90,000 people in attendance 
at the state finals in Danville. That same year just about every person in Sangamon 
Township was exhilarated when Ecus, whom everyone around White Heath called 
"Eck," became the state champion corn husker. Eck was a good-looking, strongly
constructed fellow with dark hair, who later opened a small feed and fertilizer store 
just around the corner from Clint Vinson's ice cream parlor and pool hall. He never 
stopped being a hero to me, perhaps because it was definitely one of my ambitions to 
some day be the state champion com husker. I used to slip around on special little 
side trips whenever my family was in White Heath, trying just to get another look at 
Eck, the state champion. Unfortunately for my aspirations, the husking contests lost 
favor as mechanical com pickers became increasingly abundant. My interest in 
becoming the state champion com husker also eventually subsided. 

*** 

In White Heath, for betting purposes, it was agreed, among those gentlemen who 
commonly passed the time on the bench under the corrugated iron shade in front of 
Clint Vinson's ice cream parlor and pool hall, that 14 drops on a brick in the middle 
of the street constituted a rain. 

*** 

It was those same gentlemen who stayed a little late one day in order to welcome 
back to White Heath, with smirks and gleeful calls, two young fellows who came 
ambling unsuspectingly down the middle of the street in late afternoon. It seems 
these two fellows had obtained permission to climb into a somewhat distant farmer's 
hay loft, ostensibly to "catch some pigeons." Some time later the farmer found the 
four of them in the all-together with two of those pigeons about their same age, and 
not surprising that farmer made a quick trip to White Heath, just to set the stage for 
their mortification. And he did! 

*** 

Someone sitting on the bench under the front shade of Clint Vinson's store told 
the story of seeing Noble Porter Heath and Joe Ambrose sitting close together and 
talking - or trying to talk. Both gentlemen were well along in years, and hard of 
hearing, and each had the out-of-style form of bearing aid that rested in the shirt 
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p cket with a wire rnnning up to the ear. According to the ob erver, oble wa 
ha ing a difficult time getting through to Joe. Whatever oble said, Joe would look 
puzzled and hake hi head and say, "Hunh?" or "What?" oble kept peaking 
louder and more clearly, to no avail. Finally oble leaned quickly over and turned up 
the volume dial on Joe' hirt pocket hearing aid. Then he aid, "Why in the world 
don't you turn up your hearing aid?!" Joe. hot right back, "I'll have you know the e 
batte1ie cost money!" 

At farnily get-together and dinner , at oble Heath's hou e, whenever from 
oble's point of view the con ersation began to turn. tale, he would reach up to hi 

shirt pocket and carefully turn the dial down on his hearing aid. Perhaps not 
urpri ingly, the u ual effect of that fairly obviou act wa to cau e the conver ation 

of the dinner gue t to wander off, die down, and ometime tutter to a complete 
top for a while. 

Vic Ambrose 
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The La t Supper in the Old Church 

ina Harper, whom I knew all my life until he died in 1970 ( he wa born 
January 18, 1885). ina gave me a copy of thi ver e in 1961, 60 year after he 
wrote it on June 16, 1901. Later I added two pecial ver e and the choru e , and I 
changed the word s]ightly o that the song can be sung to the tune of Paddy Works 
on the Erie. I tap -recorded it with a frailing accompaniment on my five- tring 
banjo, and I ent a copy of the tape to Centerville for the Centennial Celebration of 
the Methodi t Church there. The report I got back wa that, when the tape wa 
played, ina was both tickled and somewhat embarrassed, and at fir t claimed that 
he didn't remember writing the ong. That wa probably only while the fir t two 
er e and the choru were being ung, and then Nina almo t immediately knew 

exactly what wa involved. I wa especially plea ed to hear that one of her mu ical 
grandchildren carried off the tape. 

ina Harper's Song 
For Centerville and Celebration at the Methodist Church 

Come, al1 you lad and ladies fair 
I'll take old Dean McCartney's dare 
And ing for you a rou ing ong 
Written in nineteen aught and one. 

The last upper in this old church 
Wa the title given to thi old ver e 
Li ten and remember what you've heard 
At the end I'll tell you who wrote the words. 

Choru 

FiddJe - dee - riddle - dee - fiddle - dee - rill 
Thi ver e wa written on Ski1let Hill 
Fiddle - dee - riddle - dee - fiddle - dee - rill 
In the good old town of Centerville. 

To the little town of Centerville 
There came a lad whose name was Gil 
Gil Malone and Samuel Mac 
A-drivin' so fa t their buggy wheels cracked. 

Then came Jim Welch and Oti url 
Each bent on eein' hi be t girl 
Their act that night were . o absurd 
The girl thought they were crazy birds. 
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Art Smith and Jim Hickman with smiles so sweet 
And candy bananas the gang to treat 
But if the next morning their pockets were light 
The money got back to the church all right. 

The White Heath boys were there that night 
The noise gave them an awful fright 
No noise would be heard in their town they say 
If a festive occasion should happen that way. 

Not many of the Argo boys were there 
It's a damed good thing, t'would have turned their hair 
From brown, red, and black to silvery gray 
Before the end of that fateful day. 

Then came the Elsea's, one, two, three 
And Dorie Sprinkle, and let me see --
There was Calvin Swisher and Hunter Groomes 
No one expected to see them so soon. 

There was John McKinley and Andy Grove 
And just about then the crowd did rove 
Outside where the fights got underway 
And they did not end till the break of day. 

While some boys fought the others swore 
And others fired at the stars galore 
And such a racket you'd never hear 
It did not end till the dawn was near. 

On Sunday morning and hardly then 
I can't describe it with tongue or pen 
So the next time come and see for yourself 
How the Centerville society is taking the pelf. 

There was Edwin Castor and Thomas Groomes 
And all over town their voices boomed 
And Winifred Groomes and others were there 
And Frankie Primmer, I do declare. 

With old Pete Castor and Allen Cline 
And Albert Evans on down the line 
There was Roy Grove and Elmer Smith 
And now do you think my tale is a myth? 
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The very next morning came Squire Curl 
Not bent on seeing his best girl! 
But a-lecturin' the boys on all their sins 
And a-tellin' them they'd better not do it again. 

He prohibited suppers in CenterviJle town 
'Cause the boys had given them such renown 
By drinking and swearing and fighting to kill 
And drunk-driving buggies down very steep hills. 

Now I'm not espousing the bad boys' cause 
But I think it's proper to add one clause 
This gent whose name I've just revealed 
Was scarcely the one to make the appeal. 

If you find my poem out of rhyme 
You'll have to excuse me this one time 
I wrote it all between eight and nine 
On a Sunday evening of a long ago time. 

But, boys, please take this advice you'll hear 
Leave off your bad habits and quit drinking beer 
I'm tired of berating my fellow man 
So I'll end this verse with "Don't do it again!" 

Chorus 

Fiddle - dee - riddle - dee - fiddle - dee - rill 
This verse was written on Skillet Hill 
Fiddle - dee - riddle - dee - fiddle - dee -rill 

By Nina Evans of Centerville! 
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Nina's Letter 

On Saturday, May 9, 1970, Nina Harper wrote me as follows: 

Dear Richard: 

Thank you very much for the tape rendition of my silly girl-hood days. It 
afforded a lot of amusement among the later generation of my friends. I can think of 
only three or four of those people mentioned who are still alive and the events were 
real. 

I enjoyed hearing your voice and am sorry I did not write sooner, but I could find 
no tape recorder that it would fit until last Sunday night. My grandson (Glen's boy), 
who teaches music, brought his home from Lloyds in Champaign. 

We were having a family nite social at the church and after playing it at home 
took it up there where the folks seemed to enjoy it. Now Don wants to have a record 
made of it and several want one, more for curiosity, I think. Now my family who 
were not there want it played at our Mother's Day get-together this Sunday at home. 

Maybe you know of Clint's passing away Feb. 20 from a heart attack. I will 
send you a clipping and obituary anyhow. We had a long life together and celebrated 
our 65 anniv. on Jan 18 this year which all enjoyed; 125 were present on a stormy 
afternoon and one of the largest crowds I have seen attended his funeral in Feb. 

We had a memorial fund of $658 which we are spending on the Church. We 
have installed a public address system in the Church and Community Hall and 
rebound the first bible that we bought and have $100 left for a new porch at the South 
door when the men get time to build it. 

We have a fine bunch of men of Glenn's generation who are carrying on the 
work here and have an average attendance of 50 or 60 every Sun. for preaching but 
not a very good attendance for Sunday School. I think the consolidation of the 
schools causes that, for they like to be with their schoolmates of Monticello, White 
Heath, and Mansfield. 

If you ever get down this way, stop in and see us! The older generations (such 
as me) are going fast & the younger ones (like you) are scattering. I have 3 
grandsons in the army (Bob's boys). One will be driving a rescue helicopter in 
Vietnam next year and one will be out in June. 

I have tried to find your address for several days and finally thought of Noel. He 
surely will have the street & number, there was none on the package. Thanks again 
for the tape. 

Always your friend 
Nina Harper 

P.S. (Sat. 9th
) 

That tune reminds me of a song of those olden years, "In the shade of the old 
apple tree." I don't suppose you have the words of it. I cannot find it among my 
keepsakes, but I'd like to remember it. 
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More Fact Than Fiction 

In her first letter to me, when she sent the poem, Nina said of her verse: "More 
fact than fiction." Any old Sangamonite will find that easy to believe. There's a 
good deal of the Lick Skillet spirit in her verse. The White Heath boys would have 
made no such noise -- that is, if they should be so lucky that a festive occasion should 
ever happen their way! And it would have turned the Argo boys' hair silvery gray! 
All of which goes to say that, within the Township of Sangamon, Centerville was 
hard to beat for a rip-roaring good time. 

Even though I didn't write this song, and I only modified it a bit, I feel a 
considerable pleasure about it, because Nina and I may have helped save it for other 
folks to enjoy. Nina made that possible when she sent it to me, and her 1970 letter 
suggests that her descendants and friends have ensured it. Perhaps some day it will 
find its way into a better place, such as a serious memorial volume about Sangamon 
Township or Piatt County. After all, it is as much a part of the history of the 
Centerville United Methodist Church as any of the more sedate passages we have all 
read in memorial essays. 

All who knew Nina Harper are aware that she was a definite force around 
Centerville, and I am proud to have been her friend. A member of the church for her 
entire life, she was one of the four women sometimes referred to as "charter 
members" (or oldest members) of the Centerville Church: for example: Nina Harper, 
Bertha Smith, Callie Valentine, and Merle Madden. Nina was in continuous 
attendance at the Centerville Methodist Church for 76 years, and Sunday School 
Superintendent in the Centerville church for many years. Her writing and her 
knowledge of history can be recognized in many of the "anonymous" documents 
about the history of Sangamon Township, especially those about the Centerville 
Church. She died 23 July 2007, 44 days after she wrote the letter quoted above. 

Caldwell Stories and Poems 

Anyone who was not an early inhabitant of Sangamon Township cannot easily 
appreciate the tremendous influence of two families: those of Rufus Calef and Alvin 
Lewis ("Deacon") Caldwell. These two families owned massive tracts of land 
(Reference 25; maps in References 5, 13) and large herds of cattle and horses, and as 
a result were the targets of intense and continuing attention from the other inhabitants 
of the township. 

"Two of Centerville's early and most prominent businessmen were Rufus Calef and 
Alvin Caldwell, who were engaged in the buying and shipping of cattle. These men 
drove their cattle on foot to Champaign, where they were shipped to Chicago. Each 
of these men acquired quite a large fortune in farm land." (References 1, 25). 

"The Calef' s were prominent farmers and cattle growers in the area, owning 2000 
acres of prairie land from where they lived in Galesville." (Reference 19). "There are 
some 2500 acres in the Calef place .... Horace [son of Rufus] remembers that at one 
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time there were 1900 head of cattle on the place, but is not positive whether this is 
the most that was ever on it ..... " (Reference 25). By 1940 the Caldwell's holdings 
had doubled, to around 2500 acres (after the Deacon Caldwell's death - Reference 
15), and those of the Calefs, in 1875, to nearly 4000 acres (map in References 13, 
16). For more information on Caldwell's, see pp. 29-31. 

Around Centerville, the vestiges of the attention paid to these large landholders 
seems to have been more intensely directed at the Caldwell's, whose land was near 
Centerville and on both sides of it. Part of the reason may also have been that Rufus 
and Jean Galt Caleflived earlier, dying in 1876 and 1877, whi]e Alvin and Mary 
Madden Caldwell lived more than a generation later, dying in 1903 and 1916, 
respectively. 

Because Alvin ("Deacon") Caldwell hired significant numbers of "outside" men 
and families to tend the Caldwell Jivestock and farm]ands, often from such "distant" 
places as the state of Kentucky, his operation was like a huge separate or "alien" 
business that was almost independent of the smaller farms in the township, the 
proprietors (individual owners and lessees) of which typically cooperated and 
socialized extensively with their various neighbors. It is not surprising that any 
unusual aspects of social structure that unfolded, as in the Caldwell family, would 
attract the attention of the rest of the township, and stimulate much speculation and 
gossip; or that poorly understood or mysterious events in the township would not 
only be suspected of involving the Caldwell's, but as well be repeated and 
embellished as parts of their history. 

There are several accounts of the Caldwells' important resurrection of the United 
Methodist Church in Centerville, which resulted in its becoming the social center of 
the northern parts of the township (e.g., References 21, 22, 24). My grandfather, 
Noble Porter Heath, told me some shreds of the story as follows: The old church at 
Centerville was deserted after Centerville waned, and the [Methodist Episcopal?] 
Conference finally gave the White Heath Church the power to sell the Centerville 
Church and use the proceeds for the White Heath Church. Noble Heath said that he 
and the others on the committee charged with this duty could not determine on which 
southwest comer the Centerville church was located on the Centerville map. As a 
result, he said, they "quit-claimed all southwest comers in Centerville." This, he 
remembered, caused some concern to John Grove who had a house east of C]int 
Harper's place and was worried that the title to his land would be muddied by this 
action. Eventually, in 1910, the Conference sold the church for $75 to a farmer 
named Herman Leishner. The Caldwell sisters and their mother heard of the sale and 
bought and restored the church, using, Noble reca1led, "the old frame of 14-inch 
hewn timbers that dated back to the 1860's or earlier." Noble said the sisters 
completed this work in 1911. 

"Mrs. Rufus Calef, an inva]id, donated one hundred dollars to buy a bel1 which 
she could hear at her sick bed two miles away. The bell is still ringing loud and clear 
on Sunday mornings yet today." (Reference 23) 

Until 1940, the Caldwel1 sisters guaranteed the preacher's salary and kept the 
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hur h in r pair. Then, oble Heath aid, it wa decided to be "be t for ociety" if 
th aldwell' no longer financed the church. The church wa o deeded a to 
become a Methodi t Church "at-large:' A more detailed account of mo t of the e 
circum tance can be found in Reference 24. 

Some of my "Caldwel1 ver e ," which follow here, were begun mor than 60 
year ago. They reflect my intere t -- sometime my a toni hment and intrigue -- as 
a child, and till later a faint nostalgia, re ulting from the ebbing away and e entual 
termination of the dramatic and influential aga of the Caldwell family and it 
operations in Sangamon township. The reader should realize that different ver e 
may reflect beha ior reported for different Caldwell's, in Sangamon Town hip only, 
and long ago. To be further explicit, I have heard or read no negative thing said 
about Grace and Laura, or their mother. Perhap it i not urpri ing that, in ome 
re. pect., the verses tel1 as much about me as about the Caldwell' . 

THE CALDWELLS 

Laura, Grace, Father and Mother Caldwell. 
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To a Landlord's Family, Deceased 

What mysterious quirks of genetic chance 
and peculiarities of circumstance 
have woven your history, 
Caldwells? 

A name so quickly borne to wealth, power, pride 
and then as quickly sickened, dwindled, died 
by what mystery, 
Caldwells? 

Sangamon's tale was yours when you were young 
your deeds and misdeeds pleasured every tongue 
before your song was sung, 
Caldwells. 

Your nameless tenants' scrawny broods were fed 
but countless savage oaths were also said 
ere you were dead, 
Caldwells. 

Your graves are weedy now, and headstones proud but few 
surrounded by the silent bones of those disdained by you 
before your day was through, 
Caldwells. 

Strangers or New Workers 

Uprooted Kentuckians, working by the month 
keeping their half-clothed skinny broods 
in unpainted shacks on Caldwell land, 
fighting with fists and knives and pitchforks 
on Caldwell's threshing runs, sometimes attending 
the Lick Skillet United Methodist Church. 

Until I looked separately and apprehensively 
into each of his two eyes I never could tell 
when I was holding out the collection plate 
whether the gaze of that cross-eyed father 
of a Kentucky pew-full staring at the plate 
or fixed upon one of my saucer-wide eyes. 
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The Salt Ritual 

Sometimes the Cadillac would glide silently 
past the white schoolhouse and pause below the hill, 
cross-wise before the closed gate to the woods. 
Moon-faced and palsied, the chauffeur would emerge, 
open the trunk and remove a bucket, 
spread a white substance on the ground 
beyond the gate. Once he was inside the Cadillac again, 
door closed, the horn would blast and blast. 

Within the echoing reverberations a rumble would begin 
from deep inside the forest, accompanied by a faint bellowing, 
both sounds expanding until a great sea of red half-wild cattle 
flowed from within the trees to scuffle and paw, 
lick the white substance; bulls fighting, copulating, 
calves bleating, seas of backs straining, streaming, 
swirling while all remained still and motionless 
inside the Cadillac: the black-shrouded shapes. 

("Keeps them salt-starved," Charlie Wright once snorted, 
but ten-year-old boys couldn't know.) 

I observed the ritual, crouched alone 
in a nearby culvert, my fenderless getaway bike 
leaning behind me, hidden from view, I prayed, 
my gaze transfixed, breath gone, eyes straining 
at the motionless cloth-covered dark shapes 
in the rear seat. Why did they not move? 
The chauffeur watched the cattle briefly 
then stared ahead, soft-billed cap set squarely 
on his thick head, pocked face jiggling gently, 
a'i I saw it repeatedly in church, seeming to disagree 
successfully with each of the preacher's declarations: 
there was no lightning. 

Trembling, weak-legged, miserably and gloriously 
alone and vulnerable, I watched across all the long 
minutes as the car remained motionless, 
black-shrouded figures facing the fighting, mating, 
pawing, pacing bulls. When finally the black hulk 
of the automobile eased across my hiding place 
I shrank into the dark wetness of the culvert, 
of my soul that even if its precise nature was hidden 
from my child's mind, this thing I was witnessing 
was somehow, salt notwithstanding,. 
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Barn Fire 

Phone jangling 
unfamiliar ring 
strange, insistent 
short bursts on the 
13-party line 
frightening the 
awakened child 

apprehensive, 
knowing 
the time also 
to be wrong 
after midnight: 

Central closes at ten. 

Receiver jerked from its cradle 
listening moments 
exclamations, 
running, then 
speeding departure, 
tires scrabbling 
on gravel 

headlights converging 
on glowing horizon 
barn at the Redhouse 
figures milling 
men shouting 
cattle bawling 

buckets passed 
to no avail 
showers of sparks 
sizzling into the 
great concrete 
livestock water tank 

then quiet 
no more hurrying 
disappearing glow 
silent slow drive 
homeward to bed 
alone again, something 
different, forever. 
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The Mary (Jones?) Mystery 

Why did she come to Sangamon at all? 
Everyone wondered. And from where? 
No one can know now, and when she came, 
even then only the two sisters and their mother 
could know which of many travels, and what tale 
with which Alvin (or so thought the neighbors) 

might have wooed her to this, brought her here? 
Whoever, however, someone picked a real one 
at least as much spunk as he had bargained for. 
Ladies of the neighborhood tried and tried, 
said my Grandma and Mella Seymour, 
but not one word could they, or even her son, 

across all those years, pry from her lips. 
Only a locked trunk filled with no one knows what -
mementos perhaps -- but except for the mystery 
of the unexplained photograph of the circus lady, 
all claimed by the only one with access at the end 
to be rotted beyond recognition. 

Perhaps she knew she was leaving behind 
a heritage less worthy than the one to be gained 
for the child with which she was heavy that rainy night 
when she stepped off the electric Interurban 
in Monticello and was whisked off to the County Poor Farm 
to birth the boy and wait for Grace and Laura and the chauffeur 

to carry her home, home to the farm of the years-dead Deacon, 
and to find Roy, some way, later, for mother and child, 
and the other farms, one for Roy and Mary, 
one for the boy next to it. 
small wonder that his pride eventually came to lie 
more with her than with you, Caldwells. 

And not so strange the family didn't forget, 
for the complement must have been just right. 
The rest, those legitimate, perhaps, the boy's one-half 
and one-fourth relatives, may have had too much 
of a twist of the Deacon's special traits, 
and a sterility, psychological or physiological. 
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Alvin died deranged, too soon, rumored to have been 
chained for a time in a cabin, spitting fury at his sister. 
His own rumored product, Sadie's baby, 
died at birth. Grace and Laura seem to have lived 
in either virginity or sterility, plain, 
straight, sometimes almost genderless, 

the only male they eventually knew 
Nick, the palsied chauffeur; 
Grace married him too late for heirs, 
when the Deacon finally was gone. 
But, not until she went, did Nick come to his final rewards, 
a fann of his own and the old black Cadillac. 

Brother John's eyes must have widened 
when Nick returned to the Tatman homestead. 
Perhaps the boy's burgeoning success, 
and efforts to emulate the Deacon, 
helped cause Nick to behave the father 
to John's illegitimate. 

Engram 

In my township once, there were no superhighways 
like that one slicing now across its middle, 
terminating country roads older than the surveys; 
no steady whine of tires, no roaring rattling 
engines then, through all the days and nights. 

Sometimes I could pause at dusk and listen 
to the rumble of a hundred tons of 
iron gray and coal black Percherons, 
stampeding across the great hedge-lined pastures 

West of the Redhouse on Caldwell land, 
south, two miles away. They were 
straight, uninterrupted, uncluttered miles 
of narrow, black, soft-silted county line road. 

In the White Heath Centennial volume (Reference 32) this note appears for 
December 13, 1957: "End of year long court battle over $450,000 estate of Laura 
Caldwell." The Piatt County Journal-Republican of 17 October 2007 noted in its "As 
Time Goes By" column that: "The L. Caldwell will has been contested. There is an 
estate of $385,000." 
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LILLIAN HEATH HAINES' S ACCOUNT OF THE 

EXTENSIONS OF CAMP CREEK CHURCH 

Introduction 

My great aunt, Lillian Heath Haines, was born November 14, 1881, and died 
July 17, 1939, six years after she wrote the following essay. She came close to 
serving as a surrogate mother to my own mother, after my grandmother died when 
my mother was five. Though I was only ten when Aunt Lillian died, I held her in 
high esteem, and viewed her with a kind of wonder. She seemed always to be telling 
me, even when she said nothing except by her actions and her poise, that there is 
something larger and finer out there in the world. When she went to the trouble of 
willing to me her modest collection of Indian artifacts, I regarded it as one of the 
most special gifts I had ever received. Long before I read her account of the Camp 
Creek Church, I sensed a special kinship with her, a special potential, perhaps, for 
using her life to help shape my own. 

As I was putting the materials together for this book, I read again Aunt Lillian's 
essay about the Camp Creek Church. It seemed to me that her writing style, her 
choices of anecdotes, and her thoroughness, honesty, and special flair in constructing 
the essay, reflect characteristics that all writers might wish to emulate. Over and 
over she reveals to the reader the personal and poetic features of her unusual mind. 
Her detailed, perceptive, and often first-hand account of the history of the Camp 
Creek Church, of the people and events that characterized its approximately 79 years 
of existence, is precisely appropriate to the topic of this book. It encapsulates the 
significance and romance of the old-time churches of this country as well as of those 
of the several other countries from which many of our early citizens came. For these 
various reasons, and because today it is difficult for interested people to locate and 
read Aunt Lillian's essay, or even know of its existence, I have included it here in its 
entirety. 

Following is a slightly altered portion of my 1991 description of Aunt Lillian in 
Mom's Story (Reference 5): 

Aunt Lillian was an uncommon woman, highly musical and somewhat literary
minded. She married late in life, and she hobnobbed with musicians and writers , 
from the universities in the area. She saved Indian relicts, and she planted three 
poplar trees, which she named Faith, Hope, and Charity, near the outdoor goldfish 
pond where she arranged her white-painted lawn furniture, and where she held stylish 
outdoor parties on pleasant summer afternoons. She liked antique furniture and 
elegant clothes, and she caused at least one child, a grand nephew who visited her 
home occasionally, to think of himself as something of a country bumpkin in her 
presence; to remember her as the lady who made sure that the "moons" at the bases 
of his fingernails were carefully and neatly exposed, lecturing him gently on the 
importance of this bit of personal toiletry. She disapproved mildly of reckless water
sp]ashing sprees around Uncle George's big partly covered concrete livestock tank; 
of her grand nephew galloping haphazardly through the trees near her garden parties 
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n n Je G orge' rarnbunctiou pony tallion, Bob; and, omewhat more eriou ly, 
oft o oung boy who tried to fry pregnant parrow egg. in her kitchen while. he 

as out. hopping. But Lillian wa gentle, re. rv d and elegant, and he in pi red 
more than a little awe in a lot of people. 

Ullian Heath 

The Heath Family: Back row - Porter Wilkin on, Lillian Heath, Noble Por
ter Bes ie Heath Snyder, Helen Wilkinson. Middle row - Will Wilkin on, 
Maida, Dan Snyder, Grandma Heath (Elizabeth Hevel), Heath Snyder, Eliza
beth Heath. Front row - Lil1ian Wilkinson, Jimmie Wilkinson, Jasper Wilkin
son, Fred Wilkin on, Mary Elizabeth Snyder 
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Reminiscences and Facts about the Camp Creek Church 
and Lillian Heath Haines 

We, the trustees of the Methodist Church, Located in White 
Heath, Ill., will sell at Public Auction 

Saturday, December 16, 1933, 
The Methodist Church Building 

Terms of Sale: Cash 

Thus wa') headed the last chapter of that old dignified building which has 
sheltered worshipping Methodists in the White Heath community for so many years. 

The first chapter began about 1854, long years before the village of White Heath 
had been thought of, when pioneer Methodists began the construction of a church 
building in the center of a prosperous farming community, a mile south of White 
Heath. Because it was close to the little stream which meanders through the country 
here on its way to the Sangamon River, it was called Camp Creek Church. It is 
probable that the church was a continuation of the endeavors of Peter Cartwright and 
his successors who preached in the little log school house a mile south on the very 
banks of Camp Creek, but there are no available records to show whether this is true 
or not. 

Two years went by before the building was completed, most of the labor being 
volunteer, and the materials purchased having to be hauled long distances. The 
beams and many of the timbers were hand hewn, no doubt from the trees which grew 
on all sides. It was a rectangular building, rather barn-like, fifty-six feet long, thirty
eight feet wide with a twenty-two foot ceiling, and was on the Southwest comer of a 
cross roads, about fifty feet back, and facing East. It was a clearing which must have 
been used from the first as a cemetery, for there are stones there dating back to 1857. 
I do not know who owned the land, nor how it was dedicated to this use, but the old 
Teats homestead adjoined it on the south, and the Plaster place on the west. Around 
the cemetery and church yard was a board fence, in my youth, with a coal house and 
a gate which was almost never used, in the northeast comer. The building was 
lighted by four large windows on the north side, and the same number on the south, 
each window being composed of thirty-two small panes. The west end was blank, 
except for a small door opening into the attic near the peak of the roof, reached only 
by a ladder. There was a neighborhood scandal about this in the late 70' s or early 
80's, it being suspected as the smuggling place of something illicit by young men of 
none too savory reputations. In the front end of the building was a large double door 
which opened into a smal1 vestibule, this in tum having two sma11er doors which 
opened on the two long inside aisles. One wonders if this was the cause or the effect 
of the separation of the sexes as they sat in service, for the women usually sat on the 
right hand side, while the men turned to the left. It must have taken a lot of courage 
for a young man to escort his best girl to church in those days. Over this outside 
double door, enclosed with the door in a wide wooden frame, was a rectangular glass 
transom, the only adornment on the building. Along the middle of each side wall 
extended a chimney, a space being allowed in the seating arrangements for two huge 
stoves. 
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The interior of the church was as simple and austere as the outside. Against the 
middle of the west wall was the platform raised one step, on which was a smaller 
platform, three steps high, and on this were placed a simple pulpit and two or three 
chairs, with plenty of room for a dozen more. Around this was the wide wooden 
altar which played such an important part in the mission of the sins of the 
conscientious pioneers who took their religion seriously. Along each side wall was a 
tier of seats, allowing for the stove, of course, and I remember well how cold that 
north wall was, when my small body was pushed up against it by six or eight other 
small bodies in a Sunday School class. The center of the auditorium was filled with 
another tier of seats, which were at least twice as long as those on the sides, but right 
down the middle of that tier was a partition further to separate the sheep from the 
goats. At either end of the pulpit platform were two or three short seats facing the 
preacher, and these were called the Amen corners. 

This was the completed building. Not a curve, not an unnecessary line, 
everything at right angles, even the backs of the seats were almost, if not quite at 
right angles. 

Let in to the front fence was a large stile, over which all foot traffic passed, and 
this was the center of romance and adventure for me as a child. There goodbyes 
were said; compliments exchanged; hands furtively or openly squeezed; dates made 
and broken; invitations to dinner given and accepted; women and children were 
helped into the farm wagons or spring wagons, and later into carriages and buggies, 
which drove up alongside. Sunday dinners always waited while the neighbors visited 
on their leisurely way out to the stile, for this was the big social event of the week. 
Unfortunately the men, either because of their fondness for food, or because of being 
able to exchange news with fewer words, were always unhitching the horses from the 
long hitch racks across the road and driving impatiently up to the stile before the 
women were half through visiting. How sorry I always felt for these "early leavers," 
how I hoped that father would be the last to drive up. A few young bloods would 
come horseback and were, I think, much envied by ail those boys not quite old 
enough to leave the family circle, according to mother's point of view, and too old to 
stay in, according to their own. One minister, Rev. Burkett, objected strenuously to 
this Sunday visiting, fearing that his sermon would be forgotten. Needless to say, he 
was not as popular as some ministers were. 

One family, in my childhood, usuaily came in a big farm wagon, for no spring 
wagon could hold the ten children, father, mother, and several others who made up 
the household. But that family, entire, was always there so that it would not have 
seemed like Sunday without them. Those children like the rest of us, were brought 
up in the straight and narrow, as few families are now. One of the younger boys of 
that large family brings his own children almost as regularly to the M.E. Church in 
Monticello. His father, Philip Conard, was Sunday School superintendent for a while, 
and his mother found time to do all sorts of church work besides rearing her own 
family. Two of her children are or have been in foreign missionary work. 

One day while standing on the stile I saw what might have been a tragedy. Mr. 
McCann, having driven up to the stile and loaded his family into the spring wagon, 
with his wife alone on the back seat, drove off with a flourish as impatient, perhaps, 
as his horses were. The sudden jerk and the quick turn to the right combined to 
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throw the back seat, Mrs. McCann, and all off the wagon and onto the dusty road. 
The spectators gasped with horror, but after the spirited horses had been checked and 
turned back, and tender hands had lifted up the lost lady, it was found that no bones 
were broken, and only a few bruises sustained. 

Another incident which the old timers will remember occurred a few years later. 
This time we were among the first to leave, and as we were well along the first mile, 
we heard that unmistakable commotion behind us which meant a runaway team of 
horses. Father promptly pulled our Doc and Joe off the road and into the fence, just 
as the Mitchell team and spring wagon dashed past. I think Milt was driving, or 
perhaps it was Ben, or more probably an older brother Homer, but anyway their sister 
Mattie had become frightened and had jumped. Her skirts had caught on the step, 
and there she hung helpless until the plunging horses could be stopped. She was not 
hurt, but how she escaped being crushed, I do not know, for after the first glance I 
hid my face. Never shall I forget the sermon father preached about sitting tight and 
staying with the driver. If in later years I have seemed occasionally to have 
disobeyed that advice, it was without my volition. 

But to return to the church. The earliest record, that of 1873, shows the 
following names of pioneers who were on the probation list, and who attended 
services there, some of them no doubt having helped in the building: Martha Plast, 
Mary J. Norris, Hiram Bowle, Selina McCabe, Mary Meacham, Melissa Ferrill, 
Louisa Ellen Rodgers, John Perkins, Rachel Holderman, Gettus Bowdre, Jacob 
Higbee, Emma Higbee, Frances Bond and George Teats. Other names were added to 
the list as the years went on. Some of them follow: 1875, David Fosnaugh, Theodore 
Fosnaugh, Joseph Valentine; 1884, Anna Flynn, Mary Cramer, James Paris, Moses 
Hickman, Carrie Cox, Henry Trotter; 1885, Lulu Conard, Luther Cox; 1886, Emily 
Branch, Mattie Foust, Bessie Heath, Sarah Dooley, Maude Higbee, Florence Tippett, 
Esther Coon; 1887, Ed Flannigan, Noble Heath, Clint Tippett, Emma Hart, Anna 
Creviston, Ollie Smock, Sallie Harris, Elizabeth Branch, Chas. Mccann, Aaron 
Stevenson, Nettie Gray, John Ryan, Homer Shaw, Jessie Hardwick, Bert Bowdre, 
Wm. Durham, Susie Durham, Porter Lacey; 1891, Robert Trimble, Wm. Benson, 
Harry Fell, Frank Conard, Ed Kincaid, Luella Bond, Lizzie Primmer, Lillian Heath, 
Ora Heath. 

In addition to these records are the so-called "Clalis Records" which contain the 
names of the older members of the church and congregation. Following are a few of 
them: 1872, Wm. Ridgley, Louisa Ridgley, Samuel and Jane Plaster, Calvin and Liza 
Hart, Wm. and Elizabeth McCann, Samuel and Melissa Suver,.Nancy Adkins, Daniel 
and Mary Norris, Mathias and Mary Teats, Sarah Jimison, Joseph and Martha Bly, 
Susan Hickman, Porter and Elizabeth Heath, Helen, Jane and Fannie Heath, John 
Hughes, Esq., Ella Bond, Fannie Coon, Addison Coon, Algeretta Wrench. Later 
these names were added: Ada Heath, Ella McCann, Jesse and Jane Bushee, Henry L. 
Timmons, Leonia Hart, Viola Bowdre, Barbara Teats, Susan Storms, B. Ellsworth 
Du Vall, C. S. and Eva McCurry, Peter and Minerva Primmer, Gussie Smock, Chas. 
Bachert. 

Good old substantial names, these, and I am sure that just to read them will bring 
many memories to some of my readers. 

Some marriages recorded in these early records are: Thomas Mounce and 
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Angeline Webster, 1877; John Loney and Jane Gray, 1887; Harford Bowdre and 
Carrie Cox, Sept. 21, 1890; Jerry Purcell and Minnie Cline, Dec. 25, 1890. 

I find in these records, this remark written by Rev. J. A. Burks in 1883: "A good 
revival at Camp Creek with 18 accessions. A peculiar experience at the baptism of 
Philip Conard and his children on July 27." The incident is not given but I have 
heard it told many times. Mr. Conard' s family at that time included several sons and 
one baby daughter, Sarah, and the entire family was baptized by immersion in Camp 
Creek. The little daughter was the last to receive the rite, and when the minister took 
her in his arms, the oldest son became very much excited, and tried both by force and 
by forcible words to restrain his father and the minister from immersing the baby. 
The incident must have made quite an impression to have been placed upon the 
historical record. 

Another quotation from this record "A. E. McClintock was sent to this work, but 
being too fine-haired to live at Centerville was notified to quit. Centerville was then 
cut off to Mansfield for which thank the Lord and the Elder. The preacher, but a boy 
in experience, was not of much account, and left the circuit and the work to the care 
of the Lord, Oct. 1, 1878." One wonders who wrote these caustic words. 

Another quotation: "M. B. McFadden was sent to the Centerville circuit, Sept. 
22, 1873. Had two revivals, Camp Creek and Seymour, took in 40 on Probation. 
Received salary $700, raised $83 benevolent collection." Another: "No special 
service, owing to unfavorable seasons and roads. Peace in all the charge, a great lack 
of Spirituality and of Methodist reading matter." This might be dated 1935, but the 
date reads 1877. 

1882: "No special services held at Camp Creek where our church building was 
out of repair all winter. This year it has been thoroughly repaired at a cost of $580." 

1887, E. M. Jeffers: "At Camp Creek the congregation small and the house large, 
but there was hope for better things." 

1888: "E. M. Jeffers returned. In Nov. the Prairie Chapel School House was 
taken up, and in March and April a protracted meeting was held which resulted in 25 
accessions." 

1890: "D. C. Burkett was appointed, and a church was built at Prairie Chapel." 
1891: "Circuit divided., Seymour and Bondville composing a charge, and Camp 

Creek, Prairie Chapel and Lodge formed into a circuit called White Heath, and James 
Muirhead appointed to it." 

This Rev. Muirhead, a native of Scotland, was a well educated man, a gentleman 
of the old school, a truly great soul, dearly loved by all who knew him. He had 
served this charge once before in 1879 to 1881, and when he came back the second 
time he was an old broken man, but something of his fineness, his unquenchable fire, 
his lofty aims, his culture entered my soul, and to this day his memory remains as a 
torch, lighting my way. Our place seemed to be headquarters for the ministers, and I 
am very grateful for the contacts thus made. It was a kind of education to become 
intimately acquainted with so many minds and lives, some big, some little, and I 
fancy that we began very young to detect the difference between the true, the sincere, 
the high-minded ones, and those made of baser clay. Rev. Muirhead stood at the top. 

Then there were Rev. and Mrs. Du Bois. In this case it was the lady who made 
the strong impression. She was a Bride, and as such was expected to accompany her 
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husband for the weekend. She was the first Bride I had ever seen, and my 
expectations were so keyed up that I was disappointed not to see a creation like an 
old-fashioned lace Valentine. Mrs. Du Bois is a widow now and lives in Paxton. 
She is a wonderful woman, but to me her personality will always spell "Bride." 

There was old Rev. Walden with the long white beard. I remember his going 
from the pulpit to the rear seats on his knees praying as he went in order to quiet the 
bad boys who were trying to break up the revival meeting. 

There was Rev. Tryon, who came back later to conduct the services for my 
father's funeral. If family legend is correct, he was in his younger days much 
enamored of the charms of my Aunt Helen, who later married Rev. Cumberland 
Tippett. I knew him well in his later years, and can congratulate my cousins on their 
mother's choice. 

There were Rev. Baughman, Rev. 01T, Rev. Jeffers, and others whose names are 
not to be found on the record. 

Children's Day in my time had become an established ceremony, and we 
children loved it, or at least the girls did. The many rehearsals before the gala day 
were like a series of parties, for school was out, and we saw little of each other 
except on Sundays. We would run out of doors whenever we could evade the long
suffering program committee, read the epitaphs on the gravestones or, looking at the 
red roses blooming so gaily here and there, imagine the blighted hopes they 
represented. Or we would gather white clover blossoms, and sitting in the tall grass, 
make daisy chains, or crowns. Knee deep in June we were, and not even excepting 
Christmas, it was the happiest time of year. The program was always on Sunday 
morning, the time when children were at their best, and was a time of great 
excitement, but it was always spoiled, from our point of view, by the minister, who 
rose at the close, and told at great length how the offering, which was about to be 
taken, would be applied to the education of young ministers. On one such occasion, 
when the program had been long, the day hot, the minister unusually long-winded, 
and dinner long overdue, my father made the announcement that he would donate 
fifty dollars to the cause, if they would educate these young preachers to quit when 
they were through. I think my mother never quite forgave him, nor lived down her 
embarrassment. It was on a lovely Children's Day that my father was laid tenderly 
under one of the trees he loved in the Monticello cemetery. It was the last one I 
remember as a child. 

There was always snow at Christmas time, and a full moon. Always. Don't let 
anyone talk you out of it. If you don't have the same recollection, your memories are 
not as pleasant as mine. We drove to the church on Christmas Eve in a big sled, 
partly filled with straw, with our laps covered with buffalo robes, and numerous 
horse blankets and comforters. I can still feel the sting of snow on my face, as the 
horses' hoofs threw it up into the sled, and the tingling in my nostrils from the clear 
cold air, and I can still see the beauty of the night. One Christmas Eve stands out 
beyond all the others. When we went into the church the front of it was filled with a 
huge evergreen tree which reached to the ceiling, as usual. The spicy odor of it went 
to your head as usual, but there hanging on the tree in a very conspicuous position, 
was something which obliterated all else from my senses. It was a Doll Piano, the 
first I had ever seen. I fell violently in love at first sight, and all my soul yearned for 
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possession. The first grief of my life came when they gave the piano to Claudia 
Henrie, and a pair of stockings to me. No doubt I had more in my stocking at home 
that night than the average child, but not then, or ever, did I have a toy piano. 

I never hear the old hymn, "God be with you till we meet again," but that it 
brings to my mind a picture of the farewell ceremony which the Sunday School held 
to say goodbye to Mr. Shaw, the father of Homer Shaw. He had been superintendent 
of the Sunday School and, with his family was about to leave for a new home in the 
west. I was too small to read the words of the song, but none too small to march with 
the rest, up one aisle across the front to shake hands with each member of the 
departing family, and down the other aisle, singing verse after verse, and quite 
openly and unashamedly wiping tears and flowing noses. Those were the day when, 
to be in good form, one need not restrain all emotion. 

Another vivid memory is of a Sunday when we had election of officers, with two 
candidates in the field for Superintendent, one being Mr. Wm. Ridgley, I think, and 
the other my beloved Aunt Helen. I don't know why it was necessary to use such a 
crude method of counting votes, but do know that Aunt Helen stood by the north 
stove and Mr. Ridgley by the south stove, and that everyone moved to the side of his 
choice. We small fry were the keenest to show our colors but I haven't the slightest 
recollection as to who won the election. The issue at stake, to my childish mind, was 
to stand fast to your party, regardless. This state of mind, I believe, has not entirely 
died out of the world. 

I remember, too, watching a certain young matron closely each Sunday, because 
I had overheard some one say that she, with most of the other young women, was 
wearing her corset entirely too tight. I rather expected to see that wasp waist grow 
smaller and smaller until the two halves of her body separated, otherwise what did 
they mean by too tight. Nothing ever came of all my trouble. The last time I saw her 
she was still intact and her waist, at least 36 inches. 

There was another young woman, a mother of three small children who was the 
only person I knew to say "diaper" instead of the less highly mentioned word in 
common usage [nappy? dydee?]. Fascinated, I used to watch her sing "Bring forth 
the royal diadem, etc., for I was sure the two words so similar in sound had some 
connection, and I wanted to be on hand if she was going to do anything about it. 

Then there was the elderly lady who was a famous cook, but not so keen on 
donations to the church, who, when solicited for pies, replied, "Oh, my dear, my pies 
are far too tender to be carried that far." And that makes me think that I can 
remember but one church supper in my childhood. That was an oyster supper, with 
the oysters arriving in flat rectangular little cans, little ova] crackers in a pine box, 
and real cream and butter from the generous farm baskets. The table was made by 
laying boards across the tops of the seat backs. It must have been decidedly 
inconvenient, serving and eating a meal in that primitive fashion. Perhaps that 
accounts for there being so much more piety in those days. 

An incident which happened long before my time is sti11 remembered, no doubt, 
by virtue of its having been told so often. A certain "Mother in Israel" who moved 
away from Illinois some fifty years ago, was elected Sunday School superintendent 
and having bought herself a new bonnet in order to grace that office, she received 
soon afterward an anonymous Jetter which accused her of being vain and "proud" 
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and of thinking more of her clothes than of her duties. No doubt it was the first new 
bonnet she had had for years, and I don't blame her a particle for feeling a resentment 
over having her pleasure in it spoiled in this way, but of course it wasn't reasonable 
for her to accuse Mr. Mathias Teats of being the writer. He was a quiet mild
mannered old gentleman rather more inclined toward meekness and good will toward 
men, than to writing vituperative letters. But so the situation was when the annual 
revival took place. The lady experienced a change of heart, and made an humble 
apology to the object of her wrath. Mr. Teats accepted the apology gracefully, I 
suppose, but remarked innocently that he couldn't understand why she had picked on 
him anyway. Whereupon she made spiteful reply, "Because I didn't know anybody 
else in the community mean enough to do it." It so often happens, even in these 
enlightened days, that the same old tongue accompanies a so-called change of heart. 

My mother was a charter member, and probably the president of the W.C.T.U. 
[Women's Christian Temperance Union] which flourished in a community where 
there was no other woman's organization of any description. There was a Loyal 
Temperance Legion for the children, and a Y.W.C.T.U. for the young people. This 
was familiarly known as the "Y" and was very popular for a number of years. For 
the young people, too, this was the only organization, and while its tenets had a 
lasting effect on some of its members, its greatest good perhaps, was the spirit of 
sociability and democratic comradeship which it fostered. Among the members were 
Will Benson, Chas. McCann, Bert Bowdre, Rob't Trimble, John Cox, Frank and 
Dora O'Briest, Amos and Arthur Conard, Lulu and Grace Conard, Ollie, Mattie, and 
Milton Mitchell, Bessie and Noble Heath, Florence and Clint Tippett, Grace Rankin, 
Leonia Hart, and many others, who sooner or later had their names on the roll. The 
programs were the sort that called out the latent talents of the young people, and 
many a duet did Chas. McCann sing with members of the fair sex, many an oratorical 
outburst did Clint Tippett utter. If the "Y" had not been allowed to die, perhaps the 
later near-church quarrel would have been avoided, for the difficulty seemed to be 
between the young men and the young women. The misunderstanding was not of 
long duration, but it left scars which no doubt are still remembered and felt, as all 
such troubles do. 

Gradually the older church members died or moved away, or perhaps 
relinquished their work, and in the early nineties, the young life of the church 
incJuded the folJowing: Hattie, Addie and Harry Fell, DelJa and Dwight Hubbart, Ora 
Heath, Frank and Katie O'Briest, Sarah, Frank and Clyde Conard, Solon and Joe 
Conard, Emma and Jim Hart, Payne and Mabel Heath, Letitia and Lizzie Primmer, 
Roy and NelJie Rankin, and of course others mentioned before. 

Miss Duncan came from the southern part of the county to teach Camp Creek 
school, and she injected new life into the church. An Epworth League was 
organized. New fangled methods were introduced, obsolete now, and the old time 
emotional religion began to calm down. 

By 1897 so many of the old families had gone that the fire almost died out. The 
Ridgleys, the McCanns, Payne and Sally Harris had moved to Monticello; the John 
Flanigans, and Wm. Branch's had gone to Champaign. The Plasters and Shaws had 
gone west, Cal Hart and family had moved to White Heath, but Mr. Hart still walked 
that Jong mile every Sunday in order to worship at the old familiar altar. Fina11y he 
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suggested that the building be moved to the village of White Heath, and he was so 
much in earnest that he offered to donate the ground on which it could stand. This 
move the official board decided to take, feeling that it was best for all concerned, and 
that upon it, depended the very life of the church. 

So it befell that in the late fall of 1897, the sturdy old building started across the 
fields on its journey to the new location in the eastern edge of White Heath. During 
the weeks and months that it was on skids, the congregation worshipped in Cline's 
Hall and late the next spring the church arrived at its new home. 

Dr. and Mrs. C. S. Davis were located in White Heath and they gave great 
assistance in re-arranging the interior and in re-organizing the work. The building 
faced the north now instead of the east, and when the alterations had been made, it 
looked less barn-like. A square room was partitioned off on the northwest corner for 
the children; the entrance door was changed from the center to the northeast comer 
and opened into a spacious hall, from which also rose a stairway to a balcony; and a 
belfry and bell were installed over the entrance. This arrangement, while ideal in 
some ways, proved a nuisance in others, for the balcony became the rendezvous of 
the frivolous, and the preacher found it hard to keep his attention off the general 
disturbance, and on his subject. This problem was solved by nailing shut the 
stairway. 

A parsonage was built soon after the church was moved, and its first occupants 
were Rev. and Mrs. W. N. Tobie, in 1899. For the first time Camp Creek Church, 
which had become White Heath M. E. Church, has a resident pastor. During the 
summer preceding this, however, Rev. R.H. Schuett had boarded with Cal Hart's, 
and made a most excellent pastor. Other ministers at this period were S. R. Reno, U. 
S. Johnston, R. B. Hubbart, and M. R. Palmer, after which we were served by student 
pastors. 

On March 28, 1904, a near cyclone came from the southwest, and removed the 
entire roof of the church, flooding the interior with the rain. The pastor and official 
board felt that this was the appointed time to rearrange again the interior. 
Consequently the whole south end was partitioned off for a Sunday School room and 
connected with the main room by large rolling doors. This left a square auditorium, 
with the entrance at the northeast corner from a tiny three cornered vestibule. The 
balcony and former Sunday School room were removed; a small platform was built 
across the southwest comer; and new seats were placed facing this platform. New 
chimneys were built and new stoves installed. Later this platform was enlarged and 
the seats replaced in accordance. 

Once more, a few years later, the roof was blown off, this time during Children's 
Day rehearsal, and once more some changes were made. A basement was dug, a 
furnace installed, the walls painted instead of papered, and a piano donated. 

During these years from 1897 to 1910 many changes took place in the personnel. 
Dr. Davis moved to Champaign, Cal Hart and Al Cade moved to Colorado, W. C. 
Hubbart moved to Monticello, Mrs. Helen Tippett passed away. New names appear 
on the record, and new faces appear in the congregation: D. W. Filer, Ralph, Herbert, 
Nettie Bradley, and Ethel Ridgley, Lizzie Crabbe, Ole Oleson's family, Mrs. Maria 
Grady and Merle, Chas. Park and family, Mrs. Silas Sievers and family, L. V. Nickel, 
the Byron Thompson family, the Geo. Drexler's, the Sam Bell family, the Haines 
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family, Mary Flanigan. 
In 1910, we were placed on the circuit with Bondville, Seymour, and Centervil1e 

which arrangement continued for about ten years, when once more we became a 
station, with a resident pastor, Rev. A. L. Simmons, who remained for six years and 
was succeeded by Walker Butler, a student at Northwestern, who lived in the 
parsonage during the summer and over the week-ends. 

The end was drawing near. The struggle for existence was becoming intense. 
The Drexlers had moved to Bloomington, Mary Flanigan had gone to Decatur, Mrs. 
Rebecca Heath to Champaign, the Thompsons to Monticello and their going caused 
such a spiritual and financial loss that the small nucleus of workers left, felt it very 
hard to carry on. They kept the Sunday School going for one year without a pastor, 
not a very satisfactory arrangement. Some members felt that because of modern 
means of transportation, White Heath would soon cease to be a community church. 
Some felt that no matter what happened to the community, one church was preferable 
to two or three, and that an effort should be made to form a union of the three in 
White Heath. 

It seemed impossible to effect a union, however, so finally after many meetings, 
and much discussion, some misgivings and a few sentimental regrets, the church 
doors were closed on the last Sunday morning in September, 1929, never to re-open 
for church service. The membership was moved entire to the Monticello M. E. 
Church, and after about eighty years, almost three generations, the Camp Creek 
White Heath M. E. Church ceased to exist. 

The last surviving member from the old days, and the oldest member of the church 
was George Teats. The record shows he was admitted to probation on Feb. 14, 1874, 
and no doubt he was a member of the Sunday School and of the congregation long 
before that date. 

It is impossible to estimate how many lives have been touched by the waves of 
faith, of hope, and of love that were sent out from this stronghold of Christianity. 
May they never cease, and may the faith of our fathers still burn strong and clear in 
all our hearts! 

Note 

The account of the Camp Creek Church that appeared in the White Heath 
Centennial volume (Reference 32) is said to have been "taken from a book written by 
Lillian Heath Haines." 
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Centerville United Methodist Church 

Lillian Heath Haines's essay cau e me to recall parallel event. at the Centerville 
United Methodist Church. During my remembered childhood, approximately 
between 1934 and 1946, this church was the center of the ocial univer e for mo t 
folks living near the Sangamon River in the north end of Piatt County. 

In addition to the Sunday morning sermons, and Sunday Schoo] after the 
sermon, there were multiple pecial occasions: Children' Day, with ongs and play 
by the children, the Christmas Eve and Ea ter program , the Chicken Fry, and 
wonderful Wedne day night potluck dinners in the Community Building, especially 
during the winter. 

I remember many strong or influential personalities uch a ina Evan Harper, 
Bertha Smith, Elsie Curry, and Bernice Evans -- and the Prahl and Harper and 
Alexander families. I can still hear Erm Evans's special baritone voice during the 
singing of hymns. 

Unless I am wrong, Kate Vemullion's husband, Austin Vermillion, was not only 
respori.sible for the part of Santa Claus on Christmas Eve, at least on certain years, 
but for some time was the master chicken fryer for the prominent Centerville 
Chicken Fry. I can still see him poking into the huge black iron kettle filled with 
sizzling crumptious-looking chicken parts that all of us knew would eem just a 
little too salty, but would nevertheless be absolutely delicious. 

Centerville nited Methodist hurch 2012 
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The appearance of Santa Claus on Christmas Eve was the culmination of that 
entire evening. Santa always appeared around midnight after a suitable period of 
apprehension following the rest of the program, accompanied and introduced from 
outside the church doors by a jingling of bells and a provocative distant jolly 
sequence of "Ho-ho-ho!" Whoever was playing the part was invariably appropriately 
dressed, with bushy white whiskers, and dragging a huge sack filled with gifts and 
those wonderful brown paper bags of candy topped by an orange. My favorites in 
the bag were the little chocolate "haystacks" or "hats" with their creamy sweet 
insides. 

The Centerville Church 

Early Notes and Personal Memories 

"There were 24 members of the first church. They were the Wrights, Evans, 
Mackeys, Maddens, Smiths, Caldwells, and the Harper families. There are still 
descendants of these families attending and working in the church today." 

"The first trustees of the church were early settlers here: Silas Evans, who had 
come here from Pickaway County in Ohio in 1839 and married Margaret Mackey, 
also from Circleville, Ohio, who came in 1837; John S. Madden, who came from the 
same place in Ohio in 1835 and married Elizabeth West; Christian Mackey, who 
came in 1842 after two marriages in Ohio, married Mrs. Elizabeth Hughes, the 
mother of J aliper Mackey, a loyal patron of this church all his life and still owned the 
farm at his death north of Centerville on which his father broke up the sod in 1842, 
which now belongs to his children and grandchildren, who still contribute to our 
church. In 1870, they were holding Sunday School with W. A. Carper as the 
Superintendent. In 1891, there were 62 persons attending Sunday School, and the 
penny collections totaled twenty-two cents, according to the records found." 

"At Christmastime, we always had a very good program with plays, recitations, 
and singing by the children. The church would be filled and the stairway at the back 
of the church would be filled with people sitting on the steps. Also for children's 
day, we had a large program with a May Pole decorated on the stage with several 
girls all the same size performing with the music." 

"In the early days, most women wore hoop skirts. That was the reason for the 
two double doors on the south side of the church, so the women could get through 
and that, when they were seated, they could rock their babies on the hoops to keep 
them quiet during the long sermon." 

"Another story told on the hoop skirts we thought interesting was this: One day, 
Mrs. Porter Heath and Mrs. Strickland attempted to cross the river in a row boat 
which capsized and threw them into the water. Their hoop skirts held them up until 
Dr. Strickland swam to their rescue." 

"In 1915, Rev. L. J. Cummins was our minister, whom I can remember having a 
big revival, with the church being filled each night. Every night we would sing 'The 
Old Time Religion.' One night when he called out the number, Glen Harper, who 
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was four years old and very small, was sitting on the men's side, walked down the 
aisle to the pulpit and told Rev. Cummins to sing something else - he wa~ tired of 
that. He ran back to the man who had given him a nickel to do it (which was Albert 
Evans). His mother, Mrs. Clint Harper, was mortified, got her son, took him outside, 
and gave him a good spanking and brought him back in. The gentleman, Mr. Evans, 
felt very bad about it. In those days, if we were unruly, we were taken outside by our 
mothers and punished and then brought back in." 

"I have heard the older ones tell this story. Two gentlemen, 'Pony' Morris and 
John McKinley, who lived just south of the church, walked in one night at the revival 
and, with having too much to drink, they caused quite a disturbance. Someone took 
them out, and the service went on. The next day, the minister got them together and 
told them if they got down on their knees and repeated a prayer after him, he would 
not press charges, which they did with much embarrassment. He had no more 
trouble with them after that." 

"The minister's salary in the early years was only $34 to $50 a month and was 
raised mostly by the ladies, especially in the thirties during the depression. They 
held suppers, bazaars, quilting, cleaning school houses each fall. Sale lunches were 
another good source of income. Threshing dinners were served for three years on the 
average of one hundred men a day for three weeks each year. Crews came from 
Seymour, Prairie Chapel, Mansfield, Galesville, Lodge and White Heath. Most of 
this work had to be carried on in the church where it was converted into a kitchen and 
dining room through the week with the ladies moving everything back in place on 
Saturday afternoon for the Sunday services." 

"In 1940, the name of the Ladies Aid was changed to Women's Society of 
Christian Service, and a new building to carry on the work was built under the 
leadership of Reverend Honn. With a gift of $500.00 from the Conference .... we 
erected a new Community Building just behind the church on a lot donated by Mr. 
and Mrs. Clint Harper. It was built from an abandoned Methodist Church near 
Maroa, which was bought for $200, was torn down, and moved to Centerville and, 
with the guidance of Rev. Honn, who worked right along side the men in our church 
and community, a good sturdy building was built which was and still is an asset to 
our community and church." Mrs. Pearl Alexander was the President of the WSCS 
at this time." 

Reference 22 includes much additional text and numerous photographs related to 
the history of the Centerville Methodist Church. 

These brief and incomplete descriptions -- together with all the rest that have 
been collected by Lillian Haines, Nina Harper, and many other people, especially 
about the small, old-time country churches such as those of Centerville, White Heath, 
and Camp Creek - characterize and emphasize the potency of the sociality and 
warmth of feeling associated with religion. There were, of course, intermittent petty 
feuds and scratchy interactions within the church. But no one can possibly doubt the 
significance of the myriad of positive associations and experiences that have taken 
place in the lives of children and adults alike, not just in the Centerville Church and 
its counterparts, but across the whole history of the religions of the world. Surely it 
can be truthfully said that religion tends to make us all loca1ly harmonious 
"communitarians." 
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nfortunat 1 , the world' religion have not been able to expand their internal 
:o ialit and warmth, and the myriad of their po. itive local a ociation , to 
n mpa, the entire world of humanity. or have any other po itive efforts, or 
oll ction of activitie , by any et of people, ucceeded in thi way, regardle of 

de ire or intention . Perhap , ome day, we will find a way to enjoy the kind of 
wonderful fellowship and ociality demonstrated within our country churche , 
without the haunting knowledge that the inten. ity of local fellow hip may always 
have coITelated with the rea on for ucce in ome of humankind' mo t dreadful 
exploit - with the temptation or eeming necessity to characterize member of other 
hwnan groups - even other religions -- as enemies, or a irreversibly eviJ. Perhap , 
ome day, we will consi tently find ways to avoid this di turbing amity-enmity 

con-elation, including the gha tly conflict we refer to a war . Perhap , ome day, 
we will identify ways to reduce or eliminate the unnece arily and inexcu ably 
destructive form of competition within our own species. Perhap , some day, we will 
find our elves able to refrain from all varieties of limiting or excluding tatement , 
such a that one with which a certain Centerville minister hocked a certain mall 
boy two-thirds of a century ago by consistently completing hi final Sunday prayers 
with these words, "God bless everyone in this congregation, and all those too ill to 
attend." Perhap , ome day, all of us will be able to say, in tead, with sincerity and 
re olve: "God ble everyone, everywhere, equally," even if we only do o out of 
hoping to find ways to build from such a beginning. Then, some day, perhaps, 
everyone wil1 be able to endor. e Lillian Heath Haines's final paragraph warmly, 
confidently, and unequivocally. As a man named Barry R. McKay aid, in a recent 
letter to the editor of the Ann Arbor News, "Generosity and kindness arise 
spontaneously when otherness goes away." 

Centerville church gathering 
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MARTHA ANN HEATH STANLEY RHOADES 
ACCOUNT OF HAZEL DEL AND OTHER SCHOOLS 

Early history excerpted from a history of White Heath by Frank Wrench and 
published in the Piatt County Republican in 1965; Frank Wrench used "Hazel Del," 
rather than "Hazel Dell." Martha Ann also chose to use Frank Wrench's term. 

The village of White Heath was platted in 1872 at the planned junction of the 
Indianapolis, Bloomington, and Western Railroad, and a line extending to Monticello 
and eventually to Decatur. At the time the railroad was planned to continue west to 
Keokuk, Iowa, and on to San Francisco. The latter, however, never took place. 

At the beginning, school children from White Heath attended the Hazel Del 
School, located one mile north of Meridian Street, the westernmost street of the 
village. The school was located along the stage road that ran along the south side of 
the river from Monticello to Mahomet (the school was located at the turn in the road 
near the present Leslie Hassinger home). It is evident that an early road was 
constructed from the village north to the stage road. It also extended south past the 
Camp Creek Church located on the southwest corner one mile south of town in the 
northeast corner of the Camp Creek Cemetery grounds. The Camp Creek School 
was located on the south side of the road one-fourth mile east of the church, but 
White Heath students were not in its district. 

As early as March 1874, there was a petition to have a "township school" located 
in White Heath. At an election it was voted down by the rest of the township, 146 to 
10. It must be noted that those who wished to vote had to travel to Centerville and 
thus cross the Sangamon River. There was an active move to have a high school 
located in the village. By 1876 there were 50 to 60 students reported attending Hazel 
Del, compared to 20 students at Camp Creek and about 30 students at the Prairie Dell 
School southeast of White Heath. There was talk of moving the Hazel Del School to 
White Heath. 

By the end of 1885, the people of White Heath began to attack the school 
problem from a different angle. The one room at Hazel Del was very crowded. 
Something had to be done, and it was easy to decide to add another room. Since the 
school was ungraded, it made no difference where the new room was located, so the 
school board, consisting of George DeLand, Milton Curl, and Jess Clouser, decided 
to build the room in White Heath. When school opened at White Heath, there were 
57 enrolled at White Heath and 38 at Hazel Del. The schoolroom in White Heath 
was also used as a church by the United Brethren congregation, and was later 
purchased by them, after the new school was constructed. In 1887, Hazel Del built a 
new school. 
In 1889, Joe Gale was the teacher at the White Heath School, and Jen-y Purcell at 
Hazel Del. Trouble with the school again began to brew between White Heath and 
Hazel Del. When the previous board refused to run again, a new board of Directors 
was elected, consisting of Jacob Reese, John Luscaleet, and Jen-y Duvall. 

Many people in White Heath wanted a high school. The patrons of Hazel Del 
said that White Heath just wanted both schoolrooms. People in Hazel Del threatened 
to secede from the rest of the district and join the White School to the northeast. The 
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threat seemed to quiet White Heath for a year or two. 
By 1891, the school issue was the main subject of interest. The schoolyard at 

White Heath was quite small, only three lots, each 44 by 176 feet. Students from age 
six to 18 or more years of age used this for a playground. Sometimes they had as 
many as 65 students there at one time. More room was desperately needed. In April 
the directors decided to call an election for recommendations and the selection· of a 
larger schoolyard. The election was called for May 6, 1891. On August 15, the 
board called for an election, asking the voters to authorize them to buy more 
playground. The Board of Directors had vast powers in those days. If an election 
was called, and the board did not think enough interest waCi shown, they could nullify 
the election and ask for another. At any rate, the Board of Directors called for 
another election, which only antagonized the Hazel Del community, and they 
accused White Heath of trying to get both schools. 

The teacher at White Heath that year was Miss Florence Tippett. There were 
seats for 65 students, and 82 were enrolled. Hazel Del had a much smaller 
enrollment, and Miss Jennie Patton was the teacher. Remember that White Heath 
students would have to walk a mile to school if they had gone to Hazel Del. Though 
there were so many students enrolJed, attendance was poor. The compulsory 
attendance law only required five months of attendance. 

In 1892, the Hazel Del community resented White Heath taking over the school 
and decided to secede from White Heath. A petition was presented to the trustees, 
John Heath from Camp Creek, William McDonald of Slabtown, and William Curran 
of Lodge. The only way a school could transfer, or a new district be formed, was by 
action of the trustees, and that action had to be taken at the annual spring meeting. 

The trustees were not against the transfer, but before they could make the 
change, they had to sign a statement that the land that was to be left in the district 
was financially able to maintain a school. This they could not do, so they refused the 
transfer request, causing much resentment at Hazel Del and a lot of jubilation at 
White Heath. 

The Hazel Del patrons appealed the petition of James Martin, the County 
Superintendent of Schools, and he also denied the appeal, which only intensified the 
feelings at Hazel Del. 

On May 4, 1893, the School Directors called an election to vote on the 
proposition of building a new two-room school and close both White Heath and 
Hazel Del. It carried by a slim margin. On May 14, another election was called to 
authorize the school board to issue bonds in the amount of $1800, for the purpose of 
building a two-room school. This carried by three votes. On June 15, the two 
schools closed, and, on July 12, work began on the construction of the new school. 
Joe Gale and Miss Minnie Lanier (Dubson) were hired as teachers. By October 3, 
the long-desired White Heath Academy was opened. 

The first month ended with an average daily attendance of 73. The Academy 
was built on the site of the present White Heath School (Lots 5, 6, 7, and 8: the 
northwest corner of Block 8 of the village plat). The school itself was at the 
northwest corner, and the rest was playground. 

In 1921, a new two room brick school was constructed on the same site. The 
Academy building was a two-story building and is still in existence today. It was 
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moved to the west side of Orange Street, and is directly across from the Community 
Building today. For many years it was the grocery store first run by Hugh Hannah, 
followed by Ross and Helen Mitchel], and la~t by Fred and Betty Miericke, who built 
an addition on the north. Later it was used as a home. Now empty, it is very, very 
slowly being turned into apartments. 

The new brick school had two classrooms at the head of an inside stairway. On 
either side of the central stairs were stairs going to the basement. The east side was 
the "boys' side," while the west side was the "girls' side." The restrooms were in the 
basement, and an inside play area for inclement weather. Also there were furnace 
and coal rooms located there. Each classroom had a coat room and a small "library 
room" for supplies, etc. Seven grades were taught, with seventh and eighth grades 
being alternated. Grades one through four were in the west room, while the other 
grades were in the east room. The outside looked like the old Bondville School on 
the outside. Until consolidation in the late 1940' s, in the country schools (including 
White Heath), school was eight months long, ending with the last day in April. 
Seventh and eighth grade students then had to take final examinations, as did all 
other country school students. 

In 194 7, another classroom was added to the southea~t. This was to 
accommodate students from the Prairie Dell School, which burned in the fall of 1941, 
and students from Camp Creek School to the south and east of White Heath. School 
lunches were started at the school. 

In 1950, an addition was completed, adding two rooms (one above the other) at 
the northwest comer, an office and rest rooms on the ground floor, to the south a 
small gymnasium with a stage (with shower room underneath), and two more 
classrooms to the east of the gym. A kitchen was made from the existing basement. 
This year completes consolidation of the other country school in the township of 
Lodge and Centerville. This was the first year for a full time principal, John L. 
Robinson, who began duties at the school. Though there had been some competitive 
sports during the 1930's and late 1940's, with a gym, sports were opened up for 
boys, and later for both sexes. 

It wasn't long before the school became overcrowded. At first, fifth and sixth 
grades were taught in the same room as well as seventh and eighth in another room. 
The fifth and sixth grades were divided in midyear, and moved to a lower room on 
the northwest, causing the art and music teachers to move elsewhere in a hall in the 
lower level. The next fall, part of the school kitchen in the basement became another 
classroom. The schoolyard was enlarged to the east, taking in a field making the 
school area all the property on the north half of Block 8 of the village. 

In 1957, a referendum was passed in the Monticello Unit #25 that provided for 
the building of a new larger gymnasium and stage to the east. Music practice rooms 
and an expanded lunchroom were added. The old gym was remodeled into two 
classrooms. 

In 1980, properties to the west of the school across Cherry Street had been 
purchased for more playground area, allowed the closing of that street. A two-story 
addition was added for a media center, science room, and three more classrooms on 
the southwest side of the existing school. Classes began in them in the fall of J 976. 
All but one property on Block 8 has been added to the school property at various 
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dates as they became available. 
In the fall of 1993, following the defeat of two referendums for a cost-cutting 

measure in the Monticello Unit School District #25, the seventh and eighth grade 
students were moved to Washington School at Monticello, and the principal's 
position was made a half time position. For the most part, this move ended 
competitive sports activities. 

By the fall of 2003, a new Middle School had been constructed at the ea~tem 
edge of Monticello, and all sixth, seventh, and eighth grade students in the district 
were moved there. So that made only first through fifth grades, plus kindergarten, 
left at the White Heath School. 

In the same referendum that procured funds for the middle school at Monticello, 
a very large addition was provided for the White Heath School to the west of the 
1980 addition and then north. This added more classrooms, a new kitchen that the 
school never had previously, so constructed that all the new additions were handicap
accessible. In back of the school on the south side, a new loading area and parking 
lot were blacktopped, so that the buses loaded and unloaded off the street. It was put 
into full-time use in the fall of 2004. By this time a class of younger students called 
"Small Wonders" was also using the facility. 

In a move to economize, within a few years the Monticello District in Monticello 
would have all the kindergarten and first grade students in the unit, while 
Washington School in Monticello would be the attendance center for ail fourth and 
fifth grades. Sixth, seventh, and eighth grades all attend the middle school. 

Note that, in 1880, Billy Leasure was teaching in the Hazel Del School, and Mella 
Seymour was, at the same time, a young student at the same school, but working as a 
"bound girl" in the home where Billy Leasure was boarding. That home was on the 
west side of the road leading southward toward Tippett Hill, from Route 10 to the 
Hazel Del School; it was probably the home, later, of Seam White. On a certain day, 
Mella Seymour was working in the kitchen of the house, while, in the dining room, 
Billy was penning the words to a song about The Fight on Graham's Hill, about a 
half mile northeast from where he was sitting. Billy was trying out the verses by 
singing each one of them to the lady of the house as he finished them, and out in the 
kitchen Mella was memorizing those same verses, one by one. Together, some 75 
years later, Mella and my grandmother, Ida Belle Winters Alexander Brady, were 
able to provide me with the melody and all of the _words of the song. Shortly after 
finishing that song Billy lost his job because of his fondness for alcohol. According 
to Mella, he departed toward Iowa, on horseback, with his saddlebags.filled with a 
treasure of stories and songs about the people of Sangamon Township. Mella was 
confident that he published several of his songs and verses in what Mella called "The 
Old Bulletin." One of the songs, Bill Elsea's Wte, had also been learned by Mella 
Seymour, but she absolutely would not sing it.for me or provide the words. She 
assured me that the song was published in "The Old Bulletin, " but I have not found 
it. 
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ELIZABETH HEATH ALEXANDER 

Everyone, of cour e, has a mother, and mother are alway changing. 
Sometime we don t under tand or appreciate our mother until it j too late. 
Sometime we have no chance to uncover the pecial equence of event that helped 
form their lives, and a a result contributed in diverse ways to our own. 

Elizabeth Heath Alexander, daughter of oble Porter Heath II, and my mother, 
lived in Sangamon Town hip not only throughout her childhood but also for more 
than a quarter of a century a an adult. During that qua1ter of a century he held 
every office in the Centerville United Methodist Church Sunday School, except 
secretary, the only position, she said, that she would not accept (Reference 5, p. 66). 
When nece ary he played the piano for the ervice , and he taught the young 
maiTied people ' class for 25 year , some "young ter "staying in that cla s until they 
were grandparents. 

Putting together the two following accounts, late in Elizabeth' life, yielded 
perspective I had not previou ly understood. The a terisked, italicized quotes below 
are Mom's words, taken from Mom's Story. The 1998 and J 999 note , without 
italic , are from conversations with me. The July 1999 note is from a conversation 
between Lorrie' and my daughter, Susan, and Elizabeth, her grandmother. 
Elizabeth' life is desc1ibed in detail in her own words in Mom's St01y (Reference 5). 

Elizabeth In 1930 with her daughter Nell (left) and son 
Richard (on lap). 
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Excerpts and Examples from Elizabeth Heath Alexander's 
Explanations 

The last night Mother was alive [17 January 1911], she was lying downstairs on a 
folding bed. Dr. Newcomb from Champaign had been staying there for several days 
to care for her. I wanted to kiss her good night and the doctor and Dad wouldn't let 
me because her lungs were filled with fluid as a result of her bad heart. She and I 
were both in tears over it. In those days they didn't realize the differences among 
kinds of pneumonia, and they thought she was infectious. When I came down the 
next morning she was gone. Elizabeth was not deterred. She said, "I never forgave 
Dad and the doctor, because that was the only night I wasn't allowed to kiss her good 
night." 

Strove for her due, 
through a life haunted 
by the indelible dimness from that 
dark evening when every tortured face, 
flickering down in some grim-jawed 
power of well-meaning accord, 
made clear to her their dolorous decree: 
Sorry, little darling: no touches, 
no closeness, no kisses, 
no hug tonight. 

No hug tonight, say we, albeit sadly, 
your precious mother in her ghastly 
sorrow, we, her loved ones, hereby 

do declare, shall not reach to 
touch her lovely only baby, 
who is not merely saved 
but as well condemned, 
from this risk that we identify, 
to conduct her near-century of years, 
reminded of that horror of tears 

across every pass of memory, 
of reciprocation that became hopeless 
and coldness of the morning 
beginning the numbing bereftness that has 
lasted now more, far more, than always. 

Sorry, dear: no touches 
no closeness, no kisses 
no hug tonight. 
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Once, she wrote down all the years of her life 
and never knew that no soul sharing them 
was she ever able to say had given back fully 
what she had lost on that long ago dim night of sorrow; 
not even the one who yielded, with a humble and gentle 
keen-eyed brilliance, across an existence so desperately 
brief that, somehow, now, the strength 
of his solace has drifted far -
too far away to compensate the 
haunt of that first returning horror. 

And all are seen again, as only 
within the circles of power-holders, 
the faces of sternness, the takers, 
a legacy passing down as the 
hesitancy of a family: do not 
touch too much, or yield just too 
completely; for I, after all, cannot. 
Sorry, my dear: no touches 
no closeness, no kisses 
no hug tonight. 

Nor can she gladly go, of course, 
into that same dark night, but raging 
against the walking stick, the chair, 
the bed, its rail, the light 
when she could see no longer, 
anyone noticeably imperfect, 
and loved ones because they are 
not always there, and anyway tend 
now to speak with jumbled incoherence. 

Eyes designed to stare, with purpose 
sternly brandished all her life 
against the world of power, the males -
or most of them, save, again, that briefly 
strongest one who also berefted her, unwillingly -
sometimes, when she falters for an instant, 
dart wildly, unseeing, then again 
conceal quickly the vulnerability: 

the weakness she will not, cannot 
reveal following that wretched 
wrenching night of long ago. 
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Alone she mostly sits, 
not seeing, nor hearing, only, 
as she complains in scarcely muzzled anger, 
replaying it all across the long dark moments, 
with thoughts inside that no longer have any 
prospect of lifting her to desired heights: 

more lonely now, perhaps, 
than love can overcome. 

Sorry, old dear: no touches 
no closeness, no kisses 
no hug tonight. 

********** 

I feel as though l have had to be strong for many years. It began before I even 
realized what was happening. My mother died when I was five, and for a number of 
years my strength came from feeling her presence always near me - so near that I 
often talked over problems with her. Any time anything bothered me when I was 
alone I would talk to her. I even talked out loud to her, and it always seemed she was 
telling me the right thing to do. That feeling did not leave me until after Dale and I 
started our life together. I guess Mother knew then that I had found someone to help 
me stabilize my life. 

1998 

I was a Mellin 's Baby, you know. When l was born my mother had milk fever so she 
couldn't nurse me. Minnie Deland, a neighbor lady, had just had a baby, and she let 
me nurse sometimes, but she couldn't do it often enough. In those days there were not 
ready supplies of different kinds of baby food. But my mother discovered there was 
something called Mellin's Food/or Babies, and she obtained it for me. She saved my 
life, and I owe her so much. 

Mom, when we came in today you were lying on your bed with your eyes closed, but 
you weren't asleep. After you greeted us you just sat up and announced that you 
were a Mellin's baby. Then you explained. When you are lying half awake like that, 
is that what you are always doing - reviewing the details of your whole life over and 
over again? 

Of course. What else can I do? 

The story about you being a Mellin' s baby is not in your book. 

Well, I couldn't think of everything. 
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1998 

Mom, can you remember any time that Pop got angry with you? 

Quiet - then a chuckle: 

No, I don't remember any time . .. if he ever did, he surely wasn't very angry. 

June 1999 

If I can just get a good night's sleep, everything is all right. 

Is that what it has come to, Mom? 

Yes, that is what it has come to! 

Would you say that this is the third phase of your life? 

No, I would say it is the fourth phase of my life. 

Would you care to elaborate on the first three phases? 

No, I would not care to elaborate on the first three phases! 

July 1999 

Susan: Grandma, what would you like for your birthday? 

Oh - just some lovin '. 

Elizabeth's Additional Secrets in the Piatt County Nursing Home 

He never got over the way her body had shriveled, 
become tiny. Hunched and frail she seemed to crumple 
helplessly in the wheelchair, the false teeth 
she had acquired when he was in elementary school 
too large now in the skull-like, hollowed little face, 
sometimes interfering with speech. 
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He thought of her working alone in the truck garden, 
doing everything inside the house, 
in the comer of the kitchen frying ham, 
making red ham gravy on the wood stove, 
in the Old House washing his exhausted father's 
sweat-stained blue shirts and suspender overa11s 
in the jump-start Maytag, and before that the tubs 
and the hand wringer, carrying the clean water from the pump, 
the used gray water to the chicken yard hill, 
cleaning up after the cream separator that fouled the 
kitchen, tolerating great mounds of smelly boots, 
coats, and caps in the comer by the telephone, 
tending as well three straying children 
and her several hundred laying hens. 
She was strong. 
No- tough! 

Tough enough to take over the farm work 
of his father when that too became necessary. 
Tough enough to all alone send scrambling 
an unwanted amorous father-in-law. Tough enough 
on a night when her husband was far away 
in the Mayo Clinic learning the hopeless 
imminence of his fate to thrust the barrel 
of the 12-gauge out the back bedroom window 
and send two would-be thieves at a dead 
run up the back road behind the house 
with a blast that splattered buckshot 
across the roof of the chicken house. 

She saw everything, 
caught everyone's misdeeds. 
Criticized, encouraged, demanded, 
kept her grim, capable face in 
everyone's business. 

She and old Mella tramped the woods in spring 
returning with spaded wild flowers 
for her treasured flower garden in the yard. 
She maintained the dozens of vmieties growing there, 
creating winning arrangements for local flower shows, 
endlessly scouting out unusual bits of wood and stone 
for their bases, stashing them everywhere. 
She kept the rock garden looking good 
in spite of chickens, dogs, kids, 
and the work that kept her from it 
nearly all the time. 
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A friend said once that people are either 
net contributors or consumers, 
either doers or viewers. 

Only doers make mistakes. 

Elizabeth was all doer. 

He crouched beside her wretched little body now, 
staring embarrassedly at the bony deformed fingers 
clasped in her lap, the scrawny thighs. 
He was yelling in her almost useless ear. 
When she lifted her rheumy eyes momentarily 
they shifted side to side in a futile effort 
to identify an image. Mostly now 
she kept them directed downward, 
perhaps concealing their dimness, 
in the embarrassment of 
one more device gone useless. 

Most hours she sat that same way, motionless, 
silent, head dropped down, eyelids half closed, 
hands together in her lap, reluctant to admit 
even recognition of visitors for fear of error. 

Other times unexplainable things happened 
when no one was there to see. The wheeled 
chair rolled quickly, mysteriously, along the 
sometimes almost empty halls, 
perhaps picking up speed, 
whipping around corners. 

Once, years before, he had said she never walked 
anywhere, rather darted into crowds and shops, 
so quickly out of sight that no one knew or 
understood how - leaving in her wake sometimes 
spreading fans of worried searchers, staring in all 
the different directions where she might have disappeared. 
Later she would insist impatiently 
she had not been lost and prove it 
by inviting them somewhere, 
such as to a suitable restaurant 
she had just discovered down the block. 
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Worker at the Home found her in place unexplainable, 
ometimes eemingly jmpo ible di tance from her room. 

Calmly he held her secret, accepting the enforced return 
matter-of-factly without comment, 
a if nothing had happened. 
Sometimes they believed she couldn't 
be doing tho e thing alone. 
But there clearly wa no one el e involved. 
The my terie , di cu ed in the corridor , 
only eemed to deepen. 

/ 
/\ 

\ 

/ I 
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HIRED HAND HEROES 

Mora] and Less Moral Men 

During the time that I was old enough to tag along and help in the everyday 
summertime jobs 1ike fence-building and hay-baling, my father hired at variou time 
two o]der men whose persona1itie. remain indelib]e in my memory. They were Tom 
Groomes and Edwin Mackey. Mr. Groome i mentioned in everal other place in 
thi book. He wa a lean, tern, lonely, but kind man, and Mr. Mackey wa pink
faced and congenial. It was from Mr. Mackey's. awrnill that the board came with 
which Bud Wilson and I constructed our diving boa.rd on a downed sycamore tree in 
the Sangamon River. The la t time I looked, the old tree was till there, but the 
diving board was long gone. 

I. pent many hours with these two men, and my father approved. He ]iked them 
both. So did my mother, and I sensed that my parent were comfortable whenever I 
wa helping either of the men. E pecially I remember helping Mr. Mackey build the 
quarter mile of woven wire fence that divided our big East Pa ture into two maller 
fields. The job lasted a good while, and Edwin Mackey and I became great friends, 
talking and helping each other in the sunshine. My father' hired men rank among 
my heroe , and early a half century ago I put down my impressions of them in the e 
verses: 

OLD POSTOFFICE 
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Tom r om s wor fad d blu v ral1s, 
walk d t:raight, I , n and t m, 
narrow, gaunt fa , 
high h kbon . thin lips. 

H lived b him If in a n -r m h u 
Lick kill t, down by th riv r, 
down by dwin M·1 k y' s sawmi11, 
hiring out to dwin and th rm n. 

Mr. Gr om w rk d hard, 
talked with hi. hands, 
ate peas with hi knife, 
poured stori into youn ear , 
drank too much whi. k y. 
Offered a coin in his hand 
held it, reaching far out to offer it, 
but the boy tared and traightened 
only raced acros. the face of the man 
without eeking to reach for the coin. 

But he liked Dale Alexander s childre . 
and they liked him. 

When the car killed Tom Groomes that night, 
as he walked home from Clint Vinson's pool hall -
afterward he wa said to be "drunk" --
we kids wondered if the ladies of the WCTU 
with their "Never, never!" pledges, mightn't after all, be 1ight., 
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Ed\J i11 Mackey 

d\) in !Via key was a little man, 
\ iUl a pink face and snowy hair 
nnd u smil ~ an I a "By Gracious!' 
-~ r -- -r one. 

V hen he wasn1t running his sawmill 
n the ri er bank, 

h" was out hauling logs 
or building fence for someone. 

H - "Ut off his finger in the blade of the saw 
one dt\ , while working alone . 
. _ nd so he shut off the tractor, 
rolled up the belt, 

put t\\ ay his tools1 locked up, 
and drove to the doctor's office 
in .Monticello, 
t,, eh e rniles away. 

He ,,as no namby-pamby, 
m1d I thought it strange, one day, 
to hear it said that Edwin Mackey 
lhed in the shadow of a woman's sharp tongue. 

More about the Mackeys 

Ed,, in Jvfn "k~ ,, as the son of Samuel and Sarah Newell Mackey. He was born 
January l, 188-, so he ,, as 55 or 60 years old when I was helping him build fence for 
my foth r. His gn:mdp.trents on the Mackey side were John and Leah Hubbard 
Mnckey, na6v s of N'"W Jersey and Sandusky, Ohio, respectively. John and Leah 
were married in Ohio, und " ... in the fall of 1846 drove a horse and wagon across 
ountry. camping by the way at night. At that time deer and other wild animals were 

very plentiful. so it was easy to provide fresh meat. Their rate of travel was twenty
five miles per day, so that the trip consumed some time, but in the late fall they 
arrived nt th farm of E m Marquiss, with whom they remained until they bought 
-ighty a res of land on th prairies in Sangamon Township." 

Edwin Mnck "y·s father, Samuel, said that he remembers seeing on many 
oc asions th' sun obscured by flocks of wild ducks and geese on their annual 
migrations. Until 1880 he re ·ided with his parents and then moved to eighty-seven 
acre of p111iri land in angamon Township that came to form a part of a larger farm 
later on. Ther" W"'l ~ no improvements on the land, so he constructed all the 
buildings and f nct:S. As with most people who lived on the prairies in those days, 
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he owned a tract of timber along the Sangamon River so that lumber would always 
be available. Sam's tract was 25 acres. Eventually he specialized in raising 
registered Shorthorn cattle, Poland-China hogs, and draft horses. 

As in some other Sangamon Township families, two children of Samuel and 
Leah married siblings from another family: Catherine married Wil1iam DeGroft; and 
Alice married Lyme DeGroft. Similarly, and also in Sangamon Township, three of 
John Cline's children married Knotts: John married Matilda Knott; J. H. married 
Josephine Knott; and Ezra married Mell Knott. Two daughters of Simon Sprinkle and 
Sarah Derr Sprinkle married John and Frank Wilson, these four individuals a11 from 
Sangamon Township. 

The infonnation about Mackeys was taken largely from Francis M. 
Shonkwiler' s ( 1917) volume, (Reference 29, pp. 770-771 ) 

Edwin Mackey and his wife had a boy named Carl who came down with 
poliomyelitis. My mother once suggested in my presence that Mrs. Mackey was so 
clean that she washed all the immunity out of Carl. Such a comment might be viewed 
as simply nasty, and for several decades I worried about that. But I also knew that 
my mother had an uncanny sense about medical problems. Today we hear an 
increasing number of claims that too much protection from the details of our diverse 
surroundings as we are growing up may indeed lead to deficient immune systems and 
dire and crippling allergies. 

Bad Man Ballads 

"Perhaps every book about a community like Sangamon Township should have 
at least one bad man tale. Bad man tales seem to become more appropriate as they 
slowly turn into events of long ago. Rarely is a crime spree romantic or poignant at 
the time it is taking place. 

'One such happening that I have included here, in two news accounts, is from 
Blue Ridge Township, right next to Sangamon Township, taken from the Piatt 
County Herald lll(39) (1876), and 111(42) (10 January 1877). A dramatic feature of 
these two news stories is the bluntness of the narrative common in those days. One 
can only wonder about the use of such terms as "desperate character," "ugly stories," 
"a vicious, reckless fellow," and as well question who decided the jesting that in this 
case what led to multiple shooting was "supposed to be in a friendly spirit." And 
how could anyone have known that Walker Jenkins had "conceived a hatred for L. 
Baird," especial1y if, as stated, he "made no outward manifestations?!" The news 
people didn't pul1 their punches in those days, and if a fel1ow got into trouble, well, 
he just might get his entire family dragged into it before the thing was over. 

In the Trade Review for the year 1876, the Piatt County Herald published the 
following item under the heading 'Order-Loving People." 
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"We think it will be difficult to discover another county which can present as 
good a record in this regard as Piatt County. During the three years, now closing, 
only one convict has been sent from it to the penitentiary, and this person was a 
tramp not belonging to the county. The county seat is without a calaboose, and 
seldom has use for any." 

In the same issue here is the list of claims allowed at the county supervisors' 
meeting: 

"Eighteen dollars was allowed Sheriff Holmes for boarding prisoners." 

"Joseph Mallory was allowed eighty-eight dollars and four cents for arresting 
Scott Miller in Indiana on a requisition from the governor." 

"A claim of one hundred and sixteen dollars and forty cents by V. Hawthorne, 
amount paid for the arrest of two horse-thieves, was presented and allowed." 

We may hope that the trial in the last case had already taken place, but we are 
given little assurance by finding the following article in the same issue of the Piatt 
County Herald: 

Almost a Murderer 

Particulars of a Shooting Affair on Saturday Night 

"The quiet which has prevailed at Mansfield for months past, was broken on a 
[last] Saturday night by a shocking shooting affray. It appears that a desperate 
character by the name of Walker Jenkins came to Blue Ridge Township about four 
years ago, and has since staid for a greater part of his time with some relatives some 
three or four miles north of Mansfield. Ugly stories are told concerning his past 
career, as well as that of his father. He is a man about twenty-eight years of age, and 
is unmarried. He has been regarded as a vicious, reckless fellow. 

"During the past summer he has been away from Mansfield. He returned there 
on Tuesday of last week. By some means - various reasons are assigned - he had 
conceived a hatred for L. Baird, a citizen of Blue Ridge Township. He made no 
outward manifestations, however. During Saturday he drank considerably. On that 
evening the two met near the post office when some jesting took place between them; 
it was supposed to be in a friendly spirit. It finally ended by Jenkins suddenly 
drawing a revolver and discharging the contents of one chamber into Baird's lower 
jaw, shattering it, knocking two teeth out, and burning his face with the powder. The 
ball lodged in his throat and has not yet been found. They became somewhat 
separated, when Jenkins fired two more shots. 

"By this time John Richey, Marshal of Mansfield, stepped up behind Jenkins and 
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attempted to secure him, when he [Jenkins] suddenly turned and fired the contents of 
another chamber into Richey's left lung. Richey went to S. H. Alexander's store 
where he was followed by Jenkins, who in the meantime fired another shot which did 
no injury. Arriving at the store he attempted to shoot Richey a second time, but was 
prevented by Eugene Alexander. 

"Becoming enraged at Mr. Alexander for his interference, he attempted to shoot 
him also, but was prevented. He now desisted, and fled from the town. He went to 
his uncle's, north of Mansfield, told what he had done, and left. The citizens of 
Mansfield were so dazed that he escaped from the village with but little hindrance. 
As soon however as they realized what had been done, steps were taken looking to 
the apprehension of Jenkins. Thus far the search has been unsuccessful. 

"The ball which was shot into Richey's lung, was found, and extracted. Both of 
the gentlemen are in a fair way of recovery, though their cases are very critical." 

Jenkins Captured 

The Constitution and other papers published in Carlyle report that the man 
Jenkins was apprehended, containing a full account of his arrest, which we re-publish 
below. It is evidently written in the interest of the sheriff of that county, and gives 
his version of the arrest. It is as follows: 

"Walker Jenkins, who was engaged in a very ugly shooting scrape at Mansfield, 
Piatt County, on the night of the 14th ult., and for whom a reward of $300 was 
offered, was captured near this place by sheriff T. E. Allen, Ed Case, and deputy 
sheriff Behley last Friday morning. The circumstances of the shooting reaching the 
notice of Mr. Allen, sheriff of this county, and others, through the newspapers and by 
letters, a sharp lookout was kept for Jenkins, he having a brother living a mile east of 
Carlyle. The house of this brother, Thomas Jenkins, was shadowed, a man being 
employed for that purpose by sheriff Allen. About dusk last Thursday evening, a 
young lad living at R. Thomas Jenkins' was seen to leave the house and go to an 
adjacent thicket with a bundle of bed-clothing on his arm. This fact was at once 
communicated to the sheriff who, in company with Edward Case and deputy sheriff 
Behley, commenced scouring the bottom southeast of town. They tramped around 
until morn, passing, as they subsequently learned, within a few feet of where Jenkins 
was lying, but owing to the fact that a heavy snow fell during the night, which 
covered the blankets under which he lay, they mistook the mass for a large stump. 
Shortly after daylight they struck a trail of footprints in the fresh snow, and these 
they foliowed in a circuitous route for several hours, and finally, about nine or ten 
o'clock, they sighted the man they were pursuing coming directly towards them, he 
having lost his way in the bottom. He was walking with his head bent down, and 
Case (he and Allen being on horseback together), seeing him first, covered him with 
a double-barrelled shotgun and when he came within forty feet he ordered him to ha1t 
and throw up his hands. Jenkins was taken by surprise, and, though at first making 
motions as though he contemplated resisting arrest, finally threw up his hands and 
submitted to being searched. He was relieved of a fine revolver and an extra cylinder 
for the same, altogether fourteen charges, and was handcuffed and immediately 
brought to this place and put in jail. On Saturday evening, Allen and Case started 
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with their prisoner for Champaign. At Odin they were met by a man named 
Rittenhouse, detective of Champaign, who is [was] endeavoring to claim all the 
credit for the arrest of Jenkins, and who sought by every device to get Allen and Case 
to turn the prisoner over to him, for the purpose no doubt of cheating the rightful 
parties out of the $300 reward. Allen and Case, however, were a little too sharp. 
They took the prisoner to Champaign themselves, where again Rittenhouse and some 
of his friends attempted their work. They would have obtained possession of the 
prisoner by force had not Allen and Case given them to understand that if they 
attempted anything of the sort they would have to suffer severely for it. They had a 
pretty lively time over the affair in Champaign, creating much excitement in that 
place on Sunday. They will get the whole of the reward, as they took the prisoner to 
Monticello, the county seat of Piatt, and obtained the sheriffs receipt. Jenkins, 
waiving examination, was committed to jail immediately after arriving there." 

Horse Thieves in Early Piatt County 

The following accounts are from Reference 13: 

"On one occasion two notorious thieves stole some of Father Piatt's horses. No 
sooner were the animals missed than Mr. Piatt, in company with Henry Sadorus, 
started in hot pursuit. They rode two hundred miles, caught the rascals at Birkville, 
Indiana, and brought them back to Decatur, Illinois. The thieves were duly 
convicted, and, according to the law then, were whipped by the sheriff, Major 
Warnick (italics in the original)." 

"In the year 1829, a horse thief, who had stolen an Indian pony, in trying to 
reach the location where Farmer City now stands, lost his way and came to Father 
Haneline's. The camp of the Pottowattomies was only five miles away, and Nathan, 
a boy of fourteen, recognized the pony as belonging to his playmate, the son of their. 
chief. He at once rode over to the camp and told his friend that the thief was just 
leaving his father's. The young Indian returned with him, both took the trail and 
chased the thief into McLean County. After an all day and all night's chase they 
caught him in the morning, just as he wali saddling the animal preparatory to the 
day's journey. This was at a place just below the residence of Jess Funks. 

"When the young Indian saw his pony he rushed on the thief with gun leveled, 
ready to fire, and was only prevented with great difficulty by Nathan, who took 
possession of the gun. The thief denied having stolen, asserting boldly that he had 
bought the pony. The enraged Indian at once seized his tomahawk and would have 
cut the man down, had he not been again restrained by his friend, who took away the 
weapon. The Indian youth then drew his knife on the thief, but the pony was given 
up and his anger thereby appeased. Lashed to the saddle was a rope not belonging to 
the Indian. This he detached and threw to the thief, remarking haughtily, as he rode 
away, 'You steal my horse, but I no keep your rope."' 
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"David Lorton, a trader of the American Fur Company, had a post on Salt Creek, 
about five miles from where Farmer City now stands, and lived there with a squaw 
wife. When the Black Hawk War broke out the young Indian braves of that region 
were inclined to take part against the whites. Lorton and one other, Le Frambeaux, 
repaired to their camp and tried to dissuade them. They were wholly unsuccessful, 
until, finally, Lorton exclaimed, "If you will join the BJack Hawks, Jay me on a log, 
cut me in two, and give half to the whites and half to the Indians, for I am half white 
and half Indian." This had the desired effect, and they at once decided to remain at 
peace." 

"With these surroundings, amid such experiences, and by such men, were 
formed the now pleasant farms and homes of Piatt County." 

This final bad man tale is based on events that ended only 55 years ago. As with 
the Walker Jenkins incident, none of these events took place in Sangamon Township; 
but they too are relevant. An Atwood family known to many Sangamonites, 
including my family, was among those murdered by this particular outlaw. Everyone 
in Sangamon Township at the time knew the particulars. It is a remarkable story that 
from the beginning seemed to me to beg being recounted as a ballad rather than a 
prose essay or a mere news item. 

The Ballad of Billy Cook 

When the warden at San Quentin opened bids for disposal of the body of 
WiJliam E. Cook on Friday, December 12, 1952, Gene Boydstun, mortician from 
Comanche, Oklahoma, was the only bidder. Thirteen thousand people filed past a 
$395 coffin to see the body of the man who lived by the creed, "I hate their guts -
everybody!" In Atwood, Illinois, Robert Mosser spent a third lonely Christmas since 
the murder of his twin brother, Carl, his wife, and their three children. In Seattle, 
Washington, the friends of Robert Dewey mourned, and in Lone Elm, Missouri, in a 
cemetery called Peace, curly-haired, scowling, bad-eyed Billy Cook passed into 
eternity as lonely in death as in the twenty-three savage years of his life. 

The Mossers were acquaintances of my family. I wrote the verse right after 
Billy Cook was executed. The story, as taken from multiple newspaper accounts, is 
accurate, with no changes and only a few seemingly appropriate assumptions. Surely 
it is a classic and sad case of the creation and the fate of an outlaw. As far as I can 
tell, the tune is mine. 

Come along with me, good friends, and take a look 
Through the pages of misfortune's lonely book 
To the sad life of a lad Dame Fate forsook, 
Let me tell to you the tale of Billy Cook. 
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Chorus 

Three and twenty years the brief but savage span 
Of this poor lad who never knew how love began, 
With the words "Hard Luck" tattooed across his hands, 
The most feared and hated killer in our land. 

Born into a family steeped in poverty 
In a mining town, old Joplin, Missouri, 
When his mother died, Bill's age was three times three, 
In a cave they dwelt in dreadful misery. 

There his heartless father left them without care, 
Nor protection from the damp and freezing air. 
Someone found the children cold and hungry there, 
And to the poorhouse they were taken with a prayer. 

Offered up then for adoption very soon, 
They were taken by the neighbors one by one. 
All but Billy then found laughter, frolic, fun, 
This poor lad was left to suffer an alone. 

"He's deformed," they said, and coldly passed him by, 
"Anyone can see he's got the Devil's eye!" 
For no matter how he'd sob nor how he'd try, 
It would never close though deep in sleep he'd lie. 

It was at the tender age of three and ten, 
Bi1ly's troubled, lonely life of crime began. 
When he broke Missouri law and robbed a man, 
To reform school he was sent, then to the pen. 

After nine long years paroled at twenty-two, 
Billy drifted west as rage within him grew. 
Fighting back the only bitter way he knew, 
Met Robert Dewey there and robbed and killed him too. 

The vacation of the Mossers bore no scar, 
Till in flight wild Billy fought and gained their car. 
'Neath the desert's blazing sun and lonely star, 
In their horrid chilling fear they drove him far. 

Then beneath his bitter gun they cried and fell 
By such gruesome deed no human tongue can tell. 
To the Devil Billy there himself did sell 
And consigned whatever soul he had to Hell. 
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Two more men he caught and forced to aid his flight, 
And they dared not risk his anger in their fright 
"He must sleep!" They thought, "We'll get his gun at night!" 
But they never failed to see his bad eye's light. 

This deed began the end of Bi1ly's spree, 
He was captured and returned for all to see. 
The judge in Oklahoma heard his plea, 
And gave him life for his insanity. 

But the death of Robert Dewey to satisfy, 
The stern court in California bade him die. 
In the gas chamber he was strapped despite his cry, 
And in death they finally closed his crooked eye. 

The ghosts that rise from this hellacious spree 
Will keep drifting on their journeys endlessly, 
Across the ravages of all eternity, 
Constant witness to the suffered cruelty. 

I have told this tale the best way that I could, 
Always truthfully and boldly, as I should, 
So the deeds that bad-eyed Billy Cook did find 
Will be remembered through the passages of time. 

Chorus 

Three and twenty years the brief but savage span 
Of this poor lad who never knew how Jove began, 
With the words "Hard Luck" tattooed across his hand, 
The most feared and hated killer in our land. 

The Ballad of Billy Cook 
C F G7 
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HRE H GO T DBAL GH Y RLIER TIME 

The La t Tore hing Run in Piatt ounty 

In 1944, a the ea on for grain harve t appr ached, the fanner in Piatt ounty, 
lllinoi , were in trouble. All of the combine in th area had broken down. World 
War II wa till going on, and ther were no part available to repair them. The 
farm r of angamon T wn hip got t gether and decided t have one la t thre hing 
run. urt e mour had to drag the old thre hing equipment ut of the hed where it 
had been . ta hed for ear , I an it up, repair it, and grea e it. very participating 
farmer had to fi up hi an ient and n glected rack wag n, r build a new one, to 
tran po1t bundle of oat t the thr her. Bo wag n and farm truck had to be 
patch d up to haul the grain t each farmer' granarie , where it would be cooped in 
by hand. Only two farmer., my father, Dale Alexand r (we called him "Pop"), and 
HruTy Pen-y, till had team of workhor e . The re t would have to pull their wagon 
with tract r and either have a econd man on the wagon arranging bundle , or el e 
bring to the thre her loppy, tumbled, half load of bundle .. 

Threshing machine circa 1930 
"Doing It The Old Way". 

I wa 14, and Pop wa 40. He wa too ill to run a rack wagon. I supposed 
that I would be judged too young, but I desperately wanted to do it. I don't recall 
how I learned that I would indeed be running our wagon. But one day we g t up our 
only remaining team, Tom, a big gray Percheron gelding, and Queen, a turdy red 
roan half-Belgian. Queen weighed a little under a ton and Tom more than a littl 
o er that. They had virtually become pe ts ince we had gone o er to tractor 
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farming. Left in our big we t pa ture to eat gra and enjoy them elve , they 
lumbered about, growing fat and exuberant, cha ing the cattle and hog , and leaning 
too heavily again t fence and gate . ow we needed them for one la t job. 

We repaired our old rack wagon, greased the wheel , and put a new leather loop 
again t the front tandard to hold a three-tined pitchfork. On a certain day I wa 
allowed to drive that huge, boi terou , fine team down the road before dawn at a 
bri k trot. It wa everal mile to the first job of the run. I stood in the breeze, 
grinning, with my knee expe1tly bent to ab orb the jiggle of the wagon, and headed 
out to fulfill one of the ambition of my young life. 

Preparing for the threshing, Pop had cut our oat with the binder, a machine that 
liced off the oat . talk and created bundle by wrapping the talk together and 

binding them with twine. I had helped Edwin Mackey and Torn Groome tack the 
bundle in 3-4 foot wide hock all over our field . The final bundle was pread into 
a circular form and laid on top of the finished hock to hield the grain from rain 
while it dried. 

Like mo t farm boy my age, I had already done everything on thre bing runs 
but run a rack wagon. I tarted out by carrying drinking water to the entire threshing 
crew, and helping the women with preparations for the noon meal. Later I moved up 
to pitching bundle on to the wagons in the field and hauling and cooping grain into 
bin . But, to me, the real man' job wa running a rack wagon. Each man who ran a 
rack had hi own wagon and team, and he was the captain of that rig. The best of 
them could build a high quare load from the bundles tossed up by the pitcher , every 
bundle in place for quick ea y unloading at the thresher, uccessive layers facing 
different direction , and the whole expertly tied together by the po itioning of the top 
bundle layer. The bundles were flatter at the grain end of the talk , o the man on 
the wagon would arrange the bundles from front to back on the wagon uch that the 

hown in operation "Doing It The Old Way". 
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r of bundle faced in different direction and overlapped halfway. Thi way of 
doing it k pt th load le el and made it ea y to flip the bundle jnto the thre her to 
unload. ll of the handling of the bundle was done with a three-tined pitchfork, and 
an e p rienced man on a wagon could place bundle o quickly and killfully, with 
mooth deft flip , that the job looked much ea ier than it wa . The line (rein ) of the 

t am of hor. e pu11ing a wagon a it wa being fil1ed would be loop dover the front 
tandard of the wagon, the movement of th team controlled by voice ignal from 

the driver back in the middle of the wagon arranging bundle . Mo tly the e ignal 
were ju ta cluck or a whoa becau e the row of hock were fairly traight through 
the field, and the team knew how to follow them. A good team would amble lowly 
through the field between shock row wjth . carcely any ignals from the man on the 
wagon, peeding up and lowing down o a to keep the pitcher behind them and 
alongside the wagon. Molly and Tom were that kind of team, and thi wa an 
additional source of pride to me. 

On the old-time mn there typically were no ide (called "ba ket "or 
"cradle ") on the bundle wagon , only front and back tandard , o it took real kill 
and care to keep the sides of the load vertical and make ure the entire load did not 
narrow or widen at the top or lean one way or the other. The bigger and more 
magnificent the load, the more difficult it wa to keep it true. Every farmer' field 
wa different, uphill, downhill, a tricky creek to cros or a dangerou ide lant. 

Wagon full of oats bundles 
headed to the thresher 
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The be t dri er brought in the bigge t load , well above the front and back 
tandard , lo ing no bundle along the way, and never ignominiou ly lo ing a whole 

load on e n the mo t treacherous cros ing or lope. They might audaciou ly pu h 
th i.r team into a trot on the level ground while bringing in a load, demon trating 
ho ecure it wa . They would pull clo e to the thre her, ju t barely but inevitably 
failing to tangle the near hor e's tail in the long winging belt when they drew the 
belt ide. Their team were well-behaved and calm, and perhap tired be ide the 
noi y baking thre her tanding quietly while the load wa forked off, their line 
looped over the front tandard of the wagon, and untended. The be t driver 
unloaded their well-constructed load wiftly and ea ily, laying a continuou trail of 
bundles into the feeder tray, all head to butt, and never overlapping or gapped. 
Because their load were carefully atTanged, the bundle on the wagon lay in neat 
row for the pitchfork, and were never tangled. The be t driver never dropped 
bundle over into the tray of the man unloading on the other ide, but they could keep 
both tray properly filled while a new wagon wa being pulled up on the other ide. 
The thre her man never had occa ion to yell or reprimand uch a driver, and much 
opportunity to hoot him a grateful or appreciative glance. _ 

I wanted to be ucb a driver, as I knew very well my father had been. Whatever 
I did that required skill and indu try, I alway knew that I would be watched as 
"Dale' boy.' 

On thi fir t day our :field was south of the little town of White Heath, perhaps 
five mile from our farm. Nevertheless, I was the first driver there and the fir t 
loaded. Pop wa there when I aiTived, having driven in the 1936 Ford. He watched, 
and I knew that he was suffering becau e he could not participate more directly. 
On that last threshing run only two farmers were able to field teams of bor e , Harry 
Perry and Pop. Joe Fi her drove Harry's team. Joe was Harry's bachelor hired man. 
He was Pop's age, and they had been buddies since grade school (photograph of 
White Heath School, 1915, front row, with Dale Alexander standing between Fred 
Fi her and Joe Fisher- Reference 2). More than 20 years before, Joe and Pop had 
run racks together. I was proud that Joe and I had wagons without baskets. All the 
re t were hitched to tractors and had high baskets or cradles on their wagons. The 
dtiver stayed on the tractor, so the bundles simply fell every which way into the 
ba ket. The loads of the e tractor drivers were much smaller than ours, and difficult 
to unload. They were less without the possibility of pride or skill. Joe and I filled 
our wagons as in the old days. The tractors pa sed us coming and going, but on all 
but the longest hauls we transp01ted more bundles, and we did it with grace. At noon 
we put up and fed our teams together before we joined the tractor drivers already 
washing up. To me, Joe and I were the elite members of the entire threshing crew, 
outranked only by the farmer whose fields we were thre hing on a given day, and by 
the thresher operator himself. 

On that first day I not only unloaded the first load but by chance had the last one 
of the day as well. By that time I was as tired as I think I had ever been. The men 
knew thi , and one of them climbed up into my wagon with a pitchfork to help me 
unload. I waved him back down impatiently and unloaded it alone. He looked at 
Pop with a twinkle in his eye, and Pop grinned and shook his head. 

During that run I was told some tales about my father by some of the oldsters. I 
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discovered that my being first that first morning may not have been entirely 
accidental. It turned out that Pop had acquired a reputation as a young farmer of 
being the first to load every morning. One time, they told me, years earlier, another 
farmer had said that he was going to come the next morning particularly early, just to 
see when Dale actually came to the field. Someone spilled the beans, and back then, 
when the fellow arrived, Pop had already arrived, pitching bundles on to his wagon, 
with half a load on, a big grin on his face, and an entirely unnecessary lit coal oil 
lantern swinging from the front standard. 

ANN ARBOR BALERS: A MICHIGAN-ILLINOIS CONNECTION 

There's nothing unusual. about seeing old tractors and implements traveling the 
roads of Freedom Township in Washtenaw County, Michigan. But on a day in 
September, 2006, a split second view of the back end of something old and rusty, 
passing between the bushes in front of our farmhouse, caused me to leap out of my 
chair and run to the window for a better view. For some reason that rusty old 
implement seemed strangely familiar to me. Staring down the road I could see that it 
was being pulled by a bright orange restored antique Case tractor. But what was 
pulling it? And what in the world had caused it to startle me? Then I had a flash. 
Could it possibly be?! I jerked on my shoes, ran out to the car with my laces trailing, 
and sped off after that slow moving apparition. At the Bethel Church, a quarter of a 
mile down the road, I caught up and pulled alongside by veering off a little into the 
church parking Jot. Unbelievably, one of the sides of the ancient monster I could see 
on the label, Ann Arbor Baler. 

Ann Arbor Baler?! Oh, my gosh! I had been trying for years to find one of the 
old stationary versions of that baler. A while back I located a man who had bought 
one at a farm auction, but before I could get to his place he had cut it up and sold it 
for junk. Another fellow told me he had owned one briefly, but he sold it to another 
farmer who is long since dead. Nothing on the Internet helped me. I had more or 
less stopped looking. And now, amazingly, here was a stationary Ann Arbor baler 
from the 1930' s right in front of me. 

I pulled up beside the tractor driver, waved both hands at him, and climbed out. 
It was Mark Blumenauer, a neighborhood farmer I had met 30 years before. He 
stopped the tractor, climbed down, and came toward me with a smile. I was standing 
alongside the baler, just staring - staring at the machine, on the kind of which that I 
had earned my first wages ever: a shiny quarter, 25 cents, in 1937 in Sangamon 
Township, Piatt County, Illinois. I had earned it for a half day of punching baler 
wires through slots in the wooden blocks that separated the bales as they were 
pressed together toward the back of the baler. The baler I worked on so long ago had 
belonged to an Illinois farmer and neighbor, John Bell. We were baling out a straw 
stack on my father's farm. Mr. Bell's usual wire puncher had taken sick, and he 
asked my father if I, at age 8, could punch wires for him that day. When the job was 
finished he held out that shiny quarter. I refused it. To me it seemed that any 
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ruTan m nt of that ort wa bet een r. Bell and m father. omeh , a with 
irtuall all farm kid , I under toad that hate er I did wa for the family and the 

fmm. r. Bell hrugged, and with a little mile at me he flipped the 
quru.1 r g ntl d wn into the du t by my toe and turned to go on , ith hi ork. n 
almo t imperceptible n d from m father told me to go ahead and pick it up. 
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Mark told me the old baler was bought new by his grandfather in the 1930's. He 
said, proudly I thought, that he had just bought the ba]er from his unc1e. He was 
pulling it down to the farm of Lloyd Hughes, on the edge of Bridgewater, where, on 
Sunday, some local farmers were having their biennial show of threshing and baling 
the old-fashioned way. He said they had pulled the baler out of Willard 
Blwnenauer's barn a week ago, greased it up, and tried it out. It worked perfectly. 

Saying this is a stationary machine means a farmer wou]d park it in an 
appropriate place, where either hay or straw from a large pile or stack could easily be 
pitch forked into it for baling. As a teenager in Sangamon Township, I also worked 
two summers on a 1940 Ann Arbor pickup baler. As everyone knows now, pickup 
balers are pulled by a tractor through the field, gathering up the hay or straw that had 
previously been mowed and raked into windrows, and popping the finished bales out 
behind. Starting a few decades ago, such balers could be operated by the tractor 
driver alone, but in the 1940's two men sat or stood on benches on either side near 
the back of the baler and punched and tied the wires, and set the wooden blocks for 
their drops between bales. The early pickup baler I worked on didn't draw the hay 
from heavy windrows easily into the feed chute, and the first summer I worked on it I 
often stood up on a shelf behind the top of the pickup and shoved the hay down into 
the baler with a pitchfork or a forked stick. 

In the heyday of wire baling, used baling wire became so abundant that it was 
notorious as the farmer's repair kit for just about everything. On the newer pickup 
balers, wire was rep]aced by various kinds of string and twine. Nowadays, of course, 
hay bales are also made in a variety of different shapes and sizes. 

I was puzzled when I saw the Blumenauer's old stationary baler because there 
were no sitting benches for the two men working on the back of the baler. I knew I 
had been sitting down when I punched wires 69 years ago. At the Bridgewater show, 
Art Schaldenbrand told me that when he baled with a stationary baler he just saved 
the first bale and sat on it. I think Mr. Bell must have put a board on top of the 
"sitting" bale when I punched wires. You needed to be able to s1ide back and forth, 
while working with the bale wires, because sometimes you fell behind as the bales 
were moving past you. 

Elmer Diuble, local long time proprietor of Diuble Equipment, told me that for a 
while they made pickup balers such that the pickup apparatus could be removed. To 
bale out a stationary object like a straw stack, he said, they could remove the pickup 
and place a flat wooden platform on top of the baler, just like the ones on the older 
stationary balers. One man would then pitch the straw up to this table and another 
man standing up there wou]d fork it into the baler. At the right moment the fellow on 
the table would also swing around the device that held the wooden spacers that go 
between the bales, so that the plunger that packed the hay would come down on it, 
with a little extension built for that purpose, and drive it down in behind the last bale. 
Those wooden blocks set the length of the bale. 

In later years, on the old-time pickup balers, the fellow who initially pulled the 
wires out of the tube that held them on his right side and punched them through the 
slots in the wooden block, also had to tie them when they were punched back. The 
second person would punch the wires back for tying, and also keep doing the block 
changes. That second person also had to walk to the back end of the baler and grab 
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the block before it fell off the baler, then replace it in the block housing at the other 
end of his work area. At the right moment, indicated by a mark on the baler, he 
would reverse the feeder house, which held the incoming hay or straw, to empty the 
bale chamber momentarily. Then he would slide forward the block housing, causing 
the block to be dropped into place by that little extension on the plunger that packed 
the hay. The second person had to do all of these things while the baler was moving. 
He was a busy man. I pulled the baling wires one by one out of the big tube that held 
them, and they were punched them back through the block, and then tied them when 
the two ends of the wire were tied back. But because I was a beginner, and so young, 
Mr. Bell often reached over and helped me out frequently by tying one or both wires 
on the bale. 

At the old-time threshing and baling in Bridgewater, Elmer Diuble also told me 
that the first ten balers made by the Ann Arbor company were actually made in 
Ypsilanti, Michigan, and were called Ypsilanti Balers. Then the company moved to 
Ann Arbor and changed its name. Finally, still in the 1930's, the company sold that 
part of its operation to a business in Shelbyville, Illinois. Shelbyville didn't change 
the name. Today the town has a plaque in the courthouse square, commemorating 
the Ann Arbor Baler. A not-too-clear color photograph of the plaque can be seen by 
googling Ann Arbor Baler. Eventually, Elmer said, the company was sold again, to 
the makers of Oliver machinery, and somewhat later to the New Holland machinery 
folks. 

I have never owned any farm equipment made by Oliver, but the two balers I 
have owned and operated across the past 30 years were both made by New Holland. 
In a way they connect me not only to the awkward, sturdy old baler that was 
chugging away in Bridgewater, Michigan, a few Sundays ago, but as well to one 
operating two-thirds of a century ago in Sangamon Township, Piatt County, Illinois. 
It is special to me that, after earning the first money of my life working on an Ann 
Arbor baler, I spent 43 years working in Ann Arbor as a professor at the University 
of Michigan, and to this point seven additional years as an emeritus professor. When 
Lorrie and I bought our first house and moved into it, in 1958, Terry McGovern, the 
fellow who lived with his family directly behind us, incidentally, was an accountant 
for the Ann Arbor Baler Company. 

These two essays, The Last Threshing Run in Sangamon Township and Ann 
Arbor Balers, were published, with photographs, in the Manchester Enterprise, 
Manchester, Michigan, in 2006, on September 28 and October 12, respectively. 
Stanley Mackey, who with BiJl Valentine hired me to work on their baler in the 
summers of 1945 and 1946, helped me out on some of the details of how things 
worked on a stationary Ann Arbor baler. 
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Record: 

68 Tons 
Sell ANN ARBOR_ Balers 

IN TEN HOURS. 

S3.29 
Each 

facts Speak Louder 
than Words, 

Aek for Catalogue 
and Prices. 

And Save Your Breath. 
They are WINNERS. 

All Styles and Sizes, 
For Light or Heavy Baling. 

21 Years on the Market. 

Horse 
Presses 
.Also 

ANN ARBOR MACHINE CO. 
Sox 5, ANN ARBOR. MICH .• U.S. A. 

Old Catalogue advertisement for an Ann Arbor Baler Circa 1912 

Old Ann Arbor baler close-up. hown runnjng, "Doing It The Old Way". 
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THE GROWING-UP SUMMER 

Working Two Seasons in Walter Troike's Gravel Pit 

I rode into Walter Troike's gravel pit at seven-thirty on a June morning in 1947, 
with the front tire of my old fenderless bike pinging uncomfortably against the 
scattering of large, sharp stones on the road. I should have been dodging the stones, 
but I was too busy making sure nobody saw me wheeling in and got me sized up 
before I saw him and sized up the sizing up. This place was less than five miles from 
the farm where I had spent almost all of my seventeen years, and just across the 
Sangamon Township line into Champaign County. But I had never ridden my 
bicycle up this road, and if I had I would never have turned into this strange dusty 
lane. I had no more inkling of the identity of any individual who worked here than I 
did of the character of the man, Walter Troike, who was leasing the pit from its 
owner, Lester Pearson. Troike, I would learn, owned all of the equipment and 
buildings on the site. 

It was strange for me to be coming into this place alone, without the background 
of familiar faces and buildings and tractors and horses and hay rakes that throughout 
my life had always announced ahead of me, "That's Dale Alexander's boy!" I felt 
sure this realization was enough to tell anybody in my part of Piatt County that I 
could handle a team and a pitchfork, or stack hay bales with the best. 

To come up from my neighborhood and ask for a job from a stranger seemed 
scarily near begging, and the cold feeling deep in my stomach brought me perilously 
close to either dropping off the bike and turning around, or just walking it slowly in 
the rest of the way. Where I Jived, few of us boys or our fathers worked for wages, 
and then only intermittently or temporarily. We farmed. Anything any of us earned 
belonged to the family and the farm, and different families almost continually helped 
each other for nothing but help back some time later. In those terms everyone 
remained continually in debt to everyone else, and, to all of us, working for wages 
seemed not only a different and lower form of existence but a separation from the 
social community, and sometimes almost a declaration of social bankruptcy. If I had 
known enough then to put it in such terms, what I was doing was a little like leaving 
the family and striking out to be some kind of prostitute. 

But I had come to understand that not enough dollars were arising out of my 
family's farm work to keep me in college. I wanted to keep myself there and take 
almost nothing from the family's enterprise in doing it. It was this stubbornness that 
kept me pedaling through the maze of dust-covered sheds and machines and weedy 
piles of rusty iron until I saw the truck scales and the neat sign that said, "Office." I 
could feel a little rivulet of liquid dust streaming from the back tire against the 
crossed place on my overall suspenders all the way up to the front door. 

I leaned the bike against the shed just beyond the door, took a deep breath, 
knocked, and walked in. I don't know who I expected to find in there, but I sure did 
not expect to find Mary Pearson. I only knew Mary a little from my first year at the 
tiny college of Blackbum two hundred miles away in another part of the state. Not in 
a million years would it have occurred to me that the Mary Pearson of that 
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experience was the daughter of the Lester Pearson who lived just over the county line 
from my family's farm. But there she was, with a big friendly smile of surprise, a 
nice bright welcome in her oversized eyes behind her oversized glasses, and those 
even more oversized breasts reaching halfway across the counter toward me. I didn't 
know whether to be happy to find a friend or embarrassed at being so much farther 
from her face than from the rest of her anatomy. Like a11 my school classmates, 
Mary was a couple of years older than I, and that put me at an age where I found it 
difficult to stare directly into the eyes of what seemed a more or less grown woman; 
but in this situation that seemed to be the easiest way to keep my eyes above her 
chest. I found myself surprised at the quality of my peripheral vision and worrying a 
little that it might be obvious to her. But she kept on smiling. She knew I was there 
to try and get a job, and she happily told me to wait until Clarence came in, and then 
she went back to work. 

Clarence, I guessed, was some kind of manager. He turned out to be a sharp
faced little man with round glasses and rounder eyes that were too bright for my 
comfort. When he entered the room, he smiled at me, but only with his mouth. The 
rest of his countenance seemed to be teUing me something different, and not 
necessarily easy to decipher. He hadn't talked to me long before informing me 
somehow that he had recently been a captain in the U.S. Army. At fust I wasn't sure 
why he had told me that so quickly, but I figured whatever it might mean I could live 
with it, at least for the summer. Later I learned that Clarence was Troike's son-in
law, and I eventually came to believe that he saw himself as managing his father-in
law's gravel pit operation the same way he would run a military unit. He was the 
officer and the rest of us were enlisted men, and that's what he was really saying to 
me. 

Troike was a humorless, no-nonsense, demanding old man, just hunch-backed 
enough that when he looked at you, you had the feeling that it took some effort to get 
his eyes up that high. To his employees, the old man was disconcertingly willing to 
work, and unusua11y capable at far too many things. His main trick in life seemed to 
be buying junked construction equipment for the price of the metal in it and bringing 
it back to life so he could have somebody make money for him with it. Every one of 
the five cranes in the pit seemed to have been resurrected from the dead by Troike, 
and he was still dragging in old machines and parts. 

On weekends Troike came to the pits in a Cadillac, with his wife sitting beside 
him, but the rest of the time he drove an old Plymouth that looked as though it should 
have been junked about IO years before. The story was told that one time he had 
somehow shattered the block on the Plymouth about six different ways, and instead 
of junking it he went in and asked the mechanics in a garage in Monticello if he 
could rent the use of their welder for a bit. Everybody in there raised their eyebrows 
and looked at one other, but in the end he sealed up every crack without even taking 
the motor out of the car, thanked them, and drove away. That was years ago, and he 
was still driving it. 

Between them, Troike and Clarence left no room among their employees for 
goofing off, or even thinking too freely about anything but business. I tried and 
failed repeatedly to visualize what Troike's wife and daughter must look Jike, or be 
like, given these two most important men in their lives. 
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I must have passed Clarence's inspection in that first interview, because he 
decided to give me a job. When he told me that he looked straight at me and crinkled 
his eyes a<; if he were trying to put on a real smile rather than the ones where only his 
mouth did it, thereby somehow reassuring me, the kid, the new private, that 
everything was going to be all right. Actually it had a different kind of effect. 

My first job, I discovered, was going to be something called "day picker" on a 
rock crusher bigger and noisier and more violent than any machine I had ever seen. 
Most of the gravel to be used on roads in Champaign County was passed through this 
machine in order to reduce the stones to a single maximum size. A day picker, I 
would learn, was the lowest form of human existence around a gravel pit. My job 
was to stand alongside the lower end of the big rubber conveyer belt that took the 
gravel up into the crusher and throw out by hand all of the larger chunks of day that 
might gum up the jaws of the machine. Several times a day I created a pile higher 
than my head as far away as I could throw those chunks of clay. Some of the chunks 
were half as heavy as I was, and I had to manhandle them off the conveyer any way I 
could. Now and then, when things were slack, I was supposed to grab a shovel and 
climb up into the hopper where the crane man was dumping the gravel, to scrape the 
clay off its insides so the gravel would feed down into the small floor that shuffled 
back and forth and deposited the gravel on the lower end of the conveyer belt. 
Whenever my clay piles were threatening to submerge me I would stand back and the 
crane operator would throw his bucket up alongside the conveyer belt and drag them 
down the hill out of my way. 

Bit by bit, mostly while we were eating our lunches seated around on 
miscellaneous objects in the big machine shed, I found out about the rest of the crew. 
One of them was Ray Paul, a short, thick-bodied smiling drag line crane operator, 
who wa<; picked up every Friday evening by a blonde in a black Cadi1lac with license 
plates that said she lived in Champaign-Urbana, some 12 miles away. I thought of 
Champaign-Urbana as a big city, and fwas impressed. The rest of the crew teased 
Ray about his weekends, and he smiled and revealed just enough to keep everyone 
interested. Ray wore leather gloves on the job, and he almost never took off the right 
one. One day somebody discovered accidentally that it was softened on the inside 
with a liberal coating of vaseline. When confronted with this information, Ray 
laughed easily and said his lady friend liked that hand to be especially soft. He told 
us that when he had gone off to war the last thing she said to him was that she would 
keep her fingers crossed. He claimed he had told her to never mind her fingers, just 
keep her legs crossed. We never saw the lady, any more than a kind of shadowy 
presence, because she sat in the back seat of the Caddie behind tinted windows. 
Every Friday evening, though, the chauffeur would pu11 up to a spot somewhat 
distant from both the buildings and the pit, and just sit there. Ray would develop a 
perpetual grin when that Caddie appeared, and sometimes he would flash it 
momentarily back toward the rest of us as he walked over to duck his head and climb 
in beside her. He said she always brought him back to his apartment in Mahomet late 
on Sunday nights. 

My closest friend at the pit came to be a big roundish bear of a man named Fred 
Cox. Freddie hailed from Wisconsin, where he had recently been the state wood
chopping champion. Like everyone else of the appropriate age there, he had just 
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been discharged from the Army. He was working on some kind of G. I. training 
program, on his way to becoming a professional drag1ine crane operator. In other 
words, Troike was getting Freddie's services more or Jess free, because he was being 
trained. Actually, it seemed to me that Freddie was doing more work for Troike than 
anyone else, for he alone ran the crane that kept the washing plant supplied with 
gravel and as well fi11ed the trucks that came for washed gravel. While I was there he 
also overhau]ed his own crane, and after I became grease monkey on the washing 
plant he and I together kept it running. It also seemed to me that he suffered more 
indignities than were justifiable, at the hands of not only Clarence and Troike, but the 
rest of the crew as well. In particular there were two long-jawed brothers from 
southern Indiana, who operated the cranes that kept working into the unexplored 
parts of the pit, clearing off the topsoil to find out where the gravel veins went and 
then exposing them and bringing the gravel out where it was more accessible. These 
two hillbillies didn't seem to like Freddie. They showed a bit of aloof from the rest 
of us too, and they tended to sit off by themselves when everyone else was eating 
lunch. I began to think they took a cue from the poor treatment Freddie received 
from the bosses and believed they cou]d get away with just about anything with him. 
As big and strong as he was, Freddie mostly just grinned and gigg]ed at their insults. 

Freddie did his part, but he seemed always to have special kinds of difficulties, 
compared to the rest of the crew. Repeatedly he would ask for a half day off to take 
his wife, Martha, or one of their three small kids to the doctor. He and Martha had 
been having a problem with miscarriages. Martha seemed to get pregnant regularly, 
even though they didn't really want any more kids. Fred said the trouble was that a 
freight train went by their house trailer at 2:37 every morning and woke him up. 
When this happened, he said, there was nothing to do but "roll over and do Martha." 
After saying that he would stamp his foot and giggle for a while. Martha seemed to 
be getting pregnant and having miscarriages until a physician told them the reason 
was that Fred was Rh positive and Martha Rh negative. Because two of the first 
three kids were Rh positive, Martha had produced antibodies that kept killing off the 
subsequent embryos. Freddie and Martha had been counseled to work a little harder 
at birth control. Freddie talking so openly about things like this caused some of his 
co-workers to have a kind of contempt for him, as if their knowing more about his 
life than he did about theirs somehow diminished him. Freddie didn't know that this 
was the source of their disdain, or else he didn't care, and so he just kept on talking. 

The generalized low opinion of Freddie spread to people other than the pit crew, 
and one of these was a local truck driver. This trucker was a cocky young fellow who 
tipped his cap sideways, so far down over his eyes that you could scarcely see his 
face. He also wore over-sized, mirror-type sunglasses, and kept one or both of his 
trouser cuffs draped rakishly over the tops of his high-heeled black engineer boots. 
He evidently saw himself as a ladies' man, and probably also believed that in that 
getup he presented a somewhat mysterious aspect to everybody. He was quite happy 
to accept Mary's appellation of "The Wolf." When he came into the pit he always 
stopped at the office when Clarence wasn't around, and spent some time with Mary. 
She didn't much care for this, and complained that he inevitably pressured her for a 
date. For want of other unifying themes, the rest of the crew came to regard 
themselves as more or less Mary's protectors, and they kept track of the time the 
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Wolf Man spent in Mary's office, sometimes muttering about it. Once in a while one 
of the crew would ask her solicitously if the Wolf was causing her any problems. 
She always said no, but she also let it be known that she didn't relish his regular visits 
to the office. I decided that one reason everyone paid so much attention was that 
virtually every member of the crew not only genuinely liked Mary but took 
significant plea~ure in finding an excuse to watch her for a few minutes. Everyone 
wanted to be her protector. 

Whenever Freddie was filling the Wolfs truck with gravel, the Wolf would walk 
around outside and stand with his thumbs hooked in his belt puffing on a large cigar 
and watching Freddie work. Freddie's crane, like all the others at the pit, was older 
than its operator, and noisy. It had a corrugated iron roof with a slight arch in it, and 
the Wolf apparently decided to have some fun. He began a little game in which 
every time Freddie swung his crane around so that his back was toward the Wolf, the 
Wolf would pick up a small stone and wing it into the air such that it would fall on 
that corrugated iron roof and rattle its way down one side. This sound invariably 
alarmed Freddie, who felt that he had to be especially careful because he was only a 
trainee and could be dumped at any time. Anyway, his crane was so old and decrepit 
and noisy that he couldn't tell what was going on when he heard an unusual noise. 
So whenever the Wolf did this, standing in full view of Mary's office and, we 
presumed, showing off for her benefit, Freddie would drop his bucket to the ground, 
shut the crane's engine down to an idle, and do a hurried inspection to see if 
something was about to break down. From my vantage on the washing plant I could 
see all of this, so as soon as possible I told Freddie what was going on. The next time 
it happened, Freddie shut down his crane and climbed off carefully and went over to 
the Wolf and explained to him that he didn't want him to do that any more because it 
caused him a lot of trouble and really came off as a pretty stupid act. Freddie didn't 
want to complain to either of the bosses, because he had already had to complain 
about the Indiana hillbillies. One day, when Freddie had taken Martha to the doctor, 
the hillbil1ies had quietly removed the pretty good bucket from his crane and replaced 
it with a worn-out one from one of their own cranes. Freddie's crane was by far·the 
most decrepit in the pit. But the good bucket on it made up for the fact that Freddie 
had to keep it going all day long, while the other cranes could shut down and rest a 
bit whenever the bosses were out of sight because they weren't filling trucks or trying 
to keep a washing plant going. When Freddie came down into the pit that day and 
saw that worn-out bucket on his crane, he got into a surprising wrath and stormed up 
to the office and threatened to quit if the original bucket wasn't replaced. I had never 
seen him angry before and was surprised, even though I knew he had a good reason. 

Clarence remained in his office for a long time after Freddie came out, while 
everybody in the pit kept an eye on the proceedings. Freddie just tinkered around his 
crane a while, waiting. Finally Clarence came out and walked slowly and 
deliberately down into the pit and in some kind of tactful way told those hillbil1ies 
they'd have to replace Freddie's bucket. I figured that Clarence had probably given 
those hillbillies the go-ahead to change buckets, and now he had to take it back in 
some way that didn't cause him to lose too much face. I doubt he ever would have 
done it if Troike hadn't been the big boss. Whatever else Troike was, he seemed to 
me to be a fair man, and I didn't think Clarence would want Troike to know he had 
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done something stupid. After all, Freddie's job was the everyday bread and butter as 
far as the pit was concerned. 

That incident sharpened the disagreement between Freddie and the hillbillies, 
and no civil words were passed between them for a long time. As I saw it, the 
particular way Clarence told those guys to return the bucket seemed to them a license 
to continue to harass Freddie. 

The Wolf didn't choose to halt his practice of annoying Freddie with rocks 
thrown on his crane roof, either, and when he was off with me alone Freddie 
pondered out loud what to do about it. One day he said irritably, "I ought to jerk the 
pants off that guy." I expressed my appreciation at the thought, and he said, "Tell you 
what: the next time he does that when the bosses aren't around, I'll shut down and 
you come down off the plant, and I'll hold him and you take his pants off and throw 
'em down into the pit." Under the circumstances, I regarded that as an excellent 
choice of alternatives, and quickly agreed to do my part. 

Well, it wasn't long before the Wolf obliged us. He just stood up there on the 
hill in front of his truck, and in plain sight of the office, and heaved a small rock on 
to the roof of Freddie's crane. Freddie glanced up at me, and I nodded and started 
climbing down. Freddie shut down his crane slowly and deliberately, just in time for 
me to fall into step beside him as I came down off the washing plant. The Wolf was 
watching us with his head lifted a little in alarm, but we walked directly and 
purposefully toward him. By this time the whole pit had stopped to watch. The 
Wolf began to get extremely nervous as we approached, but he had no place to go, so 
he just backed a few steps as we came up and said something like, "What ... ?" 
Neither Freddie nor I said anything. Freddie kept walking, right on past him, then 
turned and grabbed him from behind. In no time I had stripped off the Wolfs pants 
and thrown them away down into the lowest part of the pit, where he would have to 
walk a quarter of a mile to get them, strolling in his white jockey shorts right past the 
office with Mary up there staring out the window with those great big eyes and 
laughing her head off. During the scuffle his cigar had gotten smashed, his 
sunglasses were knocked off, and his hat was turned sideways and about to depart for 
the ground. To me he looked fairly comical, and on top of that he was mad. I 
couldn't help grinning. As soon as Freddie let go of him he started to come for me, 
snarling that he was going to wipe the smile from my face. For some reason I wasn't 
much scared, but Freddie laid an arm on the Wolfs shoulder and allowed that if the 
Wolf was going to try that, he'd first have to whip him. The Wolf wasn't really in a 
position to start a fight with anyone anyway, staggering around out there in the open 
in his white shorts and tall socks, with his hat on sideways, now and then hopping on 
one foot while struggling to put his boots back on. In that getup, with his pale skinny 
legs and his red angry face shining, he eventually turned and stalked away to begin 
the process of figuring out how to get down to where his pants were. Freddie and I 
went joyfully back to our respective jobs and smiled at each other all the rest of the 
day. 

The Wolf never bothered Freddie again -- or me either. The rest of the crew as 
well laid off Freddie just a bit after that incident, and that also seemed to me a 
positive outcome. It always surprised me that they challenged him, anyway, because 
he was so big and strong. When any of the crew overhauled a crane, they replaced 
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the big gear that fits underneath and provides the rotor gear for the crane bod by 
dragging it under the crane with a bulldozer and then slowly and carefull prying and 
ja king it up from different angles until it could be finally guided. ,, ilh great care, on 
to its shaft. For everybody but Freddie, this difficult and dangerous process 
sometimes took a whole day. When Freddie was ready to replace the gear on his 
crane,. he dragged it up alongside the crane, laid down beside the gear~ and lifted one 
&tde of it. Then he wiggled and turned the gear until he bad maneuvered it on to his 
belly. \Vith the gear on his belly, he twisted and wormed bis body under the crane,, 
pushed the gear up into place with his midsection and his arms and held it there 
whll · l replaced the pins that secured it. The whole thing took fi,1e or ten minutes. 
Nobody saw this but me, but everyone wanted to know bow Fredrue had replaced 
this gear :so quickly. When I explained there were some disbelie ing looks arnl a IOl 
of cuss words~ and for a little while Freddie again receiv,ed a new kind of respect. Of 
course. there were some who said that Freddie was making them l•ook bad or 
working too hard for everyone else's good, and .things like ,that. Freddie just giggled 
and shrugged. To me, straight off the farm~ Freddie's kind of attitude made working 
for wages seem a little le s shameful, and I couJdn't understand wby the bosses didn"t 
treat him better. 

One day when the bosses were both gone, Freddie invited me to start learning 
how to run the dragline crane. I was hesitant at first,, because a kid raised on a farm 
worked with horses knows nothing about machinery. I. had nev,er driven a car or a 
truck. and I had only driven tractors during the previous few years. A crane seemed 
to me a huge and mysterious object. But Fredrue wanted to show off what he had 
learned by teaching someone else to run that crane, and so he kept after me. 
Eventually I decided to give it a try and went down and perched myself in the 
opemtor's, chair. Freddie told me what to do. and I caught on reasonably fast. After a 
couple· of lessons. he told me to go ahead and load the next truck that came in. Tba · 
was pretty exciting, but I did it with no problems and was fairly proud of myself. 
Freddie was delighted. After that he couldn't wait for Clarence and 'Walter to lea\!e 
so I could work the crane, and I couldn't either. About the second or third time~ 
though, I was loading a truck and sudden1y looked over and saw Oarenre standing 
on the rim of the pit with his bands planted on his hips watching me intently. He 
[ooked angry,. and I was apprehensive. But I decided that .I had to go ahead and 
empty the bucket that I was swinging toward the truck, or Clarence wouldn\ 
understand that I really did know what I was doing and there wasn"t an danger. 1 
didn't want to get Freddie in trouble. So I kept right on, as carefully and as sJcillfu.D 
as [ could, and released the load of gravel right •into the middle of the truck. Then~ 
considerably relieved, I swung the bucket over to the side, set it dmvn gentl ~ and got 
out of there so Freddie could take over again. Freddie got back into the crane with a 
triumphant little smile playing across his lips. ·and Clarence went ba k to the office 
without comfog down to say anything. I figured I wou1d hear about it when l" nt 
up to the buildings to leave that night and sure enough Clarence came ou to talk to 
me. He began by saying he had seen me loading that truck earlier in the afternoon. J 
nodded and probably looked nervous. But then he surprised me b a, king me wb I 
didn't forget about going back to co1lege in the fall and ,~ork for bim as a crane 
operator. I must have done a big double take on that, for I oould ee that. he \¥aS 
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serious. I said I would think about it, and I did. It was pretty heady stuff to think of 
myself as a crane operator at age seventeen, but within a couple of days I knew I 
didn't want to be a crane operator for the rest of my life, especially working for 
someone like Clarence. So I simply told him I couldn't do that. 

I actually worked two summers in the gravel pit, each time earning enough to 
pay my tuition and keep me going, given the various jobs I was able to find during 
the school year. The first summer I didn't tell anyone in the pit that I wa~ in college, 
and I guess Mary didn't either. The second summer a fellow recently out of the Navy 
came to work there. He was a chunky little guy with a crooked grin, who, like nearly 
everyone else, started out as what was called in the pit an "idiot stick operator." 
Because so many people operated different kinds of machines in the pit, it was a little 
joke that those who spent most of their time with a long-handled shovel also had to 
be called "operators." I didn't know this fellow well, because I had never seen him 
until the night of the senior prom when he showed up slightly tipsy in a Navy 
uniform at the end of World War II, dancing cheek to cheek with a girl I knew. I 
eventually came to like him, once I discovered that he was good-hearted and friendly, 
and we later cooperated on several jobs in the pit. But at that time I hadn't yet figured 
him out. He did some things that bothered me, such as the day one of the crew wali 
passing around some x-rated photographs, and he pleaded to be aJlowed to borrow 
them overnight because he said it would be a good way to tum on a certain lady. I 
always wondered if that was actually how he wali going to use them, but I sure did 
not have the courage to ask the lady involved, and at that time I probably wouldn't 
have believed whatever he might say about it later. 

One day at lunch this fellow, who had just started to college on the G. I. Bill, 
engaged me in a series of unusually loud questions about my college work. It 
seemed to me that his questions were mainly giving him the opportunity to inform 
everyone that he was a college student too. I was a bit nervous about this, partly 
because everyone suddenly stopped talking and listened to us, and I felt more 
comfortable when it was the other way around. Moreover, at that time I didn't really 
want to be classified with this new person, either as an idiot stick operator or as a 
college student. I remember especially that Ray Paul sat for a while looking at me in 
surprise, and then said, in the kind of vocabulary prevalent around the pit, "Well, 
holy Jesus! You never told us you were a collegian! I'll be damned! We've been 
making fun of you for two summers and you never said a f---ing word!" I couldn't 
figure out what difference it would have made if I had mentioned it. Any way you 
looked at it I knew practically nothing about the things that were important around 
the pit, which those guys understood in ultimate detail. I had been perfectly happy 
being somewhat more anonymous. It seemed to me that I had a much better chance 
of being accepted for what I could do and less chance of being ridiculed for whatever 
somebody might think I was aspiring to be. Anyway, the only other individual at the 
pit who had been to college was Clarence, and I didn't want anyone to think I aspired 
to be like him. 

That second summer Troike had a big new washing plant installed, with 
overhead bins that a trucker could drive under and have his truck fiJled by opening 
the bopper of the bin containing the desired kind of gravel or sand. The tops of those 
bins were more than 60 feet in the air, and we aU knew the guys working on them 
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were getting high steel workers' wages. I understood about that because one of my 
cousins had married a big strong part Cherokee Indian who drew high steel worker's 
wages for helping construct towers of various kinds. Before that job he had used a 
lot of energy in fist fights with non-Indians at the local bars, often taking them on 
two and three at a time, and, I was told, usually winning. I had the impression that 
high steel work wali somehow soothing, because it seeme'd to keep this fellow out of 
the bars and out of jail. 

Before Troike's overhead bins were finished the contractor had started another 
job somewhere. One day when we were all eating lunch, Clarence came into the shed 
with the contractor and said he needed one person who was willing to work on 
completing the bolting of the bins together so he could take all but one experienced 
air wrench operator to the new job. He said this person would draw high steel 
workers' wages just like the other fellow. I thought that over, and because no one 
else volunteered and I had never minded heights, I said I would do it. So for the next 
three weeks I climbed up into those bins, placed bolts into holes, and held an open
ended wrench on their heads while an experienced high steel worker teetered around 
outside in the air, on a swing held by some kind of block and tackle arrangement, and 
manned the air wrench that tightened the nuts on the bolts. It wasn't a bad job, and I 
made as much money during those three weeks as I did during all the rest of the 
summer. I also considered that this job gave me a little more prestige than I had until 
then. The only thing that bothered me was that every once in a while that air wrench 
operator would fail to stick a nut on the other end of a bolt I had shoved through an 
empty hole in a particularly awkward position for him to reach it. He seemed to 
think the most important thing was to get every hole plugged so you couldn't see any 
sky from the ground, and he would tell me just to shove a bolt in every hole and 
forget about the ones on which he didn't tighten a nut. At the time it seemed to me 
like a careless way to proceed, and certainly one that my father would never have 
allowed on the farm. But I didn't give any other thoughts to it, because, following a 
strange and persistent attitude of mine, I figured that because I was such a 
subordinate employee I probably didn't know much about the important things. I 
didn't think of it as my business, nor did I really consider the possible consequences. 

I went back to school in early September that year, and one of my best friends, 
Darrell Bowdre, took over my job. I hadn't had a chance to work on the new washing 
plant yet, so he became the first grease monkey on it. I envied him a little for that, 
and thought about operating that dragline crane. But once I was immersed in my 
schoolwork it all pretty much faded from my mind. Then one day as I was walking 
between classes, about two weeks into the semester, a high school friend from 
Monticello stopped me and asked if I had heard about Darrell. I said, no, what did he 
mean? He said that one of the bins on that new washing plant had collapsed on 
Darrell, smashing him "as flat as a pancake." I was absolutely stunned, and I went 
on to class in a daze, remembering that Darrell was Charlie and Marge Bowdre's only 
child, and that if I had taken the job Clarence offered me, the chances were good I 
would have been working as a grease monkey on the new washing plant when that 
bin collapsed. 

Actually, I had come close to having something just about as bad happen to me, 
but I hadn't thought much about it until Darrell got killed. When I had first started 
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work and was picking clay on the rock crusher, I climbed up one sunny morning to 
scrape the wet clay off the inside of the hopper. I waved the old man who was filling 
the hopper with a dragline crane, signaling that I was going down inside. I still 
remember his glasses glinting in the sun as I waved my long-handled shovel at him 
just before I dropped down into the hopper. I carefully propped myself down inside 
there with my feet on the slanted part of the hopper above the little piece of floor in 
the center that slid back and forth and dropped the gravel outside on the belt leading 
into the crusher. Then I leaned over and was starting to scrape at the clay when the 
sun strangely disappeared from my back. I hesitated, puzzled for an instant, and then 
some wet gravel trickled down on to my shoulders. Knowing suddenly what had 
happened to the sun, I dropped sideways just as the dragline bucket dropped its big 
steel teeth right beside me, brushing me a little but not hurting me. The bucket lifted 
back up and swung away into the sky. But I was buried to my waist in wet gravel, 
and my feet had dropped down on to that little bit of sliding floor. The floor kept on 
going back and forth, and every time it did that, some gravel fell in behind my feet. 
As a result my ankles were being shoved right up against the sharp front edge of the 
opening through which the gravel left the hopper. I couldn't move. I knew that if I 
didn't get out of there within a minute or so there would be another load of gravel on 
top of me, and that would not only bury me, but, even if the teeth of the bucket didn't 
get me, by that time my legs would probably be broken as well. I started heaving my 
body around frantically, but nothing was happening until I realized that the shovel 
had fallen in behind my feet. I grabbed the handle with both hands and leaned hard 
until it went all the way against the hopper wall, and the gravel behind my feet gave 
just a little. Hoping that the handle wouldn't crack, I used every bit of strength I had 
to hold it over, hard against the wall of the hopper, and worked my feet frantically 
until one came loose and then the other. I scrambled as fast as I could up to the rim 
of the hopper, and reached it just as the next bucket of gravel was coming right for 
the hopper. I fell over the rim and waved as hard as I could at the old man. He 
stopped the bucket so quickly that it swung back and forth a few times. Each time it 
swung my way, it nudged my shoulder ever so gently. I knew I had had a close call. 

Some time later, when I was visiting home, my folks happened to drive me by 
the now unused pit. I saw for the first time the twisted wreckage of that once 
towering and, I thought, impressive new bright red steel washing plant that had killed 
my friend, and Charlie and Marge Bowdre's principal reason for continuing to exist. 
For decades I didn't even think about those bolts that had been used to fill holes and 
had no nuts screwed on them. When their possible significance eventually slammed 
into my startled consciousness, it just didn't any more seem worth telling anyone. 
Marge Bowdre had died long ago, and Charlie was quite old. To this day the only 
person of importance that I have told is Carolyn Bowdre Timmons, Darrell's only 
remaining cousin, and her Uncle Charlie's closest relative. 
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More Than Two Months Away 

On a certain Friday afternoon, late in Indian summer, 
The boy left his last class at the College and hurried 
to the station, downtown in Carlinville, 
Blackbum College, familiar yet unfamiliar. 

Cautiously he boarded the electric Interurban, 
convincing himself it was not different, 
maybe even the same car he rode once last year 
from his high school town into the countryside 
to a road near enough to his family's farm. 

Across the late afternoon he watched the little towns 
of Illinois scoot by, frequently moving from his open window 
to the back to stand against the curving iron rail 
on the outdoor platform, the rails clacking away behind 

like polished bands being drawn from beneath the car. 
Some time after midnight his watchful stare caught the silhouette 
of Caldwell's grain elevator, standing alone among the cornfields 
He rose quickly and jerked the slick cord above the windows. 

A moment later he was off the steps in the moonlight 
of the County Line crossing, the little car gaining speed 
as it rattled off toward Champaign. He set out 
in an easy trot north along the silent dusty road. 

More than two months away, he was thinking, 
as nearly an hour later he trudged the comer 
by the silver maple and clicked the front gate latch. 
Instantly, surprised scufflings came from the porch, 

quick growls, two shapes hurtling toward him 
through the dark shadows of the trees. 
He froze, waiting, as the dogs rushed at him. 
Near the moment of contact they changed, 
leaping, licking, murmuring frantically. 

Staggering against their scrambling embraces 
he moved toward the house, 
whispering reproachfully, shiny-eyed 
and smiling in the moonlight. 
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Fir t White Heath treet Car 

"[ itizen of angamon Town hip] ... were rewarded early in ovember 1906 by 
eeing the fir t treet car to operate in White Heath. It wa a mall treet car but it 
tai1ed carrying pa enger between White Heath and Champaign at once. By the 

middle of January 1907, interurban ervice wa'i extended to Monticello and by June 
the next ummer it had reached Decatur. ... The interurban did a lot for the people 
who lived along it line in their pur uit of education. When that happened, there wa 
no rea on for anyone in White Heath not to ha ea high chool diploma.' 

Springfield City Railway electric street car, circa 1900 (Sangamon Valley Collection) 
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PARALLEL LIVES OF "TWO BOYS" 
IN SANGAMON TOWNSHIP 

More Curiosities about Hank and Bowie Hannah (and me!) 

There .is much more to this story of parallel lives, which speaks broadly to the 
similarities in how all boys growing up in Sangamon Township - and probably most 
farm boys growing up in the Midwest -- did things in the early twentieth century. 
During the time that Lorrie and I have known Hank Hannah and his wife Bowie 
personally, which began after I had read his book and a subsequent letter, we had 
added many new similarities between his life as a child and mine. As an unusual 
example, stories in his book and this one has noted that each of us was fascinated by 
beetles that live in logs in the woods, though it was two different kinds of beetles for 
the two of us, both living inside dead logs! Hank told me about his beetle after I had 
mentioned the Betsy beetle I had found in an area called the Parker Forty, north of 
Hank's farm and west of mine. He told me that he almost became an entomologist (as 
I actually did), rather than a lawyer. All the time that we were visiting together at his 
home at White Oaks, near Texico, Illinois, talking on the phone, and corresponding, 
we kept discovering new parallels in our lives. 

Wh.ile Lorrie and I were driving to our first visit with Hank and Bowie at their 
southern Illinois home, we found ourselves alongside a long passenger train. Lorrie 
remarked to my mother, riding with us, that some of the people where she worked in 
Ann Arbor were so unfamiliar with trains that they didn't even know what a caboose 
is. The discussion that followed prompted me to sing a few verses of The Little Red 
Caboose behind the Train, an old song from the WLS song book that I hadn't sung 
for years. A while after we arrived at the Hannahs, we were all talking in the kitchen, 
and I asked Hank if he had ever learned the name of the particular song he said his 
father used to sing. In his book he had given some of the words to the song, but said 
he had never known the name of the book. I knew, from the lines he gave, that this 
particular song was Danville Girl. He responded to me that he had some time earlier 
discovered the song's name, but then, without a pause, he looked straight at me and 
said, "How do you Jike this one?" And he startled me, instead, by singing a verse of 
The Little Red Caboose behind the Train! When he stopped singing and ended the 
verse, I continued by singing the rest of all the verses and the chorus of this old song. 
Hank's wife, Bowie, stared back and forth between us in amazement and declared 
that she was labeling us, as, "The Gold Dust Twins!" We had been comparing notes 
for an hour or so, and the number of parallels between our lives had just kept on 
accumulating. (Unfortunately, Bowie died recently) 

Hank described in his book about finding hidden in the haymow a wooden play 
wagon that their parents had bought to give him as a Christmas present. His 
description of the wagon caused me to send to him, when Lorrie and I got back to our 
home in Michigan, a photograph of a large wooden child's wagon I had assembled 
by purchasing the running gears at a farm sale in Michigan and, unbelievably, 
completely matching rest of the wagon. lt had begun, seeming to be a jumbled pile of 
boards. It was at another farm sale several miles away a year or two later. Hank 
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wrote back that the wagon, which was made about 1920, and sold by Sears and 
Roebuck, looked extremely familiar. 

Hank was an enthusiastic wood worker, and so am I, though I do mainly simple 
carvings and canes. Hank has done much more, and especially fine pieces of 
furniture. I have had walnut, cherry, hickory, white and black oak, and ash trees 
from our farm sawed up by a farmer neighbor with an old-fashioned sawmill; but I 
never had my own sawmill, as did Hank. As he related in his book, he was also an 
enthusiastic horseman, as I too have been, virtually all of my life. 

There are close relationships between Harold (Hank) Hannah's in our interests of 
how beetles and horses become especially interesting to us, and a variety of other 
curiosities between the two of us -- for example, Hank and I each filled a large 
bucket of berries for our mothers to prepare them, and I produced a similar reward, 
each from a considerable distance. And then there has been woodworking in diverse 
fashions, and performances with numerous instruments, a realization of local songs, 
and many other connections. We can see how these have taken place between the 
later happenings in parts of our attention and curiosity, and they have continued 

Given the substantive differences in our backgrounds and personal 
environments, the late Harold Hannah and I lived lives that were more alike than I 
think anyone could ever have expected. We did an incredible number of similar 
things, both as children and as adults. As boys, both of us tramped the woods of, for 
the most part, the same areas in Sangamon Township. As adults, both of us were 
academicians, Harold Hannah an agricultural lawyer and University of Illinois dean, 
and I an entomologist and evolutionary biologist at the University of Michigan. I 
only became aware of the similarities in our imaginings, our interpretations of our 
environments, some of our specific skills, and our lives in general, when I read his 
book, Corn from the Sangamon Bottoms (Reference 16). Most of what is written in 
this book of mine was completed decades earlier, which more than anything else 
caused me to "almost jump out of my skin" as I read his book. Some accounts of the 
same happenings, although entirely independent, are uncannily alike, and our choices 
of events to describe are also remarkably similar. When I wrote my first letter to 
Hank, which follows below, we had not previously met or had any kind of direct 
contact. Subsequently, Lorrie and I visited Hank and Bowie at their farm, White 
Oaks, near Texico, Illinois, and after that exchanged letters and telephone cal1s. 
Following Hank's death we continued communicating with Bowie. In the Jetter that 
follows below, I have made minor adjustments of language and added some 
explanations of my references to Hank's book. Some explanations are taken from 
Hank's letter replying to me. As elsewhere in this book, whenever I added or 
changed anything substantive in a previously existing document, I enclosed the new 
information in brackets. 

Here is a small sample from Hank's 76 different replies about the 76 similarities 
in our lives listed, page by page, in my letter to him: 

"If I ever knew that Dr. Holmes was cal1ed "Sissy Holmes" [as I had noted in a 
letter] I had forgotten it, but I saw him often enough to understand why he might 
have gotten that name. Doc Bumstead I never knew, but "Little Doc" [his son] was a 
good friend of mine and a classmate in Monticello High Schoo1. He got a Ph.D. in 
Psychology at U. of OK. and co-authored with Hadley Cantril a book of depth and 
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discernment ... " 
"Our [both] finding skates in an o]d house where we Jived is quite a coincidence. 

There were severa1 in my o]d house, left there by, I am sure, the Skillings boys, 
grandsons of Uncle Ditty Tatman." 

"I haven't figured it out, but those Sievers marriages must have made our Dads 
re]atives of some kind." 

"Since your Dad and my Dad were both cousins of Hugh Hannah, they must 
have been something to each other. Your Mom did a good job on Hughey [teaching 
him in grade school]. He and his family are great folks. Hugh had a store in Lodge 
before he had the one in White Heath. I suppose your folks tended the one in White 
Heath." 

''The coincidences are really building up. Now it is croquet with our Dads, and 
you and I hitting the ball the same way. We played croquet when we went to Uncle 
Diddy Tatman's when they lived in the hol1ow. All the men in that family hit the 
ball the same way." 

"We certainly had some of the same experiences at the White School. However, 
there was no furnace when I was there; instead, it was a big o]d jacketed stove ... " 

"It was interesting to learn that your mother and I both had a hand in the 
education of [school superintendent] Charles MacIntosh's son Charles." Charles took 
a course from Harold Hannah at the University of Illinois. 

"I can understand your feelings about Bernice Evans. My thought was that she 
was an angel! My mother thought she was the sweetest woman she had ever known." 

"I think your Dad and I had a lot of things in common, including riding a mule to 
Sunday School." 

"There have been so many coincidences in our young careers that it is a bit 
uncanny, and here is another one. Our coaches were our botany teachers [for both of 
us], and each of them took us around Monticello to identify trees and shrubs ... " 

"More coincidences: I am glad that durable Ma Fleming was still on the job 
when you had all the math courses you cou]d take at Monticel1o High Note: I did not 
take so1id geometry. Her death was tragic when the door of her car fe11 open and 
another car struck and killed Ma Fleming." 

"I have now completed comments on a11 the numbered pages you flagged and 
am at the point where I can a1so say, "Whew!" But it was mostly fun. In answer to 
your last paragraph, my mother died in Mercy Hospital in Urbana in 1972 at the age 
of 83, a few months after Bowie and I got home from Malaysia. I remarked to him 
that I was surprised he said nothing about when she died. She wrote to us regularly, 
and I wrote to her more often than I did during WW IL" 

Hank's writings are largely those of the generation before mine, but mostly 
about the same part of Sangamon Township, and with some overlaps of the people 
each of us knew. I think his book will stand as the richest and most detailed and well 
-constructed description of what it was like to be a farm boy growing up in central 
Illinois approximately 75-100 years ago. I am de1ighted to have been able to add 
some of my own memories and impressions about what farm boys did, and how they 
thought, almost as long ago. 

Hank, I almost jumped out of my skin while reading your book, Corn from the 
Sangamon Bottoms [see Reference 16]. I am 19 years younger than you, and I was 
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raised on the Leslie Hammersmith fann not far from where you were raised. The 
south end of our farm bordered Caldwell land on the south, just across the road from 
the buildings where John and Callie Valentine lived in the 1960's. Our buildings 
were across the pasture east from Jim Mounce's buildings. The southwest comer of 
our farm was only yards from the northeast corner of the farm where you and your 
family lived. My father, Dale Alexander, told me a few things about Hank as I was 
growing up, somehow conveying to me that he knew you were somebody special. 
So I too realized you were. As a result you became a hero to me, although 
necessarily vaguely so, because at first I only saw you a couple of times, and then at 
a distance. But we had a copy of the Harold Hannah book on agricultural law as 
soon as it was published. In age, you were between my father and me. Dale 
Alexander was born in 1903 and died in 1953. Harold Hannah was born in 1911 and 
died in 2001. 

The reason I almost jumped out of my skin is that in your book Hank, you wrote 
of more than 100 things I could have written myself, or already have, about my own 
life. I have long had an intent to publish the details of my own childhood in 
Sangamon Township, and when I have finally completed those accounts I know that 
what I say will surely be more similar to what you have written than to anything else 
I have written or seen. 

I am stunned at the number of things you remembered as special that I do too, 
from playing around the remains of Ephriam MulI 's old house to remembering Tom 
Groomes, Black Jake Cline, and even the similarity of our experiences on biological 
field trips at the Monticello High School for naming plants. My coach and biology 
teacher was Buck Schroth. My father had taught me how to recognize trees, and I 
think I named alI of them before anyone else, until Buck Schroth said, unforgettably 
to me, because no one had ever said such a thing to me before. "You know, you're 
smart!" His remark blew my mind and set me (permanently!) to trying ever so much 
harder to be useful. I too had Mildred Fleming as math teacher, and I had the same 
positive feelings toward her that you did. But unlike you I did not take all of her 
classes; and, like you, I had parts in the plays she directed. I was also impressed by 
Edwin Mackey' s steam engine; we used to walk out on the porch of the White 
School to watch it pass. I too learned to play the guitar and the harmonica -- and later 
the fiddle, banjo, and piano. I had the same almost mystic view of Latin in high 
school, and a student from Bement also beat me in the mile run (it was my good 
Bement friend, Dwight Yockey, who outran me!). I too had grandparents who lived 
in Lick Skillet. I was treated to watermelons by Jim Mounce; I thought of County 
School Superintendent of Schools Charles MacIntosh as a kind of hero; and I 
reflected about the Kentuckians at the Red House, and on and on and on. The 
Reverend Simmons, of whom you spoke, officiated at my parents' marriage, and he 
and his wife lived with my parents for a while. 

You can see from a verse in this book that the boys in my day also ran (they 
didn't walk!) around the then rickety wooden fence top in the White School yard. I 
too slid down across some brace boards in a comcrib and got some flesh ripped. And 
I pondered almost exactly the same questions you raised about the possible origin of 
CaldweII' s Pond, although, because of its shape, and its being on high ground, and 
the ridge of earth around it, I generated the novel hypothesis that it might have been 
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created by a meteorite -- and that was probably erroneous. I always wanted to dig 
down into the bottom of it to see if there was a big rock from outer space down there. 
My family also had an "old house" with a half attic, about "20 feet from our back 
porch." It housed my mother's washing machine, the com cob and coal bins for the 
stoves of the house, and my father's shop. Our privy, like yours, had three holes, one 
of which wa~ lower and smaller, for small children - and we kept a Sears catalogue 
out there, just as you did. The door, as with yours, did not stay shut, and, like you, 
we often had to brush snow off the seats. We too had a cistern at the kitchen sink 
and had to take our baths in the middle of the kitchen. 

Like you, I have worked in Malaysia, a couple of times, once on the peninsula 
and once in Borneo. I had a Duroc Jersey gilt for a 4-H contest, and a dog named 
Tippie, and I was in the hundred first Airbomes -- though, unlike you, only for 
combat rifleman training during the Korean War. I boxed around home, and in the 
Army. I had a pet juvenile (gray not red) fox, and I broke my arm when I was 11 (not 
10, as with you)- and from falling off a bucking steer, not a horse, and my left arm 
rather than the right one, as with you. Because I am left-handed, I switched 
temporarily, as you did, and learned to write the county final examination for seventh 
grade at the Monticello Court House with my right hand. And on and on and on! 

I also got to "plow" (cultivate) com with my own team of two horses from the 
time I was about nine, and like you I used a one-row cultivator while my father used 
a two-row one. I too was attracted to shallow wells, especially one in our south 
pasture, where the Al Lord house had once been located. 

When I was a kid, the outdoor movies we saw were the Thursday "free shows" 
at White Heath, not those in the Monticello theater, which you mention. But it may 
have been Wiiliam S. Hart and Tom Mix that we too watched sometimes, as well as 
Buck Jones. Our films were silent, and, as I say in one of the enclosed documents 
(Reference 9), mostly women and children watched from car seats while most of the 
men played horseshoes between Ross Mitchell's General Store and Clint Vinson's 
Pool Hall and Ice Cream Parlor. We kids were forbidden to go into the pool hall, but 
we would sometimes take dangerous runs through there. On one of those breathless 
runs, after pausing "dangerously" to take a long look at my favorite picture, the 
painting of Custer's Last Stand on the wall, I stopped suddenly in front of the first 
inebriated person I had ever seen. It was Tom Groomes, our off-and-on hired man. 
He held out a quarter for me to take, and I was so frightened by the way he was 
acting that I just took off and ran away. Unlike you, however, at the spring revival at 
the Centerville Church I did not go down front and join the people giving themselves 
to Jesus Christ, and for that reluctance I received some protracted and (I thought) 
accusing stares. 

As I grew up I continued to learn things about you and many of the people you 
wrote about. Some I learned from my grandmother, Ida Belle Winters Alexander, 
who lived her early adult life in Lick Ski11et and then on the first farm south of Route 
10 on the east side of the road into White Heath. She and my grandfather, Bil] 
Alexander, had their home farm there. I think my grandfather was almost as 
notorious (personality-wise) as Alvin Caldwell's reputation suggests he was (at least, 
as you and I both heard about it), though for one reason or another not as successful 
financially: he ended up with only about I 000 acres, while, at least during your 
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boyhood, the Caldwell holdings seem to have fallen somewhere between that and the 
2500 (and later, more) acres reported for Rufus Calef somewhat earlier (see 
Reference 5 and the 1875 map in References 8, 13)]. I even knew (in general) about 
the disposition of the Caldwell family's will after Grace died, including that you 
(Hank) were in India then, developing a system of agricultural colleges, and how you 
reacted when told that essentially the entire Caldwell estate had been willed to you. 
Wherever I heard about it, my information was accurate, judging from your account, 
and confirmed in more detail during our later conversations. When I was growing up 
I believed that what you called the "Pond Farm" had been given to your Dad and 
Mom by the Caldwells, and that you received the income from the farm on which the 
George Menacher family lived while I was in the White Schoo], to help finance my 
university education. From my grandmother I had heard the story you told me about 
the deaf fellow who referred to his brother's wife as a "goddamned Slink o' Hell," 
and as we11 the story about Nick Tatman plunging forward in the Ca]dwe11 Cadi11ac, 
right through the fence, during the excitement of the Caldwell house fire. 

Your "Big Pond" -- we called it that sometimes, and we also called it 
"Caldwell's Pond" -- was a favorite place of mine, in the winter, when I would come 
there to skate with everyone else in the neighborhood. I first skated there on a pair of 
clamp skates I had found in the wall of an old house we used for cobs, coal, and a 
shop - one of the two kinds you discuss. In reference to your story about picking six 
gallons of gooseberries, I filled a six-gallon bucket with dewberries one day, from a 
hillside overlooking the Sangamon River bottom, after my mother had told me 
casually she would take care of whatever I could pick. She was probably as 
astonished as was your mother when she brought in Hank's mountain of 
gooseberries. My rifle, like yours, is an antique, single shot, 22 caliber Stevens. But 
it is a Little Scout, not a Stevens Favorite, as is yours, and it was really a family gun, 
not mine personally. But I still have it. When I was a kid I never hunted the way 
you did, my brother and I only popped sparrows around the house. Both of my 
episodes with skunks paralleled yours: one took place during World War II, when I 
wa'i dismantling a two-row John Deere horse cultivator because my Dad had bought 
a 1942 Farmall H. In the other episode some of us boys went down to play 
basketball in the haymow with Ralph Manuel's boys. On the way a skunk happened 
by, and we guided it from near the school toward Manuel's house, herded it under the 
porch, and pestered it until it stunk up the place. Incidentally, I have used a 1940 
International H and a 1949 M across the past 33 years of my farming 78.5 acres, 
raising primarily horses, cattle, and hay. 

You can see from the curriculum vitae I enclose that, as with you, I have also 
had an academic career, though in biology not law. I am enclosing numerous 
documents that include some pages that I think will make you grin -- or exclaim. 
There is also a verse in there about Tom Groomes, who worked for my father, and 
wa'i a sort of hero of mine as well as yours, and another about Edwin Mackey. 
Grover Benson was also a hero of mine, as welJ as yours, because he and my father 
were favorite partners playing horseshoes at the Alexander-Winters reunion in the 
Forest Preserve Park at MonticeUo. They virtually always played together, 
sometimes all day without being beaten. I remember that a young fellow from 
Champaign once practiced up, all year, planning to beat them, but he ended up, after 
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losing, trying to make humorous remarks. For example, he said that horseshoes is "an 
old man's game." My father threw another horseshoe and said, "You just think that 
because it takes so long to learn how to do it well." 

As I say in the enclosed book about my father (Reference 8), he and I used to 
play horseshoes on the way to the barn, to determine who would have to milk the 
extra cow. I won only once, and that time I think I had to get 18 points from ringers 
to accomplish it. But I don't think horseshoes were quite as important to me as to 
you. I certainly never had any bronzed horseshoes! What a dandy gift from a 
craftsman like Grover Benson! 

Hannahs were some of my father's favorite relatives. Hugh Hannah was my 
parents' favorites. My father and mother used to take care of Hugh's store when he 
was gone. I too have spent some time talking to Wayne Wright about his hogs and 
especially his ponies; and, as with you, I thought Charlie's and Helen Wright's 
daughter Barbara June was unusually pretty, both when I was fairly small and when 
she returned while I was a teenager working on Valentine's hay baler. While being 
by her mother, serving dinner to the baling crew at their house, she more or less 
whispered something flattering about me being more grown up than she had 
expected. Her mother whispered it in my ear at that dinner table filled with hay 
balers. I was definitely old enough to be exhilarated. 

At the White School we used to play shinny in Charlie Wright's pasture. Our 
"risque" game at the White School with the wall around the boys' toilet was different 
from yours. We used to see which one of us could project his urine the highest and 
farthest over the wall. We generated a fair amount of skill in that curious 
competition. 

I am sure you know that what you call your "Cloudy Origin" - of which you 
speak with such an interesting curiosity - was a big topic of conversation among 
people in Sangamon Township who knew of your mother's unusual arrival there. 
It's always true-part of human nature, I suppose-that gossip flies when a child's 
paternity is uncertain or unknown. In one of my writings about human behavior I 
noted that anthropologists seem to have found a word paralleling "bastard" or 
"woods colt" in just about every language. I expect the reason for its significance is 
that, throughout history, so much of a child's heritage, or success, depended on his 
(or her) father. So everyone whose interests were directly or indirectly involved (or 
who wanted to learn about such situations and maybe use the information to their 
own advantage) paid a lot of attention. 

I spent some time in the 1950' s talking to two of the oldest residents of 
Sangamon Township available to me, my grandmother, Ida Belle Winters Alexander 
Brady, and Mella Seymour. Mella was for many years my mother's best friend in 
Sangamon Township, along with Callie Valentine and her daughter, Twilia Mackey. 

Here are two items from 22 September 1957, not recorded elsewhere: Grandma 
said that young Alvin Caldwell (the Deacon's son) got a girl "in trouble" (pregnant), 
and his family shipped him out west. While there, she said, he amassed a 
considerable fortune in a short time, but also became mentally deranged and was 
returned for a time to the family farm in Sangamon Township, where he was cared 
for chiefly by his sister Laura. Either Ida Belle or Mella Seymour claimed that Alvin 
Junior was for a while kept on a chain in a cabin across the road from the Caldwell's 
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house. He reportedly would not allow Grace into the cabin where he was kept. He 
was said to have spit toward her if she came near. Later, Ida Belle said, he was 
moved to an institution. Grandma said Sadie Fisher's stepmother had a daughter 
who also got into trouble, and the stepmother's husband (Sadie's father, Jake) would 
not allow her to live in their house during her "sickness." Accordingly, said 
Grandma, Mrs. Fisher likewise denied Sadie shelter when she got in trouble. Sadie, 
however, owned a cow, and was able to get a lady in Seymour to care for her in 
return for the cow. Sadly, Sadie's baby died at birth. 

Grandma said that Deacon Caldwell, when courting John Madden's daughter, 
was anticipating some difficulty in obtaining the elder Madden's consent for his 
daughter's hand in marriage. Accordingly, when the fateful day for the request 
arrived, he had devised a plan. Arriving at the Madden home he went directly into 
the pasture where Madden was looking over his large herd of beef stock. Caldwell 
struck up a conversation with the partly deaf Madden by making remarks such as 
"Nice bunch of steers you have here, Mr. Madden," to which Madden would respond 
by asking him to repeat it louder, then answer, "Yes, yes!" Eventually Madden 
began answering, "Yes, yes!" to all of Caldwell's intentionally low-voiced and 
uninteresting remarks, without asking that they be repeated or troubling himself to 
understand perfectly. At this point, without changing his tone or manner, Caldwell 
casually inserted the question, "May I have your daughter's hand, Mr. Madden?" 
Madden gave the usual uninteresting reply of "Yes, yes," and Caldwell turned and 
hurried from the field without explaining his sudden change of behavior to the 
puzzled Mr. Madden. Mary Madden quickly packed her things and the two left 
immediately and were married. According to my Grandma, there was some special 
noise in the Madden household when the senior member learned of the trick. 

You'll find verses in here, in the packet of materials I sent to Harold Hannah 
then, mostly now in this book -- written about several of the events you write about. 
There's a verse about Jim Mounce shooting Adam Spear; one about the Red House 
barn fire, which I watched; one about Nick Tatman bringing the Caldwell sisters to 
salt the cattle in the woods north of your house; one about the White School and that 
golden eagle you shot; and one about the Caldwell family. There's one about Black 
Jake Cline (White Jake is mentioned too), and a verse Nina Harper wrote in 1901 
about "The Last Supper in the Old Church." 

Mella Seymour told me (1957) that Harold Hannah looked exactly like the 
Deacon Caldwell, and she said she and Opal Seymour and Callie Valentine tried 
valiantly to get your mother to tell about her folks when they were all helping her 
paper rooms in the pond house. But she would say nothing. Mella said that the 
Deacon used to ride in a buggy and visit with the Deacon and his associates when 
proposals for a county line road were being considered. Paralleling your stories and 
rumors about the Deacon, my father told me there was a rumor that the Deacon 
sometimes rode a white horse and carried a whip that he occasionally used on people 
who worked for him -- or didn't work enough for him! But I suppose the stories got 
wilder and wilder once they had begun. I think Mella Seymour must have had her 
dates a bit confused; I didn't know until later when the Deacon died in relation to 
when you were born, but he died too soon (1907), and she and my grandmother, 
strangely, were wrongly convinced that you, Hank, were his child. Mistakes are 
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easy, but in one way I understand this one, because reading your book made me dig 
out Shonkwiler's photograph of Alvin Caldwell and compare it with yours in the 
Piatt County Journal-Republican. I expect Mella made the comparison by looking at 
first at him and then at you, Hank, directly, at a time when you and Alvin Caldwell 
were considerably younger. It seems to me that she is right about one thing. You do 
indeed look like Alvin Caldwell! The difference seems to me mainly in your eyes 
and cheeks, your eyes being jolly, his, as you note, not jolly at all (at least in the 
picture), and your cheeks are a little rounder. I expect that, at this stage especially, 
you think speculations by others on this topic are ridiculous, but I' 11 stick my neck 
out anyway and venture one. The thought that makes sense to me, in light of 
everything, is that you are related to the Caldwells. The only way that seems likely is 
if your mother was Alvin's (the Deacon's) daughter. That would explain why the 
remaining Caldwells thought so much of you, from beginning to end, why your 
mother was so determinedly quiet on the subject (that must have been a sort of 
contract), and why she was jealous of the Caldwells. A good question is whether the 
Deacon did a lot of traveling, although he surely wouldn't have needed to travel far if 
a woman who bore his child did the traveling afterward, and then the daughter came 
back and was unknown to the locals. I think it extremely curious that my 
grandmother also seemed certain that you were the Deacon's child. I am sure she 
believed that the Caldwell ladies knew who your mother was, and she told me that 
she learned from Sam Hannah that your mother asked for the Caldwells when she 
came to Monticello on the Interurban. The obvious alternative to this is that Laura 
(especially) "adopted" you, thus perhaps filling a void in her life just as Grace 
"adopted" Nick for perhaps a parallel reason (just perhaps). Anyway, I quit at this 
point- nothing more! And I apologize, especially if any of this speculation offended 
you as noted later, it did not offend Hank. Indeed, according to his wife, Bowie, it 
seems to have exhilarated him. 

I see that Emma Piatt, in her history of Piatt County, has Alvin Caldwell born in 
Mercer County, Ohio, Dec. 11, 1830, of Irish and English descent, and he came to 
Piatt County October 24, 1849, purchased land beginning in 1860, and bought "the 
land he now lives on" in 1868. "On November 22, 1857, he married Mary E. 
Madden, who was born August 24, 1833 ( and died in 1916), and has three children 
living, Laura, Grace, and Alvin." (p. 569). Shonkwiler's history, however, says he 
was born in Mercer County, Pa., Dec. 10, but grew up in Ohio. Shonkwiler has a 
good deal more information about Alvin Caldwell, including that he and Mary 
Madden also had "John Charles, who died at the age of six years; Harriet Elizabeth, 
who died at the age of four years ... " Shonkwiler says Alvin "was reared and 
educated in Ohio," and his father died in Henry County, Ohio. But I expect you 
(Harold) have seen that account. The detail and apparent accuracy in Shonkwiler' s 
account, as well as his not uncommon tendency to be complimentary, perhaps 
especially in the biographies of the more wealthy and prominent people about whom 
he wrote, suggests that he obtained his information directly and in detail. Alvin 
Caldwell he described as "a man who is kindly remembered by those who had the 
honor of his acquaintance." 

My grandmother told me in detail the story about Jim Mounce shooting Ad 
Spear- so much detail that I wrote a verse about it that you'll find in the materials I 
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am sending in this instance. She said Jim hid in a fence corner, as you mentioned. 
My Uncle Harry told me it was cattle rather than hogs that were involved, and he 
believed that Spear called Chicago and asked them to look for his brand on the cattle 
and they found it. My grandmother didn't tell me that, but Harry said she told him. 
My grandmother, of course, lived right there at the top of the hill in Centerville when 
all of these things were happening. As indicated elsewhere in this book I later 
received information from Dill Seymour that suggested a different cause for the 
shooting. 

You mention that Dick Smith talked with a speech impediment. My Grandma 
insisted that Jim Mounce shot him in the throat with buckshot when they were 
hunting together because Dick taunted him for missing so many squirrels. According 
to her, Dick's last taunt was, "You couldn't hit me if I stood right here!" If Grandma 
Brady's story is accurate, he was wrong! There was evidently a bit of a rascal inside 
Jim Mounce - at least sometimes during his life. Incidentally, as you wi11 see, I and 
my parents and Dill Seymour - and others around the community -- had the same 
"dual" view of Jim Mounce that you - and perhaps nearly everyone who knew him 
well - did. Once my father saw Jim's barn burning just after lunch and ran all the 
way across the pasture. He vaulted the fence into Jim's barnyard and started dragging 
Jim's new double harness out. Then he heard a throat clear, and turned to see Jim 
sitting on the fence. Jim said, "Throw her back in, Dale. She's all insured." I ran 
right behind my father all the way and was there for the entire incident. Jim was also 
rumored to have burned the Valentine's back barn for a fee - the barn that stood in 
the field west of all the rest of their buildings. But that was never more than a rumor, 
and it appears that most people didn't believe it but expected it to have burned from 
lightning. 

Perhaps Jim Mounce was like two people. My sister and I thought he was a 
wonderful old man, and my father obviously liked him. He never mentioned to me a 
single one of the stories about his "other side" until after he had died. I remember a 
time, written up in my book about my father (Reference 8), when Jim drove a giant 
homemade nail all the way through a large hickory tree on our side of the fence 
because he wanted it for axe handles and my father wouldn't let him cut it down. 
There is more about this story. You have commented how Dick Smith loved his little 
dogs. There is also a story about Dick's dog in Pop's Story [Reference 8]. 

My grandmother sang several songs for me -the stories are in these pages I am 
sending you, now and in this book. One was a verse that the Centerville kids used to 
sing, which listed eight of the Groomes kids to the tune of Irish washerwoman. 
Another was a song about the fight on Graham's Hill, which I obtained in its entirety 
only by going back and forth between her and Mella Seymour. It was sung by my 
grandmother to a minor tune that may be the same as the tune of a Civil War song I 
heard once. My grandmother was not only a lively gossip and story teller, but she 
knew many a song and could play the harmonica very well indeed. I wish I had 
known to learn much more from her while I could. Some day, perhaps, I will get 
organized and print the most interesting excerpts from all of these journals. But I 
thought some of the material, included with this letter, might prove interesting 
reading for some of you now. 

Like you (Hank), I also learned to play the fiddle -- but upside down and 
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backward, and not very well, because I am left-handed -- on a violin that Treva 
White brought to me from her attic. I think she sold it to me for $20 when I was 
about 17. I also have the book of 1000 fiddle tunes that you mentioned you have, but 
I never learned many of them. I learned some fiddle tunes from the old WLS Song 
Book - for example, Gray Eagle and Cackling Hen. But I played such tunes on the 
banjo and harmonica a good deal more than on the fiddle. My older daughter 
became the fiddler of the family. In reference to your daughter as a horse person, my 
younger daughter was the horse-crazy one in her teens, and still is. She eventually 
left me with the horses, and I am enough of a horse lover myself that I have kept 
raising, training, and se11ing them, and I have written a great deal about them. 

My story about the bee tree in Pop [expanded a~ Pop's Story] took place only a 
few yards north of the house in which you lived when your Dad worked for Jim 
Mounce. I also know the story of the supposedly demented fellow who lived in the 
big hollow tree in the Forest Preserve Park, and I used to walk the Sangamon 
bottomland woods looking for hollow trees big enough to live in myself. I struck all 
large trees with the walking stick I invariably was carrying, to see if they were 
hollow. All I ever got was a family of five raccoons whose mother had been shot and 
was hanging above them in the tree's branches. The starving babies talked back to 
me after my stick struck the tree, and, as a result, I carefully chopped them out with 
an axe. But I couldn't keep them alive. This story is one of three scheduled to appear 
in 2008 in a children's book titled Thumping on Trees. 

My Dad and neighbors also fished the way your Dad did, Hank, but just now I 
have forgotten the verb used to describe that method: I think it was called "hogging." 
Hank later.replied that it was exactly that, and that it was also called "logging." 
Donna Alexander recently retrieved for me a photo of my father holding two huge 
catfish that he had caught that way. 

Kate Swisher-Vermillion and Bernice Wilson Evans about whom you speak, 
were both my Sunday School teachers at different times, as was Dean McCartney. 
Because of Bernice's pleasantness and her beatific facial expression, when I was 
small I was convinced she was an angel! I knew just about all of the Evans' you 
mention - indeed, most of the people you mention throughout your book. Some of 
those people, like Glen and Mazella Harper, were especially good friends of mine 
and of my parents, as with you: my parents sometimes called Glen, "Pewee." By the 
time I was getting along as a kid, Clyde Evans was being teased with the nickname of 
"Old Hunderd and Eleven" because of the three streams of tobacco juice that now 
and then coursed down his chin. 

We referred to the game that you, Hank, called "Dare Base" by a different term: 
Black Man! I eventually started ca11ing it "Last Runner" because, like you, I didn't 
like the old name. But you called it Black Man on page 38 when you are talking 
about the Madden School. Was that an accident, or did I miss something different 
between the two games? According to Hank Hannah, it was indeed an accident. 
Martha Ann Rhoades, however, says that Dare Base is entirely different from Black 
Man. I have no memory of even knowing there was a game with the name of Dare 
Base. 

The passage you wrote when your (adoptive) father, Roy Hannah died, reminded 
me of the verse I wrote when my father died (Reference 16). I admire your reflective 
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pa ag when you are talking about the river and life, and the un et, and the mell 
and ight with which you grew up, and I regret that I lack the ability to reflect o 
poetically. 

De pite your modest title, I didn't detect any "corn" in your book. But there are 
lot of it in my ver e and storie . Mo t of the ver e were written decade ago, ome 
a long as 55-60 years ago, when I wa . till thinking I might omeday, if I ju t 
practiced, learn to write verse welJ. I think I also wa , till in a youthful way feeling 
romantic, especially in a way that allowed me toe cape th embarra ment of the 
inadequacies of my ver e which are pretty obviou to me now. But I uppo e I 
don't really mind. I, till like them, warts and all. 

You will find a printed copy of the story of my mother' life in thi. package 
[Reference 13]. I am sure there will be ome pa age and information in there of 
interest. 
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"My Father, Dale Alexander, in 
our front yard long ago, holding 
two large fish from the flooded 
Sangamon River.' 



Events of Hank Hannah and Dick Alexander 
At Different Times on Palau 

Reading Harold Hannah's books has caused me to have that "small world" 
feeling we get once in a while. While working on the Pacific Island of Palau years 
ago, I met a woman who grew up on the farm a 1itt1e further north of mine than the 
one you (Hank) grew up on south of mine (she was north just across the river). I 
suggested to her that we were probably the only two residents of Sangamon 
Township that had ever visited Palau, and for us accidentally to strike up a 
conversation and also accidentally ]earn that her mother and mine were in the same 
Home Bureau unit - and, indeed, that my office mate at the University of Michigan, 
who did his graduate work at the University of Illinois, went to school with her, and 
that his wife's sister was her best friend in the University High School in Urbana. All 
of that had about as much chance of happening as a lightning strike! 

At the time there were a large number of Japanese people on the island, but only 
obviously six Americans: the woman from Illinois and the fellow with her, both of 
whom were selling textbooks, my two biological field trip associates and I, and a girl 
who, with a Canadian friend, were writing English textbooks for the Palauan schools. 
The textbook-selling lady said she was from California, and I said my mother lives 
there now, and she was a schoolteacher. The lady said she too had been a 
schoolteacher, but she wasn't originally from California, but, rather, Illinois. I said, 
so was my mother, earlier. I a<iked where she lived in Illinois, and she said it was 
near a tiny town that I was never likely even to hear about it. I asked for the name of 
the town and she said, "Have you ever heard of Mansfield?" I said that I grew up on 
a farm with Mansfield, Mahomet, Seymour, White Heath, Lodge, and Galesville 
encircling our farm. She looked at me in astonishment and said that she did that too. 
I said I lived on a farm close to the Sangamon River and bordering the Piatt
Champaign County line. By then she was agog. She said, "So did I!" I asked which 
side of the Sangamon River she lived on and she said, the north side. I said we lived 
on the south side. We figured that I had probably once ridden, long ago, an old mare 
to take to her farm to breed to her father's stallion. All of this transpired as a result 
of two very brief encounters during less than one week on the island. I have had 
many experiences that make me think the world is a small place, but this was one of 
the most unusual. 

As another example I was once hunting for crickets after midnight in a mangrove 
swamp back from the beach on the tiny island of Pohnpei in the Pacific. No one was 
in my vicinity but my two fellow biologists, and they had gone out of sight. 
Eventually two men came strolling toward me along the beach in the darkness. I 
couldn't see them, but I heard their voices so I stepped out of the swamp and waited 
for them because I thought they were my two co-hunters of crickets. But they 
weren't. So I explained. They asked where we had come from. I said, the 
University of Michigan, and one fellow said he had gotten a degree from the 
University of Michigan and another from Michigan State. They told me they were 
physicians, on Pohnpei, to do public health work. When we exchanged names, one 
fellow suddenly said, "Oh! I have your book on my shelf! -- Da,winism and Human 
Affairs!" The other one asked if I could tell where he was from. I said I heard both 
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Spanish and German in his accent, so I assumed a certain country in South America. 
He laughed and said that I was correct. 

A third "small world" example happened several years ago when I received a 
telephone call in my office at the University of Michigan from a physician in 
Midland, Michigan. He said that his name was Meece, and he had a patient with a 
spider bite. They had kept the spider and thought it might be a dangerous brown 
recluse spider. Because the effects of this spider's bite can require treatment for a 
long time, he wondered if he could send me the spider so that I could identify it. I 
agreed to do that and asked him how he spelled his surname. He gave the spelling, 
and I said I knew some people with that name when I was growing up. He said, 
"What state?" I said, "Illinois. " He said, "Right state -- what town?" I said, 
"Monticello." He said, "Right town!" I asked his father's name and he said, 
"George." I said, "Oh, your mother, Ellen Lyons, and your Uncle Lynn were in my 
high school class!" And I also mentioned his Uncle Raymond. He acknowledged all 
of this, and he said, "Oh -- are you one of those Alexanders?" Some months later 
Lorrie and I were visiting my younger brother, Noel, and his family in Illinois. At the 
kitchen table one day I began to tell this story. Noel interrupted, saying, "I've 
already heard the story." I said, "Who told it to you?" He said, "My mailman." I 
asked who that was, and he said, "George Meece!" 

I think I detect in your recounting of your childhood experiences that the quick 
growing up and special confidence that goes with associating primarily with adults, 
and with having two adults all to yourself (you actually had more than two), because 
Grace and Laura and Nick Tatman all had special relationships with you. I am 
considering the question whether Hank Hannah and Bowie have been familiar with 
the other people. I liked the adults around me, but, as the second child of three, I was 
for some reason not inclined to think like an adult. I am therefore astonished at the 
intellectual things you remember from childhood. My own childhood did not expose 
me very much to literature or music. I wish I had known about the people you 
describe as playing various kinds of musical instruments around the Sangamon area. 
Even though in retrospect I know that my parents were both bright and thoughtful 
people, and well educated for having had only a smattering of college, my house did 
not have a great deal of literature in it. My mother brought mountains of books home 
from the library, and I remember them as being mainly Zane Grey books for my 
father to read. I had little knowledge of what my mother brought home for herself. A 
childhood friend, Caroline Bowdre Timmons, who came to my mother's funeral, said 
her most vivid memory of my mother was when she would come out to the car from 
the Allerton Library in Monticello carrying such high stacks of books that she could 
hardly see where Elizabeth was going. Caroline and her brother, Carl, both rode to 
school in Monticello with my mother driving in our 1936 Ford because there were no 
school buses then. 

At the White School I only recalled Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia in the 
(non-existent!) "library" until I was in seventh grade, when a small set of volumes 
called Book Trails was added. I didn't even know what classical music was until I 
got into college and took a music appreciation course. I never read Shakespeare or 
Darwin, or listened to Beethoven, or knew much about any other truly incredible 
people until my college classes. I don't think I ever heard of Darwin until I was a 
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junior in college. When I was a youngster I rarely thought of myself as someone lost 
in the general swarm of children - just another farm kid. Although my parents 
favored education, and both were one-room country schoolteachers for a while, for 
financial reasons if no others, it was not clear until the last minute that I could or 
would go to college. No one urged me very much to do so, or discussed the financial 
problems involved. For reasons described in Club 48, I went to a work college 
(Blackbum, in Carlinville, Illinois), and left there for the Illinois State Normal 
University when I realized I could work more hours in Normal and earn my own way 
almost completely - a necessity, perhaps, because my father was seriously ill, and 
my sister wa~ also in college (see Reference 6). As explained in Club 48, the 
Monticello High School Latin teacher, Helen Burgoyne, who was my advisor, 
deserved considerable credit for my actually going to college. 

Graduate school was even more a last minute affair, urged by a couple of my 
professors after I had interviewed for a high school teaching job and already had the 
agreed-to contract coming in the mail. I barely missed ending up farming in Piatt 
County. I would have liked that too, though, and there's small reason to believe that 
what I did was in any way "better," though I wouldn't give it up if I were starting 
over. Lorrie and I have purchased and developed the 60-acre farm we have worked 
from 39 years and on. 

As you can tell, I am a "local history" freak and also a lover of folklore who is 
interested in people and their social interactions. A significant part of my life as a 
biologist has been spent writing and teaching about human behavior and evolution. I 
have always been interested in my family's history and in the sociality of my 
neighborhoods and my family, in a way at least similar to the way you evidently have 
been. As an adjunct to my main occupation of insect taxonomy and animal behavior, 
I have written over hundreds of articles on human topics and several philosophical 
books about human behavior. Among them involve Darwinism and Human Affairs, 
The Biology of Moral Systems, and more recently, Human Social Evolution: The 
Foundational Works of Richard D. Alexander, edited by Kyle Summers and Bernard 
Crespi. I am very much impressed with your books, and mine, which I place in my 
own small library of volumes that will tell my grandchildren and some small part of 
the world what things were like when I was a child. 

One more thing: I share the implication in your book that the kind of 
superficially simple life you and I led in the rural Midwest years ago was not as 
simple and inadequate as it seems. I have always viewed the opportunity of getting 
up in the morning and pulling up my overalls to trudge off or ride off on my pony 
with my dog falling in behind - free to select what I wanted to do across much of the 
day in a biologically and socially rich environment - as provoking creativity, and 
conducive to the development of a rich imagination and high level of motivation. I 
also regarded farm life as a remarkably appropriate preparation for academic life. In 
both situations the individual must plan his or her activities every day, personally 
choosing the important things and pushing aside the trivial ones -- then figuring out 
how to do everything necessary -- and then working to finish every job rather than to 
just put in the time. My father used to comment on the occasional farmer near us, 
who kept his weeds mowed and his buildings and fences beautiful and neat, but 
seemed never to get around to the business of actually farming. To me, occasional 
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academic colleagues who spend most of the day answering mail and the phone, and 
doing other trivial tasks, are parallels. In its own way, academia is at least as tough 
as farming, and sometimes in the same way. As with any businessman or farmer, an 
academician has to start every day by setting a personal agenda, deciding how the 
many problems and duties before him should be prioritized, and then sought 
seriously to solve or complete them. 

I am also intrigued by the little indications here and there in your books of the 
nature of the intellect that lay behind the way you saw and interpreted things: you did 
some things, like my own repairing of my father's water gaps, that suggest an 
adventuresome and audacious nature. Maybe that goes with keen observation of 
people and their interactions, and a persistent memory. I will guess that the people 
who have known you as a child were lucky, and it seems obvious you were also 
lucky that many of them knew you. 

I still have to digest your two books. I got so excited reading the first one that I 
speed-read it three different times. My mother, who at 89, was nearly blind and lived 
in the Tatman apartments east of Monticello, had asked me to read it on tape for her -
- that I thought it would be my time for careful "digestion." She and I cou]d have fun 
over the details because my mother knew a lot about Sangamon Township, and she 
looked at things much as I do. But I decided to write to you before I finished reading 
the two books carefully, at least. I apologize to you if what I am delivering here 
creates some kind of overload, or if I said anything at all in this letter that gives you 
other than pleasure or does not provide a positive addition to your admirable 
curiosity. 

Incidentally, there's a bit of irony in the fact that Sangamon Township was 
always touted in the history books as having the least written about it of any 
township in Piatt County. Someday, someone is going to have to take that back! 
Dempsey Cline was on the right track when he said, "Sangamon against the world!" 

"For some reason it was exceedingly difficult to collect general items 
relating to this township, so we have to content ourselves with the amount given." 

---- Emma Piatt 1883 

"Sangamon against the world!" 

---- Dempsey Cline 
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Additional Note about Hank and Bowie 

There i much more to this story of parallel live , which peaks broadly to the 
imilruity in how all boy growing up in Sangamon Town hip - and probably mo t 

farm boy growing up in the Midwest -- did thing in the early twentieth century. 
During the time that Lorrie and I have known Hank Hannah and hi wife Bowie 
per onal1y, which began after I had read hi book and written the above letter, we 
have added many new imila1itie between hi life as a child and mine. A an 
unu ual exrunple from my home town, torie in hi book and thi one show that each 
of u wa fa cinated by a beetle -- different one. that live in logs in the woods, 
though it was two different kind of beetles for the two of u , both living in ide dead 
log ! Hank told me about hi beetle after I had mentioned the Betsy beetle I had 
di covered in the area called the Pru·ker Forty, n01th of hi fa1m and west of mine. He 
also told me that he almo t became an entomologi t rather as a lawyer, and I almo t 
did that for approximately the econd half of my adult life; but I turned from 
entomology to studying the significance of human ociality. All the time that we 
were visiting together at Hank's home at White Oaks, near Texico, Illinoi , talking on 
the phone, and corre ponding, we kept discovering new parallel in our live . 
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McGovern, Terry 
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McKinley, John 
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McLaughlin, Pat 
Meece, George (Ellen Lyons) 
Meece, Lynn 
Meece, Uncle Raymond 
Meacham, Mary 
Mead, John 
Megahan,John 
Menacher,George 
Mitchell, Lynn 
Mitchell, Mattie 
Mitchell, Milt 
Mitchell, Ollie 
Mitchell, Ross 
Moffitt, Samuel 
Morris, Jackie 
Morris, C. M. 
Morris, Glen 
Mosser, Carl 
Mosser, Robert 
Mounce, Cecil (Heke) 
Mounce, Jim 
Mounce, Reason 
Mounce, Thomas 
Mounts, John 
Muirhead, James 
Mull, Ephriam 
Nell, Sam 
Newcomb, Dr. 
Nickel, L. V. 
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Norman, Mr. 
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Norris, Mary J. 
O'Briest, Dora 
O'Briest, Frank 
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Orr, Rev. 
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Plaster, Samuel 
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Primmer, Frankie 
Primmer, Letitia 
Primmer, Lizzie, 
Primmer, Minerva 
Primmer, Peter 
Purcell, Jerry 
Rankin, Grace 
Rankin, Nellie 
Rankin, Roy 
Reno, S. R. 
Rex, Fred 
Rhoades, Emanual 
Rhoades, George 
Rhoades, Sarah 
Rhoades, Stanley 
Richbark, Col. Isaac 
Richbark, Doug 
Richbark, S. P. 
Richey, John 
Ridgley, Ethel 
Ridgley, Louisa 
Ridgley, Wm, 
Riley, Dean 
Riley, Jack 
Rittenhouse, Mr. 
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Ross, Lance 
Ryan, John 
Sandburg, Carl 
Schaldenbrand, Art 
Schroth, Buck 
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Selby, Paul 
Seymour, Absalom J. 
Seymour, Curt 
Seymour, Dill 
Seymour, Jane 
Seymour, Judy (Wright) 
Seymour, Mella X. 
Seymour, Opal 
Shaw, Homer 
Sievers, Norma 
Spear, Adam 
Shaw, Mr. 
Shonkwiler, Francis M. 
Shuett, Rev. R. H. 
Skillings Boys 
Sievers, Mrs. Silas 
Sievers, Red 
Simmon, Reverend A. L. 
Singer, Philip 
Skinner, W. H. 
Smith, Art 
Smith, Bertha 
Smith, Charles 
Smith, David 
Smith, Dick 
Smith, Elmer 
Smith, Joe 
Smith, Mag 
Smith, William 
Smock, Gussie 
Smock, Ollie 
Spear, Adam 
Spear, Annabell 
Spear, Janie 
Spear, Reason 
Sprinkle, Dorie 
Sprinkle, Johnny 
Stanley 
Stewart 
Stevenson, Aaron 
Stiverson, Paul 
Storms, Susan 
Stout, Stout 
Stutzenstein (Elizabeth) 
Summers, Kyle 
Suver, Melissa 

Suver, Samuel 
Swisher, Calvin 
Tatman, John 
Tatman, Josh 
Tatman, Nick 
Tatman, Uncle Ditty 
Teats Barbara 
Teats, George 
Teats, Mary 
Teats, Mathias 
Thompson, Byron 
Thornton, Bill 
Timmons, Henry L. 
Tippett, Clint 
Tippett, Florence 
Tippett, Rev. Cumberland 
Tobie, Mrs. 
Tobie, Rev. W. N. 
Trimble, Robert 
Tritt 
Troike, Walter 
Tryon, Rev. 
Turner, Miss Katharine 
Unangst, W. B. 
Valentine Joseph 
V aleniine, Bill (Dean) 
Valentine, John 
Valentine, Jenny 
Val en tine, Stanley 
Valentine, Twilia (Mackey) 
Vermillion, Auston 
Vermillion, Kate Swisher 
Vincent, E. G. 
Volcker, Adam 
Vinson, Clint 
Vinson, M. 
Vinson, Sandy 
Waage,Jon 
Walden, Rev. 
Walker, Benjamin 
Warner, Jesse, 
Watson, Doc 
Watson, Mr. 
Webster, Angeline 
Webster, S. B. 
Webster, W. C. 
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lch, Jim 
elch, Thoma 

t Larry 
White Dick 
White, Frank 
White, Mack 
White, Molly 
White, Treva 
White, Walter 
Wienke, Mary Jane 
Wilkie, Dwight 
William , I aac V. 
William J. F. 
Williams, Mr. and Mr .(Edna) 
William , Mary B. 
William , Walter 
Wil on, Bud (Howard) 
Winter , Lute (Loui )? 
Winter Jim (John)(Irena) 
Winter , Ida Belle 
Winter , Wesley 
Wood, Jack 
Wooley, Yvonne 
Wrench, Algeretta 
Wright, Agne Jane Seymour 
Wright, Barbara June 
Wright, Charlie 
Wright, Helen 
Wright, Wayne 
Yockey, Dwight 
Young, Megan Kanta (Ja on) 
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* * * 

It is surely time for the adaptive structures of religion and science 
to begin adjusting, .finally, into the long-needed partnerships 
that can hone their respective capabilities 
with the joined skills and emotionalism 
of the tangled and still impotent searches 
that someday will nurse the gathering fragments 
of the potential for global social harmony. 

* * * 
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